ADVANCE PRAISE

“T he Asia century is well under way, and with it the emerging challenges of a region in transition…. Any sound future policy will require a thorough assessment of China’s evolving military and foreign security capabilities and of the capacity and willingness of Tokyo and Washington to sustain their historic cooperation. There are no guarantees that the future will resemble the recent past, and the best approaches for continued deterrence credibility and regional stability will require careful consideration and thoughtful analysis.

To this end, the Carnegie Endowment has offered up an extraordinary contribution: *China’s Military and the U.S.-Japan Alliance in 2030: A Strategic Net Assessment*. The future security and prosperity of the Asia-Pacific region may very well be defined by the content of this assessment. But one thing is certain: the United States and Japan must recognize that in the future, status quo thinking is unlikely to guarantee a stable security environment that serves the long-term interests of the bilateral relationship or the region.”

—GOVERNOR JON HUNTSMAN JR.,
FORMER AMBASSADOR TO CHINA AND FORMER GOVERNOR OF UTAH

“M ichael Swaine and his co-authors have done an admirable job of thinking through the complex interactions of the U.S.-Japan-China relationship in the future. Using scenarios and trend projections, they go beyond simple predictions to examine the complex interactions of different developments and reactions among the three countries and different groups within them. While I do not agree with specific military and policy judgments in all the scenarios, I strongly endorse the effort to examine potential developments along with likely and possible reactions and counterreactions. The triangular interactive relations among these great Asian powers will determine both the overall future of the region and much of the futures of each of the individual countries.”

—ADMIRAL DENNIS BLAIR (U.S. NAVY, RETIRED),
FORMER DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND FORMER COMMANDER OF THE U.S. PACIFIC COMMAND
The U.S.-Japan alliance has long been crucial to the military balance in the Western Pacific. The balance of power in the region is now shifting toward China, and tensions between Asian states are rising concomitantly. Current trends suggest that the United States and Japan will not find it easy to sustain immunity from coercion as they seek to preserve stability, secure their national interests, and manage crises in the region over the coming years. This study is a remarkably timely, thoughtful, and meticulous examination of the drivers and choices the allies will face through 2030. It illuminates probable shifts in the strategic landscape of northeast Asia, their consequences, and the policy and resource allocation choices they pose. In this strategic net assessment, the scholars Carnegie assembled have given decisionmakers in Tokyo and Washington a uniquely insightful and thought-provoking policy-planning tool.

—Ambassador Chas W. Freeman Jr. (U.S. Foreign Service, retired), former Assistant Secretary of Defense

There is nothing out there like this—a very important piece of work…. This is an elegantly framed study that systematically assesses the postures of China, Japan, and the United States and treats the dynamics between them. Obviously, this is tough to execute, but the authors have done an outstanding job. The report addresses a critical subject and offers empirically based suggestions…. There is nothing like it in terms of looking at the interactions between states to produce a set of possible future regional dynamics.

—Eric Heginbotham, senior political scientist at the RAND Corporation
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The emergence of the People’s Republic of China as an increasingly significant military power in the Western Pacific presents major implications for Japan, the U.S.-Japan alliance, and regional security. Most notably, China’s acquisition of so-called anti-access/area denial-type capabilities—centered on ballistic and cruise missiles, increasingly capable air forces, submarines and surface combatants, long-range radars and sophisticated C4ISR networks, and other types of offshore weapons systems—combined with its growing military and paramilitary presence along the East Asian littoral and beyond, is providing Beijing with a greater capacity to influence the security environment in this vital region of the world. In fact, China’s increasing influence abroad is converging with rising levels of nationalism at home to produce more strident domestic arguments in favor of using this growing military capacity to advance Chinese security interests overseas.

These developments pose a challenge to U.S. and Japanese security interests for several reasons. First, and most notably, they cast doubt on the ability of Japan and the United States to operate freely and, if necessary, to prevail in future disputes with Beijing over a variety of contentious national security issues, from maritime territorial and resource rivalries to the handling of crises over Taiwan or North Korea. Second, on a broader level, the tensions and uncertainties associated with a greater and more active Chinese military and paramilitary presence near Japan have the potential to reduce trust and spur zero-sum approaches toward Beijing in many nonmilitary policy areas—such as economic and trade relations—while channeling more scarce resources into military development. If mishandled,
China's growing military capabilities and presence could even weaken Japanese confidence in America's security commitment to Tokyo and increase support in Japan for a much larger and offensive-oriented conventional military—and perhaps even for the acquisition of nuclear weapons.

Thus, if Tokyo and Washington do not effectively respond to this challenge, China's growing offshore military capabilities could eventually increase the likelihood of serious political-military crises in East Asia, weaken the U.S.-Japan alliance, and undermine overall regional stability. These potential outcomes could diminish the future peace and prosperity of the entire Asia-Pacific region. Some of these adverse outcomes are already evident in relations between China, Japan, and the United States—the imbroglio between Tokyo and Beijing over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in the East China Sea is but one example.

To sustain allied confidence and cooperation and maintain regional stability in the face of China's growing military presence, it is therefore essential for both Tokyo and Washington to accurately assess the current and future dimensions of China's security challenge, along with the capacity and willingness of the United States and Japan to meet that challenge over time and under varying circumstances. This requires a clear understanding of the range and likelihood of possible security environments that could emerge among the three powers over the long term; the critical political, economic, social, and military trends and interests that will likely shape each alternative environment; and the ability of Tokyo and Washington to implement the kind of response that will best meet their security needs in each instance.

Developing such a response involves far more than simply intellectually projecting over time China's military capabilities in Northeast Asia and then determining a set of military policies and countermeasures to deal with them. China's future economic and military capabilities in many areas will remain to some extent uncertain, as will those of the United States and Japan. Moreover, China does not constitute the same security challenge to the West as the former Soviet Union once did. Over time, Beijing's emergence as a major regional and (in some respects) global power poses at least as many opportunities as threats to both Tokyo and Washington. In addition, the capacity of the United States and Japan to develop appropriate political, economic, and military responses to China is not limitless. Hard choices will have to be made by both powers between various alternative approaches, each likely containing both advantages and disadvantages.

To maximize the chance of success in this endeavor, any set of responses to Beijing's growing military capabilities in East Asia must therefore combine a wide range of both military and nonmilitary elements. Ideally, these capabilities and actions must not only deter truly threatening Chinese behavior but also reduce distrust, strengthen cooperation, and assure Beijing that its most vital interests are not imperiled. Such strategies must be based on a realistic understanding of the nature and limits of the Chinese military threat to Japan and the U.S.-Japan alliance. They also must take into account the likely political, military, and economic constraints confronting both Washington and Tokyo.
Given the seriousness and complexity of this problem, one would expect numerous studies that examine these issues to exist already. Unfortunately, existing studies usually address only the purely military dimensions of the equation, often rely almost exclusively on a “worst case” set of assumptions regarding Chinese military capabilities and intentions, or posit virtually limitless capacities on the part of the United States and Japan. In short, a comprehensive strategic net assessment of the future impact of China's growing military power on Japan and the alliance does not exist, at least not in the unclassified world.

This report constitutes an attempt to fill this gap. It is the product of many minds, combining expert knowledge in Chinese, Japanese, and U.S. foreign and defense policies and military capabilities with other relevant areas of expertise. As part of this undertaking, the authors conducted multiple rounds of interviews with policymakers and defense experts in Tokyo and Washington and with scholars and analysts in China in addition to extensive research in primary and secondary sources.

Perfection, either conceptual or analytical, is not the goal, given existing constraints and shortcomings in resources, data, and perhaps intellectual insight. But at the very least, this study defines the many aspects of the current security problem facing China, Japan, and the United States, provides a set of alternative security futures, and assesses the strengths and weaknesses of a range of possible strategic approaches for the alliance. In the process, it identifies some of the most important decisions confronting both U.S. and Japanese policymakers as well as the many factors that will influence those decisions.

The aim of this project is to sharpen the level of analysis and stimulate debate in both Tokyo and Washington over the future of the U.S.-Japan security alliance. Policymakers and publics in all three countries are presented with several inconvenient truths about the nature and extent of China's challenge to this alliance and the likely requirements for effectively addressing it. This analysis offers a useful template for further quantitative and qualitative assessment and strategic formulation. In so doing, it will hopefully provide the basis for more in-depth examination of the larger strategic and policy implications of the rapidly changing and enormously important Sino-Japanese-U.S. security dynamic.

—Michael D. Swaine
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A2/AD</td>
<td>Antiaccess/area denial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEW&amp;C</td>
<td>Airborne early warning and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCM</td>
<td>Air-launched cruise missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMS</td>
<td>Academy of Military Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APEC</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (forum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>ASEAN Regional Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAT</td>
<td>Antisatellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASB</td>
<td>Air-Sea Battle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASBC</td>
<td>Air-Sea Battle Concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASBM</td>
<td>Antiship ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCEL</td>
<td>Active strategic counterattack against exterior lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCM</td>
<td>Antiship cruise missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASUW</td>
<td>Antisurface warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASW</td>
<td>Antisubmarine warfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWACS</td>
<td>Airborne warning and control system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAMS</td>
<td>Broad Area Maritime Surveillance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BJ OCC</td>
<td>Bilateral and Joint Operations Command Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>Ballistic missile defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Command and control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4ISR</td>
<td>Command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATOBAR</td>
<td>Catapult-assisted take-off but arrested recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBO</td>
<td>Congressional Budget Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCP</td>
<td>Chinese Communist Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC</td>
<td>Central Military Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONUS</td>
<td>Continental United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPGS</td>
<td>Conventional prompt global strike</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCGS</td>
<td>Distributed Common Ground System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLBM</td>
<td>Submarine-launched ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOC</td>
<td>Sea lines of communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRBM</td>
<td>Short-range ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>Submersible ship—also known as diesel-electric submarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSBN</td>
<td>Submersible ship (ballistic nuclear)—also known as nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>Submersible ship (nuclear)—also known as nuclear-powered submarine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACAIR</td>
<td>Tactical aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THAAD</td>
<td>Terminal high-altitude area defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAV</td>
<td>Unmanned aerial vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAF</td>
<td>United States Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UUV</td>
<td>Unmanned underwater vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLS</td>
<td>Vertical launch system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSTOL</td>
<td>Vertical/short take-off and landing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMD</td>
<td>Weapons of mass destruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The emergence of the People’s Republic of China as an increasingly significant military power in the Western Pacific presents major implications for Japan, the U.S.-Japan alliance, and regional security. But a comprehensive assessment of the current and possible future impact of China’s military capabilities and foreign security policies on Tokyo and the alliance, along with a detailed examination of the capacity and willingness of both the United States and Japan to respond to this challenge, is missing from the current debate. Such an analysis is essential for Washington and Tokyo to better evaluate the best approaches for maintaining deterrence credibility and regional stability over the long term.

**KEY FINDINGS**

- The most likely potential challenge to the U.S.-Japan alliance over the next fifteen to twenty years does not involve full-scale military conflict between China and Japan or the United States—for example, one originating from Chinese efforts to expel Washington from the region.

- The likeliest challenge instead stems from Beijing’s growing coercive power—increasing Chinese military capabilities could enable Beijing to influence or attempt to resolve disputes with Tokyo in its favor short of military attack.
• An increase in the People’s Liberation Army’s presence in airspace and waters near Japan and disputed territories could also heighten the risk of destabilizing political-military crises.

• Significant absolute and possibly relative shifts in the military balance between China and the alliance in Japan’s vicinity are likely.

• In the most probable future scenarios facing these three actors, the U.S.-Japan alliance will either only narrowly retain military superiority in the airspace and waters near Japan or the balance will become uncertain at best.

• A significant drop in the potential threat posed by China is also possible if the Chinese economy falters and Beijing redirects its attention and resources toward maintaining internal stability.

• More dramatic shifts in the strategic landscape are unlikely in the fifteen- to twenty-year time frame. Such shifts include an Asian cold war pitting a normalized U.S.-Japan alliance against a belligerent China and a major withdrawal of U.S. presence that heralds either the dawning of a Sino-centric Asia or the emergence of intense Sino-Japanese rivalry with Japanese nuclearization.

U.S. AND JAPANESE POLICY RESPONSES

There are no “silver bullets.” No regional or alliance response can single-handedly deliver a stable military or political balance at minimal cost to all parties involved. Each of the major conceivable responses to these future challenges in the regional security environment will likely require painful trade-offs and, in some cases, the adoption of radically new ways of thinking about the roles and missions of both the U.S. and Japanese militaries.

Three general political-military responses offer viable ways to advance allied interests over the long term.

• \textit{Robust Forward Presence}: This deterrence-centered response is designed to retain unambiguous allied regional primacy through either highly ambitious and forward-deployment-based military concepts, such as Air-Sea Battle, or approaches more oriented toward long-range blockades, such as Offshore Control.

• \textit{Conditional Offense/Defense}: This primacy-oriented response nonetheless avoids both preemptive, deep strikes against the Chinese mainland or obvious containment-type blockades, and stresses both deterrence and reassurance in a more equal manner.
• **Defensive Balancing**: This response emphasizes mutual area denial, places a greater reliance on lower visibility and rear-deployed forces, and aims to establish a more genuinely balanced and cooperative power relationship with China in the Western Pacific.

**These responses could be complicated by a number of factors.**

• Limits on the ability of Japan or other nations in the Asia-Pacific region to advance substantive security cooperation or embark on major security enhancements

• Unwillingness in the U.S. military to alter doctrinal assumptions in operating in the Western Pacific

• China’s own suspicions of alliance efforts that might constrain the use of its growing capabilities

• Low tolerance among stakeholders for uncertainty and even failure during political or diplomatic negotiations over vital security interests

**The status quo is likely to prove unsustainable.** Despite the potential complications, Washington and Tokyo must seriously evaluate these possible responses. Current economic and military trends in China, Japan, and the United States suggest that existing policies and strategies might fail to ensure a stable security environment conducive to U.S. and Japanese interests over the long term.
THE NET ASSESSMENT
APPROACH

THE PROBLEM

If the most important story of international politics in the twenty-first century is the growth of the Chinese economy, the second most important story is likely to be the modernization and development of the Chinese military. Having been in the past a large, poorly equipped force known more for employing human wave attacks than for its doctrinal finesse or technological prowess, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is becoming a truly modern military force equipped with increasingly sophisticated weapons and equipment and greatly improved levels of training, education, logistics, and overall organizational competence.

For decades Beijing has pursued a systematic, well-funded, and determined program of modernizing both its conventional and strategic forces. More recently, the tempo of China’s force modernization program appears to have increased significantly and its focus has sharpened, largely in response to continued high levels of national economic growth and as a result of specific concerns over increasing U.S. power projection and related capabilities—as demonstrated in the Gulf Wars and in the Kosovo conflict—as well as growing tensions with the United States and other regional powers over Taiwan and maritime territorial issues in the East and South China Seas. Indeed, for years Taiwan in particular provided the force-structuring and force-sizing scenario for the PLA. Recently, however, China’s modernization effort has begun to place a greater emphasis on acquiring more ambitious power
projection capabilities beyond Taiwan to include nearby regions. This military modernization process has created substantial security concerns in the United States, Japan, and many other countries in Asia.

To understand the nature and extent of these concerns, one must understand the assumptions and interests that have shaped Asian (and especially American and Japanese) security policies in recent decades, as well as the type of potential threat to those policies posed by specific Chinese military capabilities and views.

Throughout the post–World War II era, the most critical U.S. security objective in the Asia-Pacific region has been the creation and maintenance of predominant political and military influence across the vast reaches of maritime East Asia. The United States has pursued this objective by maintaining the ability to project superior naval, air, and (to a lesser extent) land power into or near any areas within this region.¹ Such capabilities, along with the development of close political and diplomatic relations and explicit bilateral security alliances with key states such as Japan and South Korea, have sustained a wide range of pivotal U.S. interests, including

- Preventing the emergence of a hostile power in the region that could limit or prevent U.S. access;
- Preventing the emergence or intensification of regional disputes or rivalries that could disrupt overall peace and economic development;
- Ensuring freedom of commerce, market access, and sea lines of communication throughout the region;
- Defending and encouraging democratic states and processes and discouraging the expansion of nondemocratic movements or regimes hostile to the United States; and
- Preventing the proliferation of dangerous weapons, technologies, and know-how across littoral Asia and coping with nontraditional security threats, in particular global and regional terrorism, pandemics, and environmental degradation.

During this period, Japan has played a critical role in supporting many of these U.S. security interests in the Asia-Pacific region. In addition to providing bases and financial support for U.S. forward-deployed forces, Tokyo has acquired, and gradually expanded, the capability to defend its own territories and contiguous spaces and to lend critical forms of “rear-area” and command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) support to U.S. forces operating in nearby areas, thereby reducing the U.S. security burden. It has also deepened its involvement with the United States in the development of key weapons systems—such as ballistic missile defense, purchasing many U.S. military systems, and increasing the level of official, public attention it pays to potential security threats posed by two nearby nations: North Korea and, more recently, China.
At the same time, Japan has continued to confront considerable political, economic, and social constraints on its ability and willingness to develop a more ambitious, regional-oriented military capacity and defense strategy. The Japanese are arguably both ambivalent and yet also increasingly concerned about their external security environment, especially in light of China’s expanding development of local power projection capabilities and growing assertiveness toward both maritime territorial issues such as the dispute with Beijing over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and North Korea’s pursuit of a nuclear weapons capacity. Although many Japanese citizens are now more inclined to regard China as a security threat, they also remain largely unwilling—especially during an era of slow growth—to devote a greater share of gross national product (GNP) to national defense and continue to support close, mutually beneficial economic relations with Beijing. Indeed, many Japanese view Beijing as an unavoidably critical partner in sustaining Japan’s future prosperity and domestic stability, given the nation’s increasing level of economic dependence on China. These factors, combined with Japan’s long-standing aversion both to higher levels of military spending (above 1 percent of GNP) and the acquisition of a more “normal” force structure designed, in part, to operate beyond the home islands, inevitably create strong levels of ambivalence toward defense issues involving China.

Despite such ambivalence within Japanese society as a whole, many serious Japanese defense and foreign policy analysts, along with many of their American counterparts, have little doubt that China’s growing military capacity is altering the security environment facing Japan, America’s security interests in Asia, and perhaps the U.S.-Japan alliance in major ways. Specifically, for such analysts, China’s growing air, naval, intermediate ballistic missile, C4ISR, cyber, space, and overall power projection capabilities, especially in the larger context of Japan’s ongoing domestic political turbulence and America’s own domestic distractions, are threatening to erode U.S. predominance in the Western Pacific, overshadow long-standing U.S. sanctuaries in Japan, increase security anxieties among many Asian nations, and thereby potentially challenge strategic stability in Northeast Asia.

Of particular concern to American and Japanese defense analysts has been the development of what has been called the “antiaccess and area denial” (A2/AD) capabilities of the Chinese armed forces, as well as their ability to project power well beyond their borders. Because the United States would need to deploy and sustain its forces over thousands of miles in any military conflict in the Western Pacific, Washington’s concern is that the Chinese are developing forces whose primary purpose would be to deny the U.S. military access to the region while the Chinese themselves were projecting power directly onto a nearby objective. Such an “antiaccess” or “counterintervention” operation might begin with cyber or physical operations against command-and-control nodes together with American space-based ISR assets. These initial attacks might be followed by air, missile, or special operations attacks on U.S. naval surface combatants, logistical facilities, and U.S. air bases or seaports in the region.

The intent of these actions would be to interfere with American and Japanese intelligence gathering, lengthen the decisionmaking process in Washington and Tokyo, and ulti-
mately slow the U.S. military response to events unfolding in the Western Pacific, such as a crisis over Taiwan or other disputed territories. In the “area denial” component of the operation, an integrated air defense capability would work to keep U.S. aerial forces at bay, while American sea forces would be kept away with mines, together with missile and submarine attacks—or perhaps just the threat of attacks—on aircraft carriers and other critical naval assets. The Chinese purpose would be to deny the area near the objective to U.S. military forces and keep these critical power projection capabilities at a distance. Overall, these A2/AD capabilities, combined with emerging Chinese power projection operations and a larger overall presence in areas near Japan, might allow the PLA to accomplish its mission without having to confront U.S. military capabilities directly.

The U.S. military in particular is very concerned about this emerging capability, not just with regard to specific contingencies such as a crisis over Taiwan but also as it affects the overall capacity of U.S. forces to perform the missions listed above. As early as 1995, Air Force Chief of Staff General Ronald Fogleman noted that “saturation ballistic missile attacks against littoral forces, ports, airfields, storage facilities, and staging areas could make it extremely costly to project forces into a disputed theater, much less carry out operations to defeat a well-armed aggressor. Simply the threat of such enemy missile attacks might deter the [U.S. and] coalition [partners] from responding to aggression in the first instance.” In 1995 the threat was more theoretical than real, as analysts were simply examining worldwide trends in the development of ISR, command-and-control, and precision-strike capabilities. Today, however, the challenge is moving beyond the theoretical. In its 2008 report on the military power of China, the Defense Department reported to Congress that

the PLA appears engaged in a sustained effort to develop the capability to interdict or attack, at long ranges, military forces—particularly air or maritime forces—that might deploy or operate within the Western Pacific. Increasingly, China's antiaccess/area denial forces overlap, providing multiple layers of offensive systems, utilizing the sea, air, space, and cyber-space.

Augmenting their growing A2/AD-type capabilities, the Chinese are also steadily developing the ability to project power beyond their borders. Although China's focus on Taiwan has long been recognized, according to the Defense Department, “China continues to invest in military programs designed to improve extended-range power projection. Current trends in China's military capabilities are a major factor in changing East Asian military balances, and could provide China with a force capable of conducting a range of military operations in Asia well beyond Taiwan.” Moreover, some Chinese defense analysts have been arguing, unofficially, that to defend its national interests and add strategic depth to its homeland, China needs to acquire so-called far sea defense capabilities that emphasize the ability to execute multidimensional precision attacks well beyond the first island chain. According to the Pentagon, proponents of this strategy assert that “China requires a greater number of large- and medium-sized warships, carrier-based aviation, improved C4ISR, and more long-range support vessels.”
To support its ambitious program of military modernization, China has pursued double-digit defense spending increases for the past decade, currently equivalent to approximately 2 percent of the gross domestic product (GDP) of what is now the second-largest economy in the world, and what could be the largest economy by 2035, if not sooner. By contrast, Japan’s defense budget has shrunk to less than 1 percent of GDP and is still declining. Though the two countries started at very different levels of technology and force composition, it is increasingly clear that China is overtaking Japan in several key military areas, and that Japan is growing more, not less, dependent on the United States for its defense. Simultaneously, the United States is deploying substantial forces to Guam and is expanding its overall military presence in the Asia-Pacific. This is partly in response to China’s growing military capabilities and presence in the region.

Very little of this shifting military situation is discussed publicly in Japan, although various nongovernmental, anti-China groups occasionally draw attention to it. Beijing, meanwhile, has for most of the past several decades deployed its best diplomatic assets to convey a pacific image to the Japanese public. This effort, along with China’s growing economic importance to Japan and the deeply rooted Japanese resistance to military spending, have forestalled a clear and strong consensus developing in Japan against a “China threat” requiring major increases in military capabilities, despite arguably intensifying altercations with Beijing over maritime territorial disputes and historical issues arising from past Sino-Japanese conflicts. Moreover, any clear or decisive moves by Tokyo regarding this issue are further constrained by the general policy paralysis resulting from the current instabilities and uncertainties of Japan’s domestic political process and overall focus on internal reform.

Adding to this situation, the United States has reached defense budget levels that will be difficult to increase, if necessary, amid swelling deficits and conflicting social priorities. The F-22, for example, would have been a force multiplier, replacing Japan’s aging F-15s and F-4EJs against China’s third- and fourth-generation fighters, as well as a possible substitute for all frontline U.S. fighter forces in the Western Pacific, but the United States is ending production of that aircraft earlier than planned. Moreover, Japan has inadequate missile defenses (in both number and sophistication) to protect its population, infrastructure, and defense facilities against the People’s Republic of China’s (PRC’s) steadily growing intermediate-range ballistic missile capability. These missiles, along with China’s growing number of advanced fighters with offshore, long-range capabilities, also potentially threaten U.S. bases on Japanese territory. As a result, the potential trade-offs between the United States and Japanese budgets necessary to meet China’s rising capabilities are getting more difficult by the year.

Few civilian policymakers in Washington and Tokyo are prepared to address this changing correlation of forces in a comprehensive and long-range manner. For Japan, doing so could involve wrenching decisions about defense spending and the nation’s strategic posture that might alter decades of minimalist policy. For the United States, it would possibly entail tough policy choices about defense budgets, weapons systems, deployments, and alliance expectations in the Western Pacific, as well as striking a very different balance between cooperative engagement and hedging in the relationship with China.
At present, one key and missing element in this decision process is an active Japan that will debate and decide how to respond to the Chinese challenge. Also missing so far is an integrated American regional concept or strategy that takes into account both the real uncertainties confronting future U.S. and Chinese defense spending and the complexities of U.S. relations with both Beijing and Tokyo.

Preparation of a credible, fact-based net assessment of (1) the current and possible alternative future military capabilities and accompanying national security and defense strategies, policies, and actions of China, Japan, and the United States and (2) the impact of such alternative assessments on the security environment in the Western Pacific will sharpen our understanding of this problem and perhaps force debate in both Tokyo and Washington over the future of the United States–Japan security alliance. It would do so by confronting the publics (and some elites) in both countries with inconvenient truths and trade-offs in policies and capabilities they might otherwise prefer to ignore. Most important, it would provide the basis for a more sophisticated and in-depth examination of the larger strategic and policy implications for the United States and Japan of the rapidly changing Sino–Japanese military dynamic. Thus far, none of the major scholarly or unclassified U.S. and Japanese governmental analyses of PLA modernization and the evolving China–Japan–United States strategic relationship provide such an examination of this issue. This project would thus inform subsequent decisions, and continue to do so as updates are periodically produced.

THE INTELLECTUAL APPROACH: NET ASSESSMENT

One approach—designed to analyze, in comparative fashion, the relative military capabilities and strategic outlook of countries—that has been widely used in the defense community is called “net assessment.” Various regional and functional net assessments conducted within the Office of the Secretary of Defense’s Office of Net Assessment have, over the years, had a major impact on the development of American strategy. In fact, since its introduction more than forty years ago, the net assessment approach has been so successful that a number of different organizations and individuals—both inside and outside government—have adopted the term and at least some elements of the approach to analyze the interaction in a specific domain of two or more entities engaged in a long-term competitive or interactive process. Sometimes these efforts have been successful, and sometimes they have not. From the 1970s to the 1990s, for example, various Net Technical Assessments, conducted under the aegis of the Defense Science Board, were very useful in comparing the position of the United States relative to certain competitors (principally the Soviet Union) in specific technological domains. The information derived from these reports influenced secretarial-level decisions within the Defense Department on research-and-development investment and weapons acquisition. Other attempts at using a derivative of the net assessment approach have proven less useful. The Joint Military Net Assessment, for example,
and the Joint Forces Command’s Operational Net Assessment were both efforts to bureaucratize and routinize the approach that, for various reasons, no longer exists.

One of the major challenges in understanding how net assessments have been done in the past is that some of the best and most influential are still highly classified and were, when written, usually intended for a very small audience—policymakers who could make a difference with regard to the challenges and opportunities presented by the assessment. Nevertheless, there are enough examples in the open literature and enough material in academia and elsewhere that one can make some general observations and obtain some insight into the approach.\textsuperscript{11}

Net assessment has been described in a number of ways and defined differently by different authors. Eliot Cohen describes it simply as “the craft and discipline of analyzing military balances.”\textsuperscript{12} Cohen’s definition and the approach he describes can be very useful in conducting an assessment of an ongoing conflict or one that is on the verge of becoming kinetic—as might be the case, for example, on the Korean Peninsula or in certain parts of the Middle East. In an analysis of the future security environment of the Western Pacific, however, though an appraisal of the current military balance might be useful, it would be difficult to address the future of the balance without a more comprehensive study of what the relevant military forces and capabilities are likely to look like fifteen or twenty years from now and how many nonmilitary factors—such as leadership views, social attitudes, and exogenous events—might influence the future security environment. Moreover, Cohen’s approach is clearly more useful in times of actual physical conflict and less useful in examining the long-term peacetime competition or comparative interaction between the national security systems of two or more nations.

Stephen Rosen, another expert on net assessment, uses the term more broadly to mean “the analysis of the interaction of national security establishments in peacetime and in war.”\textsuperscript{13} By bringing the entire national security establishment of the various competitors to bear, Rosen’s approach addresses the importance of the peacetime competition as well as the wartime competition, including both military and nonmilitary factors. In a broader sense, using Rosen’s approach one could envision national security establishments as opposing systems, each with political, financial, military, technological, and other dimensions in some sort of competition with one another. Still, there are elements outside a nation’s security establishment that can have an impact on the long-term strategic competition between them, particularly in a region as politically and economically dynamic as the Western Pacific, and when considered over a period of fifteen to twenty years, the timeline employed in this study.

Although both these characterizations are useful, for the current analysis the best definition might be the official one offered by the U.S. Department of Defense, which calls net assessment “the comparative analysis of military, technological, political, economic, and other factors governing the relative military capability of nations. Its purpose is to identify problems and opportunities that deserve the attention of senior defense officials.”\textsuperscript{14} So, though Cohen’s approach is useful in reminding the analyst that, in a net assessment, the
military nature of the competition is of critical importance, and Rosen reminds the analyst that strategic competition can take place in peace as well as in war and that elements of the national security establishment, beyond those that are purely military, can have a major impact on the competition, the Department of Defense captures the fact that to analyze the strategic competition fully, one needs to also consider aspects of the technological, political, social, and economic dynamics—especially when examining a specific competition over the long term. In a sense, then, though none of the definitions individually captures the full essence of net assessment, collectively they offer insights as to what net assessment is, what its principal characteristics are, and why it has proven so powerful over the years.

Net assessment is often described as a methodology. Methodologies, however, typically possess a body of practices, policies, and rules used by those who work in the area; net assessment does not. Instead, it is, as Rosen argues, an “intellectual approach” substantially different from others in that it is “designed to pose and answer, however imperfectly, the strategic questions facing the United States.” By strategic questions, Rosen means “those surrounding the Clausewitzian conception of strategy, which is the use of military campaigns to obtain the political goals of the nation, but also the questions involving the peacetime problem of obtaining national goals by military competition short of war. It is concerned with the question of what the war will look like and what the character of our long-term competition might be.”

Paul Bracken, another analyst experienced in net assessment, uses different words, but he appears to agree in principle. “The best way to define net assessment,” he argues, “is to understand that it is a practice. It isn’t an art (like military judgment), nor is it a science (like chemistry). Rather it’s a way of tackling problems from certain distinctive perspectives.” Conducting a net assessment, therefore, is not employing a specific set of techniques to derive answers as to the shape of the future security environment in the Western Pacific. Instead, it involves establishing an understanding and applying an intellectual approach designed to pose and answer the most important strategic questions about the future security environment and to present plausible alternative versions of that environment, from a comprehensive and long-range perspective, taking into account all relevant factors, both military and nonmilitary. This broader perspective is why, in this study, we used the term “strategic net assessment,” and not merely “net assessment.”

One more defining element of a net assessment is that it is intended to be a “net” assessment—that is, a comparison of two or more sides in interaction with one another, whether deliberate and calculating or not. This is in distinct contrast to an intelligence assessment, which focuses exclusively on an opponent’s capabilities. This difference is critical in at least two respects. From a practical point of view, though both kinds of analysis should provide a comprehensive overview of the opponent’s capabilities, only a net assessment requires the analyst to have an understanding of the capabilities of friendly forces. Although obtaining an understanding of friendly forces sounds easy—especially for government analysts—it can be anything but. In some instances, the relevant information simply may not be readily available. Neither the United States nor any other military has ever really faced a comprehensive antiaccess or area denial–oriented set of capabilities, for example, especially one
that integrates cyber and kinetic capabilities. It is doubtful, therefore, that anyone has ever
developed an inventory of “counter-A2/AD” forces in the U.S. military. In other instances,
the individual military services might have bureaucratic reasons for not sharing the precise
details of their capabilities with the other services or with civilian policymakers. The U.S.
Navy might not be willing to share the vulnerability profile of a modern aircraft carrier, the
details of which might make a significant difference in the ability of the United States to
counter an A2/AD–based strategy but might also be used in the budgetary battles with the
other services. Similarly, the Air Force might not be completely forthcoming on the capa-
bilities of current aircraft—especially if it is involved in budgetary battles trying to justify a
new one.

If there are difficulties sharing information within the Pentagon, assessing the capabili-
ties of allies can be even more challenging. Just as the U.S. military may not be prepared
to share its most secret and sensitive information with the Japanese military, presumably
the Japanese may not be willing to share everything with their American counterparts. In
short, developing a comprehensive understanding of friendly capabilities might be as hard
as developing an understanding of the potential adversary.

The inclusion of friendly forces is not the only difference between a net assessment and
other kinds of analysis. In a net assessment, the focus is not on one side or the other but on
the evolving interaction between the competitors. In an assessment of the future security
environment in the Western Pacific, therefore, the analysis should concentrate on the relative
power projection and A2/AD capabilities of the two sides and how they might interact with
one another in a particular battlespace or domain and given a particular set of strategic pri-
orities, policies and outlooks—and not just provide a laundry list of Chinese, Japanese, and
U.S. capabilities. How the United States–Japan alliance might respond to an A2/AD chal-
lenge is (presumably) highly classified and certainly somewhat conjectural. As a result, it is
not only difficult to know when and how the Chinese might execute A2/AD operations, but
it is also difficult to know how effective the United States might be in countering the cyber,
dersea, missile, and other kinds of attacks that might be part of such a campaign.

To understand the net assessment approach, one must not only understand the defini-
tion of the term; one must also understand the principal characteristics of the approach. In
this study, we focus on the following characteristics of net assessment:

• Employs a broad-based approach;
• Focuses on the long-term nature of the competition;
• Recognizes the importance of trends;
• Acknowledges the critical nature of national differences;
• Realizes the importance of asymmetries; and
• Identifies the critical domains of competition.
Broad-Based Approach

One of the advantages of the net assessment approach used in this study is that it is broad-based—it is not focused on military factors alone but also integrates a number of other elements that bear on a state’s overall military capability and willingness to employ force. As the U.S. Department of Defense definition notes, net assessment is a comparative analysis of military, technological, political, economic, and other factors. Because many, if not most, assessments focus on the future, net assessments recognize that today’s political, diplomatic, and economic circumstances will have a major impact on establishing the military budgets and strategies for tomorrow, which in turn will be the basis for military capabilities and behavior that exist the day after. The importance of conducting a broad-based analysis is particularly salient with regard to the future security environment in the Western Pacific. Quite clearly, for instance, China’s ability to influence the region depends to a great extent on the future pattern of economic growth in the PRC and on the political willingness of Chinese decisionmakers to continue spending billions on military modernization and deploy weapons systems in the areas around Japan.

Similarly, political factors—especially in Japan but also in Washington—are going to be major determinants of how the alliance responds to the Chinese challenge. Technologies—and the ability to use technologies—will also make a difference. Undersea, stealth, space, information systems, and command-and-control technologies are rapidly evolving; the ability of the various countries to use these developments in their military forces will certainly make a difference in how the balance changes over time. There are also other factors that might make a difference. Demographic shifts already apparent in Japan are becoming increasingly important in China and could make a difference. Extraregional events—especially those affecting energy—could also influence the trilateral equation. And unanticipated or sudden paradigm-shifting exogenous events, such as major crises sparked by local incidents or shifting policies of other states—as well as unexpected, major, and relatively rapid shifts in military technologies—could also generate changes in the military balance.

Of particular importance, however, the reason for looking at political, economic, technological, demographic, and other variables is to understand the effect they are likely to have on the strategic competition, usually through their impact on security policies, military forces, and military activity. A net assessment of the future security environment in the Western Pacific, therefore, would not necessarily include a wide-ranging analysis of the Japanese political landscape. Instead, it would focus on those aspects of Japanese politics that bear on the future security environment and future foreign and defense policies generally, and on power projection and A2/AD competition more specifically. It might, for example, include an analysis of the Japanese public’s feelings toward the military and toward a potential threat from China, a more detailed look at the attitudes of policymakers toward increasing (or decreasing) defense spending in the wake of Chinese assertiveness, and an assessment of the behavior of those defense analysts, military officers, and bureaucrats who will actually work on the issues and build the force that will respond (or not) to Chinese initiatives. A
similar political analysis might be necessary for the PRC and the United States. In the same
vein, an economic analysis would be important primarily for its impact on defense spending
and perhaps its influence on the nation’s technology base.

**Focus on the Long Term**

Another of the defining characteristics of the net assessment approach is that it focuses
on the long-term competition between international actors. America has often been criti-
cized for working on a time horizon equal to one, or at most two, presidential terms. More-
over, most analytical techniques and methodologies within the government focus either
on an immediate military issue or on the implications of certain budgetary changes. The
problem, of course, is that the budget’s time horizon is five to seven years, but international
interactions and national security competitions do not usually end every five years and start
anew; they are more often long term and continuing. The Cold War lasted almost forty-five
years, and America’s competition with Islamic extremism began well before the terrorist
attacks of September 11, 2001, and has no end in sight. In the same context, though the
nature of the political-economic-military competition between China, on one hand, and
the United States–Japan alliance, on the other, will certainly evolve over the next several
decades, it will likely last well into the twenty-first century. These are long-term competi-
tions. As Paul Bracken notes,

One of the great contributions of net assessment is that it calls for consciously think-
ing about the time span of the competition you are in. Change that is imperceptible
on any given day can produce large effects viewed over time. For example, one way to
look at China is to focus on the decision of whether or not Beijing’s leaders will attack
Taiwan. This, of course, is an important question, but it leaves a great deal out. Changes
in China’s military capacity from one year to the next are small. Yet looked at over a time
span of 20 years, one sees a very different picture.20

But the compounding nature of small changes is only one reason why the long-term per-
spective of net assessments is useful. There are several other reasons why policymakers need
to consider the long term. First, of course, it puts various aspects of a particular conflict in
perspective. Although the term “Cold War” certainly described one dimension of the inter-
action between the United States and the Soviet Union, understanding it as a “long-term
competition” provided an entirely different—and sometimes very useful—strategic perspec-
tive. Some argue, for example, that while bombers were not the best and most efficient
nuclear delivery mechanism during the Cold War, they played a little understood role in
U.S. strategy: “By continually adding new planes and cruise missiles to the U.S. arsenal
over the past three decades, Washington has forced Moscow to invest heavily in such purely
defensive weapons as antiaircraft missiles. Over the years, this investment has been expen-
sive for the Soviet Union, and at the same time, it is less threatening to the United States
than Soviet investment in tanks, ballistic missiles, or other offensive weapons.”21 In fact,
when thinking about conflicts as a form of long-term competition, a variety of potential cost-imposing or competitive strategies becomes potentially useful. Thus, in the long-term competition in the Western Pacific, though China’s rate of military modernization might be a reason for concern, it is certainly not a reason for panic; there are both military and nonmilitary actions the United States, Japan, and others can undertake and strategies they can adopt that can improve their relative positions in the long term. This study examines such actions and strategies.

There is yet another reason for focusing on the long-term nature of the competition. Modern history has shown that it can sometimes take decades to build new weapons systems, to change military doctrines, to restructure military organizations, or to build the foundations for an alliance. The requirement for an advanced technology fighter to replace the American F-15 Eagle, for example, was developed in 1981; the first-production F-22—the aircraft that filled that role—was not delivered until 2003, twenty-two years later. There are some indications that, as early as 1992, the Chinese government authorized studies on building an aircraft carrier; twenty years later, the studies have apparently resulted in a decision to build a small number of carriers. Moreover, the general consensus among naval professionals is that it would likely take most of a decade before even one carrier became combat-capable.

Although it may take a long time to build and deploy new weapons, once in the system, they tend to stay there for a long time—though they may be frequently updated. The U.S. Air Force’s B-52 has been a mainstay of the U.S. strategic bomber force since 1955; one of America’s most powerful warships, the aircraft carrier Enterprise, was launched in 1961 and is not due for decommissioning until 2013 (a date that may be extended until 2014 or 2015), and the U.S. Army’s highly valued M1 tank entered service in 1980. Although the PLA no longer hoards outdated equipment like it once did, the Chinese still keep military matériel around for decades. The PLA Air Force, for instance, still has several models of fighters based on 1970s technology. So, many of the most expensive weapons built today and tomorrow by Tokyo, Washington, or Beijing will still be in the inventory twenty or more years from now. It is incumbent on policymakers to understand the strategic environment in which these platforms could be operating.

Developing new weapons systems is not the only thing that takes time. Changing military doctrines and operational concepts can also be a difficult and time-consuming task. In the United States, for example, despite widespread agreement on the need for a change in battlefield doctrine, and the fact that it took place primarily within one service, it nevertheless took the U.S. Army nine years (from 1973 to 1982) to change its doctrine from “Active Defense” to “AirLand Battle.” More profound doctrinal changes—several of which appear to be taking place in the different services within China today—could well take a generation or more to implement fully. Similarly, building effective alliances can also take time. One of the things that make the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) so unique and potentially effective is that it has built an entire infrastructure to integrate the capabilities of the various members. The NATO command-and-control system, various standard-
ization agreements, logistics agreements, and other elements of the North Atlantic Alli-
ance are the product of decades of study and negotiation. Though the United States–Japan
alliance has some operating agreements in place, it could well take a number of years—even
if the political will existed—to build an infrastructure that would solidify and enhance the
capabilities of the alliance.

In short, to make reasonable and rational decisions on which weapons, operational
doctrines, organizations, and processes they will need to achieve their national strategic
objectives in the Western Pacific during the next fifteen to twenty years, decisionmakers
in Washington and Tokyo must have some notion, today, of how that environment could
evolve. The net assessment approach focuses on the long-term competition or interac-
tion and tries to capture how elements of this process, along with related determinants
of behavior such as the security views of the political leadership, might evolve over the
next ten to twenty years. Indeed, the ability of net assessments to look far into the future
complements the budget process and is perhaps one the most important features of the
approach.

The Importance of Trends

Simply understanding the current military, political, economic, technological, and other
situations that exist in China, Japan, and the United States is a far cry from understanding
how they will affect the security environment fifteen to twenty years from now. Moreover,
trying to predict which events might occur in the future is a fool's errand. However, it is
possible to identify particular trends in these domains and the varying effects different
trends might have on both security perceptions and the overall balance. Indeed, although all
assessments are organized and structured differently, at the heart of many—if not most—is
an analysis of trends. The determination of which particular trends are relevant to any spe-
cific assessment is a key to success. In the past, assessments have looked at different com-
binations of political, social, economic, demographic, technological, and military trends. In
this assessment of the future security environment in the Western Pacific, we clearly need
to analyze certain trends within these domains that affect the power projection—specifi-
cally A2/AD competition—in the region, as well as the strategic outlooks and actions of the
United States, Japan, and China.

The reason net assessments often focus on trends is quite simply momentum; it is
extremely difficult for governments, large organizations, institutions, or nations to change
direction in short periods of time. Extrapolating from existing institutional or national
trends and assessing how they might interact with one another over time and under differ-
ing conditions is one way of determining how the future might evolve. Barring any major
exogenous shocks, for example, most analysts assess that fairly robust levels of Chinese
economic growth are likely to continue for at least several more years—though the specific
rate of growth might be contentious. In fact, the variability of this particular trend is central
to any analysis of long-term security in the Western Pacific.
Trends within military institutions are also difficult to change. Stephen Rosen writes, “Military forces are large organizations that are products of their societies and political systems, as well as their own organizational histories and cultures. Because they are large and reflect long-standing values in their home countries, they will have certain persistent tendencies. Although the means that are used to carry out certain missions can and will change more or less quickly in wartime, certain patterns of behavior will persist.”

Thus, one way to estimate the defense budgets of the United States, China, and Japan into the future is to look at the trends over the past several years. How large are they? Have they been going up? Down? Is it possible to pinpoint a reason for the trend? Are there specific sub-trends within the defense budget that are important? What about their spending on power projection capabilities? Just as it is possible to identify a trend with regard to the defense budget overall, one can make judgments on the kind of weapons systems a country might buy in the future and at what rate by analyzing the kinds it has bought in the past and their rate of acquisition. Have past purchases focused on the units and matériel that might be needed for territorial defense, for protecting sea lines of communication, or for power projection? Do they have a preference for ground, sea, or air forces? Which doctrinal tenets seem to be consistent in a nation’s operational concepts? At what rate have specific systems been deployed? These are but a few of the questions a net assessment approach would pose.

One of the real innovations of the net assessment approach is the explicit recognition of the importance of political and bureaucratic behavior in analyzing defense policy. Most American defense analysts have long recognized that both types of behavior (and especially the latter type) exert a large impact on U.S. national security policy. Indeed, the instances of the individual services acting in a way to increase their budget and influence with regard to the other services, and within the political system, are legion. It was, however, not until net assessments undertook detailed analyses of various aspects of foreign defense policies that analysts began to understand the degree to which other countries’ actions and policies were influenced by their internal politics and bureaucracies as well. Arguably, in fact, nations often take actions that have very little to do directly with a rational calculation of their strategic interest; instead, they are sometimes the outcome of specific bureaucratic interactions and political calculations. Paul Bracken notes that the Soviet Union “never optimized its strategy against the United States in the sense of allocating resources to an efficient production schedule of weapons matched to American weaknesses. A good deal of Soviet weaponry was better analyzed by understanding the design bureaus that produced it. Bureaus with political clout, those with prestigious design teams, consistently received a disproportionate share of Soviet defense capital.” He goes on to note that the same point is relevant today and with respect to other actors. It is a fair bet that some of the specific power projection and antiaccess capabilities developed by Beijing, Tokyo, and Washington have less to do directly with the strategic environment than with domestic politics and bureaucratic dynamics. Net assessment offers the framework within which to examine these issues.
Though trends are critical in the conduct of most assessments, it is important to recognize that not all trends continue forever. As the economist Herbert Stein famously pointed out, “If something cannot go on forever, it will stop.” The reasons that trends do not go on forever are varied. Some begin to fade because they generate their own feedback mechanisms. At some point, for example, the Chinese military could determine that it has enough missiles facing Taiwan and the trend of deploying more and more accurate missiles in the area will decline. Similarly, the Chinese economy is large and complex, but eventually one of the many feedback mechanisms inherent in modern economic systems will begin to play a larger and larger role. At some point, for example, the production of goods might demand so much energy and so much raw material that the price of inputs will rise, increasing the price of manufactured goods, decreasing world demand, and slowing the economic rate of growth. Political, economic, demographical, technological, military—all these trends will eventually generate feedback mechanisms of some sort. Determining how long these trends will last before these mechanisms begin to erode their effect is a challenging analytical task in any assessment.

A second reason that trends can change or fade away is their interaction with other trends. Too often, analysts predict a specific trajectory for various trend lines without considering the fact that they can and will interact with one another. Political, economic, social, and military trends can interact with one another to produce a result that no one foresees. At the macro level there are several instances in which declining economies have led to changes in government—and sometimes even coups d’état. Indeed, there is a general consensus that in the late 1980s political, economic, and military trends in the former Soviet Union interacted in such a way as to bring about the downfall of the country. There are also instances in which the size and/or nature of military spending has been affected by political or economic trends. The key point is that in analyzing the impact of various trends on the long-term competition, it is important to understand how each of them might interact with the others.

Although it is certainly true that change is difficult for states and other large institutions, it can and does happen, often in conjunction with a traumatic external event sometimes called a “trigger point.” American politics, American society, and U.S. defense spending changed dramatically in the aftermath of 9/11. Though a net assessment tries to explain the implications of key trends that last for years, it frequently also tries to identify which set of circumstances or events—what “trigger points” or “wild cards”—could occur in the region that would dramatically alter the nature of the security environment. Some changes that might be important in the Western Pacific might be a trigger point that results in a greater willingness in Japan to confront China, a determination in the United States to build and deploy more (or fewer) aircraft carriers, or a decision in Beijing to decrease its power projection capability or to become far more assertive in deploying such a capability. Understanding the nature and likelihood of these trigger points could lead to important insights about the security environment and possibly even policy prescriptions.
The Critical Nature of National Differences

One key to understanding the intellectual approach underlying net assessments is to appreciate the degree to which it emphasizes the importance of national differences—in operational concepts, in organizational constructs, and in decisionmaking. In this context, net assessment stands in contrast to other approaches that often ignore national differences and concentrate on the armaments available to military forces. One of the most common techniques for comparing the relative capabilities of military forces, for example, is to compare the two sides in a quantitative side-by-side analysis. In this kind of evaluation, the analyst focuses on how many and what kinds of tanks, ships, and aircraft each side has. With regard to the security environment in the Western Pacific, in particular, it is common to read articles comparing at least portions of the forces available to each side with those of the other. For example, there have been discussions comparing the number of fourth- and fifth-generation fighters in the U.S. and Japanese militaries, on the one hand, and in the Chinese military, on the other; or the lack of aircraft carriers in the PLA Navy with the eleven in the U.S. Navy; or the number and type of ground-based army, marine, or naval infantry units that might be capable of executing amphibious operations in and around Taiwan. Sometimes these analyses even extrapolate and provide estimates of what each side might have some years into the future. Although these kinds of comparisons can sometimes be useful and certainly have some utility in an assessment of the future security environment in the Western Pacific, in a net assessment, a listing of forces would provide only the first step.

A net assessment would demand more than a simple quantitative comparison; it would require an in-depth analysis of the so-called soft factors that are so critical to understanding the outcome of military interaction. Even Eliot Cohen, who uses the narrowest definition of net assessment as the appraisal of military balances, believes qualitative factors are key to any assessment. “Net assessment requires thorough understanding of an opponent’s style of warfare and an effort to see how it interacts with one’s own,” he writes. “In order to get beyond mere ‘bean counting’ … it is necessary to understand how each side characteristically operates its forces, and then to speculate as intelligently as possible about the significance of those facts.”

A purely quantitative comparison would not capture the potential dangers, for example, of a Chinese doctrine that successfully employed A2/AD-type capabilities, nor would it assess the value of the training, organization, matériel, combat experience, and leadership available to the opposed military forces. The failure to include soft factors is a common one in military analyses.

Just before the First Gulf War, for example, studies comparing the quantity of armaments available to the Iraqis and the American-led Coalition forces showed that whereas the Iraqis did not have as many aircraft, they had an overwhelming advantage in the number of men under arms and that the two sides had a similar number of tanks and artillery pieces (though the Coalition was recognized as having far more modern equipment). In fact, going beyond simple static comparisons of forces, computer simulations indicated that, though Coalition forces would likely win, the fight would be a hard one; the
U.S. Army alone was expecting thousands of casualties. In the event, of course, that the American-led Coalition achieved its military objectives in 100 hours with minimal loss of life. The quantitative comparisons—even those that used the most up-to-date computer simulations—could not capture the effects of doctrine, training, leadership, morale, experience, and the quality of matériel on the battle. In another famous example, before the onset of World War II, French intelligence organizations were well aware of the numbers and types of armaments possessed by the German armed forces and correctly assessed that the French had more and better tanks than the Germans. However, the French knew nothing of the doctrine of blitzkrieg and did not understand the nature and quality of the leadership and training in the Wehrmacht. As a result, they underrated the capability of the German armed forces with disastrous consequences.

Given these examples, it would be reasonable to assume that the American Way of War, the Chinese Way of War and the Japanese Way of War are likely to be very different from one another. Simply counting equipment is not likely to offer much insight into the outcome of a conflict involving the three nations. Far more useful than a mere recounting of the number and type of forces that might be available in the future would be an assessment of how these forces might be used, how well they are trained, how well they are organized, and how effective their leaders are.

A second, related problem with many current methods of analysis is that they tend to assume that decisionmakers in different countries think similarly. Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, the evidence is fairly clear that the factors that might deter or influence an American policymaker might not have the same effects on Russian, Chinese, or Japanese policymakers. The intellectual approach underlying net assessments almost takes it as a matter of faith that history, culture, geographic position, national institutions, and other factors influence all members of a country’s population, from its lowliest soldiers and bureaucrats to its highest-level decisionmakers. Stephen Rosen writes that net assessment seeks “to avoid the natural tendency to assume that the enemy would behave as we would were we in his position or that our forces would engage like forces on the enemy side.” These differing views are often attributed to differences in strategic culture, and a net assessment would certainly analyze elements of strategic culture if appropriate. Sometimes, however, less comprehensive views can be useful. It may not be necessary, for instance, to have a full and comprehensive grasp of Chinese strategic culture to understand how and why members of the Chinese leadership value Taiwan so highly that they would fight for it or how deeply pacifism influences Japanese international behavior and the conditions under which it might give way to a willingness to fight. In a purely military vein, a net assessment would not assume that Chinese methods of power projection would necessarily mirror American techniques. Indeed, there may be a notion of power projection “with Chinese characteristics.” Just as important and certainly more complex is an understanding of how specific countries perceive the actions of others. How, for example, might the Chinese characterize American strategy in the Western Pacific? How might they characterize Japanese strategy? Do the Chinese really believe Japan poses a challenge to the PRC, and if so, what sort of challenge?
A failure to understand the impact of history, geographic position, culture, political system, and myriad other factors on strategic and military decisionmakers is one reason why many methods of analysis produce incomplete or flawed conclusions. This failure can be particularly problematic with regard to understanding how an opponent assesses the relative capabilities of military forces. Eliot Cohen quotes Winston Churchill as saying, “Always remember, however sure you are that you can easily win, that there would not be a war if the other man did not think he also had a chance.” Cohen goes on to note that “one might paraphrase Churchill to say that strategic competition would not occur if the other side thought its position hopeless, and there may not be peace if the other side thought it could win a war.”

Because one of the purposes of this analysis is to explain how and why the military capabilities of China, Japan, and the United States might evolve in the Western Pacific and how these military forces might be used—in both peacetime competition and in war—it is critical to recognize that decisionmakers in different countries might well think differently about strategic issues.

**The Importance of Asymmetries**

From the analysis of political, economic, military, technological, and other trends and of national differences—particularly in doctrine or operational concepts, organizational constructs, training, matériel and equipment, combat experience, quality of leadership, quality and quantity of personnel, and basing facilities—most net assessments attempt to identify the major asymmetries that exist between competitors. The purpose of identifying asymmetries is to specify challenges and opportunities for senior policymakers, so the “analysis of asymmetries … must go beyond crudely obvious differences of political purpose, economic strength, and geographic location.” In fact, as the term is used in net assessments, asymmetries generally have three central characteristics. First, they are not simply differences between competitors, but they are differences that potentially tilt the military balance one way or the other. The quality of equipment, for example, may be one area in which differences exist between the two sides, but unless that difference could make a serious difference in the overall outcome, it is not an asymmetry in net assessment terms. During the First Gulf War, the quality of equipment and the training of soldiers were clearly asymmetries that tilted the balance in favor of the allies; in the German invasion of France during World War II, there were several asymmetries—in doctrine (blitzkrieg versus static defense), organizational constructs (panzer divisions versus infantry divisions) and the quality of leadership—that tilted the balance in favor of the Axis. In both instances, other differences existed between the two forces, but these were the key asymmetries.

A second characteristic of asymmetries, as the term is used in net assessments, is that they generally consist of differences over which policymakers have some control. Although it is certainly possible to list dozens or even hundreds of differences between the power projection capabilities of the United States–Japan alliance on the one hand and the PRC on the other—some of which might even make a difference in the outcome of the strate-
Gic competition—many of these are not under the control of policymakers. Geographical location, forms of government, and the nature of each nation's economic system may make a difference in the nature of the competition and should certainly be taken advantage of or taken into consideration, but there is very little the policymaker can do about them. Asymmetries in net assessment are generally more subtle and exploit doctrinal differences, alternative design philosophies, bureaucratic propensities, and so on. During the Cold War, for example, the Soviets had such an overwhelming advantage in the number of maneuver units that they had to attack in multiple echelons. This particular asymmetry allowed NATO to develop a unique follow-on-forces-attack counterdoctrine that was based on the alliance's asymmetric advantages in ISR, C4, and precision-strike technologies.

Finally, asymmetries in net assessment are generally areas in which the advantage of one side or the other can be sustained for a period of time. For policymakers to spend time, effort, and resources on opportunities that offer only a short-lived advantage would be foolish. This assessment of the future Western Pacific environment is, after all, designed to examine the evolution of the balance over the next fifteen to twenty years. Because weapons, doctrines, organizations, and alliances all take time to develop and improve, developing a capability or defense outlook that will only offer an advantage for a brief period is not particularly useful.

Asymmetries can lead to both challenges and opportunities for policymakers. Challenges, of course, are areas in which the potential adversary may have, or be able to develop, a strategic advantage; opportunities are areas in which friendly forces may have, or be able to develop, an advantage in the competition. Of particular importance, Andrew Marshall, the director of the Pentagon's Office of Net Assessment, points out that whereas the secretary of defense has all sorts of people and a number of analytical techniques that can point out strategic problems and challenges, he has very few that can point out opportunities. This is one of the reasons Marshall believes that net assessments have been so useful to policymakers over time.

**Critical Domains of Competition**

Net assessments are to a great extent about competitions and their effects. Identifying which domains of competition are important and which are less relevant is, in and of itself, a difficult and complex task. Some have argued that all areas of military competition are important and that the United States must remain dominant in all of them to maintain its position in the Western Pacific. Not only is such a proposition impractical, it is also unnecessary. In fact, the net assessment process is an excellent method for determining which competitions a nation must focus on to ensure sufficient levels of security and how to create and sustain an advantageous or, at worst, optimal, position in each of these competitions.

In fact, one might conceive of a morass of military competitions laid out in a kind of "network" diagram. Some of these competitions influence several others—these would have
many arrows leading to the competitions they influence; some influence only a few. Some competitions would have a strong effect on the strategic or operational environment—represented by thick arrows—and some would have less influence. Indeed, in some ways this diagram might represent one’s view of future warfare. With regard to the Western Pacific, the missile/antimissile competition, for example, is likely to influence the strategic environment more than a tank/antitank competition. So, if due to fiscal constraints or some other reasons, the United States had to choose the competition to which to apply resources, it is probable Washington would be willing to lose in the tank/antitank competition if it could gain an advantage in the missile/antimissile competition.

Of course, constructing a detailed “competition network diagram” for warfare fifteen to twenty years in the future is not practical. Nevertheless, the technique can be applied at our current level of predictive understanding in order to envision how military competitions in the Western Pacific are likely to interact and to evolve over the next fifteen to twenty years. This begins with identifying and analyzing the various domains in which these competitions will take place.

This is important for a number of reasons. Parsing competitions is the basis for anticipating relative vulnerabilities and advantages. Second, appropriately formulated competition schematics can help envision the operational level of war to considerable beneficial effect. Third, competitions need to be laid out before the connections between them can be anticipated. Finally, a competition network diagram is particularly important when trying to understand the relationships between military competitions and their domain basis, on the one hand, and the vulnerabilities of civilian infrastructures that must be reduced and defended just as with their military counterparts, on the other hand. Without this last step, warfare simply devolves into an exercise in force protection, the outcome to be expected only of particularly isolated and introspective military institutions.

The foregoing rationale for parsing competitions illustrates the extraordinary complexity of competition network diagrams. This places the complexity of warfare in an increasingly challenging and variegated international security environment in which both capabilities and competitions are developing with astounding rapidity and interacting with one another and a wide variety of other factors, both military and nonmilitary. The reality is that fully parsing competitions and deriving their implications—a net assessment—must be the task of national security establishments rather than think tanks and foundations. Nevertheless, the present effort attempts to establish the basis for a subsequent effort by a national security establishment.

This study identifies seven domains in which the competition between the United States and Japan, on one hand, and China, on the other hand, are likely to evolve over the next fifteen to twenty years:

- maritime;
- air;
- ground;
• space;
• cyberspace;
• nuclear; and
• command and control.

Many of these same domains will be important in evolving military competitions elsewhere in the world, but given the geography, the current state of the military balance in the region, and the strategic decisions all sides appear to be making, it seems clear that these seven will be especially important in the Western Pacific.

Maritime

Given that the preponderance of the theater is covered by water, it should come as no surprise that the maritime domain will play a major role in the military interactions between the United States–Japan alliance on the one hand and the PRC on the other. Some of the specific competitions within the maritime domain, of course, will be more important than others. For example, whether to prosecute an antiaccess-type strategy or simply to protect its own national interests, China has already shown that it intends to use submarines as a major part of its maritime strategy. The United States and Japan, conversely, need to protect their sea lines of communication against submarines—and other undersea threats—for both commercial and military reasons. Thus, it is quite likely that even without a direct military confrontation there will be an intense focus on the submarine/antisubmarine competition in the theater. To cite another example, because the United States has relied, and will likely continue to rely, to some extent, on aircraft carriers as a crucial power projection tool, there will doubtless be competition at sea between American air and Chinese air defense capabilities, between Chinese missile attackers and American/Japanese missile defenders, and between Chinese surface units focused on sinking carriers and American/Japanese escorts determined to protect them. All these competitions—and many more—fall within the maritime domain.

Air

If there is any indisputable trend with regard to military operations over the past century, it is the increasing importance of airpower. Moreover, because of the distances involved in the Western Pacific, and the speed of deployment often required in managing modern-day political–military crises, it is clear that all sides will use airpower—in some cases long-range airpower—to influence the military balance in the region. Any future competition or battle for control of the air will involve the matériel, technology, doctrine, and training of both sides’ manned aircraft, unmanned aircraft, and active and passive air defenses. Moreover, during peacetime the air/air competition seems to take on an even greater importance, in that the technological sophistication of a nation’s aircraft are often used as an indicator of its overall technological sophistication.
The air domain, however, is not limited to manned and unmanned aircraft; it also includes missilery. Indeed, given what appears to be a demonstrated propensity for missiles on the part of the PRC—particularly opposite Taiwan but also within range of Japan—it seems clear that there will be also a competition between land-based missiles and missile defense capabilities.

Ground

During the past seventy years, starting with George Marshall's warning concerning "land wars in Asia," and systematically deterred since by actual or potential reverses in Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan, the United States has regularly underrated the importance of ground forces and has demonstrated a preference for the use of airpower over the use of ground forces. By contrast, for reasons of history, strategy, and strategic culture, the Chinese tend to rate the ground domain very highly. One must not forget that the names of both the Chinese navy and air force include the word “army”—the People's Liberation Army Navy and the People's Liberation Army Air Force. The stage seems set, therefore, for ground forces and/or the ground force-oriented mindset to play some sort of role in the competition between Beijing and Japan and the alliance. Although the Chinese are trying to increase the relative emphasis on air and sea forces and increase their ability to execute truly joint operations, the importance of the ground force is so deeply embedded into Chinese military culture that it is difficult to see how the PLA can achieve such a transition in a mere fifteen to twenty years. How and where that competition might play out, of course, is difficult to say; and how important it might be to the overall regional competition is even more difficult.

Competition in the ground domain need not be focused on which side might win a large-scale ground war in Asia. In fact, even a small ground threat could have enormous strategic implications. For example, by spending a relatively small amount of money, Beijing might be able to build and maintain a mildly credible ground threat—perhaps by building and training certain kinds of special operating forces—to parts of the Japanese homeland or other territories claimed by Japan. The mere threat of an attack on such areas could force Tokyo to dedicate significant resources to the protection of its territory—at the expense of the other domains.

The fact is that in the offshore “maritime salient” defined by the triangle bounded by Sakhalin, Singapore, and Guam, where it is most likely that Chinese, Japanese, and American forces might engage, there is plenty of land area to be controlled and exploited in a complex theater campaign that cannot be conducted without a wide array of permanent and temporary bases. Furthermore, the vital interests of so many putative Japanese and American friends and partners with common security interests are located in the littoral, archipelagic, and island territories of the Asia-Pacific region that it is clear that one cannot dismiss ground forces out of hand as a possible domain of military competition.
Space

During the past few decades, outer space has become increasingly important in military competitions. It is, in many respects, an enabler for competition within all the other domains. Modern ground, sea, and air forces would be far less effective without unfettered access to space. It provides the medium for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance activities for communications satellites, for navigation assets, and for several other important military capabilities. These characteristics of space warfare have particular implications for command-and-control warfare.

The peacetime space competition is already under way in that the United States, Japan, and China all have security-related satellites in orbit—and the United States and China already have demonstrated the ability to attack enemy satellites from the ground. These on-orbit systems are low density, high cost, and high demand. They cannot be replaced easily, and their supporting launch infrastructure is vulnerable and has little redundancy. Compounding the problem, certainly Japanese and American—and presumably Chinese—war-fighting systems are designed to operate with space systems intact, raising the risk of space becoming a single-point-of-failure domain.

It is increasingly clear not only that space domain advantages are truly significant to military operations but also that space denial is a basic fact of future warfare. In its essence, due to the vulnerability of the space domain, planners must envision and account for “a day without space” and thus be prepared both to significantly reduce their dependence on space and to impose the same potentially decapitating strictures upon their opponents.

Within the next twenty years, space may provide the medium from which to strike terrestrial targets anywhere in the world. Obviously, many ballistic fires already operate through space. Nevertheless, the future that includes fires from space is beyond this assessment.

Cyberspace

As is true for outer space, so over the past few decades cyberspace has become increasingly important in military competitions. It is, in many respects, an enabler for competition within all the other domains in the same way as is outer space. Because all modern militaries rely on computers and on computer networks to operate, cyberspace already is a new domain of competition for future military competitions. It is particularly important in the Western Pacific for two reasons. First, the United States and Japan probably rely on computers and computer networks more than most modern militaries, including China. Second, and perhaps more important, China and the United States have long been working toward developing an ability to conduct computer network attacks on other countries' homelands as well as their militaries. To China, the ability to take down a major U.S. or Japanese network could be extremely important, given the high reliance of both countries on such capabilities; for the United States and Japan, the ability to protect these networks from an opponent, through both defensive and offensive means, is just as important. Similarly, it will be important to all to be able to operate under compromised conditions.
Again, the comparison with outer space is appropriate. Not only are Japanese and American—and presumably Chinese—war-fighting systems designed to operate with cyberspace systems intact, but so too are their civilian infrastructure and computer networks. The implication is that not only is cyberspace apparently a single-point-of-failure military domain, but also potentially a civilizational linchpin, for better or for worse. In short, there will certainly be a desperate competition in cyberspace where each side tries to protect its own networks while interfering with those of the enemy. That said, assessing the ultimate significance of cyberwarfare to overall deterrence strategies and its actual utility as an instrument of warfare are both daunting challenges. The threat posed by cyberattacks might be much more limited, sporadic, and unpredictable than is the case in most other domains. Hence, to a significant extent, it will likely remain as a wild card of uncertain importance.

**Nuclear**

Although the nuclear domain is easy to overlook, it is, in some ways, responsible for the security structure in the Western Pacific. Tokyo has, to date, been willing to forgo nuclear weapons as long as it can count on the nuclear umbrella of the United States to deter potential threats. For its part, Washington is willing to provide that umbrella to ensure that Tokyo does not decide to build its own nuclear deterrent, for if Japan felt it had to build nuclear systems, Beijing—and quite possibly other Asian nations—might feel they had to respond in the nuclear domain. Additionally, the development of a nuclear deterrent was at least partially responsible for the international recognition of China’s great-power status.

It is also important to recognize that during the Cold War, the “nuclear balance” took on a psychological and strategic importance all its own. It was perceived as an indicator of the overall strategic balance; indeed, the term “strategic balance” was often used to describe the nuclear situation rather than the more complex military, political, and economic interactions that usually underlie the term “strategy.”

For its part, China presents a rather clearly stated but in some ways ambiguous nuclear doctrine as well as a largely opaque and unverifiable force structure. Having secreted most of its land-based launchers and garrisons in underground tunnels, and refused thus far to engage in strategic nuclear arms control discussions, Japan and the United States have an arguably inadequate understanding of Chinese thinking and capabilities in the nuclear realm and little way to construct a reliable model of Chinese behavior during a nuclear crisis, what it would take to cause such a crisis, or how to end it.

**Command and Control**

Future peer competitor warfare is going to be command-and-control warfare. For instance, American national systems and strategies depend upon connectivity, bandwidth, and uninterrupted decisionmaking. A recurring theme from enabling domains, the United States will have to defend its command-and-control systems against opponents who will try to disrupt them as a first priority and at the same time will have to be prepared to attack
its opponents’ own command-and-control networks. Defended networks that can discern and track targets will be able to hit them effectively, imposing potentially catastrophic non-nuclear effects as a result of precision guided munitions.

Napoleon said, “I would rather fight against two good generals than one bad one,” because he understood the ease with which battlefield and political coalitions could be split, and then defeated in detail. He was addressing the offensive and coordinative dimensions of command-and-control warfare, a common subject on historical battlefields.

Command and control is important for other reasons as well; effective alliance command and control crosses the line between military and political preparedness. In the bilateral security alliance, American and Japanese commanders do not enjoy effectively integrated bilateral command facilities, doctrines, or cultures. This is the case for political reasons, and as a result the technical connectivity and operational arrangements necessary for conducting modern coalitional warfare have not been instituted.

For the purposes of this study, we also consider “jointness,” or the ability of the military services and other elements of the national security establishments to work together, a critical component of the command-and-control domain. Though jointness has always been important in military operations, over the past twenty years it has become especially so.

THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

Over the years, net assessments have employed a variety of different structures and approaches. Functional net assessments that focus on analyzing the relative capabilities of countries in, for example, the space, cyberspace, and C4I domains look very different from geographic assessments that compare a broad spectrum of military capabilities of specific countries in a region over time. Moreover, geographical assessments, depending on the specific region of the world and countries under analysis, can look very different from one another and can focus on different domains of competition. This strategic net assessment adopts a broader approach, encompassing not only the relative military capabilities of China, Japan, and the United States to project power in the Western Pacific, but also (and more important) the larger security environments that will emerge, in part, from those capabilities over the next fifteen to twenty years. It dedicates a chapter to each of the major actors—China, Japan, and the United States. These are followed by a chapter each assessing the alternative regional security environments that could emerge from developments and trends among these three actors, and the possible responses that Washington and Tokyo could develop to cope with each environment.

Each of the three country chapters follows a similar analytical approach in developing alternative trajectories of development through roughly 2030 (figure 1.1). The key outcomes or (using social science terminology) dependent variables in this analysis consist of various alternative levels and types of military capabilities within the seven domains identified above (particularly as they relate to power projection and A2/AD-type operations), defense
Such alternative trajectories are developed for each country on the basis of an analysis of several types of inputs, including both baseline factors (or independent variables) and mediating factors (or intervening variables). Among the former, the most important include each country’s economic and technological capacity, social and demographic factors, and geostrategic position. As noted above, these variables lend themselves to longer-term analysis and thus provide the crux of a net assessment.

The latter factors serve to shape and magnify (or diminish) the way in which baseline factors influence the key outcomes for each country, sometimes in decisive ways. These mediating or intervening variables primarily include domestic politics, bureaucratic competition, and leadership outlook. For example:

- Domestic political debate over the guns-and-butter trade-off will determine how demographic factors affect the military budget.

- Regime insecurity could lead a government facing social unrest to pursue certain types of foreign policy behavior aimed at either preserving a stable external environment for economic growth or bolstering its legitimacy through burnishing its nationalist bona fides.

- Bureaucratic competition over resources will shape how economic and technological capacity translates into increased defense spending and enhanced military capabilities.

- Political leaders who are hyperaware of geographic vulnerability will augment the priority placed on geostrategic position in their foreign policy decisionmaking.
Highly nationalist political leaders will be more likely to perceive the hedging actions of other countries as threatening, possibly leading them to pursue more assertive reactionary behavior.

In addition to these independent and intervening variables, various external factors (or *exogenous variables*) can also exert an important influence on each nation’s security outlook and behavior over the long term. The most significant of these variables are the capacity, policies, and behaviors of the other two countries in the triangle. In other words, Japan’s foreign policy and defense strategy will be influenced to a great degree by the policies and behaviors of the United States and China; Beijing’s external behavior is also likely to be highly responsive to Tokyo’s and Washington’s policy choices; and the course Washington follows will be in part dependent on the strategies pursued by both Tokyo and Beijing.

Of course, “fourth-party” dynamics involving countries or areas outside the Washington–Tokyo–Beijing triangle could also exert exogenous influences on the security policies and behaviors of China, Japan, and the United States. This is especially true of events concerning the Korean Peninsula and Taiwan, as well as other potential developments in the Asia-Pacific region. Developments in the Middle East also have the unique potential to shape U.S. security behavior in Northeast Asia. However, in this analysis, such factors are largely treated as less predictable, secondary exogenous variables. Their influence on the evolving security relationship between Beijing, Tokyo, and Washington is largely a function of events occurring outside that triangular relationship, such as leadership decisions in Pyongyang, Taipei, and Tehran, or the larger dynamics of China–Taiwan, North Korea–South Korea, and Middle Eastern politics. This is not to say that such factors are insignificant. They could become extremely important under certain circumstances. For example, a major Sino-American confrontation over Taiwan or, conversely, a peaceful resolution of that issue could alter the threat perceptions of both countries in ways that directly influence the trilateral China–United States–Japan relationship. But the influence of such factors is virtually impossible to predict or even chart and not by and large dependent on the state of that triangular relationship.

Last but definitely not least, other more significant, largely exogenous variables could include truly “wild card” events such as global economic crises and energy shocks as well as unforeseen accidents and regional crises (alternatively referred to above as “trigger points”). Among these, the most important, as factors directly linked to the China–Japan–United States relationship, would be severe political–military crises involving China and Japan, most likely over conflicting territorial and resource claims in the East China Sea. Though possibly emerging out of the blue as a result of the unapproved actions of local antagonists on the scene or leadership decisions in Tokyo or Beijing, such crises could also result from adverse changes in the triangular relationship. Another largely unpredictable variable could consist of one or more unforeseen breakthroughs or leaps in key military technologies that alter security perceptions and risk calculations among the three nations. However, it is extremely difficult to identify such technologies and, even more so, their likely impact,
particularly on the basis of unclassified sources. For this reason, they are largely treated as unknowns in this study.

One specific example of the important role played by these intervening and exogenous variables can be found in the case of Japanese defense spending. Comparatively speaking, there is less uncertainty in the direction of Japan's national economic trends than in those of China and the United States. Most economists tend to agree that given various demographic and structural constraints, Japanese economic growth is unlikely to vary widely from its current pace over the next fifteen to twenty years. Furthermore, Tokyo currently devotes a relatively limited amount of its budget to defense spending and already could, in principle, devote more resources to defense.

In light of these facts, economic growth is less likely than in the cases of China and the United States to be a key defining factor determining the level of Japan's defense spending and military capabilities. Rather, the outcome of domestic political debates and the threat perceptions of the Japanese political leadership are more likely to determine how economic capacity translates into policy outcomes, such as whether to move past the de facto cap on defense spending at 1 percent of GNP. That said, one cannot entirely exclude the possibility that Japan could experience an absolute economic decline during the next fifteen to twenty years of the sort that could have a direct impact, in a major way, on its military capabilities and security strategies. Although relatively unlikely, such a trajectory is possible and is thus briefly addressed.32

The alternative trajectories of security behavior and views for China, Japan, and the United States presented in chapters 2 through 4 are integrated (along with other exogenous variables, such as various “wild cards”) in chapter 5 to develop a set of alternative future security environments or scenarios confronting Japan and the alliance in approximately 2030,

---

**FIGURE 1.2**

Analytical Approach for Chapter 5
(Alternative Security Scenarios in 2030)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEPENDENT VARIABLES</th>
<th>DEPENDENT VARIABLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Military capabilities, defense spending, and foreign/defense strategies, policies, and behavior of:</td>
<td>• Overall trilateral security relationship among China, Japan, and the United States, including military, diplomatic, and strategic dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◇ China</td>
<td>• The state of military competition among the three countries (particularly China and the United States–Japan alliance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◇ Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◇ United States</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXOGENOUS VARIABLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Fourth-party dynamics (for example, Korean Peninsula, cross-strait relations, Middle East)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Other “wild cards,” such as global economic crises, energy shocks, and unforeseen accidents</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
presented in order of likelihood. In this integrative analysis, China/Japan and China/alliance military competitions in the seven domains are a key outcome (or dependent variable), along with the diplomatic and strategic dimensions of the trilateral relationship (figure 1.2).

Although net assessments are frequently exclusively diagnostic in nature and do not offer recommendations, in chapter 6 this study identifies the specific security implications of the trajectories analysis for Japan and the alliance presented in the preceding chapter and offers a set of potential policy responses for Tokyo and Washington. Each response presents some significant advantages and disadvantages, suggesting that the road forward for Japan and the United States in addressing China’s growing military power in Northeast Asia will likely demand some very difficult decisions.
Since the advent of economic reform and opening, and the transition away from Maoist ideology in the late 1970s, China’s leadership has pursued a largely pragmatic grand strategy designed to maintain, above all else, high levels of undistracted economic growth. Such growth is viewed as essential to the achievement of several key national goals, including (1) the maintenance of domestic social order and development, which is seen as critical to the preservation of the Chinese state’s power and stability; (2) the acquisition of military and other means deemed essential to defend China against foreign threats to its territory and sovereignty, including threats to the eventual reunification of Taiwan with the Mainland and the favorable resolution of other territorial disputes; and (3) the eventual attainment of high levels of international power and prestige commensurate with China’s historical status as a great power. Moreover, from the viewpoint of the senior leadership of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the survival of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is regarded as both the essential precondition for and an essential by-product of the attainment of all these goals.

To achieve this fundamental strategic objective, Beijing has repeatedly and emphatically enunciated an overall foreign policy of peace, cooperation, and goodwill toward all states,
which is often described by Chinese officials as the search for a “mutually beneficial, win-win cooperative pattern” (huli shuangying de hezuo geju, 互利双赢的合作格局) of inter-state relations.\(^3\) In its political and diplomatic policies, China is pursuing an overall approach marked, in the areas of both multilateral and bilateral state-to-state interactions, by the search for mutually beneficial outcomes, the maintenance of amicable ties with virtually all nations and institutions, and the deepening of those types of relationships that are most conducive to economic development.\(^4\)

In the political and security realm, China has sought to advance its definitions of the concepts of peace, development, and harmony through the enunciation of approaches such as the so-called New Security Concept (xin anquan guan, 新安全观), which was unveiled in 1997, along with the notion of establishing bilateral “strategic partnerships” (zhanlie huoban guanxi, 战略伙伴关系) with nations along China’s periphery (for example, Russia, the states that belong to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, Japan, and South Korea) and in other strategically important regions. Both the New Security Concept and the strategic partnership idea were initially intended to offer a potential alternative to the concept of bilateral security alliances (and in particular the United States–centered “hub-and-spokes” security structure of formal alliances and forward-deployed military forces in the Asia-Pacific region), as well as the broader notion of United States–led, unilateral or non-UN-sanctioned military interventions.\(^5\)

These concepts serve a clear strategic purpose for Beijing by presenting, in a systematic and consistent fashion, an overall argument as to why China’s rise will contribute greatly to—rather than threaten or undermine—regional and global stability, peace, and prosperity, thus comporting with U.S. interests in Asia. However, they are also designed to advance the notion that U.S. strategic dominance in general, and any type of United States–led opposition to China’s rise in particular, is unnecessary and potentially destabilizing for the region. In addition, these concepts also play to the fears that some nations harbor about America’s unilateralism and intervention in their domestic affairs.

In an effort to further clarify and define what it perceives to be its most crucial national priorities, Beijing has officially defined its “core interests” as comprising three components: (1) “state sovereignty, national security, territorial integrity and national reunification” (guojia zhuquan, guojia anquan, lingtu wanzheng, guojia tongyi, 国家主权，国家安全，领土完整，国家统一); (2) “China’s political system established by the Constitution and overall social stability” (Zhongguo xianfa queli de guojia zhengzhi zhidu he shehui daju wending, 中国宪法确立的国家政治制度和社会大局稳定); and (3) “the basic safeguards for ensuring sustainable economic and social development” (jingji shehui ke chixu fazhan de jiben baozhang, 经济社会可持续发展的基本保障).\(^6\) Chinese officials have most often applied the notion of core interests to the Taiwan issue, as well as separatism in Tibet and Xinjiang. Although there is some debate over whether China considers other disputed territories on its maritime periphery to be part of its core interests, Beijing has certainly given clear signs that it intends to employ its growing offshore military capabilities to support or defend its claims on islands in the East China and South China seas and more generally to expand its military presence in the Western Pacific.\(^7\)
That said, looking out to 2030, there is very little, if any, evidence to suggest that Beijing is seriously considering altering its current “peace and development”–oriented grand strategy toward a more assertive overall strategy that is deliberately designed not only to challenge the United States but eventually to supplant it as the dominant maritime power in the Western Pacific. Indeed, from a purely logical point of view, such efforts would directly undermine, if not altogether destroy, Beijing’s capacity to maintain the larger environment of peace, stability, and prosperity upon which it relies to achieve its long–term national goals and remain in power. The current Chinese leadership apparently understands this, as witnessed by its recent strong and repeated emphasis on developing a new pattern of more harmonious great power relations that departs from the pattern of rivalry and conflict that has often accompanied interactions between rising and established powers in the past.

Nonetheless, debates apparently exist among PRC military and political strategists over how a rising China can best achieve its existing goals and avoid conflict with the United States (and other powers such as Japan) in the face of continued U.S. regional deployments and strategic developments. In these debates, some analysts argue in favor of very ambitious new strategies that envision steadily expanding power projection capabilities beyond China’s territory and immediate periphery, to include large expanses of the Western Pacific, outer space, and the cybersphere. However, as the 2009 Pentagon report on China’s military power stated, most of these debates “appear to remain largely on the margins” and are unlikely to generate a basic shift in approach during the next decade. Conversely, as this report points out, “China’s thinking appears to be gradually moving toward a strategic concept that considers defense of maritime interests, in addition to defense of homeland, as drivers for force modernization.”

In fact, in recent years, China has increased its military and paramilitary presence in the East and South China seas and taken a more assertive approach toward both disputes along its maritime periphery and the surveillance activities of the United States. Beijing has also conducted more frequent and increasingly sophisticated military exercises in this area since at least 2010, some involving simulated amphibious landings and multiship live–fire exercises.

Much of this greater assertiveness has taken place in response to UN–established deadlines for defining claims to disputed territories as well as the allegedly “provocative” actions of other claimants, such as Japan (in the case of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands) and both Vietnam and the Philippines (in the case of the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea). However, some of it has also emerged from China’s growing capability and desire simply to enhance its capacity to influence events along its maritime periphery. Domestic nationalist pressures for a more activist defense of China’s territorial claims, along with the loosely controlled actions of local entities, such as fishing vessels, undoubtedly have also contributed to China’s more assertive posture. At the same time, Beijing’s overall strategy of delaying the resolution of disputes, while consolidating its own claims and attempting to assuage the concerns of neighbors via political and diplomatic measures, has remained more or less unchanged.
Within this general strategic framework, however, there is considerable room for instability and escalation, particularly as Chinese military and maritime law enforcement capabilities continue to grow and if China’s overall national strength and confidence continue to increase. Beijing’s commitment to defend its territorial claims and seek energy resources, combined with strong nationalist sentiments among the Chinese populace and possibly continuing challenges to efforts to coordinate among various actors in the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and elsewhere, suggest that the ability of Beijing, Tokyo, and others to manage disputes in China’s near seas as they have in the past could increasingly come into question. This danger was clearly confirmed by the greatly increased tensions in 2012 and early 2013 between Beijing and both Tokyo and Manila over disputed islands and shoals in the East and South China seas.

Despite such tensions, on a more general level, China has publicly reasserted its commitment to its overall strategy of peaceful development, after a period of greater assertiveness in 2009–2010. In a December 2010 essay, Beijing’s top foreign policy leader, Dai Bingguo, prominently argued that China would continue to adhere to a “path of peaceful development,” insisting that China’s “basic national policy and strategic choice” consist of “never seeking leadership, never competing for supremacy and never seeking hegemony.” Through such utterances, he sought to put to rest fears that China would someday compete with the United States or other countries for global and/or regional hegemony:

Some say China wants to replace the United States and dominate the world. That is simply a myth…. We do not seek hegemony and will never compete with other countries for leadership in our region, seek so-called “joint hegemony” or follow the so-called “Monroe Doctrine.” What we pursue is a policy of friendship, security and prosperity with our neighbors. The purpose of our Asia-Pacific strategy is to create a good, stable neighboring environment for our own development and achieve common progress with all countries.  

As indicated above, these arguments represent the dominant foreign policy viewpoint among the members of Beijing’s current leadership, one that they have prominently reasserted before both domestic and international audiences. As the 2011 Pentagon report on China’s military power stated, “The prevailing voices within China’s leadership have supported former paramount leader Deng Xiaoping’s dictum” instructing China to keep a low profile.

Despite the fact that such views currently prevail, this does not preclude the possibility that Beijing’s goals could become much more expansive or even offensively oriented over time if its objectives expand along with its growing economic and military power, particularly if its threat perceptions are exacerbated. On the basis of evidence from Chinese history, official policy, and broader discourse, however, there is little to suggest that China is certain to shift in this direction.

An issue that should be of greater concern is that even if China does maintain relatively modest aims in terms of its power in the region and its stance toward the United States’
presence in the Western Pacific, this does not preclude the possibility that China’s growth will increase tensions in the region, particularly vis-à-vis Japan and the United States–Japan alliance. China’s growing maritime law enforcement and naval capabilities, in particular, could lead it to continue to increase its presence near disputed territories in the East and South China seas, creating an environment much more conducive to crises and even conflict.

Military Strategy and Doctrine

PLA Objectives and Missions

The most recent Chinese defense white paper, published in 2010, defines China’s national defense objectives as (1) “safeguarding national sovereignty, security and interests of national development”; (2) “maintaining social harmony and stability”; (3) “accelerating the modernization of national defense and the armed forces”; and (4) “maintaining world peace and stability.” These broad goals encompass more specific missions, including protecting the homeland; preventing “separatism” in Taiwan, Tibet, and Xinjiang; and defending “maritime rights and interests,” presumably including the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in the East China Sea, and the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea.

The conceptual rationale and motivation for these missions was presented by CCP general secretary and PRC president Hu Jintao in a speech to the CCP’s Central Military Commission (CMC) delivered on December 24, 2004—as well as subsequent remarks to PLA delegations attending the National People’s Congress in 2005 and 2006—on the so-called four historic missions (lishi shi ming, 历史使) of the PLA. In these speeches, Hu identified a set of four broad, ambitious objectives for the Chinese military, which included two long-standing “traditional” missions and tasks (the defense of the CCP; and countering threats presented by land and maritime border issues, Taiwan separatism, ethnic separatism in Xinjiang and Tibet, terrorism, and domestic social stability) and two more recent and future tasks (the protection of China’s expanding national interests, particularly in maritime, outer space, and cyberspace environments; and support for military operations other than war, especially international peacekeeping and humanitarian operations).

As these PLA missions suggest, China’s defense doctrine is shaped by four fundamental military objectives of particular relevance to Japan and the United States–Japan alliance. First and foremost is the ability to deter or defeat possible threats or attacks against China’s heartland, and especially its increasingly important eastern coastline. The most likely source of such potential threats or attacks certainly includes Japan and U.S. forces based in Japan, along with both regional and U.S. forces located in India, Russia, South Korea, Guam, Hawaii, and elsewhere.

Second, the Chinese military must also deal with a range of possible “local war” conflict scenarios or less violent confrontations that might occur along China’s periphery, espe-
cially in maritime areas. Such conflicts or confrontations would likely arise in response to Chinese efforts to defend an array of sovereignty and territorial interests, some of which are noted above. These include PRC claims to the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands near Japan, to Taiwan, to areas along the border with India, and to the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea. Conflict could also occur as a result of confrontations over unresolved hot spots affecting the broader regional balance, such as the Korean Peninsula and the Indo-Pakistani imbroglio. The former would almost certainly involve Japan, and U.S. forces based in Japan.

A third and less central objective of the PLA implied by Hu’s four historic missions is to participate in military operations other than war. Domestically, these operations include an array of security and assistance activities associated with natural disasters, pandemics, and social unrest. Beyond China’s borders, military operations other than war encompass overseas noncombat missions such as counterpiracy operations, disaster response, evacuation operations, and humanitarian relief efforts, as well as steady increases in China’s contribution to international, noncombat peacekeeping activities. This PLA objective has fewer direct implications for the United States–Japan alliance, although such operations could augment China’s determination and capability to project power to long distances.

A fourth potential objective, the defense of sea lines of communication (SLOCs) and transportation, would also potentially involve both Japan and especially U.S. forces based in Japan, as it could involve China developing an enhanced capability not only to transit and operate in and near straits and chokepoints throughout the Japanese islands but also to prevent other powers—including Tokyo and Washington—from using such potentially strategic areas. However, the latter objective thus far remains only a possibility for inclusion in China’s defense doctrine, not a confirmed fact. Although many pundits assume that Beijing is acquiring such medium- and long-range interdiction capabilities as part of a supposed quest to acquire an expeditionary blue water navy, as is discussed in greater detail below, there is no evidence that such highly ambitious objectives are currently part of China’s official policy or strategy.

**PLA DOCTRINES: PEOPLE’S WAR AND ACTIVE DEFENSE**

The basic PLA doctrines supporting the above-noted missions include the Maoist concepts of “People’s War” and “active defense” (jiji fangyu, 积极防御). The concept of People’s War historically focused on defending the Chinese Mainland through reliance on China’s geographic, demographic, and strategic culture advantages—including its traditional emphasis on stratagem, deception, and guerilla warfare. In recent decades, the concept has been adapted to accord with the realities of modern combat and “local wars under conditions of informatization.” Most notably, it has come to include the ability to respond rapidly, take the initiative, attain superiority quickly, prevent escalation, and resolve any conflict on favorable terms—a strategy referred to by some Chinese strategists as the “trump card” or “assassins’ mace.”
Closely related to the concept of People’s War, “active defense” is another major principle of Chinese military doctrine that was articulated by Mao Zedong and has been reaffirmed in recent years as China’s basic “military strategy.” Active defense involves both deterrence and war fighting, with war fighting viewed as a last resort only if deterrence has failed. The Science of Military Strategy, a seminal publication produced in 2001 by the Academy of Military Science (AMS), the PLA’s top research institute, explains that “the war-fighting means [for attaining the military objective] is generally used only when deterrence fails and there is no alternative…. So long as we can solve the problem with military deterrence, we will not resort to war.” That said, Chinese and foreign analysts of PRC crisis behavior have also observed that Beijing has in the past employed low levels of military force as a form of conventional and low-level deterrence, to shape, deter, blunt, or reverse a crisis situation; probe or test intentions; and prevent escalation. Thus, while obviously presenting dangers as a form of crisis management, Chinese military analysts might believe that such a use of force can at times be employed to avoid a much greater clash (see below for more on this point).

The AMS authors of The Science of Military Strategy view deterrence as a means of accomplishing not only military but also political and diplomatic-economic objectives. Nonetheless, they classify China’s approach as defensive strategic deterrence, oriented toward preventing violations of Chinese territory, rather than offensive strategic deterrence, which is intended to compel other states. The PLA views successful strategic deterrence as dependent upon (1) possession of adequate force, (2) determination to use that force, and (3) communication with the opponent regarding one’s capabilities and resolve—which is almost certainly a major reason for both the increased frequency of PLA exercises along China’s maritime periphery and various weapons tests undertaken during the past decade.

If deterrence fails and a conflict is deemed highly likely to escalate to the level of war fighting, the doctrines of People’s War and active defense support the PLA’s use of preemptive offensive strikes for self-defense. In recent years, this has been described in PLA writings as “a greater stress on gaining the initiative by striking first,” reflecting the need to act quickly and decisively to preempt an attack, restore lost territories, protect economic resources, or resolve a conflict before it escalates. Official statements of doctrine seek to make it clear that such steps would only be taken after Chinese sovereignty or other core interests have been violated or severely threatened. Nonetheless, ambiguity extant in PLA writings suggests that the threat of immediate attack, rather than an actual enemy strike, could merit such preemptive measures. Analysts have also identified elements of PLA doctrine that suggest that even nonkinetic or political violations of Chinese sovereignty would be sufficient justification for a preemptive strike by PLA forces.

However, this preemptive dimension of PLA doctrine is often misperceived by outside observers, especially in relation to contingencies involving the United States. Specifically, as Lieutenant Colonel Michael Flaherty (U.S. Air Force) has argued, while it could be used to justify a preemptive strike against Taiwan if Taipei were to declare de jure independence,
this doctrine would not necessarily justify preemptive strikes against U.S. carrier groups or bases in Japan, unless the United States had intervened militarily in support of Taiwan’s declaration. As Flaherty writes:

Ambiguities regarding the threshold such intervention would have to meet in order to trigger a Chinese counterattack have biased U.S. analysts toward worst-case scenarios that obscure the strategic intent of active defense.… Once conflict begins, active defense can be characterized as strategically defensive and tactically offensive.\(^{31}\)

In *The Science of Military Strategy*, this aspect of active defense is described as “active strategic counterattack against exterior lines (ASCEL)” (*jiji de zhanlüe waixian fanji zuo-zhan*, 积极的战略外线反击作战). ASCEL is portrayed as an integral component of the broader strategy of active defense, and as such it is defined as “strategically defensive” and a form of “active self-defense counterattack” rather than as “a component of the expansive and extrovert[ed] offensive strategy.” Once sovereignty has been violated, ASCEL is meant to be an active preemptive response conducted at the beginning of a war, which does not merely rely on passive defense of the border and coastal regions, but instead involves fighting “against the enemy as far away as possible, to lead the war to [the] enemy’s operational base, even to his source of war, and to actively strike all the effective strength forming the enemy’s war system.”\(^{32}\)

Although some analysts have described this ASCEL concept as analogous to an antiaccess/area denial (A2/AD) doctrine, it must also be viewed in the larger context of active defense, deterrence, and the evolution of People’s War. In the above-cited AMS text’s discussion of ASCEL, the authors reiterate that such tactics would only be employed once conflict has already been initiated: “Once the enemy invades our territory and offends our national interests … we get the freedom to conduct self-defense operations.”\(^{33}\) Moreover, the focus on exterior lines is proposed as an alternative to the historical emphasis placed on luring the enemy deep into Chinese territory and fighting “in depth.” It is related to the concepts of “strategic frontier” and “active peripheral defense” that have emerged as modifications of traditional Maoist People’s War, rather than as complete departures from past PLA strategy, which remains principally focused on defense of the interior lines and deterrence against attack.\(^{34}\)

**PLA Force Posture Transformation**

In reflection of its principal strategic objectives, Beijing is shifting from a continental orientation requiring large land forces for “in-depth” defense of the homeland to a combined continental/maritime orientation requiring a smaller, more mobile, and sophisticated “active peripheral defense” capability for both inland and especially coastal areas, including the waters near Japan. Specifically, among the military services, the PLA Navy (PLAN) is transitioning from an offshore defense to a “near-seas defense” (*jinhai fangyu*, 近海防御), while the Air Force is transitioning from national territorial defense to both offensive and
defensive postures (gongfang jianbei, 攻防兼备). Moreover, in an effort to more successfully fight local wars “under conditions of informatization,” the PLA is seeking to enhance the joint interoperability of its forces and improve their command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) capabilities, particularly through methods such as “integrated network electronic warfare” (wangdian yitizhan, 网电一体战). Beijing has also enunciated a concept of “Three Warfares” (san zhong zhan, 三种战), which stresses the need for the political apparatus of the PLA to become more adept at conducting media, psychological, and legal forms of struggle.35

From a combat perspective, as noted above, China’s weapons systems, resources, and capabilities appear from the perspective of outside observers in the United States and elsewhere to be largely oriented toward the acquisition of key elements of an A2/AD type of capability.36 Such a capability presumably includes the eventual ability to conduct integrated offshore offensive and defensive military operations along the littoral of the Western Pacific (extending out approximately 1,500 nautical miles to the so-called first island chain, which includes the Kuril Islands, the main Japanese islands, the Ryukyu Islands, Taiwan, the Philippines, and Indonesia, along with much of the Yellow Sea, the East China Sea, and the South China Sea), strategic deterrence and counterattacks, and long-range precision strikes and sustained operations. This also includes the ability to defend Chinese claims over its territorial waters and within the 200-nautical-mile exclusive economic zone (EEZ). In other words, these capabilities appear to be oriented toward limited land and sea denial, sustained sea presence, and limited power projection, but not sea control or long-range offensive power projection.37

Some Chinese defense analysts do argue, unofficially, for China’s need to acquire so-called “far sea defense” (yuanhai fangyu, 远海防卫/yuanyang fangyu, 远洋防御) capabilities emphasizing multidimensional precision attacks beyond the first island chain and operations well outside China’s EEZ (including SLOC defense), to protect the PRC’s national interests, thereby adding a layer of strategic depth within which to defend China’s coast-line.38 Similarly, some Chinese military analysts even express the need for China to reassess its long-standing prohibition on the deployment of combat forces overseas (for purposes beyond so-called military operations other than war) and the establishment of overseas military bases.39 And at least some Chinese observers explicitly argue (again, unofficially) that China must acquire these capabilities specifically to counter U.S. maritime strategy as it pertains to the Western Pacific. For these analysts, U.S. strategy is not only designed to sustain Washington’s conventional maritime hegemony in the region but also to threaten China’s “core interests” (hexin liyi, 核心利益).40

Despite these assertions, none of the PLA’s current objectives require an offensive expeditionary capacity of the type employed by the United States or other major power projection-oriented nations—aside from the ability to place limited forces on islands in the South or East China seas or possibly Taiwan. Perhaps more important, they do not suggest that China is developing a force designed to eject the United States from the Asia-Pacific region through military means or to “control” the region writ large. In fact, Chinese officials have
on several occasions reiterated that they welcome America’s presence in the region, support any U.S. efforts to perform a “constructive” role, and do not seek to expel U.S. forces from the region.\footnote{41}

Whether this viewpoint continues over the next fifteen to twenty years will depend to a great extent on the evolution of the larger United States–China strategic relationship, as indicated above. In this regard, it is significant that China’s acceptance of the U.S. presence in Asia is to some extent conditional, as indicated by the adjective “constructive.” The Chinese apparently view U.S. regional behavior as performing such a function only if it respects the interests and concerns of China and other Asian powers, and in general contributes to greater bilateral and regional cooperation while deemphasizing military divisions or rivalries.\footnote{42} Hence, it is not inconceivable that Beijing’s future strategic posture toward Washington could become far more adversarial, and its military doctrine more focused on establishing genuine military control along China’s maritime periphery, if the Chinese leadership concludes that the United States is actively promoting military rivalry and ignoring or deliberately undermining vital Chinese interests and concerns.

Perhaps equally important, even lacking the intent to develop a long-range, expeditionary power projection capability, Beijing’s current defense doctrine involves the development of military capabilities that clearly pose major implications for Japanese security.

**Chinese Approaches to Crisis Management**

Although not a formal part of military doctrine or national security strategy, Beijing’s general approach to managing political–military crises with other nations can greatly influence how it might employ force toward Japan and the alliance in future confrontations short of major military conflict.\footnote{43} In handling such crises, Chinese leaders in the past have seemed to follow the maxim “just grounds, to our advantage, with restraint” (youli, youli, youjie, 有理, 有利, 有节) in assessing how and when to employ coercion or force, accommodation, and persuasion in a crisis.

This maxim, while originally developed to guide the use of force in warfare, is routinely cited to describe Beijing’s approach to the management of political–military crises. It consists of three principles:

- **Do not attack unless attacked.** Never attack others without provocation, but once attacked, do not fail to return the blow. This conveys the need for a “just” and “legitimate” basis for employing force or escalating in a crisis (implying, as well, the need to win over support from domestic and international publics). It also implies a stress on reciprocity and symmetry in evaluating when and how to escalate.

- **Do not fight decisive actions unless sure of victory.** Never fight without certainty of success, unless failing to fight would likely present a worse outcome. Utilize contradictions among the enemy. This conveys the selective and political approach to the use of force and other forms of escalation.
Be pragmatic and aware of the limited nature of objectives and strength. With a strong power, set appropriate objectives; do not exceed capabilities. Know when to stop, when to counter, and when to bring the crisis to a close. Stop once the goals are attained; rethink if you cannot obtain your objectives. Do not be carried away with success. This conveys the importance of accurately understanding and calibrating means and ends and limiting one’s objectives, and can be used to rationalized compromise.

The "youli, youli, youjie" maxim implies a preference in political-military crises for controllable escalation, possibly symmetrical “tit-for-tat” responses to an adversary’s behavior, a sense of “knowing when to stop,” and, according to Chinese analysts, a use of force or coercive threats only in response to an opponent’s use of force or threats. That said, many Western studies of China’s crisis behavior suggest that Beijing has often initiated coercive threats or the use of force and has employed force in a crisis as a limited political and psychological tool. In fact, some data show that during the Cold War, China was more inclined than most other major powers to employ limited levels of force, especially as an integral element of crisis bargaining. Beijing has often used force to show resolve and a commitment to principle, and a corresponding refusal to submit to coercion or intimidation. Beijing has also used force to produce psychological shock and uncertainty. This has sometimes occurred as part of a larger strategy designed to seize the political and military initiative via deception and surprise. At other times, Beijing has used force to intimidate an opponent, and thus to elicit caution and possibly concessions from the other side. In this manner, from the Chinese perspective, a limited use of coercion or force can under certain circumstances prevent a much larger conflict, strengthen the foundations of peace, or achieve narrower Chinese objectives.

According to many analysts and as suggested by the above maxim, once initiated, the amount and frequency of force applied by China is often calibrated and modulated to support the existing political situation and objectives, and in consideration of the prevailing balance of power. One U.S. analyst has observed, based on a review of the existing (largely Western) literature on China’s use of force, that, in past crises, Chinese leaders have often followed an initial overwhelming—albeit often limited—application of force with a pause. This was done for several possible reasons: to lull an adversary into thinking that China is backing down before eliminating the threat through a subsequent strike; to present an opportunity for the adversary to reconsider and back down; or to avoid a serious escalation of the situation. At the same time, Beijing also seeks to convey the impression that significant escalation is possible and acceptable, even though its focus remains on political objectives.

As this suggests, in some instances, a self-perception by China of overall weakness, not strength, can motivate the use of force, as a deterrent, that is, to convey resolve and to shock a stronger adversary into more “cautious” behavior. Such a use of force usually demands sensitivity to the balance of power in the geographic area of the crisis and to problems of escalation and control, as discussed below. In line with this approach, the Chinese use of force in past crises was often followed by signs of accommodation or efforts at persuasion, at least privately, to avoid escalation and to secure at least minimum gains.
Much of the scholarly analysis given above of Chinese leadership perceptions regarding the use of coercion or force, accommodation, and persuasion in a crisis derives from the Mao and Deng eras. During that period, Chinese leaders displayed a low threshold for the use of limited amounts of force in a crisis, sometimes seemingly regardless of the human or economic cost involved and in some cases against a clearly superior adversary such as the Soviet Union. This tendency apparently derived primarily from a high level of confidence on the part of Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping in their ability to control escalation and their strong belief that a limited application of force was necessary to avoid a larger conflict or to defend core “principles.” Conversely, some Western scholars argue that Chinese leaders have held offensive and aggressive approaches to crises throughout most of Chinese history (as part of an overall “hard” realpolitik approach to politics), emphasizing the need to show resolve and to seize the initiative, often through preemptive attack.

It is very likely that, based on analysis of long-term historical patterns, post-Mao leaders continue to stress the need to show resolve and seize the initiative in a crisis. It is also likely, however, that their willingness to employ force in a crisis has declined significantly. Indeed, many Chinese analysts known to some of the authors insist that China’s approach to the use of force has changed markedly since the Mao and Deng eras. These observers believe that China’s leaders no longer regard force as an effective tool to achieve limited political gains in a crisis. They argue that, while today’s leaders must arguably pay greater attention to nationalist sentiments among the public and can still employ uncompromising language, their weaker political power, more consensus-based decisionmaking structure, and need to maintain a peaceful and stable external environment for China’s development goals strongly orient them toward caution in managing crises, particularly regarding the use of force.

Because of such factors, these analysts assert that China has ruled out initiating the use of force as an option in dealing with neighboring countries on territorial or border disputes and proposes instead that such disputes be solved through negotiation on the basis of international law or shelved until the time is ripe for ultimate resolution. In general, this viewpoint asserts that the Chinese leadership today regards the use of force in a foreign policy crisis as a last resort, to be considered only if core national interests are at stake, other (increasingly available) alternative approaches are exhausted, and China is faced with extreme provocation. As a broad statement, this is probably accurate. At the same time, Beijing might regard its confrontations with Tokyo over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands as potentially subject to such “in extremis” conditions. Moreover, in this context, the above “tit-for-tat” approach to the use of force could result in an escalating spiral of conflict from very small origins.
Leadership and Elite Perceptions of Japan and the United States-Japan Alliance

From a national security standpoint, China’s leaders view Japan first and foremost as a key forward base for U.S. forces and a critical political and military support for U.S. policies and actions toward China and Chinese interests, especially regarding Taiwan and the Korean Peninsula. For this reason, Washington is almost certainly viewed by many Chinese analysts as a critical force stimulating Japan’s pursuit of a more capable conventional military and a provider of key U.S. bases. At the same time, many Chinese also view the United States as a constraint on Japan’s willingness and ability to become an independent military and political power.\(^53\)

Thus, from the Chinese leadership’s perspective, the United States wants Japan to be both stronger and more closely allied to U.S. goals, while simultaneously dependent on and limited by Washington. Although often viewed favorably in the past as a constraint on Japanese “militarism,” the latter “keeping the genie in the bottle” function of the United States–Japan alliance is at the same time increasingly regarded by many informed Chinese observers as less desirable than a more independent and Asia-oriented Japan. This view has emerged in recent years as a function of several factors, including confidence in China’s growing economic and political ability to “manage” Tokyo—especially given Japan’s ongoing political and economic disarray and weakness—and a deepening belief that the United States regards the alliance with Japan as a key component in its presumed effort to counter-balance growing Chinese power in the Asia-Pacific region.\(^54\)

In addition, from a narrower perspective, China’s leaders also see Japan’s national security and defense policies, and in particular Tokyo’s stance toward disputed resource and territorial claims in the East China Sea, as a separate (albeit United States–backed) challenge to China’s national security interests and a trigger for the expression of intensified (and potentially destabilizing) nationalist sentiments and behavior in both countries—but especially in China. This outlook was most recently demonstrated during the intensified confrontations over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in late 2012 and early 2013. By holding Chinese “sacred” territory that Beijing (and large numbers of ordinary Chinese) claim was unjustly seized by an imperialist Japan, Tokyo poses a challenge to the competency of the PRC regime in dealing with this highly emotionally charged issue, and hence to its legitimacy as an agent of Chinese nationalism. In this sense, Japan is viewed by many Chinese as a national security threat somewhat separate from the United States–Japan alliance.\(^55\)

Alongside these basic security-related interests and concerns exists a range of other Chinese leadership outlooks toward Japan and the alliance that influence Beijing’s current and future military posture and defense thinking. Many of these observations operate at cross-purposes to one another:

- **The effect of new U.S. military operational concepts.** Many Chinese defense analysts are increasingly concerned that the United States will adopt (or has already adopted) the goal of acquiring all the elements of a so-called Air-Sea Battle operational military
concept, designed to neutralize China’s A2/AD type capabilities, using bomber strikes at tactical inland C4ISR targets, along with precision-guided munitions, stealth, cyber, and other capabilities. This and other new operational concepts, discussed in other chapters, could demand more extensive or reinforced U.S. basing capabilities in Asia, including in Japan.

- **Continued Japanese desire for a larger regional military role.** Some Chinese also believe that at least some (and perhaps many) Japanese political and economic leaders want Japan to drop all its current constitutional and other legal restrictions on the use of its military and develop a much stronger regional capability, in large part to contain a rising China and play a more fulsome role as a regional security partner of the United States in Asia. This danger is often associated, in Chinese minds, with the reemergence of the kind of Japanese “militarism” that ravaged China in World War II.

- **Japanese encouragement of a more adversarial United States–China relationship.** Some Chinese elites (and undoubtedly some of the public; see below) also apparently believe that some Japanese political and economic leaders have the eventual goal of establishing Japan as the predominant power in East Asia, either with or without the United States. Hence, for some Chinese, elements of the Japanese political elite conspire or maneuver to draw the United States more fully into an adversarial stance toward China, in order to support such long-term goals for Japan.

- **Continued Japanese opposition to militarism.** At the same time, some Chinese political leaders (and at least some of the educated public) also most likely recognize that many elements of the Japanese public, and some important parts of the Japanese political and economic elite, are opposed to Japan’s “remilitarization” and wish to remain under current constitutional limits and the protection that the alliance with the United States affords.

- **The positive effect of growing Sino-Japanese economic ties.** Many Chinese leaders also recognize that Japan is constrained in its strategic and military objectives by its political and economic circumstances, especially those that have emerged in recent years. On the economic front, Japan is now facing considerable structural problems, and it is also increasingly dependent on trade and investment with China for its future growth. And Beijing also highly values its economic relationship with Japan as a key source of critical technologies, components, and investment. The growing Sino-Japanese economic link is thus viewed as an important incentive in Japan for maintaining good relations with Beijing, as it is by many in China.

- **Possibly growing support for a more independent Japan.** There is also an awareness among Chinese observers that some less conservative Japanese leaders seek a more independent foreign policy for Japan, more oriented toward Asia, and less supportive
of acting in lockstep with the United States. Such sentiments are viewed favorably by many Chinese. However, most Japanese political leaders are also seen as recognizing the limits of Japan’s autonomy, especially given U.S. influence.\textsuperscript{61}

- **Strong support in some quarters for more cooperative ties with Beijing.** Chinese elites also understand that though overall concern has grown notably among both elites and the public in Japan about a rising China, some strong Japanese voices nonetheless continue to advocate cooperative ties with Beijing, emphasizing the strategic and economic benefits that such cooperation would likely bring. A few Chinese intellectuals even believe that China and Japan could cooperate over the long term to form the basis of a regional entente that would support Asian interests separate from and possibly against the “hegemonic” desires of the United States.\textsuperscript{62}

Some of these factors arguably provide China with increased maneuverability in deterring or dissuading Japan from aligning itself entirely with the United States in support of policies that would, by intention or effect, undermine Chinese interests. Indeed, for some Chinese, the potential exists, despite recent high tensions, to build support within Japan for much closer Sino-Japanese ties, if Beijing can make full use of its growing political, economic, and military influence in Asia and avoid falling into a worsening dispute with Tokyo over territorial and resource issues.

At the same time, several other factors listed here suggest the existence of considerable limits in the willingness or ability of Chinese leaders to strengthen relations with Tokyo, deriving from the presence of potentially hostile Chinese public and elite opinion toward Japan, an increasing tendency in some quarters to regard the United States and the alliance as threats to Chinese security interests (including resource and territorial claims), the competitive dimensions of Sino-Japanese economic relations, and of course the possible efforts of some Japanese and American political leaders to prevent the bilateral Sino-Japanese relationship from becoming too close.\textsuperscript{63}

**Strategy and Policies Toward Japan and the United States–Japan Alliance**

Taken as a whole, the above-noted Chinese attitudes and beliefs toward Japan and the United States–Japan alliance translate into a complex set of overall strategic objectives that center on the search for strong and enduring relations with Tokyo in the economic, political, and diplomatic realms, alongside efforts to increase Beijing’s leverage over potential areas of bilateral contention (such as resource and territorial disputes) and generally maximize Japan’s incentives to avoid aligning itself too closely with the United States or other Asian powers in opposing Chinese interests.

In the security realm, these goals are reflected in a multifaceted approach involving efforts to
1. Deter aggressive Japanese (and United States–Japan alliance) behavior regarding territorial and resource disputes (including, of course, Taiwan) and strengthen Chinese leverage in such disputes—through the deployment of an increasingly potent set of offshore, regionally oriented, conventional military, paramilitary, space, and cyber capabilities;

2. Maintain or enhance domestic Japanese public and elite sentiment against “militarism” or the development of a more offensively oriented, anti-China military posture in the Western Pacific (either independently, or in alliance with the United States), through the pursuit of increasingly cooperative diplomatic, economic, and military relations with Tokyo (and Washington); and

3. More broadly deter or complicate any potential attempt by Japan (or the United States–Japan alliance) to threaten the Chinese Mainland (and in particular China’s critical northeast) or China’s maritime economic supply routes to the outside world—through the acquisition of a highly credible set of conventional and nuclear military capabilities designed to defend against direct attacks and threaten Japanese (and U.S.) territory.

It is unclear whether this security strategy also includes efforts to acquire the capability to threaten Japan’s economic lifeline by posing a credible threat to maritime commercial and energy supply routes at long distances from Japanese territory. As suggested above, such an ambitious SLOC interdiction mission is not reflected in China’s current defense doctrine and force modernization program, although a variant of this mission could emerge within the time frame examined in this study in the most unlikely and extreme trajectory (described below).

In support of the above-noted strategy and approach, and as part of its overall foreign policy and military modernization program, Beijing is pursuing a range of specific policies toward Japan and the alliance, including:

• A foreign policy toward Japan that emphasizes the common, long-term interests of both countries in peaceful, stable, and mutually productive relations, while remaining clear and steadfast in defending China’s interests in disputed areas and reminding Japanese and other peoples of the ongoing need for Tokyo to avoid giving support to “militarist” elements in Japanese society. This policy also stresses the deepening of “Asia-oriented” views and approaches in Japan and between Japan and other regional nations, including enhanced Sino-Japanese-South Korean ties.

• A policy toward the United States–Japan alliance that avoids any overt opposition or strong criticism, and accepts the existence, and in some limited respects the utility, of the alliance (as a means of restraining Japanese “militarism” and possible nuclearization), while doing nothing to encourage or strengthen it. This policy requires a somewhat delicate balancing act, with Beijing supporting U.S. alliance-based efforts
to deter supposedly aggressive Japanese behavior while opposing closer United States–Japan military ties. As indicated above, on balance, Beijing shows signs of increasingly preferring a more autonomous Tokyo.

- A military modernization and defense policy centered on the acquisition of a range of naval, missile, space, air, and cyber capabilities designed to establish a strong, sustained military presence along China’s maritime periphery, and a clearly credible ability to defend Chinese territory from any coercive or kinetic threats and attacks, and to provide China with critical influence in managing and possibly resolving specific sovereignty, resource, or other disputes involving Japan and the alliance.

- Economic policies and approaches that directly or indirectly encourage ever closer Sino-Japanese trade, tourism, investment, and technology transfers, thereby increasing Tokyo’s commitment to maintaining positive bilateral relations with Beijing while providing China with greater potential political leverage over Japan.

- A broader set of relations with Asian powers—and a formal security concept—that stresses peaceful coexistence and cooperative bilateral and multilateral political, economic, and military relations, the peaceful resolution of disputes through negotiation, and the creation of regional forums and structures to address common problems—as potential alternatives to a reliance on “Cold War”–style military alliance structures, and as a means of strengthening an Asia-oriented perspective in Japan and elsewhere.

As suggested above, Beijing must tread very carefully in implementing many of the above-noted policies, in order to maintain a balance between the need to reflect and to some extent defuse potentially volatile Chinese public views toward Japan and the need to strengthen productive relations with Tokyo. Differing opinions undoubtedly exist within the Chinese leadership over how best to do this.

At one extreme, some leaders likely emphasize a tough-minded, more adversarial approach toward Japan that makes greater political and diplomatic use of China’s growing economic strength and is perhaps more deeply rooted in the strong nationalist sentiments found among some elements of the public. At the other extreme, some leaders no doubt emphasize the need to increase the level of cooperation and reduce strategic distrust between Beijing and Tokyo, for obvious geostrategic and economic reasons. Between these extremes probably resides a variety of more complex combinations of both views.

However, overall, these somewhat contending approaches almost certainly exist within a general consensus that recognizes the need to improve China’s political and military leverage over Japan while increasing Tokyo’s incentives to cooperate with Beijing and to adopt security policies that are less dependent on its alliance with the United States. Although the current intensified imbroglio between China and Japan over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands could result in a stronger emphasis on the potentially confrontational elements of Chinese
policy, it is unlikely that the issue will significantly alter the strong strategic and economic reasons for Beijing to sustain cooperation with Tokyo.

**MILITARY CAPABILITIES**

Since at least the middle to late 1990s, Beijing has undertaken a systematic, well-funded, and focused program of military modernization in support of the above national strategy, force doctrine, and foreign policies. Among these efforts, perhaps the most notable overall systemic improvements include:

- The downsizing and reorganization of China's overall force structure;
- The professionalization of the officer corps;
- The promulgation of new doctrinal regulations that respond to the challenges posed by high-technology warfare;
- The development of more expansive and realistic training regimens;
- The holding of more realistic, complex, and large-scale military exercises (involving “integrated joint operations”);
- Improvements in logistics, and especially C4I capabilities;
- The emergence of a more capable defense industrial complex possessing improved research-and-development and production capabilities (more on this below); and
- The deployment of increasingly advanced short- and medium-range ground, air, and naval weapons systems.

More specifically, those PLA capabilities that have either already been deployed—or are likely to be deployed to varying extents within the next fifteen to twenty years—and are of particular relevance to the United States–Japan alliance include:

- Intermediate-range ballistic missiles (IRBMs) with high levels of accuracy and sophisticated defense countermeasures;
- Long-range, standoff, antiship weapons, including antiship cruise missiles (AS-CMs), advanced modern torpedoes, and antiship ballistic missiles (ASBMs);
- Sophisticated, largely Soviet-designed antiaircraft missiles with ranges extending well past China’s shoreline;
- Increasingly advanced air-to-air and air-to-surface missiles;
• Medium-range fourth-generation fighter/interceptors;
• A pair of fifth-generation stealth fighters;
• A demonstrated offshore, medium-range bomber or strike aircraft capability;
• A rudimentary aircraft carrier capability;
• A large and growing number of modern conventional attack submarines;
• A large and growing number of modern surface combatants;
• Growing mine warfare capabilities;
• Research and development of exo-atmospheric missile defense capabilities;
• Improved C4I and carrier detection systems involving ground, naval, air, and space-based assets;
• Improvements in special operation and reconnaissance forces;
• Short- and long-range unmanned aerial vehicles with reconnaissance capabilities; and
• More sophisticated antisatellite, cyberwarfare, and electronic warfare capabilities.

As indicated in chapter 1, the current state of these capabilities will be analyzed in terms of five military domains: maritime, air, land, space, cyber, and C4ISR. Possible trends in these domains over the next fifteen to twenty years are analyzed later in the chapter, when four possible future trajectories are discussed.

The Maritime Domain

China’s capabilities in the maritime domain are significant and growing, with its greatest strengths in the arena of denial-oriented antisurface warfare, as embodied in China’s antiship cruise missile inventory, ASBMs, submarine fleet, and mine warfare capability. By contrast, China’s antisubmarine warfare (ASW) and offensive power projection abilities remain relatively limited, though the PLAN is likely to make some strides in this area in the next fifteen to twenty years.

Currently, submarines are the most formidable aspect of the PLAN’s antiaccess force, due in part to the relatively high proportion of modernized vessels within the PLAN’s undersea fleet, particularly in comparison with its surface combatants, along with serious limitations in naval aviation capabilities. By contrast, ASW remains one of the weakest links in both the PLAN and the PLA Air Force’s (PLA AF’s) capabilities, although China appears to be laying the basic foundations for improved ASW capabilities.
China’s undersea fleet comprises more than 60 vessels, of which about half are modern, including two Shang-class (SSN) 093 nuclear-powered attack submarines, 12 Russian-made (SS) Kilo attack submarines, 13 Song-class (SS) 039 diesel electric submarines, and eight or more Yuan-class 041 diesel electric submarines. China is also reportedly developing new models of both nuclear-powered and conventionally powered attack submarines. Conventionally powered submarines, which can reach well beyond China’s EEZ, may constitute the majority of growth in China’s undersea fleet in the coming years. Conversely, a substantial increase in the number of nuclear-powered attack submarines (which presently seems unlikely) would suggest more ambitious missions for its undersea forces, such as interdicting SLOCs or threatening approaching naval forces from extended ranges.

Another of China’s strengths in the maritime domain is its mine warfare capabilities, which can be an effective method of denying access to naval assets in the event of a conflict. Chinese mine warfare strategists have discussed offensive mine laying using submarines in egress lanes near U.S. naval bases in Japan and Guam, in an effort to form a blockade out to the first island chain. Comparatively little is known about the PLAN mine inventory, but estimates suggest that China currently possesses between 50,000 and 100,000 mines of 30 varieties, including rocket-propelled mines, drifting mines, and deepwater mines. The U.S. Office of Naval Intelligence reported that China has developed a system for inspecting and maintaining its mine inventory. Nonetheless, PLA mine capabilities on balance still lag behind U.S. mine technology, and offensive mine placement could be difficult for China in the event of a conflict. Although mines can be laid by a variety of submarines and surface combatants, the most effective method is via airplane; however, China’s persistent weakness in the air domain (and especially in medium and long-range naval aviation) could cripple its ability to deploy mines from the air in the event of a Japan-related conflict (though perhaps not a Taiwan contingency). Furthermore, China’s own mine countermeasure technology remains relatively limited, although the PLAN is cognizant of this shortcoming and is making efforts to rectify it. Finally, some observers argue that given the huge expanses of water in many areas of strategic value near Japan, such as sea lanes and egress points, the use of mines would actually have a very limited effect on allied military operations.

In terms of its relevance to antisurface naval warfare and A2/AD, perhaps no program has received as much attention as the DF-21D, an antiship ballistic missile modeled after the CSS-5 DF-21C with a reported range exceeding 1,500 kilometers. In principle, the ASBM could be launched from a road-mobile land-based platform at critical mobile assets such as an aircraft carrier. The 2011 Taiwan defense white paper asserted that the Second Artillery Force had deployed the missile, and in December 2010, Admiral Robert Willard of U.S. Pacific Command stated that the missile had reached a stage of “initial operational capability.” However, it is important to note that this assessment of the missile’s capability may refer to the fact that the ASBM has been tested successfully over land, as no evidence exists to suggest that a successful test has been executed at sea. Given the precision targeting required from an array of satellite and other assets, the missile system likely has years of
testing ahead and may not be able to be successfully utilized in a conflict in the near future, though it is certainly possible within the time frame of this study.\textsuperscript{73}

There have also been some reports that China may be developing an intermediate-range conventional ballistic missile, perhaps the next variant in the DF-21 series, that could have a longer range than the DF-21D. Although little public information is available on the subject and it is unclear how soon such a missile could be produced, it could conceivably be deployed before 2030.\textsuperscript{74}

Beyond the headline-grabbing ASBM, China is also fielding a range of increasingly capable ASCMs, particularly Russian-made supersonic missiles. These ASCMs can be delivered from an array of platforms, including Kilo-class submarines, Sovremenny destroyers, or littoral Houbei fast-attack craft. If successfully integrated with a capable over-the-horizon radar (OTHR) targeting system, the effective range of these ASCMs could be extended to take better advantage of the maximum ranges, which can be as far as 200 to 300 kilometers.\textsuperscript{75}

Although China’s surface fleet contains a lower proportion of modern vessels than its undersea force, new classes of indigenously produced destroyers and frigates armed with surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) and ASCMs have increased the PLAN’s ability to operate within and beyond its nearby seas. In particular, the U.S. Office of Naval Intelligence has noted that the most important upgrade made to the PLAN surface fleet in recent years has been the deployment of a shipboard area air defense capability.\textsuperscript{76} As of 2010, the U.S. Department of Defense classified 26 percent of the PLAN’s total surface force as modern, compared with 10 percent in 2000, while 43 percent of the PLAN’s destroyers and frigates were deemed high-capability and equipped with advanced SAMs and antiship cruise missiles. However, some naval experts question whether the Jiangwei frigates and Sovremenny and Luhai destroyers should in fact be categorized as modern, given their very limited air-defense capability.\textsuperscript{77} In any event, the trend of surface force modernization continues; 2012 revealed an additional six Luyang II (eight total), at least a pair of Luyang III air defense destroyers and up to sixteen Jiangkai II frigates either being built or in commission.\textsuperscript{78} China has also produced a limited number of long-range amphibious ships intended principally for use in military operations other than war, and it is evidently producing a new class of corvette to replace its aged Jianghu light frigates.\textsuperscript{79}

The PLAN’s fledging aircraft carrier program has also attracted a considerable amount of attention. The Liaoning, a refitted Soviet carrier, was formally commissioned in September 2012, but as yet it has not been fitted with aircraft, and in any event, its functions are likely to be limited to training and research and development, rather than actual patrolling.\textsuperscript{80} In addition to this vessel, China is also planning to develop its own indigenous aircraft carrier. Some sources speculate that China could build multiple operational carrier battle groups over the next decade.\textsuperscript{81} However, this could be a high-end estimate. Even if China does build multiple carriers, they may not be fully outfitted and operational by 2030, they will likely exhibit capabilities far inferior to U.S. carrier groups, and they will almost certainly have no actual combat experience.\textsuperscript{82}
In addition to these more power-projection-oriented elements of the PLAN fleet, China also has deployed about 60 stealthy fast-attack vessels (Type 022 Houbei class) oriented toward littoral defense, each of which can be equipped with up to 8 advanced antiship cruise missiles. These vessels would likely form an important element of Chinese efforts to deny access to U.S. surface ships in the event of a Taiwan or East China Sea contingency.83

Although some of the above-noted technologies already introduce a degree of uncertainty into a potential maritime battle between the PRC and the United States within the first island chain, the PLAN's surface fleet still does not directly compare with advanced U.S. or even Japanese naval forces.84 In this regard, China is still far from achieving the sort of naval capabilities envisioned in the 1980s by Admiral Liu Huaqing, a prominent figure in the development of the Chinese navy. Liu reportedly felt that China should seek to establish control over the first island chain by 2000, exert sea control out to the second island chain by 2020, and create a global, carrier-driven force by the mid-twenty-first century, between 2040 and 2050.85 However, compared with this highly ambitious and decidedly unofficial statement of long-term PLAN objectives by a strong advocate of Chinese seapower, as indicated above, Beijing's overall naval modernization program remains quite limited in scope and capability, focusing on antiaccess or counterintervention missions over sea control.

The Air Domain

Relative to other capabilities—particularly conventional missiles and submarines—China's air force, naval aviation, and army aviation are at a relatively immature stage of development. The PLAAF's reported goal of conducting air campaigns within 1,000 kilometers of China's periphery by 2010 has proven elusive.86 Only one-quarter of China's current aircraft possess basic capabilities comparable to Western fourth-generation aircraft, and only a small fraction of those aircraft can operate beyond 500 to 1,000 kilometers of China's shores, at night, and in poor weather.87 Only a small fraction of China's fighters are combat-ready at any given time, and the PLA lacks the demonstrated capability to sustain a rapid sortie rate at long ranges.88 Moreover, PLA air forces apparently do not conduct any training in close air support operations. To contest airspace in a Japan-related contingency, China would have to develop the advanced avionics required for a fifth-generation fighter and improved aerial refueling capabilities to extend the combat range of its fighters beyond the airspace over its near seas.

The PLA Air Force has at least 150 Su-27/30 fighters, as well as 95 J-11s and more than 44 J-11Bs.89 The J-11 is similar to the Su-27 in that it is designed primarily for air-to-air combat (equipped with the advanced PL-12 missile), whereas the J-11B is supplemented with a surface attack capability and has been described by some observers as superior to that of the U.S. F-15.90 The PLAAF also possesses as many as 150 indigenously produced J-10 fighters, whose combat radius without inflight refueling is between 463 and 555 kilometers. With aerial refueling from an H-6U tanker (of which the PLA currently has about 10 in total), the range of the J-10 could, in principle, be extended further.91
In the realm of naval aviation, the PLA Navy possesses an additional 24 Su-30MK2 fighters, a Russian-produced class of long-range strike fighters equipped with the Kh-31A air-to-surface missile. These 24 planes, which are assigned to the PLA’s Naval Aviation Fourth Division’s Tenth Fighter Regiment at Feidong Air Base in Zhejiang Province, have a combat radius of between 1,300 and 1,600 kilometers without refueling. However, the primary doctrinal mission of PLAN aircraft remains the defense of ports and coastal maritime areas, which is reflected in PLAN training.

In principle, the PLAN’s Su-30MK2 planes and the PLAAF’s Su-30MKKs and possibly the J-11B are also capable of inflight refueling, which could extend their range by at least another 500 kilometers. However, China’s only current refueling tanker, the H-6U, is not able to refuel the Su-30, and there is no evidence that Su-30 or J-11B refueling is conducted in practice. In part to fill this gap, China has sought to acquire eight IL-78 MIDAS tankers from Russia, but Russia has struggled to fill the order. It is also possible that, over time, China may be able to indigenously develop a tanker based on a large transport aircraft that is in the early stages of development. At present, however, China conducts minimal aerial refueling training with the tankers it does have, possesses limited ground infrastructure to support refueling tankers, and has comparatively few individuals experienced with inflight refueling.

The PLA also possesses more than 600 bomber and attack aircraft—approximately 520 in the PLAAF and 120 in the PLAN. This includes between 120 and 150 JH-7/A fighter-bombers, a plane that has a combat radius of up to 1,650 kilometers and carries a variety of precision-guided air-to-air, antiship, and air-to-surface missiles. China’s dedicated long-range strategic bomber force includes more than 100 H-6, in a range of variants, such as the H-6H, which is equipped with land-attack cruise missiles; the H-6G, which is equipped with YJ-83 antiship cruise missiles; and, most recently, the H-6K, which is capable of carrying up to six air-launched cruise missiles. Some of these aircraft could theoretically be brought to bear in a Japan-related contingency—for example, through coordinating with land- and sea-based platforms to launch joint antiair raids against U.S. bases in Japan.

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are also playing an increasing role in PLA operations. Although UAVs were not reported operating in the PLAN until the summer of 2011, they have since then appeared on several occasions as part of naval exercises occurring in both the East and South China seas, apparently performing target identification and reconnaissance roles. The PLA has had a UAV-type research program since the 1960s, it has
displayed recent advances in many relevant technologies (such as guidance and refueling systems, composite materials, and lightweight, precision-guided, high-impact munitions), and there is little doubt that such vehicles will play an increasingly important role in PLA activities of relevance to Japan and the alliance, possibly including ISR, communication relay, missile defense, precision targeting, electronic jamming, and other combat duties.  

During the next fifteen to twenty years, China will continue to expand its inventory of fourth-generation fighter aircraft. One major component of this expanding inventory will likely be variants of the J-10 fighter, which is more aimed at coastal defense (as well as a Taiwan scenario), though its 550-kilometer combat radius and inflight refueling capabilities could make it relevant in some East China Sea and Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands scenarios. The PLA will also likely continue developing more advanced indigenous J-11 variants, including the J-11B (with a range of improved radar and avionics capabilities) and a carrier-based J-15. Moreover, the precision-guided munitions—including air-to-air, air-to-ground, and antiship missiles—carried by these fighters are likely to continue to advance during the next two decades.

China is also working to produce a fifth-generation stealth fighter, with two variants currently under development—the J-20 and J-31. Some observers have speculated that the J-20, a larger and heavier aircraft, will be intended more for surface-attack roles, whereas the smaller and nimble J-31 could serve as a fighter-interceptor, potentially for deployment on an aircraft carrier. The aircraft are still in the prototype and testing phase, and most estimates suggest that it will be between five and ten years before they become operational and enter into mass production.

Nonetheless, significant obstacles to the successful development and deployment of fifth-generation fighters remain, including (1) persistent difficulties in developing a supersonic jet engine and advanced avionics; (2) the inherent challenges in acquiring and maintaining true “stealthiness”; (3) potential constraints on the sortie rate stemming from lack of combat experience and insufficient training in rapid deployment of fighter jets, which would inhibit the PLAAF’s ability to sustain long-range assaults; and (4) the above-noted aerial refueling shortcomings, which could limit these advanced fighter jets’ range. Given these obstacles, along with the possibility of broader systemic disruptions or stagnation in the PRC, the production of advanced stealth fighters could be delayed further than expected.

Despite its overall weaknesses in long-range aircraft capabilities, the PLA could still hobble the ability of U.S. air forces to intervene in a conflict in areas near Japan. As noted above (and as discussed in greater detail in the “Ground Domain” subsection below), Chinese missile capabilities could pose a serious threat to U.S. air bases in Japan, making it more difficult for U.S. aircraft to take off and land. Indeed, some observers have suggested that saturation missile attacks on U.S. and Japanese air bases could largely incapacitate much of the non-carrier-based alliance air forces stationed in the Western Pacific. At present, it is not unambiguously certain that Chinese missile capabilities are sufficiently strong and U.S. base defenses are sufficiently weak for such a scenario to unfold; however,
without a significant strengthening of passive and active base defenses, it is likely that such a scenario will become much more plausible during the next fifteen to twenty years.

In defensive terms, China has deployed an array of SAMs along its coastline and in critical areas that could intercept hostile aircraft. This technology could assist China in defending against long-range bombers aiming for Chinese C4ISR targets located on the Mainland. (These SAMs are also relevant to cruise missile defense, as discussed in the “Ground Domain” subsection.) However, as Ken Allen has observed, the PLAAF does not practice sending aircraft out through the SAM/antiaircraft artillery belt to intercept hostile aircraft and then return home through the same belt. Such a deficiency in training could complicate PLA efforts to deploy air assets in a crowded aerial environment, possibly exposing its aircraft to friendly fire. The development of such a capability is something to watch for over the next several years.

The Ground Domain

In the ground domain, China’s growing inventory of conventional ballistic and cruise missiles is one of the most potent elements of its antiaccess arsenal, and arguably one with the greatest potential to yield asymmetric gains against adversaries. As of 2011, China had roughly 80 to 120 IRBMs and medium-range ballistic missiles (MRBMs), 1,000 to 1,200 short-range ballistic missiles (SRBMs), and 200 to 500 ground-launched cruise missiles (also known as land-attack cruise missiles, or LACMs).

China’s conventional missiles offer deterrence at a relatively low cost and without the practical constraints and escalatory dangers of nuclear weapons. Missiles can compensate for shortfalls in the PLAN and the PLAAF’s capabilities, holding technologically superior foes at a distance from China’s shores. MRBMs and IRBMs mounted on mobile launchers could fire on U.S. bases in Japan or, in the case of an ASBM, carrier groups operating up to perhaps 2,000 kilometers off China’s shores, depending on where the missiles are located.

Nonetheless, China’s increasingly sophisticated missiles are not immune to the technical and operational challenges faced by the PLA as a whole. In particular, the tracking, targeting, and homing systems necessary for a precision strike are themselves under development, and—with the arguable exception of space satellites—can be vulnerable to attack. The survivability of unevenly developed maritime and aerial platforms is far from assured, becoming yet another potential weak link in a chain of systems required for China’s antiaccess campaigns.

Besides this missile inventory, China possesses little offensive PLAN or PLAAF ground assault capability beyond short-range multirole strike fighter aircraft (such as the JH-7/A, J-10, and J-11B) oriented toward a Taiwan contingency, a very limited number of amphibious vessels (such as the Type 071 and reported Type 081 ships) intended principally for use in military operations other than war, and a limited number of strategic bombers. There does not seem to be any indication that China is seeking to acquire a heavy bomber capability. However, the Pentagon’s 2011 report on the Chinese military suggested that
the H-6 bomber is being modified in such a way that would extend its reach and enable its air-launched cruise missiles to reach targets as far as 3,300 kilometers from the Chinese coastline, a range that includes Guam.  

The PLA has also been making advances in the more traditional aspects of the ground domain—that is, improved ground troop organization, professionalization, and equipment. Indeed, although, as described above, China’s air force and navy have been making strides, the army continues to dominate the PLA in many key respects. During the past couple of decades, Beijing has reduced the number of its ground troops significantly, while simultaneously professionalizing and modernizing its forces. Organizationally, it has recently begun expanding its special operations forces and moving its force structure toward a modular combined arms brigade focus, an approach that should eventually improve the agility and flexibility of PLA troops. In the realm of matériel, the PLA has deployed new helicopter and amphibious assault assets in its ground troops, although the overall number of the PLA’s rotary-wing assets relative to the size of its ground troops remains limited. 

In terms of defensive capabilities, as noted above, most of China’s air and naval assets are oriented toward coastal, littoral, and continental defense. In the event of offensive strikes against inland Chinese C4ISR targets, the PLA would likely rely principally upon these assets for its defense. However, China has also been developing a missile defense system that would include land-based interceptor SAMs to help defend against such strikes. Thus far, China’s SAMs (including the Russian-made SA-15 and SA-20 and the indigenous HQ-9) have principally been oriented toward intercepting aircraft, cruise missiles, and some SRBMs and MRBMs. However, the PLA is also moving forward with research on an “umbrella” missile defense system that could intercept ballistic missiles in the upper atmosphere. By further developing technology successfully tested in 2007 and 2010, China may be able to intercept some ballistic missiles near major cities and strategic assets. 

The Space Domain

During the past decade, the PLA has been building the space-based infrastructure for what may eventually serve as an integrated communications and command system. Although its current capabilities in space-based C4ISR are limited and still do not compare with those of the United States, China has modernized and expanded its communications and surveillance systems at a rapid pace in recent years, particularly in the maritime environment. As observers such as Eric Hagt and Matthew Durnin argue, China’s maritime ISR coverage will not rival that of the United States anytime in the near future, but Beijing has nonetheless made important advances that could potentially, inter alia, facilitate a precision-strike capability for an ASBM. Indeed, the status of China’s space-based ISR is perhaps the most crucial variable in determining the future success of an ASBM system, with significant implications for China’s potential to undertake comprehensive antiaccess campaigns. Most of the advances in China’s space-based C4ISR capabilities have occurred within the past decade, and especially the past few years. In the realm of command-and-control
communications, the Qu Dian satellite communications system, the inaugural satellite of which was launched in 2000, provides a command-and-control network somewhat analogous to the United States' Joint Tactical Information Distribution System, linking the General Staff Department headquarters and service headquarters with military regions. However, some of the satellites in China’s standard DFH-4 series have reportedly experienced failures that have incapacitated the satellites or reduced their life span, suggesting that China’s communications satellites networks may not be entirely reliable.\(^{114}\)

China is also in the process of developing and deploying a network of navigation satellites known as the Beidou system that will eventually provide Beijing with an indigenous alternative to the GPS system. The PLA has launched between 10 and 20 Beidou satellites in recent months and years, with a goal of creating a constellation of 35 satellites with global coverage by 2020. Such an indigenous capability will be crucial for successful targeting and navigation of a range of commercial and military technologies, including China’s missile assets.\(^{115}\) China has also deployed a network of data link satellites, including three in the Tianlian–1 series, intended to facilitate the transfer of information (such as targeting imagery) to surface-based assets up to 2,000 kilometers offshore, which would be vital in supporting an ASBM.\(^{116}\)

In the reconnaissance realm, China has also deployed a network of satellites in the Yaogan series that have substantially improved target imaging within the second island chain, although such capabilities currently fall short of the coverage necessary to reliably guide precision air or missile strikes. China possesses more than 15 Yaogan and other imaging satellites that operate at an altitude of about 400 miles above the Earth’s surface, within low Earth orbit (LEO). The average potential coverage provided by these satellites has increased to as much four and a half hours per day; however, current orbital configurations also mean that satellite flyovers would be unevenly distributed, with possible gaps of a few hours between views. (That said, it is also worth noting that successful targeting of an ASBM may not necessarily require continuous coverage.\(^{117}\))

Some of China’s Yaogan satellites are reportedly capable of limited electronic and signals intelligence (ELINT and SIGINT), capabilities that are central to conducting sustained scanning of wide areas. However, the PLA will need to develop more robust launch rockets before it can support launches of the much heavier geostationary satellites, such as those used for ELINT and SIGINT by the United States. Although such rockets are currently under development, there are also signs, as the 2012 Pentagon report on China’s military notes, that China’s rapid pace of rocket launches has taxed its deployment systems.\(^{118}\)

To supplement these satellite capabilities on the ground, China has deployed a small number of OTHRs that can detect and track surface ships and aircraft out to the second-island chain, though not yet with the precision necessary to provide for an air or missile strike.\(^{119}\) Such fixed, land-based ISR systems would be particularly vulnerable in a potential conflict. Conversely, China’s truck-mounted troposcatter arrays enable mobile SAM batteries such as the SA-20 PMU2 or HQ-9 to remain connected to command stations, and could potentially assist in targeting antiship cruise missiles as well.\(^{120}\) Additionally, as
discussed in the “Air Domain” subsection above, China’s AEW&C and UAV capabilities also form a key component of the ISR system. However, not only are these systems reliant upon air defense, but it is also not clear how well integrated they are with space-based and OTHR systems.

At present, China’s confirmed antispace capabilities appear to be limited to targets in LEO. After three failed tests, China successfully tested an antisatellite (ASAT) vehicle against a defunct weather satellite in 2007, using a variant of the DF-21C MRBM to destroy the target at an altitude of 865 kilometers (537 miles). Given the unreliability of current direct-ascent launch vehicles, one analyst estimates that China would need as many 20 launch vehicles to disable 6 or 7 satellites. Soft-kill weapons such as ground-based lasers could also incapacitate satellites in LEO, and may have been tested in as early as 2006.

At the same time, however, China also appears to possess little capacity to protect its own satellites from attack. As is true for the United States, China’s space-based assets are highly vulnerable to jamming and other offensive efforts, which could present a serious challenge to the PLA’s efforts to conduct thorough reconnaissance and employ effective precision-guided munitions in the event of a conflict.

The Cyberspace Domain

Although little information on the cyberspace domain is available in the unclassified domain, there is some evidence to suggest that China may already possess the ability to infiltrate essential unclassified networks and disrupt key nodes in vulnerable networks at the outset of a conflict. China’s efforts to improve its information warfare capabilities are far less sensitive to budget constraints and economic shocks than, for example, its expensive space programs.

Cyber attacks could be launched with the aim of crippling enemy C4ISR systems, preventing the United States from deploying forces into the regional theater and possibly paving the way for joint firepower or antiair raids. China would most likely target relatively unshielded, unclassified military networks such as Non-Classified Internet Protocol Router Network (NIPRNET) that are nevertheless crucial for C4ISR. (Civilian infrastructure—for example, power plants in cities—would actually be a less appealing target due to the possibility of uncontrolled escalation.)

That said, cyber operations alone would not turn the tide of a conflict, as they would not be able to completely cripple tactical operations on the ground. As is discussed in later chapters, the United States would likely be able to defend and recover from such attacks relatively soon after the early attacks. At the same time, as China itself continues to modernize and informatize its forces and become more reliant on cyber networks, it too is becoming more vulnerable to offensive cyberwar. There are some limited indications that China is attempting to prepare for this threat, though its defenses are certain to prove at least equally porous to those of the United States and probably more so.
The Nuclear Domain

Relative to the rapid buildup of its conventional antiaccess forces, China's nuclear modernization has been far more modest and incremental. At present, China's inventory of nuclear weapons consists of roughly 240 nuclear warheads, about 50 of which are ICBMs capable of reaching the continental United States. Some estimates suggest that China could have as many as 100 ICBMs capable of reaching the United States by 2025. At the same time, China will continue to phase out its aging liquid-fueled missiles in favor of road-mobile, solid-fueled missiles such as the DF-31 and DF-31A. However, China's nuclear modernization remains focused on making qualitative, rather than quantitative improvements in its nuclear forces, enhancing the efficacy and survivability of a largely fixed number of warheads. In this regard, China will continue to field maneuvering reentry vehicles, decoys, jamming devices, and other penetrating aids to thwart allied missile defense.

While China is pursuing an undersea deterrent in the form of the Jin-class submarine and the JL-2 SLBM, such capabilities will likely remain flawed and immature. Technical failures have repeatedly delayed the rollout of the JL-2, while the Jin-class nuclear-armed submarine, or SSBN, remains noisier than most 1970s-era Soviet SSBNs, and thus highly vulnerable to sophisticated ASW systems. Moreover, China has relatively little experience in maintaining the secure communications needed to ensure constant contact between central leaders and patrolling SSBNs that, unlike the rest of China's strategic forces, would be entrusted with operationally deployed warheads. Owing to these challenges, China's new Jin-class SSBNs have yet to conduct a deterrent patrol. Given China's continual reliance on legacy bombers unlikely to survive contact with modern air defenses, land-based missiles seem likely to continue to form the backbone of China's nuclear deterrent in the near future.

From a broader standpoint, China continues to maintain a minimal deterrence posture that largely precludes the use of its small nuclear force as an instrument of war fighting or coercion. A long-standing no-first-use policy continues to impose painful doctrinal and operational constraints on the Second Artillery's strategic forces, as Chinese nuclear warheads—with the possible exception of the future JL-2—are not mated with missiles except in times of elevated readiness or in preparation for launch. Although internal debates regarding the continued viability of China's nuclear posture occurred during the 1990s and early 2000s, Chinese civilian and military representatives have since overwhelmingly reaffirmed the country's commitment to the no-first-use policy and minimal deterrence. Powerful historical legacies and a strong consensus among civilian leaders will likely ensure that China's nuclear posture remains numerically limited and defensively oriented, with little chance of a sudden buildup or a "sprint to parity."

Yet China's nuclear posture may face pressure from shifting operational realities imposed by new advances in allied conventional capabilities. Members of China's defense establishment have pointed to a trifecta of capabilities that could be combined to execute a decapitating first strike against China: space-based ISR capable of tracking mobile targets,
conventional prompt global strike (CPGS) systems, and ballistic missile defense (BMD) networks. Partially in response to these developments, China has sought out a number of ASAT capabilities, ranging from kinetic missile interceptors to directed energy weapons to neutralize CPGS, BMD, and space-based surveillance. Some Chinese analysts have also advocated an expansion of the country’s nuclear arsenal, although such arguments do not appear to have gained traction with the central authorities.

In this vein, it is not inconceivable that China could lower its nuclear threshold if it perceives an existential threat to its nuclear deterrent. For instance, it remains unclear whether China would view a conventional precision strike on the Second Artillery's command-and-control facilities as a decapitating “first use” that could then justify nuclear retaliation. It is worth noting China has deliberately sought to cultivate ambiguity regarding the specifics of its nuclear doctrine, its decisionmaking calculus, and its force structure. To a great extent, China's resistance to transparency reflects the ample weaknesses that plague its nuclear capabilities, and the vast disparities between the Second Artillery’s strategic forces and those possessed by the United States, as well as Russia. Although China's relatively restrained nuclear posture could contribute to strategic stability, the nuclear domain could nevertheless have unanticipated spillover effects for conventional engagements in the Western Pacific.

**Command and Control**

During the past decade, the PLA has made some progress in implementing its stated doctrinal requirement for integrated joint operations (yitihua lianhe zouzhan, 一体化联合作战) in an effort to aid its goal to develop “system of systems combat capabilities under informationized conditions.” As China's 2010 defense white paper stated, “The PLA takes the building of joint operation systems as the focal point of its modernization and preparations for military struggle.” This doctrine has been manifested to some degree on an organizational level, as the CMC now includes representatives from all services, and the PLA has established a Joint Logistics Department in each military region headquarters. Moreover, as Kevin Pollpeter notes, the PLA’s training goals have evolved over time in a way that reflects increasing sensitivity to the requirements of joint interoperability. For example, the PLA’s 2008 training goals emphasized the need to organize units around crosscutting missions rather than the objectives of particular services. According to Pollpeter, PLA leadership and publications in 2009 used strong language calling for the implementation of these goals to move toward real joint training. In response to these demands, the Jinan Military Region in particular has provided a testing ground for joint exercises, executing the PLA’s first joint war zone exercise in 2009.

This progress notwithstanding, the PLA is still a long way from developing a truly jointly interoperable force. Although the PLA has made advances in developing the hardware necessary for an integrated communications and command network, this progress has outpaced necessary changes in the force structure. The PLA Army still dominates the PLA’s leadership hierarchy in a way that impedes the development of true interoperability.
Joint training has not yet been adequately institutionalized through, for example, permanent joint organizations at the level of military regions. Some analysts have suggested that the aforementioned efforts to establish joint training organizations in 2008 and 2009 have thus far yielded few results. True joint exercises are few and far between, and what joint training has occurred has largely been ad hoc, “rudimentary or superficial.” As Pollpeter has observed, “Jointness, it seems, is still largely anathema to the PLA.”

Of particular relevance to this net assessment, China is apparently not at present conducting regular joint training in many of the capabilities that would be of most relevance to an A2/AD strategy—such as closely coordinated cyber, submarine, mine, and missile attacks, coupled with integrated air defense. These capabilities would require participation from and coordination among all services of the PLA, including most prominently the Second Artillery Force, Navy, and Air Force—none of which has predominant influence in the PLA’s current military structure. Instead, most of the PLA’s training is conducted within services and still emphasizes littoral defense and Taiwan-relevant scenarios.

The integration of combat forces within individual PLA services has made somewhat more progress than jointness among services, but it still remains weak. The PLAN, for example, has only recently begun to conduct cooperative rather than oppositional training between its naval and aviation divisions (as noted above). The PLAN conducted an unprecedented combined-arms exercise involving the North Sea, East Sea, and South Sea fleets in 2009, but this is apparently a rare event.

Looking ahead, impediments to the further development of PLA joint interoperability and training include:

- Insufficient representation from all services among senior PLA leadership, particularly in the four General Departments;
- Lack of a permanent joint organization or joint headquarters on the military region level;
- Differences in the pace of technical modernization across forces and services; and
- Limited doctrine that does not give clear mandates for much of the training that would be required to prepare for a scenario directly involving the United States–Japan alliance at a medium- or long-range distances from China’s littoral.

PLA writings have recognized the need to move forward on some of these fronts. Joint interoperability and realistic training are key components of the PLA’s drive toward informationization, and China has set a goal of “attaining major progress in informationization by 2020.” In light of this emphasis, it is possible that the PLA could indeed make significant progress by 2030.

However, given the inertia of military bureaucracy and the lag time in implementing doctrinal shifts, it is unlikely that any major breakthroughs or leapfrogging will occur in the next twenty years. As one observer of the PLA has noted, it takes well over eight years for
significant doctrinal change to be implemented at the troop level. For example, the PLA took the better part of a decade after the first Gulf War to move from theoretical examinations of joint operations to focusing on integrated joint operations and testing in the field, suggesting a slow process of implementation. Assuming this lag time persists in coming decades, training on the ground in 2030 will likely represent the doctrine being promulgated in 2020.\textsuperscript{144}

Furthermore, the ultimate direction of organizational reform within the PLA remains to be settled, as debate continues over how to integrate forces and reduce overcentralization in command. Disagreements over how to proceed and the resistance of traditional power centers within the PLA may hamper organizational changes necessary for expanded joint operations.\textsuperscript{145}

Finally, one must emphasize that, regardless of its future rate and level of development, during the next fifteen to twenty years the PLA will continue to confront major obstacles in translating its expanding capabilities into a genuine capacity to conduct warfare against not only a sophisticated opponent such as the United States, but also capable U.S. allies such as Japan, for three major reasons:

- The PLA has never engaged in combat against an adversary armed with modern weaponry; indeed, it has not conducted a significant military operation of any kind since the Sino-Vietnamese clash of 1979. Only a very few senior PLA officers have combat experience.

- Although the PLA has enunciated a sophisticated joint warfare doctrine, mastering this ambitious doctrine involves a very steep learning curve. Indeed, by its own admission, the PLA is still experimenting in training efforts designed to implement its new joint doctrine, and such efforts are still at the rudimentary stage.

- The timeline that the PLA has set for attaining its modernization objectives is 2049. Not only is this date past the time frame of this net assessment, but more important, it indicates the PLA’s awareness of the major challenges it confronts.

### ECONOMIC CAPACITY

China’s economy has grown rapidly since its economic opening and reform was initiated in the late 1970s, except for slowdowns in growth in 1989–1990 after the Tiananmen Square crackdown and a less severe decline during the Asian financial crisis in the late 1990s. Growth has been robust in the twenty-first century, as China’s annual gross domestic product (GDP) growth rates from 2001 to 2010 averaged 10.48 percent. China surpassed Japan to become the world’s second-largest economy behind the United States in 2010—though in terms of per capita GDP, it ranks 94th among world economies.
The Chinese economy weathered the 2008 financial crisis and the resulting slowdown in economic growth particularly well, in large part because of a nearly $600 billion fiscal stimulus (including an investment plan, a set of funding mechanisms, and a series of industrial policies) and a massive program of government-directed bank lending. In fact, many experts have noted that China's recovery significantly assisted the global recovery, particularly the recoveries of other Asian economies.146

In 2012, China’s economy slowed somewhat, feeding speculation by observers who have fretted over the prospects of a “hard landing” or a much more major slowdown in GDP growth. However, these concerns obscure the reality that this slowdown was primarily the result of policy efforts by Beijing intended to prevent overheating in the economy and stem rising inflation, as well as a result of continued anemic external demand due to persistent weakness in Chinese export markets.147

Despite this comparative resilience, however, many observers point to a host of economic challenges confronting China, including periodic spikes in inflation rates, a heavy debt load, a weak, government-dominated financial system, imbalanced consumption and savings, and depressed demand from the developed world. These features combine to limit the policy options open to Beijing as it attempts to maneuver its heavily statist economic system.

Observers often express concerns about periodic overheating in the housing market and spiking consumer price inflation, but thus far the Chinese government has shown the ability to implement incremental macroeconomic corrections that have averted the threats posed by such factors. Nonetheless, potential future upticks in consumer prices and real estate inflation could give China less flexibility to adopt bold stimulus measures in the context of a global double-dip recession or a crisis with roots in China's own economy.148

China faces a particularly challenging problem in the form of its growing levels of local government debt, which the People’s Bank of China estimated to be 14 trillion RMB in mid-2011. Much local debt consists of government-subsidized loans provided during the recent stimulus, and has been devoted to new infrastructure investments, many of which are estimated to be incapable of generating sufficient revenue to pay their interest. Although economists acknowledge that such debt is, in essence, guaranteed by the central government, some argue that Beijing could nonetheless be forced to direct valuable financial resources toward managing bad debt and tightening monetary policy. This would in turn lead to slower overall growth, while swallowing resources needed to address other social, environmental, and structural problems.149

On a more fundamental level, many analysts argue that these problems are symptomatic of deeper imbalances in China's growth model, which relies on government-subsidized lending to finance investment in infrastructure, industry, and housing, at the expense of household income and consumption. Observers point to China's unprecedentedly low consumption as a share of GDP—35 percent of GDP in 2010, according to official PRC statistics—as evidence of the effects of such “financial repression.” In addition to debt and property bubbles, this imbalanced model has led to an overreliance on export-oriented growth, an underdeveloped services sector, and rising income inequality.150
Furthermore, China is increasingly confronted with the need for greater domestic innovation in order to move its production up the value chain and become more competitive in higher technology sectors, lest it become ensnared in a “middle-income trap.” Many analysts argue such innovation requires not only greater government investment in research and development but also an increased emphasis on investment efficiency and greater protection of intellectual property. Some observers charge that Beijing’s strategy of fostering “national champions” in an effort to facilitate China’s move up the value chain will ultimately prove counterproductive.151

In light of the complex and interrelated nature of these challenges, some observers argue that China must implement far-reaching reforms to rebalance its basic growth model if it is to avoid a sharp slowdown in growth or a prolonged period of economic stagnation.152 Such a shift away from an emphasis on domestic infrastructure, industrial investment, and exports to an economy centered on services and domestic consumption would require a paradigm shift in Chinese policies, structures, and institutions involving difficult economic and political choices. Although the Twelfth Five-Year Plan acknowledged the need to pursue many, if not most, of these reforms, some observers contend that powerful entrenched interest groups, the need to focus on political consolidation after the 2012–2013 leadership transition, and an inherently conservative ruling elite will combine to prevent the necessary changes from being implemented in short order, if at all.153

However, other economists are far less pessimistic about the strength and sustainability of China’s long-term economic growth. While acknowledging the reality of debt performance issues, they argue that China is in a strong economic position, with enormous foreign exchange reserves that will enable it to absorb any fallout from these challenges. They point to the fact that the Chinese leadership has reached a broad consensus about the need to rebalance the economy, and will thus be more likely to adhere to the reforms laid out in the Twelfth Five-Year Plan. They point to efforts made during the past year to cool the real estate market and battle inflation as evidence of the government’s successful stewardship of these economic challenges.154

Beyond monetary policy, Beijing has also attempted to address some of the structural impediments to long-term, stable growth by increasing investments in social safety nets, creating a bond market, further opening its capital markets, introducing modestly leveraged investible instruments (for example, a rudimentary secondary mortgage market), expanding the role for the renminbi in trade and investment, and increasing consumer lending of various sorts. The Twelfth Five-Year Plan places a strong emphasis on these priorities.155 Other analysts point to China’s success in promoting indigenous innovation in the clean energy sector as evidence that its efforts to move up the value chain are already bearing fruit.156 Some observers stress that China’s deep and long-term investment in low-income housing, rural infrastructure, utilities, transportation, education, and the environment (among other sectors) will encourage stability domestically by mitigating unemployment and boosting consumption.157
Some analysts also contend that the consumption/investment imbalance is not as problematic as is commonly thought. These observers stress that China still has significant room to invest further in production-enhancing infrastructure, because capital stocks remain relatively low in comparison with other countries. These analysts deemphasize the need for an explicit rebalancing strategy and instead argue that the most important reforms should focus on expanding the services sector, increasing social welfare spending, improving environmental safeguards, and implementing other measures aimed at enhancing labor productivity. Furthermore, it is also possible that the low numbers for Chinese consumption as a share of GDP may not accurately reflect China’s consumption levels, and that they obscure the massive absolute growth in consumption that has occurred in China in recent years.

**Economic Growth Trends**

Reflecting this range of views on the need for economic reforms and the likelihood that such reforms will be implemented, GDP growth projections for the Chinese economy in coming decades vary widely. Striking a somewhat cautious tone, China’s official Twelfth Five-Year Plan set a target for average growth of 7 percent from 2011 to 2015. However, a report produced by the State Council on Development’s Research Office estimated in 2011 that the most likely economic scenario during that period would lead to an average growth rate of 8 percent, before declining to 7 percent from 2016 to 2020, and 6 percent from 2020 to 2030. Under this scenario, coupled with a 2.8 percent growth figure for the United States from now to 2030, China would grow to just over half the size of the U.S. economy by 2020, and nearly three-fourths its size by 2030.

Many analysts basically concur with these projections, suggesting that Chinese growth will slow slightly but remain stable in coming years. The World Bank projected in early 2012 that China’s economic growth would average 8.6 percent from 2011 to 2015, 7 percent from 2016 to 2020, 5.9 percent from 2021 to 2025, and 5 percent from 2025 to 2030. Pieter Bottelier has argued that “there is a high probability” that GDP growth will move toward 7 percent in the near future, but he notes that such a trend would actually be a positive development for China’s economy, because “the composition of growth should be a healthier one.” The Economist Intelligence Unit forecast in April 2012 that annual GDP growth will average 8.1 percent from 2012 to 2016; however, it has also predicted a more rapid falloff in growth in the medium to long terms as China’s economy matures (figure 2.1).

On the more pessimistic side, those economists who are most concerned about China’s structural imbalances, particularly the looming threat of repressed consumption and unsustainable debt, offer much less generous predictions for Chinese economic growth. For example, Nouriel Roubini argues that there is a “meaningful probability” that China will face a hard landing after 2013. Ian Dreyer concurs that such a scenario is “a real possibility” and could result in 4 percent annual growth, though the “most plausible” scenario would be one in which China suffers from a financial collapse originating in its debt and
housing bubbles but recovers swiftly “thanks to some financial and structural reforms” and regains growth rates of 6 to 7 percent. Perhaps reflecting this unease, a Bloomberg poll in September 2011 found that 59 percent of global investors believed that China’s growth will slow to less than 5 percent annually by 2016.\(^{162}\)

From a related perspective, Michael Pettis, a finance professor at Peking University’s Guanghua School of Management, predicts growth levels of 3 to 4 percent for China during the coming decade arising both from the risks posed by China’s debt burden and overinvestment and also from needed reforms that will be implemented by the Chinese leadership to increase consumption and reduce investment as a share of GDP. If managed well, Pettis argues, such a downward shift will not necessarily result in major social turmoil, because average Chinese citizens actually stand to benefit from a rebalancing toward greater household income and consumption.\(^{163}\)

Although estimates of China’s growth rate during the next fifteen to twenty years thus vary significantly, it is important to remember that pessimistic projections have existed since the early years of the reform program and at frequent intervals over the past thirty years.\(^{164}\)
And yet, despite several episodes of high inflation and lowered production during this period, China’s technocratic leaders have managed to sustain an overall high level of growth and avert major social unrest. Moreover, even some of those economists who predict a significant drop in China’s future growth rates (such as Pettis) do not see such a development as necessarily resulting in a destabilizing “hard landing” for China.

Nonetheless, most analysts agree that China’s history of rapid growth under the reforms has produced a range of increasingly serious and in many cases unprecedented problems during the past ten to fifteen years. These problems could adversely affect, both directly and indirectly, Beijing’s foreign and defense policies and military capabilities in a variety of areas relevant to Japan and the alliance. For example, significantly lower annual economic growth rates, combined with increasing demand for higher levels of government investment in social welfare programs and potential negative consequences of major structural adjustments in the economy, could combine to reduce overall defense spending in favor of a variety of domestic programs and also slow the defense industrial economy. In addition, the emergence of a more domestically oriented economic growth model, along with lower growth rates and increasing trade with developing states, could combine to reduce the significance of the Sino-Japanese economic relationship, thus weakening an important incentive for both countries to maintain strong ties. And both increases and decreases in economic growth during the next fifteen to twenty years could result in significant leadership conflicts over the best way to handle the social unrest that would probably accompany such change. Such conflict could have serious implications for Beijing’s foreign and defense policies.

**DEFENSE SPENDING**

Supported by its rapid economic development, China has steadily increased its level of defense spending for nearly twenty years, and especially during the past decade. As a share of GDP, however, official Chinese defense spending has remained relatively constant—averaging 1.3 percent of GDP between 2000 and 2010. During the same period, Chinese defense spending has gradually declined as a share of overall government expenditures, from 7.6 percent in 2000 to 5.9 percent in 2010 (figure 2.2).

China’s official 2011 defense budget was $91.5 billion (601 billion yuan), but most defense analysts agree that this number likely understates Chinese defense spending. The Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) estimates that China actually spent $121.1 billion on its military in 2011, equivalent to 2.1 percent of its GDP. The U.S. Department of Defense estimates that China’s defense spending was between $120 and $180 billion in 2011, or between 1.6 and 2.5 percent of its GDP. In comparison, China’s defense spending surpassed Japan’s in absolute terms in 2004, and Beijing spent more than twice as much on defense as Tokyo in 2010 (using SIPRI data). The PRC’s annual military expenditures are now the second-largest in the world behind the United States (whether
measured by official data or higher external estimates), although total U.S. defense spending remains more than five times that of the PRC (table 2.1).\textsuperscript{166}

Beyond these estimates, purchasing power parity (PPP) must be taken into account for at least some portion of China’s defense budget, because differences in personnel wages, manufacturing costs, and other domestic spending dictate that a dollar’s equivalent of Chinese defense spending can purchase more in China than $1 of U.S. defense spending could in the United States. The International Institute for Strategic Studies utilized an implied PPP inflator factor of 1.6 to conclude in its 2012 report that the PPP estimate for total defense spending in 2010 (the most recent year for which the institute provided this analysis), including off-budget items, was $178 billion. The defense experts Eric Heginbotham and George Gilboy have offered a more conservative estimate, employing a methodology with different multipliers for different parts of the Chinese military budget that resulted in an overall implied PPP multiplier of 1.22 for 2010. More generally, however, they recommend...
against the use of PPP figures, because they are difficult to estimate accurately and can thus easily be misleading (table 2.2).\textsuperscript{167}

Observers of the Chinese military have noted that China’s steep defense spending increases during the past two decades come at a time when there is no obvious external threat, in contrast to earlier periods in the PRC’s history, when there was “a close correlation between China’s external threat environment and defense spending.”\textsuperscript{168} Part of this rapid increase from the end of the 1990s may be attributable to Beijing’s effort to compensate the PLA for the large annual losses it incurred when the central leadership forced the military to divest itself of commercial holdings, and thus may not represent real growth in military spending. Some of the increase may also be accounted for by the fact that the PLA’s budget transparency has improved significantly during the past ten years, resulting in a defense budget that likely contains items that were previously off-budget and thus not accounted for in past budget figures.\textsuperscript{169}

Moreover, a large percentage of the increase in military costs has gone to rising personnel wages and pensions for demobilized personnel, who have increased in number after the force streamlining and reductions in manpower implemented in 1997. Such increased

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{2011 Chinese Military Expenditure (in billions of nominal U.S. dollars)}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{OFFICIAL PRC} & \textbf{SIPRI ESTIMATE} & \textbf{U.S. DOD ESTIMATE} \\
\hline
91.5 & 129.3\textsuperscript{*} & 120–180\textsuperscript{†} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{*} In constant 2010 U.S. dollars.
\textsuperscript{†} In 2011 dollars and exchange rates.

\begin{table}
\centering
\caption{2010 Chinese Military Expenditure (in billions of U.S. dollars)}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{NOMINAL OR PURCHASING POWER PARITY (PPP)} & \textbf{OFFICIAL PRC} & \textbf{IISS ESTIMATE} & \textbf{GILBOY AND HEGINBOTHAM ESTIMATE} & \textbf{SIPRI ESTIMATE} & \textbf{U.S. DOD ESTIMATE} \\
\hline
Nominal & 78 & 111.1 & 113.3 & 121.1\textsuperscript{*} & >160 \\
PPP & 94.9\textsuperscript{˘} & 178\textsuperscript{†} & 138.2\textsuperscript{‡} & — & — \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{*} In constant 2010 U.S. dollars.

\textsuperscript{†} Implied PPP conversion factor of 1.61, as given by International Institute for Strategic Studies, \textit{The Military Balance 2012} (London: International Institute for Strategic Studies, 2012).

\textsuperscript{‡} Implied PPP conversion factor of 1.22; Heginbotham and Gilboy, \textit{Chinese and Indian Strategic Behavior}, 307.
personnel spending does not necessarily translate into real funding of enhanced capabilities. Between 1994 and 2006, of three key budgetary categories—(1) personnel; (2) operations, training, and maintenance; and (3) equipment—personnel expenditures grew the most—581 percent. Moreover, large pay raises were authorized in 2006, 2008, and 2011; the 2011 raise provided a 40 percent hike in the salaries and benefits of noncommissioned officers.

Defense Spending Trends

From an economic perspective, most analysts expect that, during at least the current decade, China will sustain its past double-digit increases in annual defense spending and continue to deploy advanced military platforms and technologies of concern to the United States. Estimates for Chinese defense spending during the next fifteen to twenty years are less determinate, however, largely due to possible significant variations in future economic growth levels and the possible demands and pressures placed on government expenditures as a result of social tensions and other domestic needs.

On balance, defense spending will likely remain relatively constant or decline slightly as a share of government expenditures during the next fifteen to twenty years, while government expenditures as a share of GDP should continue to grow. Thus, Chinese military spending as a share of GDP could increase slightly, particularly if China’s GDP growth rates decline. However, an attempt to indefinitely sustain double-digit annual growth rates in defense spending under slowing growth conditions would result in levels of spending relative to GDP that the Chinese government would likely find uncomfortable during peacetime.

It is possible that such a projection could overestimate future defense expenditure growth. In fact, as noted above, the rate of annual expansion could drop significantly from the level seen in recent years if GDP growth decreases and Beijing feels the need to direct greater resources toward social welfare, internal security, and other domestic investments. Even if such a scenario were to unfold and the nation’s GDP were to expand per annum at much lower levels than it has in recent years (for example, at 3 to 5 percent), however, China’s military budget will almost certainly continue to grow in absolute terms.

Conversely, if China’s internal social environment remains relatively stable and Beijing instead perceives growing danger from external threats (particularly related to Taiwan, disputed maritime areas, and the United States–Japan alliance), then the PRC’s military spending could increase more rapidly relative to both GDP and government expenditures. The PLA could also potentially succeed in redirecting more funds toward the defense budget if it were to exert growing influence over the decisionmaking and budget allocation process (see more below). Indeed, some observers suggest that, despite possible fluctuations in growth rates, Beijing nonetheless possesses the economic capacity to significantly increase its defense spending both as a share of GDP and government expenditures and could choose to do so in the future. However, such a trajectory is quite unlikely, due to a
wide range of economic and social constraints discussed below, as well as the geopolitical, security, and diplomatic costs that China would incur from pursuing such a path.\textsuperscript{171}

That said, if Beijing can implement key financial reforms, such as improvements in its tax regime, it could significantly increase its government revenue and thus increase its level of government expenditures from the current (official) rate of about 22 percent of GDP to perhaps as high as 35 or even 40 percent of GDP, which is more in the realm of what is spent by most countries that belong to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).\textsuperscript{172} Such an expansion in overall government expenditures could also benefit the defense sector. However, most of any potential increase in government expenditures would likely go toward social services, for which spending is currently quite low. Indeed, that has been the trend in recent years, as Chinese defense spending as a share of government expenditures has been very gradually declining, from about 9.3 percent in 1995 to 6.5 percent in 2009 (or 5.9 percent in 2010, but that may have been an anomalous year due to the recession and the Chinese economic stimulus).\textsuperscript{173}

In terms of the composition of the Chinese defense budget, it is likely that more resources will be devoted to the PLA Navy and PLA Air Force, and comparatively less funding to the Army over time, with somewhat less overall spending on personnel. This shift is already under way, and is in line with the Chinese military’s aims to modernize its structure, shrink the size of its personnel force, and build up its technological capabilities. Such shifts could also result in greater support for an A2/AD type of counterintervention strategy, which relies more upon naval and air assets than ground forces. Despite the likelihood of such incremental redistribution, however, any major budgetary realignment is unlikely because of the dominant position that ground forces hold in the PLA.\textsuperscript{174}

Finally, in comparative terms, Beijing’s overall level of defense spending will almost certainly continue to lag behind that of the United States during the coming fifteen to twenty years—both in absolute terms and as a share of GDP.\textsuperscript{175} By contrast, the gap between Beijing’s and Tokyo’s annual defense spending will almost certainly grow increasingly large in coming years (see chapter 3 for a discussion of Japanese defense spending).

**DOMESTIC DEFENSE INDUSTRIES**

Historically, the PRC’s defense industrial complex has been relatively weak, hobbled by backward policies first instituted under Mao Zedong aimed at fostering a “self-sufficient” industrial base, with many factories located in hard-to-reach inland areas. When economic reforms were implemented in the late 1970s, state-owned defense companies suffered from tightened military budgets, while conservative PLA leaders failed to reorganize and streamline defense production. By the late 1990s, 40 percent of China's defense companies were estimated to be losing money, and were only staying afloat thanks to massive state subsidization. Many plants in the most remote “Third Front” region of the country were only being utilized at a rate of 10 to 30 percent.\textsuperscript{176}
As a result, China has traditionally been forced to rely upon foreign acquisition for much of its advanced technologies. Such dependence has placed major constraints on the PLA's technological modernization. In particular, when Western countries imposed sweeping arms embargoes on Beijing after its 1989 Tiananmen Square crackdown, Beijing was left with far fewer acquisition options. Since that time, China has relied primarily upon Russia for its weapons imports. Between 1989 and 2010, China purchased more than $28 billion of arms from Russia (previously the Soviet Union), and some observers point to evidence that Russia has helped supply China with crucial designs and capabilities for key technologies.

Despite these transactions, however, Beijing often finds Moscow a less-than-willing trading partner when it comes to highly sensitive, valuable weapons systems and components. Some observers have suggested that economic conditions in Europe could influence European nations to lift certain embargoes on weapons exports to China; however, thus far, the United States “continues to apply pressure” in a way that has precluded such a development.

To overcome the disadvantages of overreliance on foreign weapons acquisition, Beijing's leadership has identified the development of the Chinese indigenous defense sector as a top priority for the PLA. Its chief strategies in this arena have been to (1) foster growth in dual-use technologies that have both commercial civilian value and military significance; (2) streamline balkanized weapons production facilities; (3) boost investment in research and development by constructing major research laboratories and training large numbers of personnel; (4) improve the regulatory and legal framework (such as the intellectual property rights regime) that would support a vibrant domestic defense industry; and (5) better integrate technologies acquired from abroad to augment indigenous defense production capabilities. As part of the effort for this fifth strategy, Chinese defense industries will often reverse-engineer technologies or produce some parts of weapons systems domestically, while using foreign components for other elements of the system.

As this effort has unfolded, Chinese military planners have apparently decided to focus their defense sector modernization drive on key areas that have both major strategic significance, as well as practical likelihood of progress. Reflecting Beijing’s emphasis on dual-use technologies, the 2011 Pentagon report on China’s military observes that “progress within individual defense sectors appears linked to the relative integration of each, through China's civilian economy, into the global production and research-and-development (R&D) chain.”

Specifically, analysts identify missiles, shipbuilding, defense electronics, aviation, and certain space technologies as the areas where China has made the greatest headway in developing domestic production capabilities. These industries have proven particularly successful at being innovative, competitive, and globally integrated, in large part by “forging close ties between the civilian and defense economies.” China’s strengths in these areas have translated into improvements in its submarine force, surface combatants, aircraft carrier program, and naval aviation, as well as its missile arsenals. China has also produced increasingly advanced armored ground vehicles.
Despite these advances, China still faces major obstacles to indigenously producing the C4ISR and weapons technologies necessary to support the operation of its advanced hardware. According to the Pentagon, China’s capabilities in “fire control systems, cruise missiles, surface-to-air missiles, torpedo systems, sensors, and other advanced electronics” remain weak.188 Furthermore, high-technology capabilities such as “high-performance computers, advanced applications software, and specialized top-end semiconductors/microprocessors” have lagged behind other areas, in part because they lack analogues in the civilian economy.189 Such capabilities are particularly crucial for the operation of advanced C4ISR systems and antiship ballistic missile guidance processes and the development of advanced aerojet engines and unmanned combat aerial vehicles. China’s inability to produce such technologies domestically thus provides an obstacle to Beijing’s efforts to wage information warfare and implement key antiaccess strategies.190

The aerospace sector has historically been another weakness of China’s military industrial complex. In recent years, however, Beijing has made great progress in improving the investment environment, lifting the industry from being a net loser at the end of the 1990s to posting a profit every year since 2003. This dynamic has enabled China to achieve some important milestones: By 2009, Aviation Industries Corporation of China had earned more than 5,300 patents and was listed as one of the world’s Fortune 500 companies. That same year, more than 90 percent of the fifteen types of aircraft displayed at the 60th national anniversary parade were said to have been produced domestically. Moreover, China has acquired the ability to produce its own modern fourth-generation fighters and even a prototype of the Chengdu J-20 and Shenyang J-31 fifth-generation fighters.191

Despite these significant developments, Chinese aerospace production capabilities are still far from comprehensive. In particular, China’s engine and avionics technologies remain acutely underdeveloped. It is precisely this weakness that has led many analysts to conclude that the J-20 will not be operational for seven to ten years, because China is unlikely to be able to acquire those technologies from abroad. It lacks the advanced engine production capability required to supply an aircraft with an engine capable of reaching supersonic, and its indigenous avionics are not yet of sufficient quality to make the J-20 a truly “stealthy” fighter jet.192 China also lacks the capability to produce long-range heavy transport aircraft, limiting its ability to operate at long ranges from its shores.193

**Defense Industrial Trends**

Looking out to the next fifteen to twenty years, it is likely that Beijing’s investment in reforming and developing its domestic defense industrial complex will enable it to make incremental progress in most sectors, with the potential for notable innovations in a limited number of technological areas. As one analyst has argued, Beijing’s “structural and process reforms are likely to bear fruit over the next decade and will play an influential role in advancing the defense economy’s innovation performance.”194 Specifically, China’s Twelfth Five-Year Plan identified the shipbuilding and electronic information industries as
key sectors meriting further restructuring. Beijing has also placed a priority on developing advanced indigenous “radar, counterspace capabilities, secure C4ISR, smart materials, and low-observable technologies” by 2020.\textsuperscript{195}

However, analysts also note that Beijing’s efforts to develop its defense industries remain primarily driven by the state, rather than the private sector, a trend that intensified after China implemented its massive stimulus effort to stave off the effects of the 2008 financial crisis. Some analysts identify this as a major structural impediment to China achieving its objectives in this arena.\textsuperscript{196} And, of course, China’s overall economic capacity and defense spending are key variables that could constrain (or accelerate) the development of its defense industries.

In any event, China’s indigenous defense sector is likely to continue to see progress in the coming fifteen to twenty years. Although it is unlikely to rival the defense industrial complexes of the United States and the leading European countries by 2030, Tai Ming Cheung asserts that in light of “the gradual decline of the Japanese defense industry and the chronic inability of India to overcome deep-seated structural obstacles … China will become the dominant regional military technological power over the next decade.”\textsuperscript{197} Whether even this prediction will hold true, of course, will depend in large part on the PRC’s future economic growth trajectory.

**SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC ISSUES**

Another category of variables that has the potential to exert a significant impact on Chinese security policy and external behavior as it relates to Japan and the United States–Japan alliance includes social and demographic factors, such as rising inequality, government corruption, environmental degradation, ethnic conflict, and age and gender imbalances. Such variables can themselves heavily influence the trajectory of China’s economic growth, shape its resource allocation decisions (including how much it devotes to defense spending), affect how Beijing responds to foreign policy crises, and even have an impact on its broader foreign policy strategy and decisionmaking.

During the past three decades, the CCP regime has demonstrated a formidable ability to adapt to the unprecedented changes sweeping through China in ways that have often weakened, blunted, or otherwise neutralized widespread political opposition or serious social unrest—with the notable exception of the mass demonstrations of 1989.\textsuperscript{198} Today, despite its efforts to neutralize and suppress opposition, Beijing apparently finds itself confronted with an increasing gap between the expectations of the Chinese people on a range of social and economic issues and with the realities on the ground. Local protests regularly erupt over issues such as confiscation of land by local officials, food price inflation, factory closings, state-owned enterprise layoffs, home evictions for urban development, and environmental degradation. Overall, both official and unofficial accounts suggest that the number of protests has been increasing in recent years (figure 2.3).\textsuperscript{199}
One basic trend that CCP leaders often decry is the growing inequality in Chinese society, which is particularly evident between urban and rural areas and between legal urban residents and itinerant, undocumented urban laborers. Reliable data on income equality are difficult to obtain, in part because the wealthiest Chinese possess so much unreported “grey income”; however, it is estimated that China’s Gini coefficient has increased from as low as 0.25 to about 0.47 during the past three and a half decades of rapid economic growth.\textsuperscript{200}

FIGURE 2.3*†

\* This graph depicts the frequency of China’s “collective public security incidents,” which the PRC government officially defines as when “a group of people illegally gather to disrupt public order and destroy public properties” and usually refers to protests involving more than five people.

† The number for the year 2000 was estimated based on nine months of data, and data for 2001 was unavailable.

The PRC government has, at least rhetorically, made income inequality one of its chief concerns. Both the Eleventh and Twelfth Five-Year Guidelines addressed it explicitly and aimed to close the rich/poor gap through various forms of wage and distribution reforms, social safety net improvements, and educational and infrastructural investments. Despite these rhetorical overtures, many observers argue that entrenched interests in the banking sector, local governments, and state-owned enterprises have thus far prevented such efforts from being adequately implemented.

Analysts also point out, however, that the primary source of China’s overall income inequality is the divide between urban and rural areas, a gap that will gradually decrease as China continues to develop and as economic geography leads to the further development and urbanization of inland provinces. Moreover, China’s Gini coefficient, though higher than that of developed countries, is lower than that of many developing countries, especially those of Latin America and Africa. And as a 2012 OECD report explains, official Chinese government statistics and OECD estimates suggest that the Gini coefficient, the urban/rural income gap, and regional income disparities alike have all actually declined in the past few years.

Challenging though income disparities may be in and of themselves, government corruption and cronyism as visible manifestations of inequality inspire the most vehement anger among Chinese citizens. Such corruption arguably stems from underlying structural problems in Chinese economic governance: Executive compensation in China’s state-owned enterprises is structured in a way that directly incentivizes rent-seeking using opaque subcontracting procedures and financial vehicles, and local government procurement bidding often lacks transparency and impartiality. The latter phenomenon has at times resulted in shoddy or dangerous infrastructure and construction that has in turn precipitated high-profile accidents. Public outrage over such events has led some observers to conclude that the Chinese citizenry is becoming more restive and dissatisfied with CCP rule.

In addition to challenges presented by systemic inequality and political corruption, environmental pollution is both an economic challenge and a potential catalyst for social discontent. Estimates of the total costs of environmental pollution in terms of cleanup expenses, lost productivity, illness, and mortality range from 3 to 6 percent of GDP. When factoring in resource scarcity, estimates of such environmental costs can soar to as much as 10 percent of GDP. Furthermore, as Elizabeth Economy has argued, pollution has been one of the major causes of protests in China for decades. According to official Chinese media, there were 51,000 such protests in 2005, and Economy suggests that reported protests were as numerous as 180,000 in 2010. Although the Chinese government recognizes the severity of these problems and has taken some steps to remedy them, environmental degradation will continue to be a persistent challenge in coming decades.

Ethnic conflict—particularly in China’s western provinces of Xinjiang, Tibet, and Sichuan, though also in places such as Inner Mongolia—poses another serious challenge to Beijing, demanding state resources for internal security. Since major protests in Tibet in the spring of 2008 and Xinjiang in the spring of 2009, tensions have continued to simmer.
in those restive regions, including a series of incidents in 2011 and 2012 wherein Buddhist monks self-immolated in protest of Chinese oppression. In addition to punishing dissent, Beijing has gone to great lengths to co-opt dissidents in these regions through economic development projects and “Hanification” (that is, resettlement of large numbers of Han Chinese to these locales). However, given the entrenched historical, social, and religious tensions involved, it is unlikely that these challenges to the regime will be resolved by 2030.

On the demographic front, China faces the daunting prospect of a shrinking labor force and an aging population. Since China’s economic opening and reform, its working population has grown by an average of 2 percent a year. However, it is estimated that the overall size of China’s labor force peaked in 2011, and the growth rate of China’s consumers will exceed the growth rate of its producers beginning in 2013. By 2030, analysts project China’s working-age population will be contracting by 0.7 percent each year. As this shift occurs, China will benefit increasingly less from the “demographic dividend” proffered by a large labor force. Over time, as the size of China’s labor force declines and its aging population grows, a smaller number of workers will have to shoulder a heavier burden of elder care. One observer estimates that this will result in a GDP growth rate that is reduced by half a percentage point each year.

Despite these concerns, however, China retains certain demographic advantages vis-à-vis other developing countries, such as high literacy rates and high female labor force participation rates, that could enable it to cushion the effects of demographic decline. This fact leads some observers to argue that the country’s medium-term demographic outlook during the next fifteen to twenty years (the time frame for this study) will remain quite positive and will exert a minimal impact on economic growth, though it may cause greater difficulty in the longer term.

Beyond the issue of an aging population and shrinking workforce, gender imbalance and urbanization present unique demographic challenges for China. Sex-selective abortion and the one-child policy have led to a major male/female gender imbalance that some observers argue could endanger social stability. Among Chinese under the age of nineteen, boys outnumber girls by 23.77 million, and the gender ratio at birth in 2010 was 118.08 males per 100 females. Urbanization will continue in China, which will likely be positive for economic growth and rebalancing, but could potentially contribute to more social unrest if reforms are not implemented to better integrate migrant laborers into growing metropolitan areas.

If these various problems continue to worsen and are not managed successfully, they could prompt widespread domestic unrest—particularly if combined with either weak or rapid and destabilizing economic growth, high inflation, repressed wages, and rising unemployment. Because the legitimacy of the PRC regime rests principally on its capacity to maintain domestic order and sustain rising living standards, such developments would stoke leadership fears, and likely result in decisions to devote more resources to internal security, environmental protection, and social welfare, perhaps at the expense of military spending. They would also likely prompt Chinese leaders to continue to prioritize a stable external
environment, while they focus their time and energy on containing domestic problems. As discussed further below, these trends would thus likely combine to result in a less, not more, assertive China that seeks peaceful relations with Japan and the United States, and avoids actions that would upset the Northeast Asian security balance.

At the same time, it is also possible that severe levels of internal discord—generated by either continued rapid yet destabilizing growth or a major economic downturn—could lead to serious rifts among Chinese decisionmakers, loosened centralized control over foreign policymaking, and perhaps less oversight of the military. Such developments might result in greater levels of domestic repression and eventually in the emergence to power of ultranationalists espousing a highly assertive brand of foreign policy toward Japan and the West. Although such an outcome could occur under either high- or low-growth scenarios, it is more likely to take place in the former instance, for reasons discussed below.

That said, less sweeping foreign policy missteps could result from either type of development scenario, if internal dissension and discord increase the potential for miscalculations and hence crises in the trilateral United States–Japan–China security dynamic. Because the PRC regime’s legitimacy depends not only on providing economic prosperity and employment but also on the leadership’s ability to defend China’s international reputation and core national interests against foreign threats, such missteps could lead to a negative feedback mechanism that would further weaken the legitimacy of the regime in the eyes of the Chinese people.

It is of course also possible that severe domestic problems could result in even more extreme scenarios, such as regime collapse and a prolonged period of internal disarray or, alternatively, the relatively rapid emergence of a more open and democratic political system. Both would pose significant implications for China’s foreign and defense policies. Although such scenarios cannot be ruled out, they are both highly unlikely during the next fifteen to twenty years, given (1) the probable willingness of China’s leaders and ordinary citizens to contemplate virtually any measures necessary to avoid internal disorder; (2) the likely continued absence or scarcity of the structural conditions and belief systems that could precipitate the total collapse of the PRC regime and/or the emergence of a viable democratic system during this period; and (3) the often-demonstrated capacity of the CCP leadership to adapt to rapid societal change. Moreover, as discussed in the next section, China’s leadership succession and governing processes tend to imbue the PRC system with a significant degree of stability that makes it quite resilient against events that could prove catastrophic to CCP rule.

LEADERSHIP AND FOREIGN POLICY ACTORS

China’s leadership system is centered on a party-based, oligarchic, consensus-driven structure that reflects a balance of constituencies among the party, government, geographical regions, public security organs, and the military. Within this system, senior leadership
bodies such as the Politburo are organized to serve as arenas for balanced and rational decisionmaking among various institutional and geographic interests.

Although leadership competition continues, it is not based, as it was during the Mao and Deng eras, on largely informal, personal, and vertically organized factions, but instead on an increasingly established lattice of institutions and processes that operate on the basis of largely consensus-oriented, codified norms. This institutionalized leadership structure makes dramatic shifts in national security strategy unlikely and reinforces a gradual approach to policy change and a preference for a stable external security environment.²¹⁴

Many observers point to the existence of certain leadership cliques within the PRC, notably the populist tuanpai or Communist Youth League clique represented by Hu Jintao (sometimes derogatorily referred to by elite Chinese as “shopkeepers”), and the elitist, princeling, or Shanghai clique represented by Xi Jinping (and previously, Jiang Zemin). Other experts on the Chinese regime dispute this classification, particularly questioning whether there is any cohesive ideology that binds the so-called princeling clique. Alice Miller of the Hoover Institution has argued that factionalism plays an increasingly marginal role in Chinese politics; instead, institutional balancing among different CCP organs and hierarchies serves as a more important consideration in leadership decisions. In any event, the CCP leadership has been quite successful at establishing power-sharing arrangements that have enabled more or less equal representation for its various divisions.²¹⁵

Leadership Transition

A high-level leadership transition took place in the fall of 2012 at the Eighteenth Party Congress, involving the retirement of the majority of the members of the CCP Politburo and Politburo Standing Committee (PBSC) and the emergence of a new leadership under Xi Jinping and Li Keqiang. Precedent indicates that they will serve for a ten-year term, when they will be replaced with a “sixth generation” of leaders, who will serve from 2022 to 2032.

Looking out to the nearer ten-year horizon, some analysts have speculated about the foreign policy views of China’s new president, Xi Jinping, including his views on Japan and the United States–Japan alliance. Beyond the standard boilerplate rhetoric about the importance of Sino-Japanese and Sino-American cooperation and friendship, however, Xi’s public statements give little insight to his personal views on Japan and the United States.²¹⁶ An examination of his background also provides few clues, although some of his former posts do suggest that he might enjoy closer relations with the Chinese military than did his predecessor.²¹⁷

Li Keqiang, China’s new premier, favors free trade and economic openness and has been described as a more liberal-minded political reformer. Li has called for closer Sino-Japanese economic ties, apparently as part of an effort to invite more investment to revitalize the northeastern region of China.²¹⁸ But, as with Xi, his specific views on foreign policy issues, including security policy toward Japan and the alliance, are not known and are generally indistinguishable from official policies at present.
Most observers have therefore concluded that it is difficult to decipher what impact Xi’s and Li’s backgrounds will exert on their foreign policy once they ascend to the top CCP posts. Furthermore, given the increasingly consensus-driven and institutionalized nature of CCP leadership, Xi and Li will only be two voices shaping policy among a cadre of top CCP leaders.219

Significant turnover in high-level military posts is also expected in the next few months, as seven of the ten uniformed members of the CMC will likely retire, signifying the largest shift in military leadership in two decades. The three members that will remain include General Chang Wanquan, director of the General Armament Department, Admiral Wu Shengli, commander of the PLAN, and General Xu Qiliang, commander of the PLAAF.220 These posts represent the major priorities of the PLA as it seeks to modernize its forces, build up its domestic defense industries, and enhance the capabilities of the navy and air force in particular. In fact, outside observers of the PLA predict that the CMC will be significantly less dominated by army officers than ever before after the Eighteenth Party Congress, representing the increasing influence of the navy and air force within the Chinese military.221

More generally, some observers have noted that the fifth-generation of leaders soon to take office will differ from previous leaders in that they are less likely to be technocrats, engineers, and geologists and more likely to be economists, political scientists, and lawyers. Although this group of leaders grew up during the Cultural Revolution era and has little international experience, their sixth-generation advisers and future replacements will have come of age in an era of greater Chinese openness, and they will likely have much more international exposure from studying abroad.222

Ultimately, it is difficult to divine the specific implications of the upcoming leadership transition for the United States–Japan alliance, much less the rise of the following set of leaders who will be in power in twenty years. On balance, Beijing is most likely to continue to pursue a broad national security strategy similar to what it has pursued during the past few decades (as described above), given the clear advantages that that strategy offers to China’s long-term interests, the consensus-oriented nature of the Chinese regime, and the growing internal checks and balances in the Chinese system.

Although it is possible that the greater exposure of the PRC’s future top-level leaders to foreign countries and international institutions could lead them to take China in a more internationalist, cooperative direction, it is easy to take this assumption too far. Even if they are more familiar with or sympathetic to some Western norms and institutions, CCP leaders will almost certainly continue to place utmost priority on what they perceive to be fundamental Chinese core interests, including regime survival and party cohesion, territorial sovereignty and integrity, and stable economic development.

Some observers have argued that intraparty divisions and dissension could lead to unstable leadership transitions or even more fundamental governmental divisions or reforms. This argument has become particularly salient in the wake of the so-called Wang Lijun incident, which unfolded in early 2012 and ultimately resulted in the removal of Chongqing
mayor Bo Xilai from the Politburo. According to both Chinese and foreign observers, this episode represents the most significant challenge to the CCP regime since the Tiananmen Square protests in 1989.223

Despite the seriousness of this event, however, China’s top leaders have thus far demonstrated (at least publicly) unified resolve in deposing Bo Xilai from the Politburo, excommunicating him from the party, and charging him with treason. In the process, top leaders censured Bo for overtly campaigning for a position on the PBSC and reprimanded him for employing populist and leftist ideology as a divisive political tool.224 Their response has again demonstrated how the CCP leadership, despite its internal disagreements, is ultimately committed to regime cohesion around a more-or-less status quo set of policies, including a general commitment to “peaceful development” and gradual reform. This suggests that, barring the sort of political and policy consequences of radical economic change and social unrest outlined above and discussed in further detail below, Beijing’s stance toward Japan and the alliance will likely continue to display the sort of relatively benign, cooperative/competitive elements evident throughout the reform era.225

That said, the same features that imbue the Chinese political system with internal stability could also make it more difficult for the leadership to implement those major reforms needed to sustain stable growth levels. In particular, the growing influence of a range of political, bureaucratic, and commercial interests could increasingly tie the hands of CCP leaders when it comes to tackling economic woes, social unrest, and other challenges, which could hobble China’s growth and development—and possibly its political and social cohesion—over the longer term.226 As noted above, this trend toward greater atomization could also challenge Beijing’s ability to coordinate among various foreign and defense policy actors during an external political-military crisis with Japan or the alliance.227

**Civil-Military Dynamics**

Outside observers increasingly claim that the PLA—as a conservative, highly nationalist, and increasingly confident actor in the Chinese political system—is exerting even more influence over China's foreign policy decisionmaking process.228 In reality, however, the PLA today wields far less political power than it did during the Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping eras. Ultimate decisionmaking authority regarding fundamental foreign and defense policies resides in the PBSC, which has had no professional military representative since 1997.229

There is little doubt that the PLA is an intensely nationalist organization committed to a vigilant defense of national sovereignty and territorial integrity, not unlike the militaries of other nations. And military figures have apparently exerted sporadic influence over foreign-policy-related issues by expressing their views publicly. Specifically, PLA officers often have little regard for what they view as the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ excessively accommodating stances toward other countries, including the United States and Japan, particularly over such sensitive issues as the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and foreign military activities in China’s EEZ.
However, such views do not necessarily translate into a cohesive, widespread, and explicitly enunciated institutional “interest” distinct from those of other PRC organizations, or result in concerted, autonomous, ongoing “external” pressure on the senior civilian party leadership. Unlike the military in many developing countries, the PLA does not behave as a separate institutional force in Chinese power politics and within senior policy channels. Its mandate is almost exclusively defined by its professional responsibilities, and both civilian and military elites in China remain unified by a common commitment to regime survival and increasingly institutionalized norms of policy formulation and conflict resolution.

Furthermore, those entities that provide regularized institutional channels between the senior military leadership and senior civilian officials with authority over foreign policy (that is, the CCP’s CMC and relevant Leading Small Groups) perform primarily advisory, coordinating, and consensus-building functions regarding major national policy issues; they do not usually make major formal policy decisions, even though their views and recommendations can exert significant influence over those bodies (such as the PBSC) that do exercise such authority. Of these organizations, the CMC offers the strongest avenue for military influence on aspects of foreign policy, albeit largely via the civilian CCP general secretary, who serves as the CMC’s chairman.

Of particular importance, however, is the fact that although China’s civilian party leadership wields ultimate authority over all major aspects of foreign policy, it most likely does not exert clear and decisive control over two interrelated types of operational military activities that can pose significant implications for PRC foreign relations: (1) specific military tests and exercises, and (2) military operations undertaken outside China’s territorial borders, including activities in waters such as the East China Sea.

In the United States and many other Western countries, such potentially disruptive, foreign-policy-related military actions are usually coordinated beforehand with senior civilian national security or diplomatic officials, as part of a well-established interagency vetting and oversight process usually administered by a national security council (NSC) type of apparatus. In contrast, no clear, explicit, codified regulations or executive orders exist in China today to ensure such coordination between civilian and military authorities. Indeed, it is quite possible that little if any regular and detailed contact occurs between any parts of the Chinese military and China’s foreign affairs system regarding military activities of relevance to foreign policy, given both the absence of a NSC-type system and the generally secretive and insular nature of the military in China.

By contrast, there is some evidence that Chinese maritime law enforcement agencies, including the State Oceanographic Administration and the Bureau of Fisheries Administration, appear to operate under more direct guidance from Beijing, particularly in the South China Sea at times of significant political sensitivity. In addition to enforcing China’s right to regulate marine resources, the activities of these maritime law enforcement agencies are a key part of Beijing’s overall strategy in the South China Sea, which is to delay resolution of territorial disputes while consolidating China’s claims to sovereignty. A similar dynamic is at play in the East China Sea, where these agencies have also begun conducting
regular patrols in recent years for both resource protection and “rights defense” purposes. The PLAN also plays an indirect role in this strategy by displaying shows of force to other claimants in the region through exercises and patrols, and by on occasion supporting the activities of civilian maritime law enforcement vessels by following behind them, at a distance, as they operate in contested areas, and by shadowing the vessels of other disputants.235

During the next fifteen to twenty years, it is unlikely that there will be a dramatic increase in PLA representation in high-level PRC decisionmaking regarding broad national security strategy or strategy toward the United States–Japan alliance in particular. Some analysts have speculated that the growing strength and allegedly rising influence of the PLA within the policy process will eventually result in the reintroduction of PLA membership into the PBSC. In the absence of major leadership conflict, however, such a move is highly unlikely, because it would (1) weaken the position of the CCP general secretary in providing oversight and coordination on military affairs; and (2) reinsert the military into top-level policy decisionmaking and power relations, thus reversing the clear trend of the past fifteen years and drawing it away from its main professional defense duties, while possibly exacerbating elite power rivalries.236

At the same time, however, it is also unlikely that future efforts to improve coordination between the PLA and the activities of China’s civilian foreign affairs system and various civilian maritime law enforcement agencies, if they occur, will prove successful, even over the next fifteen to twenty years. At the central level, it is unlikely that senior party leaders, including the general secretary, will undertake serious efforts to alter those long-standing stove-piped structures and practices that serve to sustain the current separation between the military and foreign affairs systems in China, despite the arguably increasing need to provide for such policy coordination. Undertaking such a task would require considerable political clout, a clear recognition of the problem as significant enough to justify the political risks involved, and an ability to overcome entrenched bureaucratic resistance—all qualities in short supply among China’s political leadership in the post–Deng Xiaoping era. Even at the local level, for example, within disputed maritime territories, establishing centralized and coordinated control over both military and civilian entities operating at some distance from China’s coastline could prove extremely problematic.

On balance, these foreign-policy-related features of the Chinese civil-military system increase the likelihood that local Chinese actors operating in disputed areas of the East China Sea could precipitate or aggravate a crisis with Japan over resource and territorial claims.

PUBLIC OPINION

In recent years, Chinese public opinion has also been exerting a growing influence on Beijing’s national security decisionmaking, though there is debate over how and to what extent it shapes government policy.237 Alastair Iain Johnston and Daniella Stockmann have summarized various explanations for the way public opinion might shape PRC foreign pol-
Some government officials might place direct weight on the value of public opinion, either out of a normative sense of duty or affinity or out of fear that a restive public may be more likely to agitate against a regime that does not appear to them to be adequately promoting Chinese national interests. One often-cited permutation of this explanation is that autocratic officials in Beijing may fear that antiforeign protests will get out of hand and lead to broader instability, with the protests becoming aimed at the CCP rather than the foreign country.  

Public opinion might also be used as a bargaining tool both in internal CCP debates and by PRC officials in international negotiations. In a domestic context, advocates of a particular viewpoint within the CCP could utilize the weight of public opinion to support their arguments, as a tool for applying leverage in intraparty competition. In an international context, PRC officials might use public opinion in negotiations with other countries as a reason for why their options are constrained or as a rationalization for their stances on certain issues. Jessica Weiss has argued that this dynamic was evident in 2005 in China’s negotiations with Japan surrounding a series of anti-Japanese protests. Public opinion might also influence or constrain the outlook of foreign policy experts, including scholarly advisers to senior CCP officials. According to many accounts, such individuals have been exerting more influence on policymakers in recent years, including through direct briefings and informal communication.

Some of the most often-cited examples of public opinion influencing Chinese foreign policy through one or more of the above mechanisms have to do with issues related to Sino-Japanese relations. With this in mind, it is important, then, to understand the contours of Chinese public opinion toward Japan and the United States–Japan alliance. Generally speaking, trends in Chinese public opinion toward Japan tend to be driven by events in the bilateral Sino-Japanese relationship. This is particularly true when questions are asked about the favorability of views of Japan, Japan’s influence in the world, the quality of Sino-Japanese relations, or whether Japan is viewed as an enemy or a partner. Examining the Chinese public’s views on specific issues, their perceptions of Japanese people, and their idea of the differences between Japan and China can help paint a more nuanced picture of underlying attitudes among the Chinese public toward Japan.

Public Opinion Toward Japan

In the first years of the twenty-first century leading up to 2006, Chinese views toward Japan were overwhelmingly negative. A likely explanation for this animosity can be found in Chinese anger over a variety of historical issues that were particularly sensitive at the time, due to such factors as then–prime minister Koizumi’s visits to the Yasukuni Shrine, which honors Japanese soldiers (including those who fought against China, along with some convicted war criminals), in addition to frustration over how Japanese history textbooks addressed Japan’s historical military aggression in the First and Second Sino-Japanese Wars and other conflicts. Indeed, as alluded to previously, widespread anti-Japanese protests
broke out in 2005 over such concerns—protests that escalated to vandalism, beatings, and boycotts, before the PRC government finally shut them down.

From 2006 through mid-2010, these Chinese views toward Japan improved somewhat, while still remaining negative on balance.245 This change was probably due in part to the improvement in Sino-Japanese ties after Koizumi’s departure and subsequent prime ministers discontinued their predecessors’ practice of visiting the Yasukuni Shrine. Sino-Japanese summits and agreements over pursuing joint development of resources in the East China Sea in 2008 further contributed to the warming in bilateral relations and likely helped bolster Chinese public opinion toward Japan in that era.

However, in late 2010 such favorability indicators again plummeted in the wake of Japan’s detention of a Chinese captain of a fishing boat that had crashed into two Japanese coast guard vessels in waters near the disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. After some slight warming in 2011, Chinese public opinion toward Japan again cooled in 2012, particularly after renewed tensions flared up over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in the latter part of the year (figure 2.4).246

**FIGURE 2.4**
Chinese Public Opinion Toward Japan, 2005–2012

Sources: This graph plots data points from twenty public opinion surveys conducted by *China Daily/Genron NPO, Xinhua Oriental Outlook Weekly/Yomiuri Shimbun*, the BBC/PIPA/GlobeScan consortium, and the Chicago Council for Global Affairs from 2005 to 2012, with trendlines showing the annual average of the data points.
The Chinese public expresses the strongest positions on questions related to the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands territorial issue and historical issues (especially related to World War II), as well as Japanese military power. A 2008 Pew survey found that fully 76 percent of Chinese feel that Japan has not sufficiently apologized for its military actions in World War II. A Chicago Council on Global Affairs poll conducted the same year found that 80 percent of Chinese believe the PRC should not compromise on the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands dispute. Territorial disputes and historical issues tend to be perceived as possessing relatively equal importance in bilateral relations.\textsuperscript{247} A majority of Chinese also express at least some concern that Japan’s military will pose a major threat to China in the future.\textsuperscript{248}

In the economic and cultural realms, Chinese respondents tend to have more positive assessments of Japan, though they still remain low in comparison with other countries. In the 2011 Yomiuri/Xinhua Poll, a large majority (77 percent) of Chinese said they believed that Japan would have a strong influence on the international economy. In the 2008 Chicago Council poll, 68 percent of Chinese felt Japanese businesses had a positive influence on China, and 79 percent favored a free trade agreement with Japan.\textsuperscript{249} Conversely, only 29 percent of respondents felt that China and Japan shared similar values and way of life, and 63 percent of Chinese rarely or never consumed Japanese cultural products such as film, TV, and music.

Chinese also tend to see a relatively large difference between themselves and Japanese or between China and Japan. The Beijing Area Study, an iterative Chinese opinion poll, has revealed a persistent, significant gap between perceptions of the characteristics of Chinese and Japanese people since the question was first asked in 2000.\textsuperscript{250} In the 2008 Chicago Council poll, 64 percent of Chinese indicated that they felt China shared little or no similar values and way of life with Japan, more than twice the combined total of those who felt the two countries shared values to some extent (23 percent) or a great extent (6 percent). By comparison, a somewhat smaller majority (55 percent) of Japanese felt they shared little or no similar values and way of life with China.

**Public Opinion Toward the United States**

Chinese attitudes toward U.S. influence in the world also tend to be negative, and the United States is generally viewed as a potential threat to China’s development and security. In the 2010 and 2011 BBC/GlobeScan/PIPA polls, there were 15- and 20-point gaps, respectively, between the percentage of Chinese who viewed U.S. influence in the world negatively and those who viewed it positively (figure 2.5). In a 2009 Lowy Institute poll, 50 percent of Chinese felt the United States would pose a threat to the security of China during the coming decade.\textsuperscript{251} Views on Sino-U.S. economic ties are somewhat more positive, with Chinese viewing bilateral trade and investment as important and beneficial to China’s economy.\textsuperscript{252}

Chinese views of the American people are also relatively dim, and perceptions of difference between Chinese and American people have been growing over time. In a 2011 Pew
Research Center poll of 23 countries, 47 percent of Chinese expressed an unfavorable opinion of Americans, while only 42 percent expressed a favorable opinion, the sixth-lowest proportion of all countries surveyed.253 The 2008 Chicago Council poll found that 68 percent of Chinese felt that China shared little or no values and way of life with America. Moreover, the gap between Chinese people’s perceptions of themselves and their perceptions of American people steadily increased in the Beijing Area Study’s polls between 2000 and 2009.254

U.S. influence in Asia and the world is perceived by Chinese to be in a relative state of decline, though Chinese are not unique in this perception. In the joint October 2011 Yomiuri/Xinhua poll, when asked to indicate whether they thought China or the United States would “be more influential in the Asia-Pacific region from now on,” 73 percent responded by choosing China, while only 23 percent chose the United States—though these numbers do not differ vastly from those posted by South Korean and Japanese respondents.

FIGURE 2.5
Chinese Public Opinion Toward the United States, 2006–2012

Sources: This graph plots datapoints from sixteen public opinion surveys conducted by the Pew Research Center, the BBC/PIPA/GlobeScan consortium, the Chicago Council for Global Affairs, and the Lowy Institute from 2006 to 2012, with trendlines showing the annual average of the datapoints.
In a 2011 Pew Research Center poll, 57 percent of Chinese felt that China would eventually replace the United States as the world’s leading superpower, while 6 percent felt that it had already done so. Interestingly, however, the 6 percent of Chinese saying China had already replaced America was the lowest of all 22 countries surveyed, and China was the only country to witness a decline from 2009 to 2011 in the number of people saying that China would replace or already had replaced the United States, indicating a certain degree of humility about China’s current, if not future, role in the world.255

Public Opinion Toward the Alliance and Possible Future Trends

Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the combination of the above-mentioned views, the Chinese public overwhelmingly perceives the United States-Japan alliance as a threat to China.256 These Chinese perceptions of Japan, the United States, and the alliance reflect China’s national hyperconsciousness over its “century of humiliation” at the hands of Japan and other foreign powers, as well as its fears of “encirclement” and its suspicion that the United States is committed to constraining China’s rise on the regional and international political stage, using its alliance with Japan as a potent military tool in a policy of containment.

However, it is also important to note that the Chinese public places great importance on Beijing’s relationships with both Tokyo and Washington and generally expresses a desire for a cooperative approach toward these countries.257 They also express cautious optimism about the future of Sino-Japanese ties and Sino-U.S. relations.258

Generally speaking, younger Chinese (especially those in the 18- to 24-year-old category) tend to perceive Japan and the United States as a greater threat than do older generations, though this trend is also evident in Chinese threat perceptions vis-à-vis other countries.259 If this generational cohort maintains these negative attitudes as it ages, such alarmist perceptions could present a potential challenge to cooperation among the three countries; however, it is by no means certain that these attitudes will hold over time. Indeed, the fengqing (憤青, “angry youth”) has been a familiar archetype in Chinese nationalism for decades, and greater levels of xenophobia among youth writ large (rather than any specific generational cohort) can account for at least some of this divergence in views. Moreover, despite their greater defensiveness and nationalism, some polling suggests that younger Chinese tend to be more optimistic about the direction of Sino-U.S. relations.260

Trajectories for Chinese Strategy Toward Japan and the Alliance and Military Capabilities

As indicated in chapter 1 and above, several possible variations in the above-noted variables provide the basis for alternative trajectories in China’s level of defense spending, military capabilities, and foreign and defense strategies, policies, and actions. In the Chi-
The Chinese case, and in partial contrast to the Japanese case, alternative projections of economic and technological capacity will likely play an important independent role in determining the various levels of defense spending and types of military capabilities that could emerge within the seven domains during the next fifteen to twenty years. At the same time, several intervening variables associated with Chinese leadership views, levels of domestic political and social stability, and various bureaucratic and political factors, along with the tenor of Japanese and U.S. policies toward China, will likely exert the strongest long term influence on China’s foreign and defense policies toward Japan and the alliance. Finally, individual crises or “wild card events” over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands or resource disputes, if severe enough, could also exert a major and lasting impact on Chinese policies.

The following subsections describe four possible trajectories for China through 2030 (table 2.3). They are classified according to (1) the overall degree of Chinese military capa-

---

### TABLE 2.3
Possible Trajectories for China Through 2030

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>1: CAUTIOUS RISE</th>
<th>2: ASSERTIVE STRENGTH</th>
<th>3: COOPERATIVE WEAKNESS</th>
<th>4: AGGRESSIVE ULTRANATIONALISM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>Likely</td>
<td>Likely</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>Possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military capabilities</td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy toward Japan and the alliance</td>
<td>Engage and hedge, emphasis on engage</td>
<td>Engage and hedge, emphasis on hedge</td>
<td>Relatively cooperative and benign</td>
<td>Highly nationalist and assertive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average annual GDP growth 2012–2030</td>
<td>4–5%</td>
<td>6–8%</td>
<td>3–4%</td>
<td>6–8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense spending as % of GDP</td>
<td>1–1.5%</td>
<td>1.5–2%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>&gt; 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social unrest</td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political dynamics</td>
<td>Regime focused on domestic stability</td>
<td>Increasingly confident leadership</td>
<td>Unstable regime focused on internal security</td>
<td>Unstable regime, emergence of ultranationalist leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public opinion</td>
<td>Dissatisfied with regime, somewhat nationalist</td>
<td>Nationalist</td>
<td>Highly dissatisfied with regime</td>
<td>Highly nationalist (precipitated by wild-card event)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ability vis-à-vis Japan and the alliance; and (2) the level of emphasis in foreign and defense strategy and policy placed on cooperation versus competition or confrontation. These four trajectories are ordered according to their likely probability, although the first two trajectories are deemed roughly similar in likelihood.

**Trajectory 1: Cautious Rise**

Under this “Cautious Rise” trajectory, China would adopt a restrained and largely defensive stance toward Japan and the alliance, involving a balanced approach to cooperation and competition, an increased focus on domestic unrest, and medium-range defense capabilities.

**Foreign Policy and Military Strategy**

Under this trajectory, the basic underlying logic behind China's current foreign policy approach to Japan would not change markedly during the coming fifteen to twenty years. Specifically, Beijing would continue to focus on strengthening its economic, diplomatic, and political ties with Tokyo, while also emphasizing the further development of cooperative relations with the United States and the region. Beijing's continued emphasis on such positive foreign policy approaches would be stronger under this trajectory than under the following “Assertive Strength” trajectory.

In the military sphere, this relatively strong emphasis on maintaining cooperation with Japan and the alliance would be reflected in a clearer balance between efforts to enhance deterrence over key regional security issues regarding Japan and the alliance (such as maritime territorial disputes) and efforts to enhance military cooperation with both Tokyo and the United States. Moreover, under this trajectory, Beijing would not openly espouse some version of an A2/AD type of strategy, much less present it as directed at Washington or Tokyo. Instead, it would maintain a largely defensive mindset and continue to orient its military under the “active peripheral defense” and “limited war under local conditions” concepts introduced in the late 1980s and 1990s. In addition, under this trajectory, Beijing would continue to remain hesitant toward involvement in bilateral and multilateral military exercises, yet nonetheless would continue to work with Japan and the United States regarding various international or UN peacekeeping, disaster relief, and noncombatant evacuation operations.

**Determinants and Uncertainties**

The balanced and restrained policy stance outlined above would be partly the result of a more mixed picture in the economic and social realms. Although China would continue to develop as a significant global and regional economic power, its growth rate would slow notably under this trajectory, giving rise to greater domestic political and social tensions. In particular, China would confront higher levels of labor unrest, unemployment and underemployment, continued deficiencies in the social welfare system, huge disparities in regional
income and other factors that together would serve to limit Chinese confidence in the future and focus leadership attention increasingly on the domestic environment. Despite these challenges, under this trajectory, China would also manage to maintain an economic growth rate and level of political cohesion and direction sufficient to avert truly regime-threatening levels of social upheaval.

This trajectory assumes that any possible “wild cards” that might occur during the next fifteen to twenty years (such as additional crises over territorial issues) would not be sufficiently severe to alter the basic orientation of China’s foreign and defense policies. Although the possibility of such policy and behavior-altering events cannot be entirely excluded under this trajectory, their severity would likely be reduced significantly due to the effects of the economic and social phenomena outlined above. In particular, declining levels of economic development and moderate to high levels of domestic political and social unrest would restrain arguments or decisions in favor of much greater assertiveness over territorial disputes and generally lower the confidence of those elites who might support a move toward more ultranationalist foreign policies. In general, genuinely damaging levels of aggressive external behavior (for example, those that threaten to escalate into major conflict) are less likely to occur when China’s leadership is beset with domestic challenges (as is argued in greater detail under Trajectory 3).

### Defense Spending and Military Capabilities

This midrange level of development would place significant constraints on resources available for military modernization, and thus reduce somewhat annual increases in defense spending. As a result, military and technological capabilities and deployments—in particular those of greatest relevance to Japan and the alliance (see below)—might develop at less than expected levels in many areas. Over time, and especially if the United States and Japan begin rebounding from their respective economic problems (a possibility discussed in subsequent chapters), this development would mean that Beijing would be effectively unable to alter the perception and the reality that Washington and Tokyo will continue to operate their forces in the Western Pacific near Japan as a superior combined force. Indeed, under this trajectory, China’s improvements in force capabilities would not be perceived as clearly superior to those of Japan alone.

While, under this trajectory, the PLA will have developed significant capabilities relevant to an A2/AD type of strategy by 2030, including ever more accurate ballistic and cruise missiles, more modern submarines, growing offensive cyber capabilities, and a large inventory of mines, Chinese power projection would remain relatively limited. Moreover, China’s defensive vulnerabilities would persist, particularly for the PLAN surface fleet and PLAAF assets.
The Maritime Domain

Under this trajectory, China would likely focus on securing its adjacent seas by fielding greater numbers of diesel submarines and smaller surface ships equipped with ASCMs. As a result, the PLA's ability to defend its littoral or prevail in a Taiwan scenario would have continued to improve. Its sea mine capabilities would also increase over time, though its ability to deploy mines rapidly would continue to be hobbled by its lack of air superiority (airplanes being the most efficient method to rapidly emplace or resow mines).

The PLA will have demonstrated an ASBM capability at sea, though it would still encounter obstacles and uncertainty in the precision targeting of missiles due to uneven implementation and defense of sea-based cuing and space-based and OTHR technology. The PLAN would be able to regularly conduct patrols and assist in military operations other than war beyond the first island chain using an enhanced surface fleet, but its ability to engage in combat at those distances would remain limited. Although it might have composed a couple of indigenous aircraft carrier battle groups by 2025–2030, they would be minimally outfitted, based on technology that is categorically inferior to that of U.S. carriers, and still engaged in the early stages of training and patrolling.

The Air Domain

China would still lack the sort of air combat capabilities boasted by the alliance, though its inventory of short-range fighter jets largely relevant to coastal defense and a Taiwan scenario would be increasingly robust. It would be building out its fleet of advanced fifth-generation fighters, but they would still be inferior in key ways to U.S. stealthy jets. At the same time, its fledgling aircraft carrier battle groups, including modern Luyang-II and Luyang-III destroyers, could play a helpful role in providing air defense—though such assets would not long be survivable in actual combat against U.S. assets.

The PLA's missile inventory would pose a highly formidable threat to allied air assets. Although it is possible that this threat could be mitigated by robust base-hardening and missile-countering measures implemented by the alliance, Chinese missiles would at the very least act as a serious factor complicating the employment of allied manned, short-range tactical aircraft assets in a conflict.

The Ground Domain

China would likely have continued to expand its inventory of MRBMs capable of targeting fixed, land-based targets, such as U.S. bases in Japan. The Chinese navy and air force would continue to possess little medium-range offensive ground-assault capability. PLAN carrier aircraft could prove useful in this regard (most likely in relation to a South China Sea scenario), but aerial refueling capabilities for advanced fighter jets would be lacking.

However, China would possess an increasingly sophisticated range of short-range naval and air assets capable of engaging in coastal defense or a Taiwan scenario. China's sea- and
land-based SAM batteries would also present a formidable challenge to incoming attacks aimed at the Chinese Mainland.

**The Space and Cyberspace Domains**

China’s space-based C4ISR capabilities would be increasingly advanced under this trajectory, particularly when combined with a growing network of OTHR arrays and a more frequent deployment of ISR-oriented UAVs. However, these capabilities would still provide incomplete surveillance coverage and imperfect targeting assistance.

China would possess the capacity to threaten allied satellites in low- and medium-Earth orbits, although its own space-based assets would also be susceptible to attack from allied sources. It could launch potentially debilitating cyberattacks at the outset of a conflict, though its ability to defend itself against such attacks would also remain very limited.

**The Nuclear Domain**

Under all the trajectories discussed in this chapter, Beijing will continue to uphold its policy of maintaining a minimum deterrence, second-strike capability. Even an ultranationalist leadership (posited in Trajectory 4) would be unlikely to explicitly abandon a no-first-use policy or implement a massive nuclear buildup, absent a highly improbable precipitating shock such as Japanese nuclearization.

Instead, Beijing will devote its efforts to implementing qualitative improvements in its nuclear capabilities, including (1) boosting the survivability of its own nuclear assets and (2) developing more advanced methods of breaching allied missile defense systems. The former effort would involve transitioning ever more of its warheads to road-mobile, solid-fueled missiles such as the DF-31 and DF-31A, as well as developing quieter, more advanced SSBNs. The latter effort would entail fielding more advanced maneuverable reentry vehicles, decoys, jamming devices, and other penetration aids. These efforts are likely to be somewhat more successful under Trajectory 2 and Trajectory 4, given the higher levels of resources available, but the variations will be minimal.

**Command and Control**

The question of effective central control will not be resolved as a function of levels of defense spending or economic capacity. Instead, the ultimate outcome will hinge on the future of civil-military relations in China regarding offshore PLA operations. As a result, this particular feature is unlikely to correlate directly with these different trajectories.

Although training and interoperability would continue to improve under this trajectory, it is also quite possible that interservice competition over budgetary resources and lagging administrative reforms would prevent a highly effective integration of PLA forces. A desire to avoid provoking the Japanese could lead Beijing to constrain the PLA from regularly exercising or training in ways or areas that could be perceived by the Japanese as
threatening, which could diminish the PLA’s readiness or expertise in a conflict. Moreover, PLA troops would continue to lack the sort of operational experience that U.S. forces possess.

**Trajectory 2: Assertive Strength**

Under this “Assertive Strength” trajectory, Beijing would pursue continued cooperative engagement with Tokyo, combined with increasingly competitive and assertive (but not extremely hostile) security policies and high-range defense capabilities.

**Foreign Policy and Military Strategy**

Under this trajectory, China would continue to adhere to its current, generally cooperative approach to Japan and the alliance, but with increasingly competitive and assertive elements. Specifically, Beijing’s approach would consist of a foreign policy toward Japan and the alliance that is focused on four main elements:

- Continued efforts to strengthen Japanese economic links with China and establish closer diplomatic and political ties with Tokyo;
- More active and open attempts to discourage Japanese support for any regional or U.S. alliance policies that might counter or challenge Chinese influence in the Western Pacific;
- General efforts to create as much policy “space” between Tokyo and Washington as possible, without prompting excessive alarm in both capitals; and
- More pronounced and energetic efforts to leverage growing Chinese military and economic influence in Asia into greater influence over regional multilateral political, economic, and security-related issues, forums and structures, and in some (not all) cases, to limit U.S. and Japanese influence in those areas; this would include greater openness to cooperative military exercises with countries in the region.

As part of this policy approach, Beijing might also at times press for changes in some international norms that strengthen the ability of Asian nations to restrict the military, political, and economic activities of supposedly “outside” powers such as the United States. However, such efforts would run the risk of significantly undermining past Chinese practices (for example, its support for free trade areas with many Asian and other powers) and alarming Japan, driving it further toward the United States. Thus, the Chinese leadership would probably remain cautious overall in revising critical norms in ways that directly challenge U.S. interests or alienate U.S. friends or allies, including Japan. This would especially prove true if the United States and/or Japan maintains at least midrange levels of military capabilities and presence (as discussed in chapter 5).
With regard to territorial and resource disputes, the Chinese preference under this trajectory would be to continue efforts to avoid provoking aggressive or other adverse reactions among other powers in Asia and elsewhere, especially if the United States and Japan remain strong economically. Greater Chinese assertiveness on this issue (that is, greater than seen in 2012)—and particularly with regard to the Taiwan issue—could provoke a sharp U.S. reaction that would likely in turn precipitate a major confrontation, perhaps leading to military conflict. Such a conflict would almost certainly derail China’s efforts to peacefully transition Asia away from a heavy dependence on U.S. maritime power along its periphery. Hence, Beijing would seek to avoid such an outcome.\textsuperscript{262}

That said, it is possible that China would become more militarily and politically assertive toward its claims in the South and East China seas under this trajectory, especially if the various claimants could not work out a cooperative arrangement to exploit energy deposits there, or establish a more stable basis for asserting and defending their various sovereignty claims. However, the intensity and scope of such assertive or aggressive Chinese behavior would likely depend primarily on the actions of the other claimants and the United States. This would prove especially true in the case of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands issues and PRC relations with Japan, given the volatility of Chinese emotions toward Japan, as discussed above.

Under this trajectory, China would pursue a defense strategy and doctrine clearly intended to place steadily increasing military pressure on Japan and the United States–Japan alliance (via military deployments and new capabilities), in order to more effectively deter (1) the acquisition and deployment of greater Japanese military capabilities toward China; (2) efforts to strengthen Japan’s legal position or to prevail in crises regarding disputed territorial or resource claims or in disputed waters; or (3) efforts to assist the United States fully in undertaking actions that would be perceived as threatening PRC interests during possible crises over North Korea and Taiwan.

In support of these goals, something close to an explicit A2/AD type of strategy designed to severely complicate, if not neutralize, potential Japanese and U.S. military operations of a threatening nature within the first island chain might emerge. Given this emphasis, PLA efforts would still be oriented toward coastal defense and operations in the near seas. SLOC operations in that area, including the South China Sea, may become an element of Chinese military planning, although such missions would probably not be emphasized and their wisdom would likely remain under debate within the PLA. China’s far seas capabilities would be growing but would most likely still lag far behind those of the United States, and PLA doctrine would be unlikely to emphasize far seas operations or SLOC interdiction beyond the first island chain.

**Determinants and Uncertainties**

Under this trajectory, China’s economy would avoid a hard landing, growing instead at rates that are still fairly high but gradually slowing as policy shifts to prioritize more equi-
Table and sustainable growth. Such an economic scenario would largely dampen the likelihood of severe domestic unrest, as economic gains would be distributed more evenly and ever-growing numbers of Chinese would be brought into the urban middle class. Economic success and relative domestic stability would also imbue the political leadership in Beijing with a greater sense of security and an affinity for a foreign policy that is strong but not destabilizing. This more successful economic scenario is only marginally less likely than the more problematic economic scenario under the previous trajectory.

China would continue to be a major engine of global economic growth under this trajectory, with sustained or increasing trade flows and growing overseas investments in both developed and developing economies. China’s economic interdependence would probably balance more toward the developing world as it diminishes with the United States and Europe. As a result, China’s economic leverage over other regions and countries, especially in Asia, would probably increase markedly under this trajectory.

In this time frame, China would grow increasingly competitive with Western developed economies and Japan in terms of innovation and technology. Its defense industrial base would be able to overcome many of the weaknesses that have hobbled it in the past, and China would be increasingly capable of developing military technologies such as turbojet engines, advanced avionics and stealth capacity, and sophisticated radar that it previously had to forgo or attempt to acquire from Russia or elsewhere.

Defense Spending and Military Capabilities

As a result of such strong economic and technological success, Beijing would retain the capacity to continue to increase annual defense spending at or above levels of growth in GDP and government expenditures (depending on political calculations regarding domestic budgetary priorities and external threat perceptions) and notably strengthen its capacity in many high-technology areas relating to defense modernization. The military hardware and systems capabilities and deployments of greatest relevance to Japan as well as relevant economic and technological capabilities will thus develop at or above maximum estimated levels.

Depending on the economic capacity and military capabilities and deployments of the United States and Japan, the Chinese military could establish—through, for example, military presence, deployments, exercises, and increasingly direct challenges of U.S. and Japanese military operations in China’s EEZ and in other waters near China—a capability to at the very least call into serious question the ability of the United States and Japan to operate their forces in the Western Pacific near Japan as a superior combined force. Equally important, as a result of such a development, the PLA would likely convey the perception, during the fifteen- to twenty-year time frame, that it is achieving (or, in the view of some, has already achieved) military superiority over Tokyo in many areas of relevance with respect to a variety of military contingencies that might occur in the region surrounding Japan, including confrontations over resource and territorial issues in the East China Sea.
The Maritime Domain

Under this trajectory, and perhaps most notably, China would attain a fully operational precision targeting system for its ASBM and other missile assets crucial to an A2/AD strategy, utilizing space-based assets and an extensive OTHR network. These missiles would allow the PLAN to threaten credibly U.S. and Japanese naval surface assets. However, despite improvements over the status quo, Chinese ASW technology would likely continue to exhibit some key weaknesses, inhibiting the PLAN’s ability to eliminate the alliance forces’ undersea advantage.

The PLAN will have fielded a wide range of naval surface assets relevant to littoral defense and a Taiwan scenario, such as fast attack craft made more sophisticated destroyers and frigates. It will also likely have acquired limited power projection capabilities reaching beyond the first island chain, with more prominent roles for surface warships, nuclear-powered submarines, replenishment ships, and rudimentary carrier battle groups, although China’s overall strength in this area and at these distances would continue to lag behind that of the United States. Within the first island chain, however, Chinese capabilities in the maritime domain would pose a much more formidable potential threat to allied forces than at present or under the previous trajectory.

The Air Domain

China’s most significant air advances will have been in building out its fleet of short-range strike fighters (such as the JH-7/A, J-10, and J-11B), as well as its naval aviation capabilities (including the production and/or acquisition of aircraft assigned to carrier battle groups). It will also have begun to mass produce a fifth-generation stealth fighter, though Beijing might choose to place some constraints on the numbers and deployments of this system out of a desire to avoid provoking Tokyo and other neighbors.

Despite these advances, China would not yet be able to establish consistent air superiority vis-à-vis the alliance. However, its increasingly advanced missile technologies could pose a much more serious threat than at present to U.S. air bases on Japan and Guam in the event of a conflict, and a strengthened Chinese land-based air defense system could thwart potential offensive strikes from alliance forces.

The Ground Domain

In offensive terms, as noted above, China’s formidable missile inventory and improved targeting systems would pose a threat to U.S. bases in Japan and Guam. Although ground-assault naval and air assets would be oriented toward coastal defense and a possible Taiwan scenario, the PLA would possess a nascent medium-range offensive ground-assault capability, primarily in the form of land-based MRBMs, and to a lesser extent sea-based LACMs. By 2030 the PLA may also have made some advances in the long-range aerial refueling capacity necessary to make the J-20 relevant to a Japan- or Guam-related
contingency, if it were to decide that such systems would be a worthwhile and efficient investment.

In defensive terms, a robust SAM defense network would enable China to guard itself against coastal and deep-strike attacks. SA-20 and HQ-9 SAMs would enable China to intercept and destroy incoming aircraft, while shorter-range SAMs such as the SA-15 would enable it to intercept incoming LACMs and precision-guided munitions. Littoral and onshore naval and air assets would also present a challenge to offensive allied air attacks directed at targets on the Chinese Mainland.

The Space and Cyberspace Domains

China's offensive space and cyber capabilities could become quite formidable under this trajectory. Not only could China have the ability to use ballistic missiles to attack allied satellites, but it could successfully field a laser blinding method for attacking space-based assets. Its offensive cyber capabilities could also be capable of infiltrating and targeting unclassified U.S. military systems that are used in military communications, which could impair U.S. operations in the event of a conflict.

China's C4ISR technology will have become relatively advanced, with an expanding network of indigenous satellites, OTHR, and UAVs enabling more advanced surveillance and reconnaissance, as well as the above-mentioned precision missile targeting. Of particular importance, however, these assets would also likely be vulnerable to offensive operations themselves. Likewise, as the PLA becomes increasingly reliant on information technology for communication and management of its more advanced weapons systems, it will become more vulnerable to offensive cyberattacks.

Command and Control

Training and interoperability would continue to improve under this trajectory, particularly because ample resources would be available to sustain exercising. However, as in Trajectory 1, political considerations might lead Beijing to constrain the PLA from regularly exercising or training in ways or areas that would be likely to provoke the Japanese, which could diminish the PLA's readiness or expertise in a conflict. And PLA troops would still lack the sort of operational experience that U.S. forces possess.

Trajectory 3: Cooperative Weakness

Under this trajectory of “Cooperative Weakness,” China would adopt a highly cautious and defensive stance toward Japan and the alliance, involving a strong emphasis on cooperative engagement, a very high focus on containing domestic unrest, and low- to medium-range defense capabilities.
FOREIGN POLICY AND MILITARY STRATEGY

Under this trajectory, China’s leaders would become more cautious and conservative in their actions abroad than at present or than under the previous trajectories, favoring pragmatic, stability-maximizing, and growth-oriented external and domestic policies. In particular, Beijing would be forced by economic and social necessity—to an even greater degree than under the preceding trajectories—to avoid any highly assertive or confrontational policies toward Japan and the alliance. Indeed, China’s leaders would likely seek to sustain or expand trade, investment, and resource-oriented activities with the outside world, to strengthen the nation’s overall political, economic, and social stability.

Maintaining cooperative, nonconflictual ties with Japan and Taiwan in particular would likely remain especially important to China during the next fifteen to twenty years under this trajectory, given the continued high importance to Beijing’s long-term political goals of maintaining strong bilateral political and economic relations with both entities. This would especially hold true if the United States and Japan recover from their current economic problems and display more enduring global and regional strength (see chapter 5). But even under conditions in which both countries experience sustained, low levels of development (resulting in a more genuinely multipolar environment), Beijing would probably continue to prefer the use of persuasive, peaceful measures, not openly coercive, aggressive ones, for the reasons already noted above.

Such conditions would likely prompt the Chinese leadership to pursue a highly cautious and defensive military doctrine that stresses keeping a relatively low profile and building cooperation with other regional militaries. Beijing would likely continue to remain very hesitant toward involvement in bilateral and multilateral military exercises, given its declining capabilities. But it would also likely seek to work with Japan regarding international or UN peacekeeping or disaster relief or noncombat evacuation-type operations.

DETERMINANTS AND UNCERTAINTIES

Beijing’s highly cautious and defensive foreign and defense policy stance would to a great extent reflect a variety of economic, social, and political constraints and pressures. Under this trajectory, China’s annual growth rate would decline to a maximum of approximately 3 to 4 percent, in the context of a prolonged hard landing rather than a policy-induced rebalancing. Such a scenario would result in unacceptably high levels of unemployment and underemployment, a persistently inadequate social welfare system, continued huge disparities in regional income, worsening levels of elite corruption, and increasingly severe levels of water and air pollution. Such developments would lead to a more severe and prolonged level of social unrest than any envisioned under the previous trajectories.

Regime instability and/or a major decline in legitimacy would likely emerge under such conditions, almost certainly resulting in major leadership rifts over economic and social development strategies (for example, regarding whether to focus efforts on maximizing overall growth levels or addressing growing regional and income disparities) and/or various
personal political rivalries. These developments would fixate the attention of China’s political and economic leadership on domestic policy issues.

That said, it is not inconceivable that the combination of a sustained drop in growth rates, the emergence of a Chinese leadership that is increasingly divided and conflicted over how to respond to such a development, and continued friction with Japan and Washington over sensitive territorial and sovereignty issues such as the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and perhaps Taiwan could prompt more aggressive PRC foreign policies. Severe social unrest—brought on by a combination of higher levels of unemployment and underemployment, a weak social welfare system, huge disparities in regional income, limits on labor migration, and continuing excessive levels of water and air pollution—could result in intense pressure on the regime, compelling China’s leaders to adopt aggressive and provocative foreign policy actions in order to distract public attention from the domestic situation and strengthen support for the government.

Although this contingency is perhaps plausible to some observers as a “logical” course of action for a beleaguered regime facing declining domestic legitimacy, such a variant of the so-called diversionary war theory has little basis in empirical reality. Extensive research has demonstrated no systematic relationship between past episodes of domestic, economic-induced unrest in China and involvement in militarized interstate disputes. Historically—as Alastair Iain Johnston, M. Taylor Fravel, and other specialists on China’s external use of force have observed—although Chinese leaders have at times mobilized society in response to external challenges that questioned their domestic credibility as leaders, they have not done so in response to domestic discontent from which attention needed to be deflected. In fact, with regard to territorial disputes, in the past, regime insecurity at home most often caused China to make major concessions abroad. Thus, efforts to provoke confrontations (as opposed to military conflicts) with other nations to deflect domestic criticism of the regime are not inconceivable, it is more likely that internal pressures will cause Beijing to seek stability in its external relations.

Instead, a basic shift toward more aggressive Chinese policies would almost certainly require the emergence of a highly risk acceptant, militant, and in many ways irrational senior civilian leadership, given the domestic pressures and constraints posited by this trajectory. As indicated in Trajectory 4, the rise of such a leadership holding such a foreign policy stance is more likely under conditions of a strong China possessing greater confidence than a weak China focused on internal challenges.

**Defense Spending and Military Capabilities**

The above-noted economic and social constraints would restrain China’s level of defense spending significantly, as slower economic growth and domestic unrest would force the government to redirect budgetary resources toward economic stimulus, social welfare, and internal security. This limited defense spending would contribute to persistent weakness in the defense industrial sector, which would be unlikely to successfully produce many
of the more advanced components necessary for the development of a PLAN and PLAAF capable of projecting power well beyond the littoral. These shortcomings would limit the PLA’s capacity to deploy the numbers and types of advanced weapons systems expected in many projections proffered by outside observers of the PLA. As a result, barring a major decline in Japanese and American capabilities, Chinese military forces would remain clearly inferior to both nations’ forces, especially in critical areas relevant to military operations beyond Chinese territory.

In short, Beijing’s offshore capabilities would continue to remain centered on a limited number of ballistic missiles, a navy with highly limited blue water and endurance capabilities, and very limited offshore air support capabilities.

The Maritime Domain

In this trajectory, Beijing’s naval posture would remain largely focused on littoral and coastal defense and Taiwan-related contingencies. Modernization of the undersea and surface fleets will have stagnated as increasingly constrained resources are directed away from power projection systems and toward such assets as fast-attack craft and other brown- and green-water naval capabilities.

China’s submarines would still present a challenge, despite some vulnerability to allied ASW, but China itself would possess limited ASW capability. PLAN sea mines would also pose a formidable antiaccess threat, but the porousness of its broader A2/AD umbrella would make it difficult for the PLA to deploy those mines in the event of a conflict.

Under this trajectory, China would likely experience difficulties deploying a fully operational precision targeting system for its ASBM and other assets crucial to an A2/AD type of strategy, especially given the likely constraints it would encounter in its space-based and both surface and sub-surface warfare capabilities.

The Air Domain

The PLA would still be able to mount saturation missile attacks against bases in Japan, but such attacks would likely be susceptible to counterdefense. Furthermore, they would suffer from lack of integration with a broader A2/AD-type capacity.

China would continue to suffer from an overwhelming imbalance in terms of symmetric air-to-air combat capabilities. Its growing but still limited inventory of advanced stealthy fighter jets will have encountered persistent technical problems, and would be clearly inferior to allied air technology. However, China could still benefit from advanced land- and sea-based SAMs that could ameliorate its air defense shortfalls.

The Ground Domain

Although China’s missile inventory would continue to pose a threat to bases in Japan under this trajectory, Beijing would lack the capacity to launch an offensive campaign.
against the Japanese islands using air or naval assets. Aerial refueling and long-range bombers would continue to be an underdeveloped sector in PLA capabilities.

In defensive terms, China’s coastal SAM inventory would enable it to intercept some incoming cruise missiles. In the event of a major conflict, this could become a battle of inventories, where Japan and the United States run out of LACMs before China runs out of SAMs (or vice versa). Moreover, the PLA’s littoral and onshore naval and air assets would present an imperfect but not insignificant challenge to any potential offensive allied air attacks at targets on the Chinese Mainland.

*The Space and Cyberspace Domains*

Although the PLA will have continued to expand its network of space-based and OTHR assets, the ability to conduct successful missile targeting will continue to prove elusive. China would possess a basic direct-ascent ASAT capability that could threaten U.S. satellites, but U.S. countermeasures (cyberattack, kinetic C4ISR attacks, possibly satellite maneuvering) could render it ineffective.

Similarly, though China would be able to launch cyberattacks against unclassified U.S. and Japanese military networks, such attacks would likely not prove completely debilitating to allied operations. At the same time, the PLA’s own informationized forces and space-based C4ISR assets would be highly susceptible to cyberwarfare and laser blinding attacks.

*Command and Control*

Central oversight of PLA decisionmaking could become more episodic under this trajectory, in light of significant regime instability and insecurity. Interservice competition over limited resources may impede efforts to promote joint interoperability. Although training will have continued to become more sophisticated, exercising will remain incomparably frequent to that practiced by the United States, in part due to constrained resources.

*Trajectory 4: Aggressive Ultranationalism*

Under this trajectory of “Aggressive Ultranationalism,” Beijing would pursue a strategy of lessened cooperative engagement with Tokyo, accompanied by a largely hostile and confrontational stance toward the alliance, and high-range defense capabilities.

*Foreign Policy and Military Strategy*

Under this trajectory, Beijing would adopt a far less compromising, more adversarial foreign and defense policy stance toward Japan and the United States–Japan alliance. This could include an array of highly assertive diplomatic, economic, and military efforts intended (1) to intimidate Tokyo in the contest over territory and resources in the East China Sea and with regard to any possible support it might provide in a Taiwan crisis; (2) to push
back vigorously against alliance activities (such as military exercises and ISR operations) in the vicinity of Japan; and (3) to actively undermine support for the policies of the United States and Japan among other Asian nations and regional multilateral organizations and with regard to sensitive areas such as the South China Sea. In other words, China would adopt a largely adversarial posture toward Japan regarding regional security issues, designed to reduce Japanese power and influence in specific areas and to undermine Japan’s relationship with the United States, if possible.

Despite such a confrontational posture, and given its larger regional and global interests, under this trajectory, Beijing would also continue to seek cooperation with both Washington and Tokyo in addressing an array of common, multilateral regional and global concerns, such as international financial and economic stability, climate change, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and other nontraditional security threats (such as pandemics), primarily relying on its growing global economic and political influence and its enhanced regional military presence. In doing so, the Chinese leadership would signal a sharp contrast between its stance on security issues relating to its maritime periphery and its attitude toward other international issues and concerns.

**Determinants and Uncertainties**

Such a partial, yet major, break with China’s current policies and approach could result from one or more possible “wild card” incidents or developments in the Western Pacific, such as a severe Sino-Japanese or Sino-U.S. dispute over territory or resource claims in the South or East China seas (above and beyond anything witnessed in the recent past), or a crisis over Taiwan or North Korea involving Japan. Such incidents could intensely sharpen mutual suspicion, greatly enflame Chinese public and elite opinion toward Japan and the United States, and thereby increase support for a more muscular policy toward both Tokyo and the alliance on traditional security matters, without necessarily provoking Beijing to obstruct broader U.S. or Japanese efforts on nontraditional security threats.

Another development that could produce such a policy shift would be the emergence of a hardline, anti-Japan leadership in China with strong public support, identified with a more assertive overall foreign policy toward East Asia and/or sensitive issues such as Taiwan and various territorial disputes. Such a leadership would arguably increase the likelihood of the above wild card incidents through the pursuit of more confrontational policies; conversely, the occurrence of one or more such incidents, through miscalculation and overreaction, and resulting in high and sustained levels of intense public and elite pressure on the PRC regime, could also conceivably precipitate such a leadership change.

In addition, the political and social consequences of sustained, high levels of economic and technological development could also contribute to the emergence of an ultranationalist Chinese leadership that advocates significantly increased defense spending and confrontational policies toward Japan and the alliance. Such developments would almost certainly generate, over time, greatly enhanced levels of public and elite confidence and pride in
China's growing relative economic and military capabilities, and more broadly, in its growing influence within international economic and financial circles.

Such consequences of strong economic success were of course also evident in the “Assertive Strength” trajectory. However, in this trajectory, the critical difference resides with the specific decisions made by or political shifts occurring within the Chinese leadership as a result of such success. Whereas in the Assertive Strength trajectory, China's leaders would manage to resist ultranationalist domestic pressures and control social instability associated with sustained, rapid growth, in this trajectory, such pressures and instability, possibly combined with one or more of the above-noted wild card incidents—and perhaps greater tensions in the overall Sino-U.S. relationship—would result in a shift toward hardline leaders and/or policy views.

In particular, under this trajectory, China's continued economic success and the growth of a strong middle class might generate labor unrest and demands for greater political and social freedoms that are met with increased repression and a serious level of leadership insecurity. This dynamic would likely give proponents of a hardline approach more internal political leverage in leadership policy debates over how far a strong China should go toward (1) challenging America’s and Japan's strategic positions, especially in the Western Pacific; and (2) playing a more assertive leadership role in both regional and global multilateral institutions.

In addition, regardless of the overall level of aggression displayed in PRC foreign and defense policy, the desire of at least some members of the Chinese leadership to take a more assertive stance toward Japan would increase not only if Beijing’s international economic position strengthens but also if it enjoys growing leverage over key Japanese industrial sectors. Such leverage would arguably strengthen the confidence of China’s leaders in applying economic, diplomatic, and military pressure on Japan. In other words, under this trajectory, an ultranationalist Chinese leadership would seek to use friction with Japan to support an overall policy of increased domestic controls and an assertive foreign policy in East Asia (especially in areas of relevance to Japan).

Finally, the emergence of a greatly more assertive China in the Western Pacific would likely require that both Tokyo and Washington continue to experience very significant political and economic problems and uncertainties during the coming fifteen to twenty years. The effect of such futures on a “high capacity” China, and the overall consequences for the security environment in Northeast Asia, are discussed in detail in chapter 5.

**Defense Spending and Military Capabilities**

A Chinese leadership that is more committed to an aggressive, adversarial set of policies toward Japan and the alliance would be more likely to direct or authorize a range of threatening developments. For example, initial decisions could be made to

- Increase defense spending significantly as a share of GDP and/or government expenditures;
• Build larger inventories of MRBMs and IRBMs;
• Place a more deliberate and enhanced emphasis on SLOC operations within and beyond the first island chain in PLA doctrine and planning;
• Produce or acquire more weapons platforms that could be used not only for coastal or littoral defense but also for power projection operations within and beyond the first island chain (such as more advanced long-range strike fighter aircraft, enhanced aerial refueling capabilities, greater numbers of nuclear-powered submarines, and more advanced forms of aircraft carriers—for example, CATOBAR-style);
• Engage in more frequent testing and exhibition of a range of threatening systems, such as ASBMs and ASAT technologies;
• Facilitate a more concerted effort to improve command and control, training, and joint interoperability within the PLA;
• Adopt military doctrines and operational concepts that would enable more regular training of PLA forces in tactics that would be relevant to a Japan-related contingency; and
• Conduct more regular shows of force via patrols and exercises in the East China Sea, near the Japanese islands, and transiting Japanese straits.

However, it is unlikely that such directives would result in major measurable differences in actual PLA capabilities within the time frame of this study. First of all, the emergence of a significantly more adversarial foreign policy orientation in Beijing is unlikely to occur within the coming five years, given the relative stability currently exhibited in the Chinese economic, social, and political system. Rather, if such a shift does happen, it will more likely occur in the middle range of this time frame (ten to fifteen years out). Then, even if such a shift occurred, it would take time for all the above-mentioned decisions to be implemented, even more for them to be realized in enhanced operational capabilities.

As a result, actual PLA capabilities in 2030 under this trajectory would be very similar to those described under Trajectory 2, though with the potential to increase significantly beyond that time frame.
Overall National Security Strategy

After the end of World War II and the San Francisco peace settlement of 1951, Japan pursued a national security strategy of relying upon the United States for national defense and of focusing on economic reconstruction and development. To institutionalize the U.S. security commitment, Japan agreed to the permanent stationing of U.S. forces on Japanese territory and pursued a minimalist rearmament policy that would somewhat placate American pressures for more defense burden sharing and would sustain a domestic defense industrial base. To cultivate political support in Japan for the security relationship with the United States and for the Japan Self-Defense Forces (JSDF) in the context of strong antimilitary sentiments in the Japanese public, the Japanese government, led by the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), adopted a number of constraints on defense policy—including restrictions on arms exports, the three non-nuclear principles, a ceiling on defense expenditures of 1 percent of gross national product (GNP), and an exclusively defensive defense doctrine. To promote its economic interests, Japan seized export market opportunities, absorbed and commercialized advanced technologies to enhance its international competitiveness, used diplomacy and aid programs to secure stable access to critical
natural resources, and pursued structural adjustment and trade policies to minimize the
domestic social and political costs of economic development.

Once Japan achieved its status as the second-largest economy in the world and one of
the most advanced in technological terms, the country began to recalibrate (rather than
transform) its national security strategy in response to the changing international envi-
ronment. After the United States’ rapprochement with China, Tokyo moved quickly to
normalize relations with Beijing and to explore ways to promote its economic interests in
China. After the U.S. military disengagement from Vietnam, Japan devoted greater at-
tention and energy to its Southeast Asia policy to enhance its commercial ties with that
region. After the intensification of the Soviet-American competition during the late 1970s
and early 1980s, Japan began to somewhat relax its domestic constraints on defense policy
and move modestly toward a “roles and missions” approach for defense cooperation with
the United States. After the end of the Cold War and the first Persian Gulf War and the
discovery of North Korea’s clandestine nuclear weapons program, Japan incrementally
expanded its security policy horizons to participate in noncombat UN-mandated peace-
keeping operations and to provide rear-area support for the U.S. military in contingencies
that affect Japan’s security interests. And after the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on
America, Japan took the unprecedented step of refueling naval ships from the United States
and other countries in the Indian Ocean and deploying ground forces to Iraq for postwar
reconstruction. A key Japanese motivation in these recalibrations of national security strat-
egy has been a desire to maintain the alliance with the United States at a time of interna-
tional uncertainties and concerns about the resilience of American security commitments.2

This emphasis on relations with the United States, however, did not mean that Japan
ignored other dimensions of foreign policy. For most Japanese, although the United States–
Japan alliance was essential for Japan’s national security strategy, it was by no means suf-
ficient. As a consequence, Japan became an active proponent of various regional dialogues
and processes (including Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, APEC, and the ASEAN
Regional Forum), attempted to address the negative regional consequences of its militarist
past, and worked bilaterally and multilaterally to cultivate stable and friendly relations with
neighboring countries like South Korea, China, and members of the Association of South-
east Asian Nations (ASEAN).3 In short, Japan sought to develop an Asia-Pacific order that
would prevent it from having to make a strategic choice between the United States and
East Asia. To achieve this, Japan has pursued a multilayered and multidimensional strategy
of security cooperation in the region.

**Evolution of Defense Strategy and Doctrine**

In 1976, with the release of the *National Defense Program Outline* (*NDPO*), Japan of-
 officially announced its general defense doctrine for the first time in the post–World War II
era. The 1976 *NDPO* articulated the concept of a “Basic Defense Force” that could repel
a “limited and small-scale aggression without external assistance.” The doctrine was de-
developed at a time when defense planners believed that a full-scale military clash between “East and West” was highly unlikely given the existing military balance, mutual nuclear deterrence, and efforts to stabilize international relations through détente. Nevertheless, prudence demanded that Japan possess a balanced defense force that could respond to a surprise attack so as to deny a fait accompli. Japan’s having such a force would then prevent an aggressor from achieving a cheap and rapid victory; and if necessary, Japanese forces could at a minimum resist the aggression until U.S. forces came to the aid of Japan. If international conditions were to deteriorate, Japan, through its balanced Basic Defense Force and its indigenous defense-related industries, would be able to expand its defense capabilities to address a more threatening external environment. To ensure that the JSDF would be consistent with the Japanese Constitution, which denies the right of belligerency, the NDPO affirmed that Japan would only possess and use defense forces that would only be minimally necessary to repel aggression. Because the 1976 NDPO did not specify an explicit concrete threat or attack against Japan, the “Basic Defense Force” concept was not a threat-based doctrine.

Within a few years after the NDPO’s adoption, however, Japanese defense planners became more focused on the Soviet military threat, even while adhering to the Basic Defense Force concept. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979 brought Soviet-American détente to an end. In the same year, the Soviet Union deployed military forces on the “Northern Territories”—islands off the coast of Hokkaido seized by the Soviet Union at the end of World War II but claimed by Japan as its territory. This action, in addition to the Soviet buildup of its naval and air power in the Northwest Pacific and Soviet access to military bases in Vietnam, provoked Japan to make some adjustments in its defense posture and policies. The JSDF put greater emphasis on the defense of Hokkaido and especially its adjacent straits, which Soviet forces might try to seize during a Soviet-American military confrontation. In 1980 Japan also announced the objective of defending sea lanes out to 1,000 nautical miles.

The 1990–1991 Persian Gulf crisis and war revealed fundamental limitations with the 1976 defense doctrine in light of a world expecting more from an economically powerful Japan. Insofar as the JSDF were restricted to a strictly defensive defense doctrine and the use of force to what is “minimally necessary” to counter aggression against Japanese territory, the Japanese government found it extremely difficult in both political and constitutional terms to dispatch the JSDF to participate in the United States-led multinational coalition against Iraq. In the aftermath of this crisis, Japan began to relax some of the existing constraints on the JSDF to permit their overseas dispatch for various peacekeeping missions. Japan, however, imposed severe restrictions on the weapons the JSDF could possess and their use on these overseas deployments. Moreover, abiding by the government’s long-standing constitutional interpretation prohibiting the exercise of the right of collective self-defense, the Cabinet Legal Affairs Bureau ruled that Japan could not offer rear-area support to another country that would be directly integrated with the use of force (buryoku kōshi no ittaika), except in response to an attack against Japan.
In the wake of the North Korean nuclear crisis of 1993–1994, however, Japan took incremental steps to revise its defense policies while formally adhering to the “Basic Defense Force” concept. In 1995, Japan adopted new National Defense Program Guidelines (NDPG) to replace the 1976 NDPO. While retaining the “Basic Defense Force” concept, the 1995 NDPG recommended that the JSDF needed to become more rationalized, streamlined, and efficient since the security environment still contained “uncertain elements” and was therefore not fully stable. Japan passed in 1999 legislation to implement the new U.S.-Japan Defense Cooperation Guidelines so that Japan could provide rear-area support in “situations in areas surrounding Japan” that have clear implications for Japanese security.

In 2004, Japan adopted a new NDPG and moved toward a more explicit threat-based defense doctrine. This new “NDPG for FY [Fiscal Year] 2005 and Beyond” explicitly referred not only to North Korean military activities as a major destabilizing factor, but also to China’s military modernization and its expanding “area of operation at sea” as requiring close attention. The document identified the following “new threats and diverse situations” that the JSDF should address (1) ballistic missile attacks; (2) guerilla and special operations forces attacks; (3) invasion of Japan’s offshore islands; (4) patrol and surveillance in the sea and airspace surrounding Japan, and violation of Japan’s airspace and the intrusion of armed special-purpose ships and other similar vessels; and (5) large-scale and/or special-type (nuclear, biological, chemical, and radiological) disasters. Although the “Basic Defense Force” concept was again preserved, the new guidelines stipulated that the JSDF should become “multifunctional,” “flexible,” and “effective.”

In December 2010, the Japanese government finally adopted a new defense doctrine that explicitly replaced the one that had existed since 1976. The 1976 Basic Defense Force concept involved “static” deterrence that focused on “the quantities and size of weapons and troops” that would be deployed evenly across the Japanese archipelago. The new National Defense Program Guidelines [NDPG] for FY 2011 and Beyond (adopted by the Japanese Cabinet in December 2010), however, enunciated the concept of “Dynamic Defense Force,” which entails developing JSDF “that [possess] readiness, mobility, flexibility, sustainability, and versatility”—all of which will be “reinforced by advanced technology based on the trends of levels of military technology and intelligence capabilities.” Under this new concept, Japan intends to stress “comprehensive operational performance such as readiness for an immediate and seamless response to contingencies” that are likely to involve short warning times because of “exponential advances in military capabilities.” Rather than emphasizing the maintenance of “a certain level of defense force” in a static sense, Japan would demonstrate “national will and strong defense capabilities through such timely and tailored military operations as regular intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance activities (ISR).” Although the “Dynamic Defense Force” concept represented a substantial doctrinal innovation, it built upon earlier Japanese defense initiatives. For example, after the 2004 NDPG, Japan established the Central Readiness Force to respond rapidly to various domestic contingencies as well as to support international peace cooperation and disaster relief operations.
A critical feature of the “Dynamic Defense Force” concept is a deepening of the alliance with the United States. The new NDPG mandates greater cooperation with the United States in the following fields: intelligence cooperation, bilateral contingency planning, operational cooperation for “situations in areas surrounding Japan,” ballistic missile defense (BMD), equipment and technology cooperation, information security, and extended deterrence. This agenda will keep Japan’s Ministry of Defense and the JSDF busy in terms of operational and legislative initiatives. Nevertheless, the “NDPG for 2011 and Beyond” also reaffirmed a basic continuity in defense policy by explicitly stating that Japan will adhere to “an exclusively defense-oriented policy,” will not become “a military power that poses a threat to other countries,” will maintain the three non-nuclear principles, and will build “a modest defense force.”

**Constitutional Constraints**

Although U.S. officials drafted Japan’s postwar Constitution during the occupation era, the Japanese people generally embraced this document, and Article 9 of the Constitution became a symbol of the country’s postwar identity and pacifist norms. The Japanese government, however, flexibly interpreted Article 9 to enable Japan to have a national defense policy and adapt that policy to changes in the international environment as well as to constrain rearmament and the use of force. During the 1950s, officials affirmed during parliamentary deliberations that Japan as a sovereign country had the right to defend itself and could therefore develop and maintain a self-defense force. At the same time, however, the government stipulated that the country’s defense capabilities would be at the “minimum necessary level” (bitsuyō saishō gendo) for self-defense; and because of this restriction, the JSDF differed from the militaries of so-called normal countries. Japan would therefore pursue an “exclusively defense-oriented policy” (senshu bōei) and refrain from possessing “more military force than is necessary for self-defense and that could pose a threat to other countries.” The government articulated three necessary conditions for using armed force for self-defense: “(1) when there is an imminent and illegitimate act of aggression against Japan; (2) when there is no appropriate means to deal with such aggression other than by resorting to the right of self-defense; and (3) when the use of armed force is confined to the minimum necessary level.”

Under this constitutional interpretation, “offensive weapons designed to be used only for the mass destruction of another country” are prohibited; and as a result, the JSDF are not permitted to possess “intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM), long-range strategic bombers, or attack aircraft carriers.” Interestingly, however, the Japanese government has repeatedly argued that the Constitution does not necessarily proscribe nuclear weapons if such weapons could be justified as “minimally necessary.” Nor has the government explicitly restricted the use of armed force to the “geographic boundaries of Japanese territory, territorial waters, and air space.” In other words, under certain circumstances, Japan may use force against another country as an act of self-defense, but the government acknowledged
the difficulty of defining such circumstances in advance. During the Koizumi administration in 2003, the cabinet secretariat reportedly floated the idea of purchasing Tomahawk cruise missiles from the United States to prevent a missile attack (presumably from North Korea) by acquiring the means to destroy a missile base preemptively. In the end, Japan opted for a missile defense system, which was more consistent with Japan’s exclusively defense-oriented policy. But Shigeru Ishiba, who served as defense minister at the time, supported considering the option of having the “minimum necessary ability to attack an enemy base,” even while opposing the acquisition of the Tomahawk cruise missile. As early as the mid-1950s, Japanese officials had indeed declared that attacking enemy bases could be justified in terms of the right of self-defense.

Another constitutional gray area involves the deployment of the JSDF overseas. In 1954, based on the Constitution and the people’s “peace-loving spirit,” the House of Councilors resolved that the JSDF should not be dispatched overseas, and the government confirmed its respect of the resolution. But in 1961, Prime Minister Hayato Ikeda noted that under the Constitution, it might be permissible for the JSDF to participate in a United Nations “police force” whose purpose is the maintenance of global safety, while recognizing that the Self-Defense Law at the time did not permit such participation. In response to international developments, the government relaxed the restrictions on overseas dispatch by stretching the concepts of self-defense and “minimum necessary level.” During the early 1980s, Japanese officials framed sea-lane defense in terms of individual self-defense. In the wake of the 1990–1991 Persian Gulf crisis and war, Japan moved to contribute more to international security by participating in UN peacekeeping operations. The government insisted that such participation would be constitutional because the JSDF would not be going overseas as armed units with the aim of using force. After 9/11, Japan sent Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force (JMSDF) ships to the Indian Ocean to refuel ships and participate in a maritime interdiction mission and deployed the Japan Ground Self-Defense Force (JGSDF) to Iraq to assist in postwar reconstruction. Opponents charged that these deployments violated the Constitution, but the government argued that because these operations were not directly integrated with the use of force, they were constitutionally permissible.

The right of “collective self-defense” has been an additional issue of constitutional controversy. In 1954, while recognizing Japan’s right of collective self-defense under international law, the government declared that Japan may not exercise this right. In subsequent years, it elaborated on this prohibition by noting that collective self-defense exceeded “the minimum necessary level of self-defense.” According to the government’s definition, collective self-defense entails “the right to use force to stop a direct attack on a foreign country with which the state has close relations, even if the state itself is not under attack.” This prohibition of collective self-defense, however, has not precluded Japan from providing rear-area support to the United States as long as such support is not directly integrated with the use of force.

Critics of this constitutional interpretation point out that proscribing collective self-defense impedes United States–Japan cooperation during certain military contingencies and
unreasonably restricts Japan’s role in UN peacekeeping and peace enforcement operations. To address this problem, Prime Minister Shinzō Abe appointed in 2007 a blue ribbon committee chaired by Shunji Yanai (former Japanese ambassador to the United States) to study how to “reconstruct” the legal basis for national security. This panel examined four scenarios: (1) an attack on U.S. naval ships that are engaged in joint operations with JMSDF vessels in international waters, (2) interception of a ballistic missile targeted at the United States, (3) defense of personnel from other countries participating in international peace operations along with Japan, and (4) logistical support for international peace operations that might become an integral part of the use of force by other countries. For the first two scenarios, the Yanai advisory panel report (released in June 2008) stated that Japan would have to exercise the right of collective self-defense. For the latter two scenarios, the committee believed that Japan could engage in such activities without violating the current interpretation of the Constitution, but also noted that a constitutional interpretation that did not “prohibit Japan from exercising the right of collective self-defense or from participating in collective security” would be preferable in addressing the fourth scenario.

Although the Yanai panel showed how the current interpretation of the Constitution would pose acute problems in highly plausible security scenarios, its recommendations failed to generate broad support. Even political leaders from the LDP criticized Abe for trying to change the Constitution through the backdoor without open debate. The defeat of the LDP in the summer 2007 House of Councilors election and the subsequent resignation of Prime Minister Abe demonstrated that the Japanese electorate cared more about social welfare policy and fiscal issues than constitutional revision. Abe’s successor, Prime Minister Yasuo Fukuda, responded tepidly to the Yanai panel report recommendations, and the movement to revise or reinterpret the Constitution waned. Despite the demise of the Social Democratic Party as the leading advocate of postwar pacifism, antimilitarist norms in the Japanese public remain strong. According to an April 2012 Asahi Shimbun poll, 51 percent of the respondents believe that amending the Constitution is necessary, while only 29 percent believe that it is unnecessary. But of those who favor constitutional revision, only 17 percent felt that there was a problem with Article 9. For 69 percent of the “revisionists,” the critical issue was the incorporation of new rights and institutions. Moreover, many proponents of constitutional revision support changing the Constitution to make it more consistent with existing policies rather than to promote a more robust military.

In general, compared with the LDP, the Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) has been less favorable to constitutional revision and reinterpretation in order to relax the existing constraints on the JSDF. Although Yukio Hatoyama had previously advocated revising the postwar Constitution according to liberal principles, he refrained from taking up this agenda after becoming the DPJ’s first prime minister in September 2009. His successor, Naoto Kan, tended to be just as dovish on security issues and did not engage the issue of collective self-defense. Nevertheless, a number of hawkish DPJ members of the National Diet favor collective defense, and Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda in July 2012 revealed that he was considering a review of the current interpretation of the Constitution, which
prohibits exercising the right of collective self-defense. But forging a consensus within the DPJ in favor of exercising the right of collective self-defense has been difficult and could further weaken party cohesion. Consequently, during the December 2012 election campaign, the DPJ shied away from addressing the constitutional revision issue and supported maintaining the “exclusively defense-oriented” policy.32

By contrast, the LDP took up once again the revisionist cause by finalizing its proposal for constitutional revision in April 2012.33 While retaining the “renunciation of war” principle in the first clause of Article 9, the LDP revision draft changes the second clause so that the “renunciation of war” does not hinder the right of self-defense and adds several sub-clauses that establish a “National Defense Military” [Kokubō Gun] with the prime minister as its supreme commander.34 Although the LDP proposal did not explicitly include a clause regarding “the right of collective self-defense,” the party pamphlet on constitutional revision noted that according to the UN Charter, the right of self-defense subsumes collective as well as individual self-defense so there is no need to insert this point in the revision proposal.

The fall 2012 crisis in Japan–China relations triggered by the Japanese national government’s decision to purchase three of the five main Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands has made the Japanese political climate more favorable for constitutional revision or at least reinterpretation. A Mainichi Shimbun opinion survey conducted in September 2012 showed a significant upswing in public support for revising Article 9 of the Constitution; 58 percent favored revision, compared with 48 percent in 2009.35 The landslide LDP victory in the House of Representatives election of December 2012 dramatically increased the number of Diet members in favor of collective self-defense. Compared to 33 percent after the August 2009 election, 79 percent elected or re-elected to the lower house in December 2012 support collective self-defense.36 The political path to constitutional reinterpretation and revision, however, is not completely clear. The LDP’s coalition partner, Kômeitō, remains resistant to changing the Constitution or its interpretation regarding defense, and the pro-revision forces still lack the necessary two-thirds majority in the House of Councillors. But a constitutional shift may not be required to address a direct Chinese threat to the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands because Japan could simply respond as an exercise of its right of individual self-defense in the strict sense. Nevertheless, the prohibition on exercising the right of collective self-defense reinforces an organizational culture in Japan’s defense establishment that emphasizes autonomy to the detriment of defense integration and coordination with the United States, even in operations for the defense of Japan.

The legal foundations for possible rules of JSDF engagement vis-à-vis Chinese military forces in the East China Sea (short of a blatant attack by China) remain murky. Currently, the mission of protecting Japan’s southwest islands from intrusions by Chinese vessels has fallen primarily to the Japan Coast Guard, which looms increasingly large as it confronts its numerous Chinese maritime security agency counterparts.37 Constitutional constraints are likely to circumscribe active JSDF participation in a Taiwan military contingency that does not involve a direct attack on Japanese territory by China. The Constitution as it is
currently interpreted also constrains Japan's acquisition of defense capabilities that could be used in counteroffensive operations against China. Therefore, Japan's operational role in the context of the United States–Japan alliance during a China-related contingency is likely to be limited to defense of the home islands and rear-area support. That said, in these areas, Tokyo is strengthening its defense capabilities as effectively as possible within existing legal, political, and financial boundaries.

Perceptions of China

The Japanese foreign policy community recognizes that China prefers a stable and peaceful regional security environment so that it can concentrate on domestic economic development and that China faces formidable domestic challenges regarding socioeconomic inequalities, the unevenness of development, and the acute social and environmental negative consequences of rapid industrialization. At the same time, however, Japanese policy-makers view as inevitable the expansion and modernization of Chinese military capabilities and activities as China's national power grows. They are concerned that with this strengthening of military and economic power, segments of the Chinese political system that advocate an aggressively nationalistic diplomatic and military policy could become more influential relative to more moderate voices in China. Japanese analysts in fact believe that “China is not fully satisfied with the current international order.” They see China's conception of national interest as expanding both geographically and substantively.38

In Japan's view, China has the following objectives for its military buildup:

- Intercept naval operations in waters as far as possible from the country in order to defend Chinese territory and territorial waters.
- Develop military capabilities to deter and prevent Taiwan's independence.
- Acquire, maintain, and protect maritime rights and interests.
- Defend the sea lines of communication (SLOCs) for China.39

China has intensified its naval activity in the region in pursuit of the security goals outlined above. In particular, Japanese defense officials stress the increased tempo of Chinese air and naval activity in the East China Sea and areas surrounding the Japanese archipelago. They also emphasize that the Chinese navy has adopted an “offshore defensive strategy” that entails the “normalization of blue-water exercises,” which in turn means more frequent transit of straits adjacent to Japanese islands and the exclusive economic zone (EEZ) claimed by Japan.

The Japanese do acknowledge that Chinese warships are legally free to pass through international waters, and they note that legal advisers often accompany Chinese fleets engaging in such exercises so that China usually adheres to international law. There have been some notable exceptions, however, such as a Chinese submarine's illegal transit through
Japanese territorial waters in 2004. Japanese analysts also point out that China interprets international law inconsistently. While criticizing U.S. surveillance activities in the EEZs claimed by China, the Chinese not only have increased patrols and surveys in the waters of Japan’s EEZ but also operate in ways that go beyond the original prior notifications made to Japan under a bilateral agreement. Especially worrisome to Japan is the Chinese military’s increasingly provocative behavior toward JMSDF vessels that track Chinese activity, a behavior perhaps emerging from an increased sense of Chinese confidence in light of Japan’s objectively long strategic decline.  

Japanese defense analysts also attribute this increasing Chinese assertiveness to China’s growing economic and military capabilities as well as the influence and autonomy of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), and they are concerned that Chinese overconfidence in the region might encourage reckless behavior. Insofar as China’s top leadership wants to continue to focus on national economic development and avoid domestic turmoil, most Japanese observers believe that China will avoid openly challenging the United States and its alliance system in the Asia-Pacific region. Nevertheless, as noted in chapter 2, China seeks to prevent the formation of a tight, multilateralized United States–led alliance system to contain or constrain China from pursuing its interests. To do so, Beijing is expected to rely upon a combination of positive bilateral and multilateral diplomatic overtures to Tokyo and other Asian capitals and the attraction of the Chinese market.

Japanese defense planners distinguish between possible high-end conflict with China (such as conflict over Taiwan or an invasion or direct military threat to Japan’s main islands) and “gray-zone” competition with China that entails military competition with China short of war and the ratcheting up of Chinese military presence and activity near Japan (especially in the East China Sea). While U.S. defense planners may put greater emphasis on possible high-end military conflict with China, Japanese counterparts place priority on gray-area competition that is unlikely to escalate into full-scale war. Japan’s new NDPG, adopted in December 2010, explicitly state that “a full-scale invasion against Japan that will threaten its existence, such as a large-scale landing invasion, is unlikely to occur,” but it emphasizes that Japan faces “diverse, complex and intertwined” security challenges and destabilizing factors.  

According to Japanese analysts, Chinese assertiveness in the East China Sea aims to enhance diplomatic and military leverage over Japan and buttress China’s sovereignty claims and maritime rights. This assertiveness has come not only from the PLA. China has strengthened the capabilities of maritime law enforcement agencies like Chinese Marine Surveillance and the China Fisheries Law Enforcement Command and has increased their patrol activities. In 2012 and again in early 2013, for example, Chinese Marine Surveillance vessels repeatedly entered the territorial waters surrounding the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands claimed and controlled by Japan. Japanese defense analysts are especially concerned about Chinese “low-intensity revisionist actions” in the East China Sea, which include exercising jurisdiction inside Japan’s claimed EEZ and territorial waters, developing resources on the continental shelf or waters that China unilaterally claims contrary to Japanese claims, or even occupying the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands.
Since the 1989 Tiananmen Square incident, Japanese public perceptions of China have become increasingly negative. This negative trend accelerated during the problematic Koizumi era (2001–2006) in Japan–China relations, caused in large part by harsh Chinese reaction to Koizumi’s repeated visits to the Yasukuni Shrine, which enshrines Class-A war criminals from World War II as well as Japanese soldiers who died in war. After the improvement in Japan–China relations during the Abe and Fukuda administrations, the negative slide in public perceptions of China was checked, and there were some indications that public views of China were improving—especially with growing commercial ties with China and the influx of Chinese tourists to Japan. Since the Chinese fishing trawler incident near the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in September 2010 and the renewed tensions over the islands in late 2012, however, Japanese public views about China have again deteriorated sharply (figures 3.1 and 3.2).

FIGURE 3.1
Japanese Public’s Sense of Affinity With China (中国に対する親近感), 1986–2012

This trend in public opinion might suggest that the Japanese public is becoming more supportive of a tougher defense policy toward China and of a stronger military alliance with the United States to deter a rising China. But such a conclusion may be premature. For example, a public opinion poll conducted by NHK only two months (November 26–28, 2010) after the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands collision incident suggests that the Japanese public may not be that supportive of tightening the United States–Japan alliance to counter China. In response to a question about how Japan should respond to Chinese behavior, only 12 percent of those surveyed favored dealing with China by relying on the military deterrence capabilities of the United States. Instead, 57 percent supported collaborating with other Asian countries to deal with China and even 23 percent favored deepening the bilateral relationship with China. In a poll taken by the Asahi Shimbun during the August–September 2012 period when Sino-Japanese tensions were escalating over the Senkaku/Diaoyu
Islands dispute, 90 percent of the Japanese respondents not surprisingly stated that bilateral relations were not going well, compared with 45 percent in 2002. When those polled were asked to name the biggest problem in Sino-Japanese relations, the issues mentioned in order of frequency were the territorial problem (38 percent), the problem over historical perceptions (30 percent), economic frictions (10 percent), food safety and the environment (10 percent), and finally increase in military power (7 percent). In other words, despite the conflict over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, few Japanese view the rise of Chinese military power as the key problem in bilateral relations.\(^{45}\)

**Views of the United States–Japan Alliance**

Regarding Japan's alliance with the United States, a 2010 blue ribbon panel on Japanese security and defense capabilities noted "the decline of the overwhelming superiority of the United States" in the wake of the Afghanistan and Iraq wars, the 2008 American financial crisis after the bursting of the real estate financial bubble, and the rise of emerging powers such as China, India, and Russia. As a consequence, there has been "a global shift in the balance of power and a deterioration of international public goods." The panel drew the following conclusion: "U.S. presence as well as its policies in the Asia-Pacific region will continue to be a stabilizing factor in the region. But the superiority of U.S. power in the region is not unconditional. U.S. decisionmaking will increasingly be influenced by its relationships with states in the region and its own interests. In this regard, it is likely that the United States will increase its expectations of its allies and their contributions in the security field."\(^{46}\)

On the whole, most Japanese welcome the Obama administration's policy of "rebalancing" toward Asia and find it reassuring that the United States intends to maintain a robust military presence in the Asia-Pacific region. At the same time, however, Japanese observers recognize that the United States will inevitably have to make major cuts in its defense budget. Therefore, given the rise of Chinese military capabilities, Washington will seek to strengthen alliances and partnerships in the region and will expect allies to contribute more to common security interests. There will also be strong pressures on the United States to enhance military efficiency and effectiveness by adopting a new regional military strategy that is more consistent with economic and political realities.\(^{47}\)

Japanese defense policy analysts are therefore extremely interested in the current U.S. debate over several possible future operational military concepts for dealing with potential adversaries armed with "antiaccess/area denial" (A2/AD)-type capabilities, especially the Air-Sea Battle (ASB) concept—with respect to both the degree of support it has in the United States and the expectations this concept might have for Japanese defense policy.\(^{48}\) Some believe that the integration of the JSDF into the ASB concept could generate positive synergies that would enhance Japan's ability to defend its offshore islands.\(^{49}\) Others are concerned that the concept might be used to pull back U.S. forces from the region, or, conversely, to draw Japan into a conflict with China. As a result, Washington's apparent
failure to specify Japanese roles and missions under these new circumstances is increasingly problematic. Left to its own conclusions, Japan will be unable to judge U.S. intentions or plan for alliance actions.

At this point, Japanese defense planners place greater emphasis on intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) activities to monitor Chinese maritime military activity rather than integrating Japan into a counteroffensive ASB plan to actively deny China’s A2/AD objective in a time of war. (Whether or not these Japanese ISR capabilities and operations are developed and carried out independently or together with the United States will be a key determinant of alliance integrity.) Nevertheless, both Japan and the United States have been responding for some time—sometimes together, at least as often separately—to China’s A2/AD capabilities. Although improvement of China–Taiwan relations may be reducing the prospect of war, Japanese defense analysts emphasize that the cross-strait military balance is shifting in favor of the People's Republic of China. Some are also concerned that a resolution of the Taiwan conflict in favor of China (that is, Taiwan acquiesces to China's notions of reconciliation and ultimately reunification) could yield a strategic situation unfavorable for Japan with respect to China.

Another Japanese concern is the strategic implications of the U.S. embrace (under the Obama administration) of the goal of nuclear disarmament in the context of China’s nuclear weapons modernization. Even with the reduction of U.S. nuclear warheads as part of the U.S.-Russian strategic arms reduction process, the United States maintains and will likely maintain for the foreseeable future both numerical and technological superiority over China regarding nuclear weapons. Nevertheless, Japanese defense analysts find worrisome a probable long-term trend in which China narrows the strategic nuclear gap with the United States and significantly improves its medium-range missile capabilities that threaten both Japan and U.S. forces operating in the region. As China increases the survivability of its nuclear deterrent, strategic stability between China and the United States could be enhanced at high levels of escalation. Citing the so-called stability/instability paradox, however, Japanese analysts point out that instability could increase at lower rungs of the escalatory ladder. For example, crisis stability at the strategic nuclear level might enable and even encourage China to be more assertive regarding territorial and maritime disputes with Japan. As a consequence, there will be growing pressure on Japan to cooperate with the United States to strengthen conventional “deterrence through denial” rather than simply rely on U.S. nuclear “deterrence through punishment.”

Strategic Toward China and the United States–Japan Alliance

Japan’s strategy toward China has been shaped by two overarching calculations. First, Japanese see the expansion of Chinese military power and activities near Japan as, at the very least, cause for concern and possibly a challenge and threat to national security. But second, China is increasingly vital to Japanese economic interests in terms of trade, invest-
ment, and tourism. Anxiety about the political–military implications of China’s rise and the economic attraction of China’s growing market have the potential to pull Japan in opposite directions: either to balance against a possible Chinese political–military threat, or to embrace China as an economic partner. Nevertheless, there is general agreement that Japan should pursue a mixed and multilayered strategy of engagement and hedging.\textsuperscript{52} While embracing China as an economic partner and forging areas of international and regional cooperation where possible and desirable, Japanese policymakers support hedging against the rise of China as a political–military power by maintaining (and even strengthening) the defense alliance with the United States, by refocusing the country’s defense posture to deal more with China, and by deepening relations with other nations in the Asia-Pacific region.

Divisions have emerged within Japan’s foreign and security policy establishment regarding the pace and extent of change in the various dimensions of China policy, in particular how much cooperation should be emphasized relative to competition and how soft or hard the hedging component should be. The salient Japanese debate about strategy and policy toward China clusters around two schools of thought: those who support “cooperative engagement with a soft hedge” and those who advocate “competitive engagement with a hard hedge.”\textsuperscript{53} Proponents of both schools of thought can be found within Japan’s national security policy establishment, but the competitive engagement viewpoint is in the ascendancy. Both views are also found within the Ministry of Defense and Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and therefore, policy divisions do not reflect cleavages along simple ministerial lines. Nevertheless, the economic agencies (Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry; and Ministry of Finance) tend to be more supportive of the “cooperative engagement” view.

The basic policy elements of each school of thought are delineated in the following lists:

\textit{Cooperative Engagement With a Soft Hedge}

- Bring China into the international community as a constructive stakeholder by giving China a greater voice as its power rises.
- Promote a multilayered regional economic and security architecture that includes China.
- Promote regional free trade arrangements including a trilateral Japan–China–South Korea free trade arrangement.
- Promote a trilateral confidence-building mechanism between the United States, Japan, and China.
- Maintain and strengthen the United States–Japan alliance while being sensitive to Chinese security interests (especially regarding Taiwan).
- Enhance the capabilities of the Coast Guard to protect Japan’s maritime jurisdiction.
Modestly and incrementally modernize the Japanese Self-Defense Forces (JSDF) for UN-sanctioned peacekeeping and for the defense of Japanese territory, but keep defense spending to less than 1 percent of gross domestic product (GDP).

**Competitive Engagement With a Hard Hedge**

- Preserve and deepen the liberal international order while engaging China.
- Promote a multilayered regional economic and security architecture that constrains China—especially through security ties with other Asian states and a reinvigorated United States–led alliance system.
- Place priority on the Trans-Pacific Partnership over possible free trade arrangements that include China.
- Strengthen the United States–Japan alliance through greater joint planning and operations (with implications for a Taiwan contingency, the ASB concept, and Japanese capability and will to put at risk Chinese air and naval capabilities operating near Japan and the East China Sea during a military crisis) as well as enhance the capabilities of the Coast Guard to protect Japan’s maritime jurisdiction.
- Revise or reinterpret the Constitution to exercise the right of collective self-defense; and modify the three non-nuclear principles to buttress U.S. extended deterrence.
- Increase defense budgets so that defense spending exceeds 1 percent of GDP and perhaps approximates 1.2 to 1.3 percent of GDP, and begin to acquire some weapons systems with offensive capabilities.

Japan’s current policy trajectory toward China closely approximates “cooperative engagement with a soft hedge.” This is in part because of Japanese calculations about their economic interests vis-à-vis China and assessments about the acuteness of China’s military challenge to Japan’s security interests. But the “cooperative engagement with a soft hedge” approach also tends to be sustained because of Japanese domestic factors such as fiscal constraints on defense budgets, constitutional and legal constraints on defense doctrine and operations, and the resilience of pacifist sentiments in the Japanese public. Therefore, over the next fifteen to twenty years, a Japanese strategic shift to “competitive engagement with a hard hedge” is likely to require two simultaneous external developments: (1) the emergence of a highly capable and blatantly hostile and aggressive Chinese military policy toward Japan and its alliance relationship with the United States; and (2) clear signaling of American expectations toward Japan for a more robust defense response to China’s hostile military posture and behavior as the price of continued U.S. security commitment to Japan. Although the “containment” and “accommodation” schools (discussed below in the outlier futures, Trajectories 4 and 5) may not be influential within the national security policy establishment, these views
can affect the relative influence of the more centrist schools (“cooperative engagement” versus “competitive engagement”) in the concrete policy process.

Given the powerful domestic political and economic constraints that hold back bold strategic shifts, without a clear and alarming change in Chinese capabilities and behavior, changes in Japanese defense policy toward China over even the long term will tend to be reactive, limited, and incremental. In response to particular events or crises, however, Japan is likely to behave erratically; and this erratic tendency will be compounded by Japan’s basic strategic dilemma between countering China’s rise as a military power and embracing China as an economic opportunity. Moreover, despite an overall depolarization of the public debate about defense and China policy, ineffectual responses by the government to Chinese behavior could provoke strong nationalistic criticisms that could in turn worsen the government’s tendency to be erratic in the face of international stress. Recent examples of this erratic behavior include the handling of the Chinese fishing trawler incident near the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in September 2010 and Governor Shintarō Ishihara’s initiative in the spring and summer of 2012 to have the Tokyo metropolitan government purchase three of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands as a way to assert Japan’s territorial rights. In the latter case, the Japanese government was not strong enough to frontally oppose Ishihara’s initiative. Instead, the Noda Cabinet attempted to outflank Ishihara by having the national government purchase the islands, which then provoked a diplomatic crisis with China.

Theoretically, over the next fifteen to twenty years, Japan could opt for an independent strategy toward China in which the United States–Japan alliance would be hollowed out if not dismantled. For example, Japan could develop an independent nuclear weapons capability to deter China. Or it could accommodate strategically with China by deferring to Chinese interests regarding Taiwan and maritime areas like the East China and South China seas. Given Japan’s current domestic political configuration as well as its security perceptions and interests, neither of these independent strategies is optimal for Japan and currently has little influence. These options would emerge as serious choices for Japan only if there were a dramatic U.S. strategic retreat from the Asia-Pacific region (see chapter 5). Whether Japan would acquire a nuclear arsenal or appease China would then depend on China’s behavior toward Japan. If China became overtly hostile, then proponents for nuclear weapons would gain traction in Japan. But if China pursued a nonhostile cooperative policy, then Japanese advocates of strategic accommodation with China would become more influential.

DEFENSE CAPABILITIES

Basic Characteristics of the Self-Defense Forces

For the time being, the JSDF can be described by four long-standing and mutually dependent sets of characteristics and by one more recent, independent set of characteristics.
These characteristics are largely based on political and legal features of Japan’s national security strategy. They each have rational and explicit technical and operational implications for Japan’s national defense strategy, military posture, JSDF force levels, and operational capabilities in the seven military domains included in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JSDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The JSDF as a Constitutional Force:</strong> First, the JSDF are the military Japan wants, whatever the objective requirement might be. It is not a rhetorical flourish that Japan’s Constitution renounces war as a sovereign right. The JSDF are organized and equipped based upon a strategy of defensive defense, enshrined in both national and alliance policies. As such, the JSDF will remain politically and operationally constrained, small, and relatively less capable than might be the case otherwise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The JSDF as a Cadre Force:</strong> While national demographics and Japan’s and the alliance’s defense economies impose certain limitations, nevertheless the JSDF are essentially a cadre force, inherently built for expansion in terms of both capability and force structure. In this regard, Japanese policy has been twofold: to procure representative military capabilities and technologies—such as token aerial refueling and 767 airborne warning and control system (AWACS) aircraft—without building out the force to a logical, or even economical size; and to establish the legislative authority for operational and doctrinal expansion without necessarily exercising the right to do so. With regard to the latter, an unheralded accomplishment of the former Japan Defense Agency was the panoply of enabling legislation—some temporary and some permanent—written and enacted over the last fifteen years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The JSDF as a Garrison Force:</strong> In accordance with the national preference for strictly territorial defense, until now the JSDF have been largely a garrison force. Obviously the JMSDF is somewhat of an exception to this, but even the JMSDF has had a large part of its force structure invested in its regional flotillas designed for relatively close defense of Japan’s maritime approaches. Certainly the JGSDF has been almost exclusively a garrison force, and divisions and regiments have become closely identified with their fixed bases. Likewise, the role of the Japan Air Self-Defense Force (JASDF) is almost exclusively territorial air defense. A general exception to this rule has been the limited extent to which the JSDF have deployed on peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance or disaster relief operations, but that role has been constrained consciously by both policy and budget.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The JSDF as an Alliance Force:</strong> Because of the profound influence of the alliance with the United States, the role of the JSDF has been defined—not only figuratively but also literally—as a junior partner. In very practical terms of roles and missions, this has been both the cause and effect of severe doctrinal and experiential limitations upon the JSDF, as well as the implications for strategy, technology, and force structure. This has important limiting ramifications for JSDF capabilities, extending from its basic force structure design to how commanders are prepared to use the equipment they have.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The JSDF as a Transition Force:</strong> The foregoing four characteristics of the JSDF have been relatively constant for its entire history. Now, however, Japan is facing another round of domestic and alliance demands to “do more,” currently construed as a response to what are seen as worsening Chinese provocations. Present circumstances have put pressure on these traditional characteristics. Japan’s political mood with regard to national security—always complex—appears to be changing based on concerns regarding China.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following analysis first presents briefly the basic operational strengths and weaknesses of each of the five sets of characteristics, focusing on the general features of the fifth set of (transitional) characteristics.

It then describes the major present-day capabilities of Japan’s military forces in each of the seven domains, both in absolute terms and in relation to U.S. and Chinese capabilities at present.

Although the political obstacles to constitutional revision remain formidable, Japan’s basic defense capabilities appear to be improving as a practical matter if not necessarily at the level of strategy and doctrine, with the concomitant potential for relatively rapid changes in force posture, if not levels. The 2010 NDPG has set the stage for transitioning from a garrison force to one based upon operational mobility.

Alliance requirements are changing, with an emphasis on Japanese infrastructure and operational assistance for American forces, and an emerging JSDF operational role as a facilitator of U.S. forward presence is more than a remote possibility.

These fundamental interdependent JSDF characteristics are dependent upon a complex mix of domestic political and strategic military factors, against a variety of alternative futures. Whether they will change sufficiently to cast the JSDF in a new role as a transition force remains to be seen, but in the meantime relevant political, strategic, and military developments can be tracked, cataloged, and assessed on an ongoing basis.

Until the end of the Cold War—and with few notable exceptions—the JSDF were both willfully and inadvertently insular. They were willfully self-isolated by a culture that largely precluded any meaningful interservice cooperation, and inadvertently isolated by a general national reluctance to deploy forces not only internationally from Japan but even within Japan from garrison locations as the natural outcome of a Cold War-derived static defense doctrine. This syndrome repeated throughout each of the self-defense forces, with the JASDF maintaining air defense sectors, the JMSDF splitting its forces between district and blue water flotillas, and the JGSDF in garrison bases throughout Japan.

With the end of the Cold War, the JSDF began to deploy, at first by exception and then more-or-less routinely—but subject on each mission to considerable scrutiny by the national political leadership—on peacekeeping and eventually operational support missions. Restrictions remained in place that precluded any hint of collective defense, in some cases making it virtually impossible for the JSDF in the field to defend even themselves, let alone another nation’s forces or citizens.

At present, in a climate of renewed concern over North Korean provocations and Chinese and Russian operations, each of the forces that make up the JSDF has gained a surprising degree of experience in deployed operations, given the stultifying state of Japanese defense politics two decades ago. Each force has strived to develop its capabilities through effective alliance cooperation with the United States to the maximum extent possible, and to garner experience with third parties as well. The general political trend is to encompass such cooperation—widely varied in intensity and complexity—as much as possible, but without removing the underlying constitutional and legal restrictions impeding more normal cooperation externally and more rational operations internally.
This is Japan’s example (there are many others around the world) of national ideology impinging upon national security. Despite a growing multitude of security concerns involving North Korea, China, Russia, Iran, and other issues, Japan has so far declined to make the legal and doctrinal breakthroughs that would permit and facilitate a normal military. Nevertheless, with the problematic militarized rise of China, security alliance relations with the United States have arguably turned a corner in terms of political and programmatic defense cooperation, with each partner now recognizing the degree to which shared security concerns have apparently overtaken shared amorphous values.60

Since the political debacle for Japan of the first Gulf War, Tokyo has been careful to define, permit, and establish precedents in key capability areas. This is a palpable attempt to walk a fine line domestically, where support for military operations and expenditures is tepid at best; with the United States, persistently demanding in alliance councils; and with Japan’s regional neighbors, especially South Korea and China. These capabilities include, among others, the panoply of functions and equipment necessary for the above-mentioned peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance or disaster relief operations, for defense of Japan missions such as missile defense, for airborne early warning (and Japan’s 767 AWACS), for aerial refueling tankers and refueling kits for JASDF tactical aircraft, and for Japan’s constellation of surveillance satellites.61 Each case required significant (often protracted) political review and public debate, part of the vigorous civilian control over Japan’s national security, and each simplified subsequent procurement decisions.

Political precedents are as important to Japanese security politics as are their physical analogues, and often they are part of a package deal. Administrative and legal changes set the basis and scope for the relationship between the self-defense forces and the nation, and they are taken with great care and seriousness in Japan’s political process. These range from the seemingly simple establishing of the right of way of military convoys on public highways (and even the ability of a commander to pass his vehicles through traffic signals), to authorizing major JSDF peacekeeping deployments under scrupulously controlled rules of engagement designed to preserve Japan’s fundamental premise of noninvolvement in any conflict other than in the strict defense of Japanese territory.

It is key to Japan’s defense transformation that these precedents are relatively coherent with regard to future capabilities but do not necessarily lead directly to full implementation. They have established new parameters for what is possible, in response to fundamentally changed alliance and external circumstances. They do not, however, authorize systemic expenditures for full procurement programs. For instance, Japan purchased only four 767 AWACS aircraft, not nearly a large enough fleet for a national airborne early warning capability.62 Nevertheless, the JASDF has the capability in its force structure, and has been able to develop doctrines, operating procedures, training and logistics, and—most important—the precedent-setting authority to field an airborne early warning capability. Taken together, operational capabilities and political precedents amount to a Japanese “force-in-being” strategy, with the implicit implication that Tokyo can develop and deploy credible forces should it decide to do so. (table 3.1 for an overview of JSDF force structure from the 2010 NDPG.)
TABLE 3.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>154,000</th>
<th>147,000</th>
<th>7,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular personnel</td>
<td>8 divisions</td>
<td>6 brigades</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ready reserve personnel</td>
<td>Central Readiness Force</td>
<td>1 armored division</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major units</th>
<th>Regionally deployed units</th>
<th>8 divisions</th>
<th>6 brigades</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobile operation units</td>
<td>Central Readiness Force</td>
<td>1 armored division</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface-to-air guided missile units</td>
<td>7 antiarmor artillery groups/regiments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major equipment</td>
<td>Tanks</td>
<td>Approximately 400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howitzers &amp; rockets</td>
<td>Approximately 400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major units</th>
<th>Destroyer units</th>
<th>4 flotillas (8 divisions) + 4 divisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Submarine units</td>
<td>6 divisions</td>
<td>1 flotilla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minesweeper unit</td>
<td>9 squadrons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft units</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Major equipment | Destroyers | 48 |
| Submarines | 22 |
| Combat aircraft | Approximately 150 |

| Major units | Air warning & control units | 4 warning groups | 24 warning squadrons |
| Fighter aircraft units | 1 AEW group (2 squadrons) |
| Air reconnaissance unit | 12 squadrons |
| Air transport units | 3 squadrons |
| Aerial refueling/transport unit | 1 squadron |
| Surface-to-air guided missile units | 6 groups |

| Major equipment | Combat aircraft | Approximately 340 |
| Fighters | Approximately 260 |

| ASSETS CAPABLE OF BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE (BMD)* | Aegis-equipped destroyers | 6 |
| Air warning and control units | 11 warning groups/squadrons |
| Surface-to-air guided missile units | 6 groups |

* The numbers of units and equipment in this row are already included in the Maritime and Air Self-Defense Forces’ major units sections above.
† Additional acquisition of BMD-capable, Aegis-equipped destroyers, if to be provided separately, will be allowed within the number of destroyers set above after consideration of development of BMD-related technologies and fiscal conditions in the future, among other factors.

The Maritime Domain

THE JAPAN MARITIME SELF-DEFENSE FORCE

The JMSDF has engaged in a force modernization and expansion program for the last twenty-five years. While force levels are lower, force structure and capabilities currently and soon to be part of the Self-Defense Fleet reflect a remarkably consistent acquisition program of a force determined to modernize.

The interservice spirit of cooperation and good feeling between the JMSDF and the U.S. Navy over the last sixty-five years runs deep. The two sea services are known for their exceptionally good working relationship, due largely to two factors: the way in which the U.S. Navy midwifed the birth of the successor to the Imperial Japanese Navy, and their extensive operational coordination against the Soviet Navy during the Cold War.

Therefore, it is all the more remarkable that the two major gaps in JMSDF capabilities—nuclear-powered submarines and heavy aircraft carriers—are due to the U.S. Navy’s reluctance to endorse those JMSDF developments. Nevertheless, JMSDF ships are first rate, in many cases built around American sensors and weapon systems. Until now, the Fleet Escort Force had been divided into blue water and regional flotillas, with the latter somewhat less capable, and operationally less relevant to regional security. That organizational dichotomy is now being redressed, and the outcome should increase JMSDF combat power.

In the meantime, the progression of increasingly heavy and sophisticated JMSDF air-capable ships is notable, U.S. Navy concerns apparently having been allayed. Each successive carrier class has been heavier and more capable than its predecessor, although no capacity for handling fixed wing aircraft or intentions to do so have been mentioned publicly. In this regard, so far the F-X fighter replacement program is designed to fulfill JASDF requirements, but the F-35—especially its vertical/short take-off and landing (VSTOL) B model—probably could embark in the next JMSDF light carrier if the decision was made to go ahead. Given fading U.S. Navy objections, and increasingly problematic PLA Navy (PLAN) operations in the vicinity of Japanese territory and within Japan’s EEZ, the JMSDF might be operating fighters at sea in the foreseeable future.

Along with aircraft carriers, submarines—albeit not nuclear boats—are the JMSDF centerpiece of the new NDPG, with an increase in force levels of 6, for a total of 22 in the inventory. In acquisition terms, this is not even a stretch goal, as Japan’s shipbuilding industry routinely produces one new boat a year, and the older units are retired early, on a one-for-one swap. Simply delaying the decommissioning of submarines will facilitate the planned expansion in just a few years. Notably, however, the funds for these additional boats will come at the expense of JGSDF armor and artillery.

With few exceptions, JMSDF force structure and operational strengths and weaknesses parallel those of the U.S. Navy. For instance, with BMD a surging requirement, both navies are confounded by the inability to reload missile magazines at sea. One important excep-
tion may be that the JMSDF appears to have retained more of its excellent antisubmarine warfare (ASW) capability, which is both a combined fleet enhancement and a strategic confidence builder.

The JMSDF stands out because the Self-Defense Fleet has been integrated into real-world operations to a far greater degree than the JGSDF or JASDF. For instance, as a fulcrum of planning and operational competence, the JMSDF’s long-standing coalition replenishment operations in the Indian Ocean have compensated for the fall off of anti-submarine operations that were the focus of alliance naval operations during the Cold War. The new Japanese maritime air patrol facility just established in Djibouti is another example of sustained operational commitment.

This is significant for any assessment of Japanese security because the JMSDF offers the clearest example of the government of Japan’s force-in-being strategy: significantly capable, operationally experienced, but carefully restrained by consistent civilian judgments prescribing a posture of clearly defensive defense. The obvious corollary is the alternative JMSDF potential for strategic and operational normalization.

Second, the transparency of JMSDF planning is notable. In national level strategic documents such as the annual “Defense of Japan” white papers, the recurring NDPG, and the five-year Mid-Term Defense Programs, JMSDF force structure and force posture are outlined clearly, and represent more than enough detail for informed judgments. While the same can be said of the coverage of the JGSDF and the JASDF, it is at sea where Japan’s security interests largely will play out with regional competitors.

**Military Balance and Competition in Japan’s Maritime Domain**

That the JMSDF is the undisputed leading edge of the JSDF is largely irrelevant to this assessment. It is its objective capability, in combination with the other self-defense forces and the U.S. military—especially the U.S. Navy—that is important.

At the moment and for some time, the JMSDF—an ambitious institution—has been on the rise. Nevertheless, given the trajectories of the Chinese PLA, Second Artillery, the PLAN, and the PLA Air Force (PLAAF), the JMSDF has a considerable way to go in order to be confident of its capabilities, for it faces the double challenge of Chinese A2/AD-type capabilities with which it must cope on the one hand, and the technologically superior, doctrinally different, and operationally offensive U.S. Navy with which it must cooperate on the other. Furthermore, the chronic disintegration between and among the three self-defense forces means that, at the national level, the JMSDF is going to operate largely on its own until Japan comes to grips with the exigencies of jointness.

Even if Japan were not a front-line state within the arc of China’s potential A2/AD battle space, the new U.S. ASB doctrine implies combined operations at sea within significant and worsening Chinese threat arcs. Therefore, the ability of the JMSDF to integrate into ASB routines and adopt ASB capabilities and operations will become a discriminating factor, if the ASB concept is adopted and employed in coming years. If the JMSDF either
chooses to or is forced to sit out ASB or any other proposed operational concept of the future (these concepts are discussed in chapter 6), then its operational relevance with regard to China will be greatly diminished.

For the present and into the foreseeable future, the JMSDF will be optimized for largely unilateral ASW and BMD operations, although bilateral cooperation with the U.S. Navy in these mission areas is growing. In each case, however, truly significant integration is lagging, if not entirely lacking. Each will remain a barometer of JMSDF progress toward combined fleet readiness.

In the meantime, as is the case for its sister service, fleet magazine capacity remains severely limited as a matter of ship design, and fleet force levels are low, although new classes of aviation ships continue to set a standard for new capabilities if not for force levels to match. So far, except for fleet ASW aircraft such as the SH-60 and the P-3, there is no tactical aviation available for fleet defense or as a naval striking element. Given its force levels and public acquisition plans—not to mention its doctrinal and cultural propensities—it is unlikely that the JASDF will provide any solace on this account.

The integrity of Japanese SLOCs is vital to allies, but potentially at strategic risk due to China’s growing sea denial or counterintervention capabilities. Although the JMSDF should ideally plan for some type of sea control or sea denial in response to those capabilities, its ability to do so is severely limited at present, not only politically and legally, but also militarily, by the lack of integrated air-sea-land operations; an insufficient level of effort hampered by reduced force levels; and the inability to achieve command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) integrity. Furthermore, the missile magazine capacities of every vertical launch system (VLS)—equipped Japanese and U.S. surface combatant are severely limited, and VLS tubes cannot be reload at sea. This means that for every warship mission that depends upon VLS magazines—antisurface unit warfare (ASUW), ASW, fleet air defense, BMD of cities, and long-range strike—alliance naval capabilities are inadequate.

Japanese submarines are increasingly capable—sufficiently so for the Australian Navy to be considering purchasing Soryu-class boats—and submarine warfare will be a key factor in China’s “maritime salient.” However, because significant numbers of JMSDF and U.S. submarines will be required for battle group escort and other defensive missions, low allied submarine force levels even after the increase in JMSDF submarines announced in the 2010 NDPG would severely complicate potential alliance offensive engagements against the PLAN.

From a long-term, regional perspective, allied strategy depends upon the integrity of Pacific SLOCs and the en route infrastructure between the U.S. West Coast and Japan. The limited force levels inherent in the national emphasis of the JMSDF on territorial defense largely precludes any Japanese consideration of Pacific SLOC operations, beyond the defense of sea lines within 1,000 nautical miles of Japan. Furthermore, the JMSDF is currently precluded from considering or conducting offensive SLOC operations politically, doctrinally, and by insufficient force levels, weapons stocks, and logistical support. Over the
next fifteen to twenty years, Tokyo would most likely only shift toward acquiring such ca-
pabilities or authorizing such missions if the United States determines that Japan needs to
perform this role in the context of the alliance, and even then, it would only be possible to
a limited extent in the midrange “Hard Hedge” trajectory outlined below, and a somewhat
greater extent under the high-range “Competition” trajectory.

The Air Domain

The Japan Air Self-Defense Force

Like its sister services, the JASDF came of age in the midst of the Cold War, its mission
and operational culture reflecting its close—and essentially exclusive—ties with the U.S.
Air Force. During the Cold War, its sole opponent was the Soviet Air Force, and virtually
its only mission was the territorial air defense of Japan.

However, operational ties with the U.S. Air Force since the JASDF took over sole
responsibility for the air defense of Japan in the 1960s have not been as close as might be
expected. Although the JASDF flies American or U.S.-derived aircraft almost exclusively,
competition between the United States and Japan in the 1980s and 1990s over research,
design, and engineering of new JASDF aircraft caused considerable turmoil in the alliance.
Structurally, truly effective operational integration has been made more difficult than it
had to be as the design and specifications of successive generations of Japanese air defense
networks precluded meaningful command-and-control connectivity between the two air
forces. Furthermore, national Japanese and U.S. Air Force headquarters were not even
on the same base, let alone integrated. During Japan’s current initiative to select a next-
generation fighter (the F-X program), the strategic dialogue between the two air forces
was insufficient to generate any public iteration of a common strategic view for aerospace
defense or procurement justification. The result of this planning failure was the inability to
rationalize an alternative to the Obey Amendment, which precluded exporting to U.S. allies
the Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor—Japan’s putative first preference.

The F-X imbroglio is revealing for another reason: The JASDF’s current inventory of
fighter aircraft is obsolescent, drastically so, and the next realistic opportunity for replace-
ment aircraft (likely, but not assuredly, the Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II) is probably
a decade away, and in very limited numbers at that.

Furthermore, the JASDF has been impeded even more than its sister services by consti-
tutional and political restrictions. As a fact of military reality, air power is the public symbol
in Japan of aggressive war, and an obvious way by which to project power, and both are
anathema in modern Japanese culture. As a result, the JASDF has had virtually no attack
capability, its combat role is largely limited to constrained defense of Japanese air space,
and most technical capabilities that would increase the range (and thereby effectiveness)
of JASDF aircraft were forgone for political reasons until recently. This undercuts realistic
training and operations for Japanese airmen, and equally limits their exposure to advanced concepts and capabilities along with curtailing their professional breadth.

**Military Balance and Competition in Japan's Air Domain**

In the air domain, acquisitions of more advanced combat aircraft and continued high levels of training and logistics support in both Japan and the United States will likely ensure allied air superiority in air-to-air combat situations near Japan, and the ability to disrupt Chinese airborne and ISR operations in the area. It is also possible that the United States and Japan will be on the verge of deploying next-generation bombers or unmanned combat drones by about 2030, thus increasing by then the allied capability to penetrate Chinese air defenses. At the same time, those air defenses will remain a potent threat against any aircraft operating within about 200 nautical miles of China's coastline. Finally, allied maritime strike and joint air/naval operations could also emerge to reinforce allied air and naval superiority in the area.

There are several mitigating factors, however. First, while there have been recent upgrades to the JASDF’s F-2 fighter—which is derived from the U.S. F-16 Fighting Falcon, and to its indigenous AESA radar-equipped air-to-air missile—nevertheless the JASDF air order of battle is effectively obsolete. The F-X replacements (presumably the Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II) programmed for JASDF’s F-4J aircraft will come very slowly and in limited numbers. Currently, there is no replacement in sight for JASDF’s F-15Js, which are early block aircraft.

Second, the time to procure even a small number of replacement aircraft is measured in decades, and given present trends, rebuilding the JASDF would be a very long-term process.

A third mitigating factor is the continuing severe budget environment confronting the JASDF and its sister services. Procuring sufficient numbers of tactical aircraft at the prices imposed by Japan’s procurement system simply will not be possible under current budgetary realities. Air defense operations also will be inherently limited by low munitions inventories. The additional possibility that initial air combat engagements might quickly deplete whatever alliance fifth-generation aircraft are available has serious implications for Japan’s aerospace defense.

Fourth, independently and in combination with the United States, the JASDF has considered the reality of its force structure conundrum and the implications of the rise of China’s aerospace power. Nevertheless, no effective Japanese or allied aerospace power strategy has emerged from the U.S. Air Force, the Pentagon, or Japan’s Ministry of Defense. The lack of Japanese national or JASDF operational aerospace strategies precludes effective planning, training, integration, and acquisition of next-generation tactical aircraft. This is a very serious deficiency given Japan’s lack of strategic depth, and obstructs alliance cooperation. In Japan’s strategic circumstances, any reasonable national or alliance posture should reflect a concerted layered defense, enabled and defined by integration across service and national lines. Nevertheless, JSDF jointness lags seriously, not least in the JASDF.
BMD is a major Japanese national emphasis, and the JASDF has the operational lead for Japan in this area. Missile defense will at the same time test the limits of integration and severely stress the low capabilities of Japan’s air defense. Although missile defense passes for a positive forcing function within the JSDF, what otherwise might be enabling joint (for example, Japanese interservice) integration built around this mission area is lagging badly. The lack of an aerospace strategy, the weakness of the JASDF’s force structure, its very low force levels, and minimal joint and combined integration are clear indications that Japan’s aerospace defense has not adopted anything resembling a posture of effective, layered aerospace defense.

In China’s most expansive maritime salient, the air domain is a vital flank for allied maritime operations (just as the maritime flank is vital for aerospace operations). Joint naval and air operations are inherently essential in any conflict scenario with China, the sine qua non of strategic success. For allied aerospace operations, the striking difference between JASDF and U.S. Air Force doctrines, concepts of operations, technology levels, and force postures is a high bar to overcome. This, along with existing political and legal barriers, will severely challenge effective JASDF and allied air operations throughout China’s maritime salient.

Furthermore, the JASDF and U.S. Air Force are severely challenged by the likely vulnerability of bases in Japan in an increasingly hostile Chinese ballistic missile environment. This vulnerability is compounded both by low aerospace force levels and a very limited ability to rearm and to replace combat losses.

The Ground Domain

The Japan Ground Self-Defense Force

History and precedent are very important to the JGSDF, not least because this is the perspective from which the JGSDF is judged by the Japanese people. Combined with its significant lack of international operational experience, this makes the JGSDF a particularly conservative organization.

The Imperial Japanese Army has been held to account for political and military excesses during World War II. As a result, its JGSDF successor—practically the manifestation of Article 9 of the Japanese Constitution—has been trying to make amends to the nation ever since. Therefore, the JGSDF is publicly described and is largely construed as a community-based army. This has both reinforced and been exacerbated by the general JSDF static defense doctrine, which has shaped the JGSDF more than its sister services. Japanese regiments literally are garrisons, and JGSDF personnel are recruited from, serve among, and retire back to their local communities. Obviously, this makes for very close and binding family and social ties.

With some exceptions, this static positioning has precluded effective JGSDF operational mobility, exacerbated by the very limited transport capacity of the JASDF. Generally,
the JGSDF has three missions. From an external allied perspective, the JGSDF’s first and abiding mission has been to defend Japan from “limited and small scale invasions”—anything more serious would require intervention by U.S. forces. The orientation of that mission has been generally northward, against the Soviet Union. In the context of Japanese defense politics, of Japan’s overall security strategy, and of the internal dominance of the troop-centric JGSDF, it is notable that it took almost a quarter of a century after the demise of the Soviet threat to revise that static orientation in the 2010 NDPG.

Domestically, it is arguable that the JGSDF’s first mission is actually community support. JGSDF troops are omnipresent during domestic natural disaster relief operations, and obviously take justifiable pride in internal humanitarian assistance operations. The results of this internal orientation were on public display when the JGSDF mobilized more than half its force in response to the dual disasters of the Great Eastern Japan Earthquake and devastating tsunami that followed.

The third JGSDF mission has been far more consequential than its low profile. International peacekeeping deployments have become a small-scale but large-impact staple of the JGSDF. These peacekeeping operation deployments have been carefully selected, scrupulously authorized, and tightly controlled—sometimes to the point of making them ineffective—so as to preclude any possibility of Japan becoming directly involved in combat operations overseas. Nevertheless, they have had the combined effect of raising the profile not only of the JGSDF but also of Japan as a whole. Especially useful has been the JGSDF’s experience of operating even small-scale units under fairly realistic conditions not available in Japan. This operational experience exercises just about every military function short of actual war fighting, and is especially therapeutic for a static-defense garrison force.

Peacekeeping operation deployments have created a bifurcated JGSDF. The first element is the above-mentioned static-defense garrison force. Its counterpart is a smaller force structure with a fair amount of broadening operational experience. The most notable example of a “second” JGSDF is the Western Infantry Regiment, an independent force operating to a consistently higher standard of training and readiness. The Western Infantry Regiment may represent the future of the JGSDF—it has been involved over the course of a number of years in increasingly realistic amphibious warfare exercises with the U.S. Marine Corps in California. The prospect of a standing JGSDF amphibious force tantamount to a Marine Corps in doctrine if not size would not only perfectly suit Japan’s new doctrine of dynamic defense and southwestern reorientation while having significant forcing implications for joint operations with the JMSDF and JASDF, but it would also have a riveting effect on the larger JGSDF.

Despite the northern homeland defense orientation of the JGSDF as a Cold War strategy, realistic Japanese territorial defense largely has been relegated to naval operations and air and missile defense. Ironically, the recent significant transition of the JGSDF to a new internally mobile “Dynamic Defense” doctrine is a significant opportunity cost for these air and naval operations. It remains to be seen what operational advantage accrues from the ability of the JGSDF to deploy rapidly along the Japanese archipelago or to offshore ter-
ritories. Achieving the sort of mobility apparently envisioned by JGSDF planners is certain to continue to cut into JMSDF and JASDF budgets.

**MILITARY BALANCE AND COMPETITION IN THE GROUND DOMAIN**

The ground domain is an essential allied air and maritime flank throughout the maritime salient. Naval and air operations depend upon bases, which must be established, defended, reinforced, and supplied. Nevertheless, the JGSDF can only defend bases and cities in Japan, and amphibious operations throughout the extensive remainder of the maritime salient’s land area have not been addressed publicly by the U.S. Army or Marine Corps either doctrinally or in terms of budget and force structure.

As noted in chapter 2, PLA ballistic and cruise missiles pose a serious threat to Japanese territory and U.S. bases in Japan. However, the JGSDF does not appear to be doctrinally prepared for effective integrated domestic base and infrastructure protection, and may not be legally or politically capable of even its domestic missile defense and base security operations necessary in this regard, let alone operations outside Japan. Furthermore, these restrictions effectively preclude any JGSDF role in seizing or defending bases and chokepoints that are not Japanese territory, whether or not they are relevant to the defense of Japan, and JGSDF deployment outside Japan into the wider maritime salient is unlikely. This will constrain the sphere of the ground domain competition, although the looming necessity of defending the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands may force the issue of wider-ranging JGSDF operations. As discussed further in chapter 5, over the next fifteen to twenty years, hardened bases, force dispersal, and improved or increased antiballistic missile systems could reduce, but not entirely eliminate, the likelihood of crippling saturation attacks on U.S. and Japanese bases in Japan.\(^\text{83}\)

JSDF planning intends to concentrate to a considerable degree on the defense of outlying islands.\(^\text{84}\) Significantly, the JGSDF has invested over time in the gradual development of a nascent amphibious warfare capability, reflecting a major Japanese national emphasis on defeating territorial incursions. Substantial resources, however, will be necessary for Japan to develop the amphibious warfare capability to regain lost territory. The JGSDF remains postured for direct defense of main islands to counter major incursions. What the JGSDF “Dynamic Defense” doctrine does not take into account, however, is the necessity for land domain “defense in depth,” given Japan’s lack of strategic depth.

Very limited and minor peacekeeping operations will continue to provide marginal training and force development for the JGSDF, although such operations could be a significant opportunity for force integration and doctrinal and operational development if the JGSDF chose to pursue it.

**The Space and Cyberspace Domains**

As noted in chapter 1, space and cyberspace have become increasingly important in military competitions, as they serve, in many respects, as enablers for competition within all the
other domains. Despite the strategic significance of these domains, however, Japanese national and JSDF space and cyber efforts lag seriously behind U.S. institutions and programs.

In June 2012, Japanese efforts to establish a national space policy finally resulted in new legislation enabling Japanese military space development. Before this legislation, space development had been strictly limited to peaceful purposes only (despite the obvious circumvention rationalizing military satellite communications and surveillance satellites), and space security as a political, institutional, and practical topic had been explicitly avoided. To facilitate the industrialization and commercialization of Japan's space industry on this trajectory, Tokyo passed a comprehensive new space law, based on the Diet's “Bill to Amend the Law of Establishment of the Cabinet Office.”

Enabled by this new legislation and significant political and ministerial reforms, Japan ostensibly will be able to develop programs and systems that abide by the Outer Space Treaty of 1967, which allows for military space development but prohibits the on-orbit deployment of weapons of mass destruction. First priorities will be additional surveillance and new early warning satellites, and more military space communications capacity. Equally important are the space-related organizational initiatives, including a new Cabinet Space Security Office headed by the prime minister, and the removal of previous limitations on the Japan Aerospace and Exploration Agency that will enable it to develop specifically military space programs.

These recent developments notwithstanding, national security space policy has left Japan as a consumer of militarily relevant space capabilities, but not a defender of them. Given current endemic force and weapons system dependencies, there exists an intrinsic and vital relationship of space and cyber operations to effective C4ISR. Because effective space and cyberwarfare attacks may have an unhinging effect upon military operations, their consequences are likely to be strategic. Because these effects cut two ways, this presents both sides in the Sino-Japanese competition with unpalatable prospects for strategic vulnerability that can affect calculations regarding stability, deterrence, and preemption. The extreme vulnerability to cyberattack extends beyond military forces to national and civilian infrastructures. One significant implication is that national cyber infrastructures and the global cyber commons must be defended, and that the JSDF and U.S. military are among the likely candidates for this mission. Although Japanese cyber defense capabilities are purposefully opaque, working presumptions are of extreme national and JSDF vulnerability to cyberattack.

Command and Control

All things being equal, nations that can preserve C4ISR integrity will be able to mount effective military operations. Conversely, it is not new but remains significant that opponents will do everything possible to disrupt Japanese and U.S. command and control, and this should be taken as an article of faith. What is new is that modern warfare capabilities depend more than ever upon intact and robust C4ISR. Nevertheless, the centrality of C4ISR is perennially acknowledged operationally but never addressed politically, either in
Japan among and between the JSDF, or bilaterally between Japan and the United States. It would not be correct to attribute the lapse in Japanese C4ISR to constitutional or defense policy factors alone—the subject has been avoided for powerfully neuralgic political and cultural reasons regarding strong central control. This has formed a major impediment in the alliance, sometimes articulated as a strict Japanese limit on applying the right of collective self-defense. In fact, reluctance regarding integrated alliance C4ISR runs much more deeply and includes not only retarding factors such as individual service prerogatives, but also the politically preferred segregation of Japanese and American national command functions.

The alliance’s history of attempting to integrate C4ISR capabilities is mixed. There have been some successes, especially at sea during the Cold War. Tactical information is exchanged to an increasing degree, and BMD fulfills a forcing function in this regard. However, when alliance managers attempted to establish integrated C4ISR facilities at Yokosuka Naval Base for ASW operations and improved alliance coordination through the Japan Defense Intelligence Headquarters, the results were disappointing and largely stillborn. The latest attempt is the move of the JASDF’s Air Defense Headquarters to Yokota Air Base, but the facility, though directly next to the U.S. Fifth Air Force’s command center, is physically separate. The earlier establishment of the Bilateral and Joint Operations Command Center (BJOCC) at Yokota should mitigate this separation. If they expect to be competitive with China, alliance managers are going to have to exploit this momentum further in order to integrate in this most intimate area of command and control and shared intelligence.

In the meantime, there is no objective reason for the failure to build and defend robust, integrated, joint C4ISR structures over the long term. Just as one example, major new ISR capabilities, heretofore the exclusive purview of the United States, now are on offer with the advent of high-altitude, long-endurance (HALE) UAVs and sophisticated surveillance packages that provide U-2-like performance that rivals and in some cases exceeds the best on-orbit capabilities.

C4ISR defense is as important as offensive C4ISR (that is, attacking Chinese kill chains), because modern operations demand it. It is not an exaggeration to state that this is the age of C4ISR warfare—which will be a central determinant of Sino-Japanese competition—because precision-guided munitions can hit what they can see if the operational senses can be protected. The converse, that attacks against long-range kill chains will defeat China’s interdiction strategy, is equally relevant.

Designing, fielding, defending, and exploiting effective C4ISR is a challenge technically, but one that can be overcome. Doing so requires a systemic approach to C4ISR design in the first place, and establishing realistic technical parameters and standards. Failure to integrate effectively is far more likely than success—NATO is an illustrative example of such a failure compared with what could be achieved. Nevertheless, technical challenges are nothing compared with political reluctance and obstacles to C4ISR integration thrown up at every juncture. Historically, neither the JSDF nor U.S. Forces Japan have been able to overcome significant and intractable cultural and institutional stove piping in order to
achieve the real military-to-military and political-military capabilities required. Effective C4ISR will continue to be a major political and institutional stress for not only the JSDF but also for the Ministry of Defense and their American counterparts, along political-military, service-service, and Japan–United States lines.

ECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS

In this era of Japanese economic stagnation, the expanding Chinese market has become the economic lifeline for Japan—especially in the wake of the U.S. recession. Virtually all long-term economic forecasts for Japan predict only modest growth figures (usually around 0.6 to 0.8 percent per year in real GDP growth). A significant portion of this growth would come from an expansion of exports (about one-third). During the last decade, Japan’s exports to China as well as two-way trade with China have grown substantially. China is now Japan’s number one trading partner (figures 3.3 and 3.4). Unlike the United States, Japan has usually had a trade surplus with China/Hong Kong. Moreover, after the 2008 global fi-
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nancial crisis, Japanese direct investment into China climbed sharply, indicating how critical China had become for the long-term strategies of Japanese companies (figure 3.5). While countries such as India and Vietnam have garnered the attention of the Japanese business community, these countries are still a long way from becoming an alternative to the Chinese market for Japan.

Japanese local communities have become increasingly reliant on Chinese tourism for commercial opportunities; and Japanese firms have turned to Chinese trainees to deal with labor shortages. According to the Japan Center for Economic Research (JCER), foreign visitors to Japan are likely to increase from 8.6 million in 2010 to 15.9 million in 2020. The number of Chinese tourists is predicted to increase even more steeply, from 1.4 million in 2010 to 3.9 million in 2020.91

Because of the above trends and forecasts, the political fallout from the fall 2012 Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands crisis has hit the Japanese economy especially hard. Japanese exports to China fell 15.8 percent in September 2012, 13.4 percent in October 2012, 17.2 percent in November 2012, and 20.7 percent in December 2012 compared to corresponding months in 2011.92 The impact on the flow of Chinese tourists was even greater. The
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*Japanese Exports to Select Economies, 1995–2011*

The number of Chinese visiting Japan declined 33.1 percent in October 2012 and 43.6 percent in November 2012 compared to corresponding months in 2011. According to an October–November 2012 survey of Japanese-affiliated firms in Asia, the percentage of those planning to expand business operations in China during the next two years declined to 52.3 percent, a 14.5 percent drop from the previous year. The Chinese economic slowdown and the inhospitable political environment are discouraging Japanese investments in China, and Japanese firms are actively pursuing opportunities elsewhere, such as Southeast and South Asia. Nevertheless, Japan continues to have a huge stake in the Chinese economy, and the business community will continue to press the political leadership to stabilize relations and avoid a costly military competition with China.

On the demographic front, the rapid aging of Japanese society suggests that Tokyo will not be able to revitalize its economy by relying simply on domestic demand. The household savings rate has already declined from a peak of about 25 percent to 3 percent, and the JCER predicts that the household savings rate could turn negative during the 2010s. Moreover, the JCER expects the Japanese labor force to shrink at an annual rate of 0.6 percent from 2011 to 2020. So unless Japanese productivity improves astonishingly, Japanese
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FDI to China From Select Economies, 2001–2012

Source: Graph from presentation by Kiyoyuki Seguchi, The Canon Institute for Global Studies, for roundtable at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, September 19, 2012. Data source: CEIC.
economic growth will depend upon exports to growing Asian markets, especially China. The JCER predicts that China’s real GDP will grow by 8.6 percent during the 2011–2020 period, and although this estimate may be somewhat optimistic, the Chinese economy is likely to continue to be a growth engine for Japan and the Asia-Pacific region in any case. In short, demographic trends will accentuate Japan’s economic interest in stable relations with China and perhaps further tighten the fiscal constraints on increased defense spending.

Given the overarching economic and demographic trends in Japan, some Japanese leaders and commentators have advocated reframing the way their country’s economic performance is assessed. Rather than focusing on GDP, which the government has used since 1993 as the key indicator for the size of the Japanese economy, they recommend using gross national income (GNI). GNI encompasses both GDP and the “balance of income,” which includes the net receipt of interest and dividend payments from overseas. Currently, Japan’s balance of income is approximately 3 percent of GDP, making the nation’s GNI 3 percent larger than its GDP. Reframing economic performance in this way might shift Japanese from fearing the hollowing out of their economy to embracing economic activities carried out by Japanese people and businesses globally.

By focusing on GNI rather than GDP maximization, Japan would take advantage of yen appreciation and promote promising investments overseas. Tax and other policies would be reoriented to encourage the return of wealth earned overseas to Japan. For example, the Japanese government in 2009 adopted a policy that made dividends from overseas subsidiaries tax-free in principle. This new approach, however, poses two sets of challenges. First, domestic policies will have to be developed so that this wealth generated abroad will flow back into the household sector and will stimulate job creation back in Japan. Second, Japan will have to forge agreements with key foreign economic partners like China that emphasize investment, intellectual property rights, and tax and social security policies rather than just traditional trade and services. If Japan can reach such agreements with China, economic interdependence between these two countries would deepen further and provide even greater incentive to restrain bilateral military competition.

There is also the possibility that Japan may not even be able to achieve 0.6 to 0.8 percent real GDP growth per year over the coming fifteen to twenty years. A global economic slowdown coupled with shrinking export markets might lower growth projections and provoke societal fissures that might reverberate into the political arena. How this will play out for foreign policy is uncertain, but there is a potential for political polarization that promotes extreme diplomatic and security policy options.

**DEFENSE SPENDING**

Despite movement toward the so-called normalization of Japan as a security actor and the increasing Japanese concerns about China’s military modernization and activities, Japan’s defense budget has been strikingly stagnant. Although the Nakasone Cabinet during
the mid-1980s formally rescinded the “1 percent of GNP” ceiling on defense expenditures, Japanese defense spending has generally remained below 1 percent of GDP. Moreover, the absolute size of the defense budget has steadily declined from the peak of ¥4.94 trillion in 2002 to ¥4.64 trillion in FY 2012 (figure 3.6). This shrinkage is not simply a result of growth constraints on the general national budget because of economic stagnation. Although the national budget has grown incrementally since Japan’s economic stagnation beginning in the 1990s, the proportion of annual defense expenditures in the general annual expenditures of the national budget declined sharply. In FY 1995, defense expenditures accounted for 11.2 percent of the general annual expenditures. In FY 2011, defense expenditures accounted for only 8.62 percent of the general annual expenditures. Clearly, in the face of severe fiscal constraints and growing social expenditures, defense spending remained a relatively low priority. In FY 2012, the proportion of defense spending in the general budget increased to 9.06 percent; but this change reflected mostly a 2.2 percent shrinkage of the overall national budget rather than a greater emphasis on defense expenditures.

In early 2013, amid increasing tensions with China regarding the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, the Abe government proposed a slight increase of the defense budget to about ¥4.77
trillion, thereby reversing an eleven-year decline in absolute defense expenditures. This hike would bring the defense budget back up to its 2009 level. Tremendous Japanese political will in the context of a blatantly hostile China with highly capable military forces, however, would be required to raise defense expenditures substantially above 1 percent of GDP. Although Japan spending 1.2 to 1.3 percent of GDP on defense may seem modest relative to international standards, it would entail a sharp discontinuity in Japan’s current trajectory. A further constraint on Japanese defense expenditures is the growing personnel cost relative to the rest of the defense budget, which severely limits the amount of money available for equipment acquisition, research and development (R&D), and operations.

DOMESTIC DEFENSE INDUSTRIES

Defense industrial base issues are a universal challenge for modern military establishments, even in times of sufficient budget resources. Japan, however, must contend with special circumstances, which include national policies such as the three arms export control principles. These and other principles, policy pronouncements, administrative requirements, shortfalls in basic areas such as the handling of classified material, and cultural approaches toward doing business with the Japanese government, in combination have had a cumulative and stultifying effect upon Japan’s defense industry. Japanese companies supplying the JSDF are neither competitive technically nor efficient programmatically. One obvious result has been that, with no economy of scale in R&D, engineering, design, or manufacture, the Japanese government pays a tremendous premium for its home-built defense equipment.

The generalized effects are more far-reaching than that. Given the industrial foundation and increasingly high-technology-dependent nature of modern warfare—and this trend will increase with an accelerating rate of change—not only acquisition but logistics and sustain-ability are perennial weak links for the JSDF. Given ostensible expanding force structure and force level requirements due to concerns about the rise of China, and the additional complication of present economic circumstances, defense industry weaknesses combine to generate greatly enhanced national security risks for Japan and for the alliance over the medium to long term, the consequences of which start with the credibility of Japan’s deterrent posture.

Neuralgic tensions over defense acquisition have challenged alliance managers since at least the 1960s. In each country, indigenous design and production are important to industrial competitiveness generally, given the spin-off effects of modern weapons systems. This is especially important in Japan, where because of the just-relaxed arms export control principles, the Japanese defense industry enjoyed neither depth nor economies of scale.

Given this backdrop, some of the worst alliance imbroglios came as a result of defense acquisition scandals or disagreements; prime examples are the Lockheed scandal of the 1970s, the Toshiba export to the Soviet Union of 9-axis advanced milling machines and numerical control equipment in the 1980s, and the furor over the FX program in the late 1980s and 1990s.
Furthermore, for apparently purely nationalistic reasons, Japan traditionally has preferred to build to its own technical specifications as a way to differentiate its programs from those of the United States, despite the obvious advantages of operating the same equipment. This has been especially controversial when specifications of successive generations of systems have repeatedly precluded interoperability, such as in Japan’s Basic Air Defense Ground Environment (BADGE) air defense control system, or when Japanese indigenous systems are derived from American purchases. Further complicating the defense acquisition relationship, the acquisition and policy “tribes” in both countries are wary of one another, are jealous of prerogatives, and until recently have refused to integrate in defense councils.

The recent relaxation of Japan’s arms export control principles may somewhat alter this dynamic, as there already are corporate proposals on the table for more direct, relatively unencumbered industrial cooperation on the development of military systems. Likewise—although it is too early to tell if substantial progress will be made—U.S. and Japanese policy and acquisition officials soon may begin meeting together in formal bilateral meetings. Such breakthroughs will be important for both their presumed economies of scale and value-added technological combinations. Nevertheless, due to a plethora of constitutional, political, bureaucratic, and cultural impediments, bilateral alliance R&D and acquisition programs have never taken off, thereby negating the ostensible great combined technological and industrial prowess of Japan and the United States. Significantly greater capabilities and incentives than are present today in Japan will likely be required to overcome these fundamental obstacles and establish a more cooperative and integrated defense industrial base between Tokyo and Washington.

NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY INFRASTRUCTURE AND PROCESS

During the last decade, there have been significant improvements in Japan’s national security policy infrastructure and process. They include:

- Upgrading of the Defense Agency to a full-fledged Ministry of Defense;
- Passage of crisis management legislation;
- Establishment of a Defense Intelligence Headquarters;
- Lessening of the “colonized” nature of the Ministry of Defense as more capable career Defense Agency/Ministry officials have been recruited and have assumed influential leadership positions; and
- Gradual move away from the notion that a primary mission of civilian defense officials is to control the JSDF, with an increasingly cooperative relationship emerging
between civilians and uniformed officers in analyzing the security environment and developing appropriate defense policies.99

Despite these improvements, the rise of the DPJ to power in September 2009 exacerbated many of the preexisting shortcomings in the national security policy infrastructure. During the era of LDP governments, foreign and security policies emerged from an intricate and largely collaborative interaction among the professional bureaucracy, the ruling party, and the prime minister and his cabinet. Career bureaucrats of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) and the Japan Defense Agency (JDA; later Ministry of Defense, MOD), along with other relevant functional ministries, provided information, intelligence, and viable policy options to the top political leadership and drafted legislation and important policy statements if asked and when necessary. The ruling party through the Policy Affairs Research Council and its various specialized committees and the so-called policy tribes (zoku) related to foreign and defense policies forged an intraparty consensus and managed the interest groups that might be affected by a particular policy. For example, the defense policy zoku lobbied hard to increase defense budget allocations after budget officials in the Finance Ministry scaled back JDA/MOD requests. The chief Cabinet secretary usually coordinated the interministerial policy process so that the prime minister and the Cabinet could make the final decisions.

This policymaking structure was far from perfect. The prime minister’s Secretariat lacked a robust staff independent of the bureaucratic ministries to facilitate initiatives and strong leadership by the prime minister. Bureaucratic rivalries (for example, between the MOFA and the MOD/JDA, and between the various economic ministries and MOFA/MOD) and conflicts within the ruling party/coalition (for example, between LDP factions or between various policy zoku that reflected different interest constituencies) impeded timely decisionmaking and the development of long-term strategic policies. To address this problem, in 2006 the Abe government proposed the creation of a National Security Council (akin to the one in the United States) that could promote policy analysis and coordination by a staff loyal to the prime minister, but this initiative failed to win National Diet approval.

Upon assuming power, the DPJ stressed the importance of political leadership in all aspects of policymaking. But the antagonistic posture that the new governing party assumed vis-à-vis professional bureaucrats worsened the problem of policy coordination and development. DPJ leaders in government were reluctant to consult with relevant administrative officials, and administrative officials in turn became less cooperative in formulating viable policy options and more hesitant about warning political leaders about potential pitfalls. By insisting on a sharp separation between the executive and the legislature, the DPJ also diminished the role of DPJ Diet members not in Cabinet and sub-Cabinet positions in policy deliberations. This not only provoked discontent in DPJ party ranks but also prevented the DPJ frontbench leadership from mobilizing strong party and public support for controversial policy initiatives. The DPJ government’s handling of the Okinawa base issue and the Chinese fishing trawler incident near the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands was symptomatic
of how amateurish and unstrategic Japanese foreign and security policy had become. The DPJ’s track record, however, was not completely negative. For example, effective cooperation between the party and career bureaucrats enabled the DPJ government to adopt the new NDGP in December 2010.

In addition, over the next fifteen to twenty years, political realignment could eventually yield a party system that more clearly delineates major foreign and security policy choices and mobilizes a public mandate behind a particular national strategy. After the rebellion of various subgroups in the LDP in 1993, Japan has been experiencing a long political transition away from its one-party dominant system. Ironically, the revival of LDP power under Koizumi’s leadership exposed the fundamental political-economic contradictions of conservative hegemony and made the LDP vulnerable to electoral defeat. The stunning victory of the DPJ in the August 2009 House of Representatives elections suggested the arrival of a two-party system akin to the so-called British Westminster model. However, the ineffectual leadership of the DPJ’s Hatoyama government resulted in an equally stunning reversal in the summer 2010 House of Councilors election. The flip-flop of electoral fortunes in unsynchronized lower and upper house Diet elections produced the phenomenon of “twisted Diets” (nejire Kokkai) and paralyzed the legislative process regarding controversial issues.

In the December 2012 election, voters punished the DPJ again for its inept performance as a governing party. The LDP led by Shinzō Abe was restored to power with a large lower house majority of 294 out of 480 seats, a gain of 176 seats. The DPJ’s seat count fell from 230 going into the election to just 57 seats. But this lopsided LDP victory hardly reflected an overwhelming public mandate for this party or for a robust defense policy to counter China. In many ways, the outcome was a result of a splintering of the party system with the formation of new parties just before the election and an electoral system that rewarded lavishly the party that could win the plurality of votes in single-member districts. In the proportional representation (PR) regional bloc constituencies in which citizens vote for a party list, the LDP collected only 27.8 percent of the vote. This result was only a slight increase from the 26.7 percent of the vote the LDP received in the PR constituencies in the August 2009 election when the LDP was ousted from power. Moreover, the voter turnout of 59.3 percent was the lowest since World War II, suggesting that the public had little confidence that the political system can truly address the problems ailing the Japanese economy and society.

For the time being, the “twisted Diet” problem may be solved because the LDP-Kōmeitō coalition now has a two-thirds majority in the more powerful House of Representatives, enough to override a recalcitrant House of Councilors on important bills. But Prime Minister Abe will have to tread carefully if he is to avoid the mistakes that brought him down in 2007. To win the summer 2013 House of Councilors election, his government will need to focus on reviving the economy, rather than pursuing a nationalistic agenda that worsens relations with Japan’s neighbors. But at the same time, Abe will have to watch his right flank. Shintarō Ishihara, who was instrumental in provoking the 2012–2013 crisis with China over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, stepped down as governor of Tokyo and joined forces with Osaka mayor Tōru Hashimoto to lead the Japan Restoration Party (JRP,
Ishin no Kai. Although this populist movement has lost some of its initial luster, the JRP did win 54 seats and 20.5 percent of the PR vote in the December 2012 election. The LDP may be tempted to turn to the JRP for help on constitutional revision, but insofar as Ishihara wields influence in this new party, the JRP could constrain Abe from pursuing such a pragmatic policy toward China as he did in fall 2006 by exercising restraint on Yasukuni Shrine visits and making his “ice-breaking” visit to Beijing.

TRAJECTORIES FOR JAPANESE STRATEGY TOWARD CHINA AND DEFENSE POLICY AND CAPABILITIES

Since the last decade of the Cold War, Japan has moved incrementally to relax political and legal constraints on the JSDF, enhance its security relationship with the United States, and expand its security horizons. In delineating possible Japanese future trajectories through 2030, it is instructive to note how much Japan has evolved since 1993. Over the last twenty years, Japan has assumed security roles that were largely unimaginable during the 1960s and 1970s. Japan has now dispatched the JSDF on overseas peacekeeping operations and postwar reconstruction missions. It has mandated rear-area support for U.S. forces in “situations in areas surrounding Japan” that do not entail a direct attack on Japan but have a significant bearing on Japanese security interests. It has collaborated with the United States on the development of BMD. After 9/11, Japan took the unprecedented step to refuel the naval vessels of the United States and other nations in the Indian Ocean and to deploy the JGSDF for the reconstruction of postwar Iraq. In December 2010, the Japan Cabinet finally jettisoned the “Basic Defense Force” concept articulated in 1976 and replaced it with the concept of a “Dynamic Defense Force.”

Despite these important steps, however, it is also worth noting how restrained Japan has been. Japan continues to adhere to a constitutional interpretation that prohibits exercising the right of collective self-defense. It still maintains an “exclusively defense-oriented policy” and eschews “becoming a military power.” It severely restricts support that might be construed as direct integration with the use of force in cases that do not involve a direct and immediate threat to Japanese security. Even as Japan was augmenting its international security role at the beginning of the twenty-first century, economic stagnation and fiscal constraints compelled the Japanese government to freeze and even reduce defense expenditures. With rising personnel costs, defense modernization has slowed to such an extent that Japan’s defense technological advantage relative to a rising China has been eroding.

Its economic stagnation and demographic trends notwithstanding, Japan as the third-largest economy and a top-tier technological power certainly has the capacity to develop a much more capable military. Moreover, Japan’s geographic proximity to China and its geostrategic significance for Chinese military calculations give Japanese policymakers a strong incentive to keep a watchful eye on the strategic implications of China’s rise. There is indeed growing support in Japan’s security policy community for dealing firmly with China’s
expanding military capabilities and ambitions. The increase in Chinese maritime patrols near the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and intrusions into the islands’ contiguous and territorial waters since September 2012 has reinforced this trend.

Nevertheless, as clearly indicated above, numerous domestic factors (constitutional, normative, political, budget constraints, and economic interests vis-à-vis China) suggest that Japan’s defense response to China is likely to be restrained. Despite the recent ascendancy of those who advocate a full-blown competitive strategy, Japan is more likely to pursue a policy of cooperative engagement that encompasses either a hard or soft hedge. This is not to say that Japan will not confront China on various political issues, as it did during the Koizumi era about the Yasukuni Shrine or in the fall of 2010 about the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. But this willingness to face off with China on some issues is unlikely to translate into a robust defense policy that would allow Japan to assume primary responsibility for countering China in its own neighborhood. Therefore, Japan is likely to continue to depend heavily on the United States to secure its political–military interests vis-à-vis China. But insofar as the Japanese security policy community anticipates a relative decline of U.S. military power in the region, the strategic challenge will be figuring out how and to what extent Japan in cooperation with other U.S. allies can supplement and complement U.S. capabilities and can sustain America’s will to provide regional security in the face of a rising China.

Japan’s national security community, therefore, must deal with two variables: its military competition with China and its military alliance with the United States. These two factors are not connected directly in Japan’s calculus. Because the alliance between Japan and the United States can at times be conflicted and unpredictable—and amounts to less than meets the eye—Japanese responses to a worsening security environment in the Asia-Pacific region do not necessarily equate to a directly enhanced security alliance with the United States. Likewise, American initiatives usually overlap and extend beyond, but often do not conform to, Japanese interests and priorities. Therefore, Chinese actions that cause concern in Tokyo do not necessarily move Japan closer to the United States, and certainly not in direct proportion to frictions with China.

The following sections delineate five possible trajectories for Japan through approximately 2030 (table 3.2). They are ordered according to their likelihood, with Trajectory 1 (cooperative engagement with a “hard hedge”) being deemed most likely, followed closely by Trajectory 2 (cooperative engagement with a “soft hedge”). Framed in terms of Japanese military capabilities, Trajectory 1 is described as a “midrange” trajectory, Trajectory 2 as a “low-range” trajectory, and Trajectory 3 as a “high-range” trajectory—while Trajectories 4 and 5 are more extreme outliers on the low and high ends. Given the domestic factors that constrain Japanese defense policy and steer Japan toward policy continuity and incremental change, the more dramatic changes represented by Trajectories 3, 4, and 5 will require significant shifts in the exogenous variables and are on balance less likely. The most important exogenous variables will be (1) the level of Chinese military capabilities and China’s political and military behavior, (2) the relative attractiveness of the Chinese market for Japan, and (3) the robustness of the U.S. security commitment to Japan and the region as reflected
in U.S. military capabilities and presence. (See this chapter’s appendix for detailed lists containing estimates regarding the specific features of particular military domains in the first three, most likely trajectories posited below.)

**TABLE 3.2**  
Possible Trajectories for Japan Through 2030

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>1: HARD HEDGE</th>
<th>2: SOFT HEDGE</th>
<th>3: COMPETITION</th>
<th>4: ACCOMMODATION</th>
<th>5: INDEPENDENCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Probability</strong></td>
<td>Most likely</td>
<td>Likely</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>Very unlikely</td>
<td>Most unlikely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military capabilities</strong></td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High (Nuclear)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policy toward China</strong></td>
<td>Cooperative engagement</td>
<td>Cooperative engagement</td>
<td>Competitive engagement</td>
<td>Strategic accommodation</td>
<td>Strategic independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Policy toward the alliance</strong></td>
<td>Dependent; more integrated; active technical and planning consultations, but resource-constrained strategies and operations</td>
<td>Dependent; integration deferred; active but politically self-constrained consultations</td>
<td>Integration and rationalized efforts replace dependence</td>
<td>Dependent; integration deferred; placeholder consultations</td>
<td>Essentially independent; Japan self-reliant; alliance in name only; technical consultations might continue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average annual GDP growth, 2012–2030</strong></td>
<td>0.6–0.8%</td>
<td>0.6–0.8%</td>
<td>0.6–0.8%</td>
<td>&lt; 0.6%*</td>
<td>0.6–0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economic integration with China</strong></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defense spending as % of GDP</strong></td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
<td>1.2–1.3%</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
<td>&gt; 1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Political dynamics</strong></td>
<td>More stable government, higher capacity for reform and defense effectiveness</td>
<td>Weak and unstable governments, incrementalism and erratic behavior</td>
<td>Political realignment and electoral mandate for constitutional revision and robust defense</td>
<td>Political realignment and electoral mandate for military restraint and regional cooperation</td>
<td>Political realignment and nationalist mandate for nuclear weapons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public opinion</strong></td>
<td>Wary of China</td>
<td>Subdued</td>
<td>Concerned about China, nationalist</td>
<td>Strongly pacifist, friendly toward China, wary of alliance</td>
<td>Much less pacifist, highly nationalist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*If Japan’s economy were to face severe difficulties beyond what it has experienced in recent years, with GDP growth falling below 0.6 percent, the probability of the two unlikely trajectories (strategic accommodation and strategic independence) would increase somewhat.*
**Trajectory 1: Hard Hedge**

Under Trajectory 1, Japan would continue its overall “cooperative engagement” approach to China, while simultaneously implementing some marginal changes intended to give Tokyo a stronger hedging and deterrent capacity against Beijing. The expansion of Chinese military capabilities and activities would still not be enough to motivate Japan to alter drastically its budget priorities toward defense or to revise or reinterpret the Constitution to enable Tokyo to exercise its right of collective self-defense in a full-fledged manner. Moreover, the United States would continue to provide enough security reassurance so that Japan would not feel an acute sense of urgency to substantially upgrade its defense capabilities. Nevertheless, increasing concerns about China’s military trajectory and persistent frictions with China about territorial and resource claims in the East China would prompt Japanese political leaders and defense officials to accelerate the implementation of the 2010 NDPG and develop a new NDPG with a greater focus on the security challenges that China poses for Japan.

Although defense spending would remain about 1 percent of GDP, the defense budget in absolute terms would increase incrementally. Japan would undertake substantial reform of the JSDF, defense policy infrastructure, defense budget allocations, and defense procurement practices in order to address strategic priorities in a cost-effective manner. The effects of relaxing the three arms export control principles, however, would be mixed. Although Japanese industry would be slow to evolve, defense industrial cooperation with the United States would improve somewhat, and bilateral R&D programs would proliferate to a limited extent. Japanese defense industry reform efforts, however, will be limited, and sales of defense hardware internationally will meet with mixed success. Despite the liberalization of acquisition and cross-servicing agreements, U.S. forces will not depend to any significant degree upon Japanese supply chains for services, equipment, or support.

Under this trajectory, the Japanese government would test the limits of Japan's constitutional constraints in terms of the use of force and collective self-defense. For example, Japan could relax the existing restrictions on the “integration with the use of force” (buryoku kōshi no ittaika) so that Japan could provide greater operational support for U.S. forces. This could entail the passage of new legislation regarding “situations in areas surrounding Japan” that could facilitate JSDF integration with U.S. forces in response to military contingencies beyond those that involve the direct defense of Japanese territory. Japan will inch toward exercising its right of collective self-defense along the lines suggested by the 2008 Yanai report. Although Japan’s Joint Staff office would continue to mature, command-and-control integration between Japan and the United States would move slowly. There would be modest enhancements to the alliance institutional infrastructure.

Under this “midrange” hard hedge trajectory, the implications of the 2010 NDPG findings regarding “gray-zone” challenges would be considered across the JSDF, and the basis for new doctrines would be studied and dissected. Although China might be treated as a “first among equals” separate planning case, Japanese planning would not incorporate
China into all aspects of modern warfare. Joint training and exercises with U.S. forces would develop; and missile defense, ASW, and amphibious warfare development would be action-forcing missions for integration and jointness. The primary focus of operational planning would be for scenarios that deal with defense of the Japanese islands, humanitarian assistance or disaster relief, and possible peacekeeping missions because of constitutional restrictions that prohibit the exercise of the right of collective self-defense. JSDF and U.S. doctrines regarding the integration of warfare across areas of effort would remain unresolved, and the potential for operations in different geographic theaters could stress Japanese and allied joint and combined decisionmaking, planning, bureaucratic, and operational capacities.

**Military Capabilities**

*The Maritime Domain*

In this midrange trajectory, the JMSDF leadership would become relevant to a positive Japanese response to the U.S. ASB concept, assuming that concept is operationalized. Because the ASB doctrine implies continuous operations well within Chinese threat arcs, the U.S. Navy and JMSDF would collaborate to acquire, train, and operate so as to be able to fight together in order to get forward and to stay forward. The JMSDF would remain optimized for ASW, BMD, and mine warfare. Fleet missile and torpedo magazine capacity would continue to be very limited, a weakness exacerbated by the fact that neither VLS nor torpedo tubes can be reloaded at sea. Moreover, national weapons stocks would remain virtually bare, and defense industries would not be capable of any sort of meaningful expansion or accelerated pace of production. Nevertheless, under this midrange trajectory, the JMSDF would fully fund and man its expanded submarine force and would continue the development of an aspirational JMSDF aircraft carrier force. Although Pacific SLOCs and U.S. Navy escort could become an operational emphasis of the JMSDF, it is likely that Japanese operations beyond 1,000 nautical miles would be severely limited both for political reasons and by insufficient force levels. While alliance conventional warfare capabilities in the maritime domain could be insufficient to deter China, realistic JMSDF integration with U.S. forces that enables a concerted alliance response to military challenges in “situations in areas surrounding Japan” would be a major milestone and building block in reaching a convincing deterrent posture in the Asia-Pacific region.

*The Air Domain*

Even in this midrange trajectory, the JASDF air order of battle would remain virtually obsolete, given the only marginal increase in Japan’s defense budget. The basis for developing a realistic aerospace strategy, however, would now be in place because the JASDF and U.S. Air Force would be able to plan, train, organize, and acquire on a more rational alliance
basis. Nevertheless, FX replacements (presumably F-35) for F-4 and F-15 aircraft will come very slowly. It is possible on this trajectory that the JASDF could articulate a rationale for the accelerated acquisition of fourth-generation aircraft such as the F/A-18 Super Hornet as a gap filler and force builder while waiting for F-35 procurement. Also significant would be a rationalized plan for a force of Japanese HALE UAV ISR platforms, and for AWACS, tanker, and strategic lift aircraft at realistic levels. BMD would receive major Japanese national emphasis. Under this trajectory, JASDF leadership in this area would be a forcing function for significant joint and combined interoperability but will remain a work in progress. Nevertheless, Japanese defensive air operations along the Pacific SLOCs and Japanese defensive and offensive air operations in the Indian Ocean would remain infeasible.

**The Ground Domain**

In addition to establishing small garrisons to the southwest along the Ryukyu Island chain, Japan would exhibit the beginnings of an amphibious warfare doctrine and a new force structure to support it. This development would operate as a forcing function for JSDF joint operations. Nevertheless, the JGSDF would continue to be limited to a strictly defined territorial defense of Japan, and its ability to recover disputed territories would remain largely aspirational. The JGSDF would also be self-limited to point defense missions, rather than be included in modern maneuvers over relevant distances as part of a strategic defense in depth of Japan. It is possible that cooperation between the JGSDF and the U.S. Marine Corps would prompt some consideration of ground domain defense in depth of Japanese territory. JGSDF could also play an unexpectedly significant role in seizing or defending bases and nearby chokepoints. Externally deployed JGSDF operations, however, would remain limited to minor peacekeeping operations, albeit with considerable potential for significant training and force development opportunities.

**The Space and Cyberspace Domains**

In the space and cyberspace realms, new legislation could enable the prime minister’s Cabinet Office to take control of the planning and budgeting of Japan’s government space program, and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency could be authorized to pursue military space programs. However, tight budgetary restrictions would check much of the benefit of new legislation. As a result, organizational and force structure implications regarding cyber defense and space operations would be largely deferred. While the Japan Aerospace and Exploration Agency would be able to replace Japan’s four aging surveillance satellites, it would not be able to add to the constellation.

**Command and Control**

It is likely on this trajectory that the allies would establish a partially integrated aerial, naval, land, and space system, enabling combined operational missions featuring multiple
services and militaries (for example, U.S. ships might use onboard missile defense systems to shield bases in Japan, collaborating with JASDF AWACS and U.S. on-orbit ISR platforms). Breakthroughs for the JGSDF and the alliance in a counter-C4ISR operating environment would include doctrines and capabilities that facilitate independent operations, defensible C4ISR, and C4ISR that can be reconstituted when high-demand, low-density C4ISR assets are damaged or destroyed.

**Trajectory 2: Soft Hedge**

Under this trajectory, Tokyo would pursue a “cooperative engagement with a soft hedge” approach. This would be marked by a continued stress on bilateral economic ties and avoidance of a “China threat” focus in Japanese foreign policy, relatively low levels of defense spending, an emphasis on the defense of the home islands, and moderate increases in capabilities to defend the southwest islands. Japanese defense planners would closely monitor Chinese military capabilities and behavior and signal Japan’s resolve to defend its territorial and maritime interests. At the same time, however, Japan would seek to avoid militarization of the Sino-Japanese territorial dispute while emphasizing the centrality of the United States–Japan alliance. Japan would also promote relations with South Korea, ASEAN, Australia, and India and support regional processes such as the East Asian Summit as well as APEC and the ASEAN plus Three. Although Japan’s regional diplomacy will not be framed as diplomatic containment of China, Tokyo will have a keen interest in checking Beijing’s influence and steering Chinese behavior in a direction more consistent with Japanese interests. In general, Tokyo would continue to pursue its existing two-pronged strategy of keeping the United States militarily engaged in the region and enmeshing China in a variety of bilateral and multilateral institutions and processes.

While expressing concerns about Chinese military modernization and activities near Japan (especially in the East China Sea), Japan would refrain from explicitly targeting its defense forces against a “Chinese threat” and would continue to stress the need for greater transparency. Japan would continue to support the realization of joint development of resources in the East China Sea based on the 2008 agreement between Japan and China. Efforts would be made to promote bilateral Japan–China security dialogues and trilateral Japan–United States–China security dialogues, to develop and improve mutual reassurance measures with China (including prior notification of maritime activities in the East China Sea, and so on), and to initiate cooperation with China on humanitarian assistance or disaster relief. Japan would continue to contain emotional issues related to history (for example, visits to the Yasukuni Shrine) and to stress the importance of economic interactions with China.

The basic logic of this “low-range” trajectory is that neither Japanese anxieties about Chinese behavior and capabilities nor concerns about the maintenance of U.S. security reassurance would be acute enough to overcome severe economic and fiscal constraints on defense spending and the resilience of antimilitarist or pacifist attitudes both in the Japa-
nese public and among political elites. In addition, the critical role that trade and investment with China plays in the Japanese economy would dampen political moves to develop a strong defense policy response to China’s military modernization beyond the modest and incremental approaches being adopted by Japan today.

Although Japan would continue to emphasize its alliance with the United States as central to its security and national interests, Japanese contributions to the alliance may fall short of U.S. expectations because of depressed defense budgets, constrained military doctrines and operations, and ambivalence about a rationalized alliance relationship. Rhetorical pronouncements notwithstanding, the United States–Japan alliance would function only with hesitation and without meaningful political, operational, or planning integration. With the relaxation of the three arms export control principles, defense industrial cooperation with the United States will improve somewhat, and bilateral R&D programs will proliferate to a limited extent. Japanese defense industry reform efforts, however, would be limited, and sales of defense hardware internationally would meet with mixed success. Despite the liberalization of acquisition and cross servicing agreements, U.S. forces would not depend upon Japanese supply chains for services, equipment, or support. Japan and the United States would continue to explore ways to reduce the burden on Okinawa for hosting U.S. bases and forces without weakening bilateral defense cooperation and deterrence, but frictions especially at the local level would persist about U.S. bases in Japan.

Defense spending would remain below 1 percent of GDP. Given the slow rate of economic growth and a substantial increase in social policy expenditures, there would be little increase in the absolute amount of defense spending, and there is a strong possibility that defense spending might even decrease in absolute terms as well as in terms of its proportion relative to the national budget. Rising personnel costs for the JSDF could also force a scaling back of spending for the procurement of new defense equipment. Incremental implementation of the 2010 NDPG would continue, with only modest structural reform of the JSDF or defense policy infrastructure and defense budget.

Under this trajectory, there would be no revision or reinterpretation of Japan’s Constitution to explicitly permit the exercise of the right of collective self-defense. Japan’s trenchant restrictions on collective self-defense would remain in place, each of which would be a considerable brake on bilateral cooperation and effective integration with U.S. forces. Japan, however, would continue to work with the United States to enhance bilateral defense cooperation within the parameters of the 1997 legislation regarding “situations in areas surrounding Japan.” The JMSDF would pursue further development of joint training and exercises with U.S. forces, but operational planning would be focused on defense of the Japanese islands, humanitarian assistance or disaster relief, and possible peacekeeping missions.
MILITARY CAPABILITIES

The Maritime Domain

Under this low-range trajectory, the JMSDF would be unlikely to receive significant additional ships or naval weapon systems in its force structure beyond routine fleet modernization. Even NDPG plans announced in December 2010 would be in some doubt, as apparently there would be no additional operations or manning funding for the 6 submarines (for a total of 22) added to the JMSDF force structure. These boats would not be new construction per se, but would be added to the fleet by delaying the retirement of older boats, which normally are decommissioned far short of the end of their service lives.

The JMSDF also would not be an exception to the general rule for the JSDF of stalled “jointness” and alliance integration, thereby negating the ostensible great technological and industrial advantage of the alliance partners. As a result, Japan's larger strategic position could be at significant risk over the long term under this trajectory, depending on developments in both Chinese and American policies and capabilities, as discussed in chapter 5.

In this low-range capability trajectory, the JMSDF would play a minimum role in defending its maritime lifelines, and in particular limit itself to operations in reduced areas narrowly defined by Japanese national and political proclivities. This approach and set of minimal capabilities not well integrated with the U.S. Navy would likely prove insufficient in competition against an expansive and emergent naval power, thereby making Japan’s maritime security dependent upon not only the U.S. Navy but also the actions and strategies of the PLA. United States–Japan allied sea control could be precluded under this trajectory because of the lack of integrated air-sea-land operations, an insufficient level of effort hampered by reduced force levels, and the inability to achieve and protect C4ISR integrity. Although the ASB concept explicitly seeks to defeat Chinese A2/AD capabilities, JMSDF operational and political limitations would undercut that mission.

The Air Domain

For the JASDF, the FX replacements (presumably the Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II) programmed for the JASDF's F-4J aircraft would come very slowly and in limited numbers, and there would be no replacement in sight for the JASDF's F-15Js, which are early-block aircraft. As a consequence, the JASDF air order of battle would be effectively obsolete. Moreover, Japan’s aerospace defense would not be adopting a posture of layered defense because of the continuing lack of an aerospace strategy, the weakness of JASDF’s force structure and very low force levels, and minimal integration. Despite the importance of Pacific and Indian SLOCs for Japan’s economic and military security, Japan would be unable to conduct defensive or offensive air operations along these SLOCs, should a war develop with China or any other major power.
The Ground Domain

To defend the outlying islands, Japan would establish small garrisons to the southwest along the Ryukyu Island chain. Under this low-range trajectory, however, a robust development of a “Japanese Marine Corps” and the new force structure necessary for real amphibious warfare capabilities would stagnate. The JGSDF would be limited to a strictly defined territorial defense of Japan, and the ability to recover disputed territories would remain largely aspirational. The JGSDF would be self-limited to point defense missions, rather than be included in modern maneuver warfare over relevant distances as part of a strategic defense in depth of Japan. Much of the explicit focus would be on ISR, an augmented tempo of JMSDF activity, air defense, humanitarian assistance or disaster relief operations, and BMD. Japan would continue to maintain a “firewall” between the Coast Guard and the JSDF regarding the protection of the sovereignty of the southwest islands (including the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands) in order to prevent a militarization of the territorial dispute with China.

The Space and Cyberspace Domains and Command and Control

Despite their vital strategic consequence for an industrial economy like Japan’s and their implications for extended deterrence, in this low-end trajectory, Japan would defer addressing critical issues related to space and cyber defense. Similarly, despite the centrality of effective national and alliance C4ISR to the defense of Japan, its low state of development under this low-range trajectory raises to high levels the risk of operational failure and strategic defeat.

Trajectory 3: Competition

The basic logic and dynamic of this “high-range” trajectory is that increasing Chinese assertiveness as well as Chinese acquisition of high-end military capabilities would provoke enough anxiety among Japanese political elites and the public at large so that antimilitarist/pacifist attitudes would weaken considerably. Political moves to spend much more on defense (despite persistent fiscal constraints or because of Japanese economic revitalization) and to reinterpret or revise the constitution to enable the exercise of the collective self-defense right would gain traction and ultimately succeed.

An intervening or facilitating variable in this trajectory could be a political realignment in which pro-defense political elites would coalesce in one political party with an extraordinary majority or in which pro-defense political elites would become dominant in the major competing political parties and they would cooperate on behalf of a pro-defense agenda. In addition, uncertainties (political, economic and societal) in China would reduce the appeal of the Chinese market for Japanese commercial interests, and attractive alternative Asian markets (for example, Vietnam and India) would emerge for Japan over the fifteen-to-twenty-year time frame. A resulting shift in Japanese economic calculations would reduce
the dampening effect of business interests on a pro-defense agenda to counter a Chinese military threat.

In its relations with China, Japan would shift away from an emphasis on military transparency and various types of hedging to a more explicit military competition with China. Efforts to implement the 2008 East China Sea agreement will be abandoned, and Japan will become much more assertive about territorial sovereignty and its EEZ claims. Given the shift in Japanese politics, Japan will be less accommodating toward Chinese sensitivities regarding history-related issues (for example, visits to the Yasukuni Shrine and treatment of historical issues in Japanese textbooks).

Both Japan and the United States, fearing deterioration in the regional military balance vis-à-vis China, would respond not only by enhancing their own military capabilities but also by promoting bilateral defense cooperation. Japan would therefore push to transform the security relationship with the United States into a true military alliance whereby Japan would be willing to use force or actively support the use of force on behalf of collective defense goals beyond the defense of Japan proper. These two allies would also seek to create a maritime defense coalition with other Asia-Pacific countries that harbor similar concerns about China to constrain or even contain Chinese military behavior. Japan, together with the United States, would also promote regional institutions and processes that might exclude China or that might enhance diplomatic leverage over China.

Under this trajectory, Japanese defense spending would rise to about 1.2 or 1.3 percent of GDP. This would entail an absolute increase of the annual defense budget by 25 percent or more depending on the growth rate of Japan's economy. Japan's National Security Council would become a practical reality, providing explicit authority for the constrained but realistic normalization of the JSDF. There would be robust modernization of the JSDF with some acquisition of offensive systems. With the removal of existing constitutional impediments, joint planning on operations with the United States and possibly other U.S. allies would be authorized for the use of force beyond strictly territorial defense, with significant implications for strategic and operational integrity. Collective self-defense would become part of Japan's national and JSDF operational doctrines. Japanese command and control would improve significantly with rapid and robust defense institutional integration, rationalized United States–Japan alliance C4ISR, robust JSDF joint operations, and the Joint Staff Office serving in practice as a Joint Operational Command. All this would have cascading effects to enhance combined operations between the JSDF and U.S. forces. Long-range strike (maritime and air) would be doctrinally authorized and exercised but would not be fielded in terms of viable Japanese capabilities.

**Military Capabilities**

Japan would counter a Chinese military threat by emphasizing joint planning and operations with the United States. Aspirations of Japanese defense roles and missions include the ability to threaten Chinese naval ships traversing the Ryukyu Island chain,
ASW and BMD operations during a Taiwan scenario, and significant support for United States–led operations to counter Chinese A2/AD strategies (including at least integrated Japanese support for some version of the ASB concept or other possible operational concepts). Japan may also weaken the “firewall” between the Coast Guard and the JSDF for protecting the sovereignty of the southwest islands (including the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands) by developing special ground/amphibious units (possible Japanese marine-type units) to defend these islands and by involving the JMSDF in patrols near the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands.

Accelerated procurement of next-generation equipment (for example, fighter planes and ASW aircraft) would be under way, combined with increases in the number of submarines, Aegis-equipped destroyers, attack and transportation helicopters, and ground-based anti-ship missile launchers. The expansion of the defense budget would also increase support for C4ISR enhancements and JSDF operational mobility in the context of homeland defense, cyber defense, command integration with USFJ, missile defense, two additional Aegis BMD destroyers, six additional submarines, and more rapid acquisition of F-X aircraft. Both the JASDF and JMSDF would field versions of Global Hawk-class HALE UAV ISR platforms to complement four additional surveillance satellites.

The three arms-export-control principles would be eliminated, and third-party transfer issues would be largely resolved with the United States. Bilateral R&D programs with the United States would meet with increasing success. Defense industry reform efforts in Japan would start to pay off, and civilian industry best practices of competition and efficiency would migrate into defense acquisition. The Japanese government would commit to full establishment of defense industrial security procedures compatible with U.S. practices and expectations, removing a major impediment to defense industry cooperation. U.S. and Japanese defense logistics would also become increasingly integrated.

**The Maritime Domain**

Under this high-range trajectory, Japan would embrace competition with China for sea control over nearby areas within at least the first island chain and recognize the vital necessity in that competition for sea denial. The JMSDF and the U.S. Navy would for the first time plan and operate strategically, at some depth, for the defense of Japan. While ASW and missile defense would remain core JMSDF maritime functions, the outcomes of ASB-based missions, or those of other operational concepts, would be seen as major determinants of operational success or failure. The JMSDF leadership would assume a relevant role in the ASB concept in particular. The U.S. Navy and JMSDF would collaborate to acquire, train, and operate so as to be able to operate together in order to get forward and to stay forward. Pacific SLOC defense and escorting U.S. Navy strike groups to distances beyond 1,000 nautical miles could become a major operational emphasis of the JMSDF, but Japanese operations in the Indian Ocean would remain severely limited because of both political reasons and insufficient force levels within the next fifteen to twenty years.
The JMSDF would emphasize C4ISR and kill chain integrity, operational sustainability, strategic maneuverability, nearby SLOC defense, at least effective defensive and perhaps offensive ASW, strike warfare, mine warfare, and battle group survival. The JMSDF’s expanded submarine force would be fully funded and manned. While the JMSDF would remain optimized for ASW, BMD, and mine warfare, U.S. Pacific Fleet and Self-Defense Fleet missile and torpedo stocks would continue to be limited, and neither VLS nor torpedo tubes could be reloaded at sea. JMSDF introduction of carrier air wings would be likely in this trajectory, but carriers would remain at risk tactically, and their future in operational plans is uncertain.

**The Air Domain**

In the air domain it may be possible for Japan to plan and operate strategically and in depth, at least in a defensive aerospace campaign. In order to do so, the JASDF would have to derive a more coherent aerospace strategy and doctrine. As a major technical and operational breakthrough, the ASB concept, if operationalized, could provide the basis for JASDF’s strategic and doctrinal development, and certainly would establish the basis for force planning. The JASDF would recognize that effective joint and combined integration is essential, and the pressing reality that the aerospace campaign is the strategic flank for both maritime and ground operations.

At the onset of this high-range trajectory, the JASDF air order of battle would remain virtually obsolete; however, the basis for developing a realistic aerospace strategy would now be in place because the JASDF and U.S. Air Force could plan, train, organize, and acquire on a more rational alliance basis. Nevertheless, F-X replacements (presumably F-35) for F-4 and F-15 aircraft would still come slowly. It might be possible that the JASDF could articulate a rationale for the accelerated acquisition of fourth-generation aircraft such as the F/A-18 Super Hornet or advanced F-15s as a gap filler and force builder while waiting for F-35 procurement. Also significant would be a rationalized plan for a force of Japanese HALE UAV ISR platforms, and for AWACS, tanker, and strategic lift aircraft at realistic levels. JASDF leadership in BMD would be a forcing function for significant joint and combined interoperability but would remain a work in progress.

**The Ground Domain**

As in the maritime and air domains, this high-range trajectory would present for the first time the opportunity for the defense in depth of Japanese territory as a major doctrinal and operational factor. This would be a development with significant strategic ramifications, marking the end to the JGSDF doctrinal assumption regarding “limited and small scale invasions” of Japanese territory. Nevertheless, Japanese national territorial defense largely would be confined to air and missile defense, notwithstanding the significant transition of the JGSDF to a new “Dynamic Defense” doctrine emphasizing the JGSDF’s operational mobility within Japan (and rejection of the “static defense” concept). The JGSDF would
place major emphasis on defeating territorial incursions, but in the most limited way and in its literal interpretation.

Defense of outlying islands would be a major JGSDF planning factor. Japan would continue to develop amphibious capability (a “Japanese Marine Corps”) to regain lost territory, but this capability would not develop far beyond a relatively small cadre capable of amphibious assault, and the combined arms operations required would stretch the limits of Japanese jointness and alliance combined operations. The JGSDF posture for direct defense of Japan’s main islands against major Chinese incursions, combined with JGSDF ambitions for amphibious operations, would present a direct opportunity cost for air and missile defense. JGSDF deployment outside Japan into China’s maritime salient would be unlikely under this trajectory. Nevertheless, the JGSDF could play an unexpectedly significant role in seizing or defending bases and chokepoints.

As discussed in chapter 5, it would remain unclear whether China would have the capability to reach Japanese territory for the purposes of invasion and occupation under this trajectory, with the possible exception of a few extremely isolated islands. In this regard, disputed island territories would be more likely to provoke maritime and air interactions. Ironically, the potential would exist for significant JGSDF island garrisons to be located along Japan’s southwestern islands. The strategic and operational mobility of the JGSDF would facilitate effective jointness across the board because the JMSDF and the JASDF would provide the platforms to transport the JGSDF when rail and road networks are insufficient or irrelevant. However, insufficient capability for the offshore operational and strategic mobility of allied ground forces could mean that externally deployed JGSDF operations would remain limited to minor peacekeeping operations, albeit with considerable potential for significant training and force development opportunities. Militarily meaningful JGSDF deployment outside Japan, however, would remain unlikely, especially to distant locations in the region.

The Space and Cyberspace Domains

Under the high-range trajectory, Japan, through its Space Strategy Office and Space Policy Commission, is likely to draft and implement legislation and policies that give substance and capability to Japan’s space security requirements. For example, a Space Command could be established as a new defense organization, and a Space Joint Task Force could be created under the Joint Staff Office. The incorporation of HALE UAV atmospheric alternatives into future force structures and C4ISR architectures could mitigate the extreme operational dependence upon space assets. Similarly, JSDF and national cyber organizations would be established to rationalize and coordinate cyber policies, strategies, and capabilities within Japan and between Japan and the United States. For example, the Ministry of Defense could form a new Cyber Command and a Cyber Joint Task Force.
Command and Control

Significant command and control developments would be possible, and would be a reasonable expectation and outcome, given the alliance political breakthroughs that the high-range trajectory stipulates. This operational integration would facilitate a key competitive advantage for the alliance. Breakthroughs on this trajectory for the JSDF and the alliance in a counter-C4ISR operating environment would include doctrines and capabilities that facilitate independent operations; defensible C4ISR; and C4ISR that can be reconstituted when high-demand, low-density C4ISR assets are damaged or destroyed. Japanese international humanitarian assistance or disaster relief and peacekeeping missions would become laboratories for advanced C4ISR, and emulate the exercise of the right of collective self-defense.

Trajectory 4: Accommodation

The basic logic of this trajectory is that Chinese behavior and strategic intentions, despite some increase in its military capabilities, are perceived by the Japanese to be essentially benign. Moreover, China would continue to be an attractive, if not critical, market for Japan’s long-term commercial interests. There would therefore be little incentive to substantially increase defense spending (especially given the persistence of severe fiscal constraints), and antimilitarist or pacifist attitudes both in the public and among political elites would continue to be resilient. Constitutional constraints on Japanese defense policies and forces would remain largely intact. A moderate or even severe reduction in U.S. forward military deployments (discussed in chapters 4 and 5), either because of American domestic economic stagnation or because of generally benign American views of a rising China, would further motivate Japan to accommodate to Chinese security interests and to explore ways to develop a regional cooperative security regime as the salience of the U.S. alliance network declines.

The demilitarization of cross–Taiwan Strait relations and prospects of reconciliation between China and Taiwan would also encourage Japanese strategic accommodation with China. In this positive climate, Japan and China would jointly develop resources in the East China Sea, thereby making EEZ and territorial disputes less politically salient. The two countries would promote and implement an effective confidence-building regime in the East China Sea and push toward greater reconciliation on historical issues. Although the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty would remain in force, the bilateral alliance would decline in importance for Japanese diplomacy. U.S. military presence in Japan would be reduced significantly, and there would be no further development in joint training, exercises, and planning.

Under this trajectory, Japan would reconfirm its strictly defensive defense doctrine, exhibit clear reluctance to participate in military contingencies related to Taiwan, and participate primarily in nonlethal overseas peacekeeping activities. Defense spending would remain less than 1 percent of GDP, and there may be a relative decline of defense expendi-
tures in terms of the national budget, causing a slowdown in the pace of defense force modernization. JSDF joint training and exercises will become more multilateral with a focus on humanitarian assistance or disaster relief.

**Trajectory 5: Independence**

In this trajectory, there would be a dynamic similar to the one in Trajectory 3 (“Competition”). Increasing Chinese assertiveness as well as Chinese acquisition of high-end military capabilities would provoke enough anxiety among Japanese political elites and the public at large so that antimilitarist/pacifist attitudes would weaken considerably. As a result, Japan would revise its Constitution so that it can possess a full-fledged military and exercise the right of both individual and collective self-defense like any normal great power. The country would also dramatically alter its budget priorities in order to fund an accelerated program of defense modernization, including the acquisition of some offensive and power projection capabilities.

This trajectory, however, would differ from Trajectory 3 regarding the role of the United States. Rather than Japan and the United States working to enhance its alliance, the United States for domestic political and economic reasons would be reducing its military presence in the Asia-Pacific region and acquiescing to China’s growing military capabilities and assertiveness. Although, as in Trajectory 3, Japan would seek to maintain a robust U.S. security commitment in the region by providing greater Japanese support for U.S. military presence and operations, these efforts would ultimately fail. Japan could also have difficulty forging strong alliances with other Asian countries to offset a hollowing out of the United States–Japan alliance. Japan would then realize that its costly investments in conventional military capabilities are inadequate to deter China. As a consequence, Japan would revoke its three non-nuclear principles and develop a nuclear deterrent (perhaps a limited nuclear-armed submarine—that is, strategic ballistic nuclear submarine—capability). Although it is unclear how rapidly Japan could acquire a nuclear arsenal, it certainly has the technological capacity to do so.
CHAPTER 3 APPENDIX

SPECIFIC FEATURES OF MILITARY DOMAINS IN MOST LIKELY TRAJECTORIES

Trajectory 1: Hard Hedge

Outlines of the specific features of Trajectory 1 in particular military domains are as follows:

Maritime Domain

- JMSDF operational sustainability is seriously constrained by very low levels of missiles and other munitions.
- JMSDF pursues additional C4ISR modernization, including the acquisition of small numbers of Global Hawk-class HALE UAV Broad Area Maritime Surveillance (BAMS) ISR platforms.
- JMSDF operations are constrained by available satellite bandwidth.
- Development begins of advanced long-range shipborne and maritime air patrol antiship missiles.
- There is no accompanying increase in JMSDF personnel.
- Two additional Aegis BMD destroyers are authorized.
- The first ship of the follow-on class of larger displacement, straight-deck air capable ships is commissioned. A total of two units are authorized.
- JMSDF shipborne self-defense systems are not capable against advanced cruise missiles.
- Deliberate slow-rate production of the new P-1 maritime patrol aircraft continues.
- JMSDF provides one-regimental sealift capability for JGSDF operations.
- JMSDF antipiracy level of effort in the Horn of Africa and the Strait of Malacca expands.

Air Domain

- Additional JASDF ISR modernization commences.
- Additional Patriot PAC-3 missile batteries are authorized.
- Low-rate production of JASDF’s C-2 cargo aircraft continues.

1. Specific numeral projections regarding likely future weapons acquisitions in these various trajectories are estimates subject to possible variation.
• Patriot PAC-3 deployability improves modestly.

• JASDF’s fighter force modernization is limited to the replacement of two F-4 squadrons with two F-35 squadrons.

**GROUND DOMAIN**

• JGSDF deploys additional surface-to-surface antiship missile batteries.

• JGSDF continues its program of gradual development of amphibious warfare capabilities.

• JGSDF deploys additional attack helicopters.

• JGSDF’s personnel strength continues to decline gradually.

• JGSDF stands up one additional regiment identical in capability and readiness to the Western Area Infantry Regiment.

• JASDF provides one-regiment airlift capability for JGSDF operations, and JMSDF provides one-regiment sealift capability for JGSDF operations, but insufficient mobility assets continue to be a brake on Japan’s dynamic defense strategy.

• JGSDF slowly expands its peacekeeping operation level of effort.

**SPACE AND CYBERSPACE DOMAINS**

• New legislation enables the prime minister’s Cabinet Office to take control of the planning and budgeting of Japan’s government space program. The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) is authorized to pursue military space programs.

• The Cabinet Office is authorized to set up a Space Strategy Office, headed by the prime minister, which will be supported by a consultative Space Policy Commission.

• Nevertheless, tight budgetary restrictions check much of the benefit of new legislation. JAXA is able to replace Japan’s four aging surveillance satellites, but cannot add to the constellation.

• Organizational and force structure enhancements regarding cyber defense operations are largely deferred.

**COMMAND AND CONTROL**

• Slow alliance command-and-control integration continues, but the failure to implement universal and effective procedures for the exchange and safeguard of sensitive and classified information continues to retard meaningful progress.
• Modest enhancements to alliance institutional infrastructure are proposed, but progress is slow.

• JSDF joint operations meet with some success.

• The Joint Staff Office continues to mature.

• Additional JMSDF C4ISR modernization continues, including the acquisition of small numbers of Global Hawk-class HALE UAV BAMS ISR platforms.

• Deliberate integration of JMSDF operational headquarters with U.S. Forces Japan and Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Japan at Yokosuka Naval base continues, with partial success.

• Deliberate continuing slow integration of Air Defense Headquarters with U.S. Forces Japan/Fifth Air Force meets with partial success.

• Additional JGSDF C4ISR modernization continues.

• Continuing slow integration of JGSDF operational headquarters with U.S. Forces Japan/I Corps at Camp Zama meets with partial success.

**Trajectory 2: Soft Hedge**

Outlines of the specific features of Trajectory 2 in particular military domains are as follows:

**Maritime Domain**

• JMSDF C4ISR modernization is in “placeholder” status. JMSDF does not acquire advanced Maritime ISR platforms. JMSDF continues “manual” ISR based upon manned submarine, ship, and recce aircraft reporting.

• JMSDF does not procure Global Hawk-class HALE UAV BAMS ISR platforms.

• JMSDF operations are increasingly constrained by the lack of sufficient national security communications satellite bandwidth.

• Advanced shipborne and maritime air patrol antiship missiles remain unfunded, and development is stuck in an extended domestic R&D process.

• Advanced shipborne self-defense systems remain unfunded.

• Six additional conventional submarines are authorized, without increasing building capacity.

• Two additional Aegis BMD destroyers for national missile defense come at the expense of JMSDF war-at-sea capabilities.

• Commissioning of the follow-on class of larger displacement, straight-deck heavy air-capable ship is deferred. No additional units of previous air-capable ship classes are built.
• JMSDF rationale disappears for purchase of the F-35 B VSTOL fighter.

• Deliberate slow-rate production of the new P-1 maritime patrol aircraft continues. An improved sensor suite is deferred.

• JMSDF personnel strength is not increased to support additional submarines authorized in the 2010 NDPG, resulting in an effective personnel cut across the rest of the JMSDF. Higher-tempo submarine operations cannot be sustained.

• JMSDF provides limited sealift capability for the JGSDF.

• JMSDF antipiracy operations in the Horn of Africa and the Strait of Malacca continue, but at low levels. Opportunities for international cooperation are given low priority.

• JMSDF flotillas revert to local defense operations.

• JGSDF attack helicopters do not go to sea.

**Air Domain**

• JASDF is unable to formulate or develop a national aerospace strategy.

• JASDF coordination with U.S. Air Force (USAF) diminishes.

• JASDF’s four 767 AWACS aircraft are not modernized.

• JASDF does not procure additional 767 AWACS aircraft.

• JASDF has no plans to transition to the advanced E-2D Early Warning aircraft.

• JASDF has no plans to procure additional E-2C early warning aircraft.

• No upgrades to the E-2Cs in JASDF’s inventory are programmed.

• No Japanese national organization for cyber defense is established.

• A JSDF cyber command is deferred. Cyber defense capabilities are funded at low levels.

• JASDF cyber defense capabilities remain marginal. Establishment of a JASDF cyber command is deferred.

• Early model Patriot missiles are not replaced with new Patriot PAC-3 missile batteries.

• Patriot PAC-3 batteries are fixed in place due to no deployment capabilities.

• Two additional JMSDF Aegis BMD destroyers are introduced for national BMD, but integration with JASDF’s air defense network lags badly.

• Modernization of the JASDF fighter force languishes. Small numbers of F-35s are introduced.
JASDF F-4s are finally retired, but obsolescent F-15s continue in service. Some retired F-4s are not replaced.

- Japan's indigenous F-XX fighter replacement remains on the Technical Research and Development Institute drawing board.

- With no additional JASDF transport aircraft made available, the new JGSDF maneuver doctrine remains a paper plan.

- No additional JASDF airborne tanker aircraft are built. This delays the development of a credible defensive counterair capability for the defense of Japan, and precludes JASDF aerial tankers dedicated to support of U.S. Navy strike groups and JMSDF operations.

**Ground Domain**

- JGSDF deploys additional surface-to-surface antiship missile batteries

- JGSDF continues its program of gradual development of amphibious warfare capabilities.

- JGSDF deploys additional attack helicopters.

- JGSDF’s personnel strength continues to decline gradually.

- JGSDF stand up one additional regiment identical in capability and readiness to the Western Area Infantry Regiment.

- JASDF provides one-regiment airlift capability for JGSDF operations, and JMSDF provides one-regiment sealift capability for JGSDF operations, but insufficient mobility assets continue to be a brake on Japan’s dynamic defense strategy.

- JGSDF slowly expands its peacekeeping operation level of effort.

**Space and Cyberspace Domains**

- Despite enabling legislation, successive Japanese governments table national security space policy and organizational initiatives.

- Very few Japanese national security satellites are developed or launched.

- Japanese industry has little incentive to develop capable space-based technologies and hardware.

- Japan’s national space surveillance capability remains fragmented and marginally effective.

- JAXA is hard pressed to replace Japan’s four aging surveillance satellites, and significant gaps result due to aging out or satellite failure.
Cyber defense initiatives are relegated to last priority in the government of Japan’s planning.

New national cybersecurity organizations are rejected as both unnecessary and escalatory.

**Command and Control**

- JSDF C4ISR modernization never gets beyond “placeholder” status.
- Neither the Joint Staff Office nor the Ministry of Defense are able to implement effective alliance command-and-control integration.
- The Ministry of Defense is unable to formulate universal and effective national and alliance procedures for the exchange and safeguard of sensitive and classified information.
- JMSDF does not acquire advanced maritime ISR platforms. Manpower intensive “manual” ISR based upon submarine, ship, and recce aircraft reporting remains the JMSDF operational standard.
- Except for exercises, JSDF and U.S. Forces Japan operate independently.
- There exists in Japan essentially no effective aerospace national or Joint ISR command and control.
- Deliberate integration of JMSDF operational headquarters with U.S. Forces Japan and with the commander, U.S. Naval Forces Japan, at Yokosuka Naval Base slows markedly.
- JASDF programs very little ISR modernization.
- Appearances notwithstanding, doctrinal, technical, operational, and command-and-control integration of Air Defense Headquarters with U.S. Forces Japan/Fifth Air Force does not proceed.
- JASDF does not transition to the advanced E-2D early warning aircraft. There are no plans for additional E-2C early warning aircraft, and no upgrades to the E-2Cs in JASDF’s inventory are programmed.
- Deferred JGSDF C4ISR modernization precludes integration with U.S. Forces Japan command and control.
- Integration of JGSDF operational headquarters with U.S. Forces Japan / I Corps at Camp Zama remains a low priority.

**Trajectory 3: Competition**

Outlines of the specific features of Trajectory 3 in particular military domains are as follows:
Maritime Domain

- Operational sustainability becomes a bilateral planning issue, as part of a broad review of Japanese and U.S. defense industrial base capacity.

- Robust JMSDF C4ISR modernization continues, including the acquisition of moderate numbers of Global Hawk–class HALE UAV BAMS ISR platforms.

- JMSDF and the U.S. Navy agree to share satellite communications bandwidth, and cooperate to plan the future Pacific region naval communications satellite architecture.

- Japan and the United States agree to bilateral codevelopment of advanced ship and maritime air patrol antiship missiles.

- Japan and the United States agree to bilateral codevelopment of advanced shipborne self-defense systems.

- JMSDF flotillas step up to blue water ops.

- Six additional conventional submarines are authorized, and building capacity is increased.

- Six additional JMSDF Aegis BMD destroyers are authorized.

- Four units of the follow-on class of larger displacement, straight-deck heavy air-capable ships are commissioned. They are similar in capability and capacity to the U.S. Navy’s LHA-6 class expeditionary strike group light CV-type vessel.

- The decision is announced to purchase four squadrons of the F-35 B VSTOL fighter for embarkation in JMSDF’s heavy air-capable ship.

- Production of the new P-1 maritime patrol aircraft with an improved sensor suite accelerates.

- JMSDF personnel strength is increased by 15 percent to man additional ships, submarines, and squadrons.

- JMSDF provides two-regimental sealift capability for JGSDF operations.

- Integration of JMSDF operational headquarters with U.S. Forces Japan and Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Japan at Yokosuka Naval Base accelerates, with significant success.

- JMSDF’s antipiracy level of effort in the Horn of Africa and the Strait of Malacca increases, with significant international cooperation.

- JMSDF deployments to command approaches to key Japanese straits become routine, from Hokkaido to the tip of the Ryukyu Island chain.

- JMSDF embarks JGSDF attack helicopters in its larger displacement, straight-deck heavy air-capable ship.
Air Domain

- JASDF and the USAF formulate an effective alliance aerospace strategy.
- JASDF implements a thorough ISR modernization, including effective national and Joint ISR command and control. JASDF ISR is integrated with U.S. Forces Japan.
- JASDF’s four 767 AWACS aircraft are modernized.
- JASDF procures four new 767 AWACS aircraft.
- JASDF E-2C early warning aircraft are modernized.
- JASDF procures new E-2D early warning aircraft.
- JASDF enhances its cyber defense capabilities, and establishes a JASDF cyber command.
- JASDF is integrated into Japan’s new national cyber defense organization.
- JASDF is integrated into the new JSDF cyber command.
- JASDF is funded for rapid replacement of early model Patriot missiles with new Patriot PAC-3 missile batteries.
- JASDF begins development of the land-based component of national missile defense to complement JMSDF’s Aegis BMD capability. Initial candidate programs are terminal high-altitude area defense (THAAD) and advanced shore-based SM-3 missile batteries.
- Sufficient JASDF air mobility aircraft enables universal Patriot PAC-3 deployability.
- Six additional JMSDF Aegis BMD destroyers are an action-forcing procurement for JASDF-JMSDF air defense network integration.
- JASDF fighter force modernization continues, to include accelerated fielding of F-35 replacements for obsolete F-4s, and fourth-generation gap-filler aircraft replacements for JASDF’s obsolescent F-15s.
- Developing advanced beyond-visual-range air-to-air missiles is a high JASDF priority.
- JASDF Air Defense Headquarters is fully integrated with U.S. Forces Japan/Fifth Air Force.
- JASDF procures significant numbers of additional transport aircraft to support JGSDF maneuver.
- JASDF commits fighter aircraft to JMSDF combat air patrol/fleet air defense.
- JASDF procures additional airborne tanker aircraft to support a credible bilateral defensive counterair capability for the defense of Japan, and additional JASDF tankers dedicated to support of U.S. Navy strike groups.
GROUND DOMAIN

• JGSDF implements a robust C4ISR modernization program.

• JGSDF integrates with U.S. Forces Japan command-and-control systems and organizations.

• JGSDF completes integration of its operational headquarters with U.S. Forces Japan/I Corps at Camp Zama.

• JGSDF deploys two regiments fully trained and equipped for amphibious warfare.

• JGSDF professional and doctrinal relations with the U.S. Marine Corps become very close.

• JGSDF’s amphibious warfare capability becomes a central factor in enhanced integration with the JMSDF and JASDF.

• JGSDF acquires and deploys sufficient advanced surface-to-surface antiship missile batteries to command approaches to key Japanese straits, from Hokkaido to the tip of the Ryukyu Island chain.

• JGSDF surveys the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in advance of the possible deployment of surface-to-surface antiship missile batteries.

• JGSDF begins development of a land-mobile, maneuverable-reentry-vehicle antiship ballistic missile.

• JGSDF rounds out its full complement of attack helicopters, including sufficient numbers to deploy squadrons aboard JMSDF’s larger displacement, straight-deck heavy air-capable ships.

• JGSDF continues to reduce its infantry and armor units in favor of more mobile formations.

• Overall, JGSDF continues to reduce its troop strength.

• JGSDF converts two additional regiments to first line capability and readiness equal to that of the Western Area Infantry Regiment.

• JASDF provides two-regiment airlift capability for JGSDF operations.

• JMSDF provides two-regiment sealift capability for JGSDF operations.

• JGSDF further expands its peacekeeping operation level of effort as part of a program of force development and doctrinal evolution.

SPACE AND CYBERSPACE DOMAINS

• The government of Japan effectively rationalizes national security space policy at the Cabinet level.

• The Japanese MOD establishes a Space Command as a new defense organization.
• A Space Joint Task Force is established under the Joint Staff Office.

• National security space civil-military integration becomes a Cabinet priority.

• Japan draws up a comprehensive space law, a “Space Activities Act,” which provides a legal framework for privately funded space initiatives, and a series of five-year space plans.

• Technical and operational civil and military space cooperation between the United States and Japan is extensive.

• American and Japanese industry collaboration on major civilian and military space programs begins to develop rapidly. Spin-offs enhance national security space capabilities in both countries.

• Japan programs and develops a full constellation of national security communications satellites, surveillance satellites, early warning satellites, and Global Positioning System satellites designed to military specifications.

• Japan complements its on-orbit constellation with near-space, very-high-altitude airships with a variety of sensor and communications suites.

• The Japanese MOD forms a new Cyber Command and a Cyber Joint Task Force. Civilian defense aspects of cyberwarfare are acknowledged, and MOD begins to coordinate infrastructure protection with other ministries and civilian institutions.

• The Joint Staff Office establishes a Cyber Command Headquarters, and begins to coordinate its cyberwarfare C4ISR and programmatic development with American counterparts.

• Cybersecurity cooperation with the United States is legitimized and becomes reasonably effective.

**Command and Control**

• The Japanese MOD begins rapid and robust domestic and bilateral defense institution integration.

• Japan establishes national military and defense industrial security procedures that enable the effective exchange and safeguard of sensitive and classified information.

• The JSDF services are increasingly integrated. Joint operations are increasingly well developed.

• The Joint Staff Office becomes a practical Joint operational command.

• JSDF operations are reorganized on the basis of Joint Task Forces (JTFs).

• The alliance enjoys cascading positive benefits from well-established combined operations between the JSDF and U.S. Forces Japan.
• Operationally, JSDF units join U.S. JTFs, and U.S. forces join JSDF JTFs.

• The MOD and the Joint Staff Office rationalize alliance C4ISR with U.S. Forces Japan and with the U.S. Pacific Command.

• U.S. personnel are integrated into the Japan Defense Intelligence Headquarters.

• Japanese personnel are integrated into U.S. Forces Japan and U.S. Pacific Command intelligence centers and operations.

• JMSDF acquires moderate numbers of Broad Area Maritime Surveillance ISR platforms.

• JMSDF and the U.S. Navy agree to share satellite communications bandwidth, and cooperate to plan the future Pacific region naval communications satellite architecture.

• U.S. Navy personnel are integrated into the JMSDF Fleet Headquarters and ASW Control Center at Yokosuka Naval Base.

• JMSDF personnel are integrated into the U.S. Navy intelligence and operational centers at Yokosuka Naval Base and at U.S. Pacific Fleet Headquarters at Pearl Harbor.

• JASDF upgrades its E-2C early warning aircraft. JASDF procures 14 new advanced E-2D aircraft, and four additional 767 AWACS aircraft.

• U.S. Air Force personnel are integrated into the JASDF Air Defense Headquarters.

• JASDF personnel are integrated into Fifth Air Force’s headquarters and command center.

• U.S. Army and Marine Corps personnel are integrated into JGSDF headquarters.

• JGSDF personnel are integrated into U.S. Army Japan Headquarters at Camp Zama and U.S. Marine Corps III Marine Expeditionary Force headquarters on Okinawa.
THE UNITED STATES

STRATEGY AND DOCTRINE

National Security Strategy

At the broadest level, the most fundamental national security objective of the U.S. government is to protect the American people by preventing terrorist attacks and other more conventional threats against the homeland, while also advancing or protecting U.S. security interests in critical regions of the world. In order to attain these objectives, the 2010 National Security Strategy (NSS) identifies three tasks for the current era: (1) rebuild the foundation, competitive advantage, and resilience of the American economy; (2) pursue comprehensive engagement with nations, institutions, and peoples around the world on the basis of mutual interests and mutual respect; and (3) promote a just and sustainable international system that recognizes the roles of all nations.

The last two of these three objectives derive from a long-standing commitment to the protection and advancement of a United States–led and inspired global order via a variety of political, economic, diplomatic, military, and societal-cultural means. This global order consists of six key elements:

- The UN- and Bretton Woods-based systems, rules, institutions, and procedures to regulate the international monetary system;
A closely related set of bilateral and multilateral institutions, forums, and agreements designed to promote capitalist market systems and global free trade;

- A general commitment to a post–World War II norm against the unilateral use of force to alter national borders, and also against a national government committing acts of genocide against its own populace;

- A set of nonproliferation and arms control regimes for weapons of mass destruction (WMD) embodied in a range of formal institutions and informal practices, from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty to the Nuclear Suppliers Group;

- Domestic governance norms (in the form of international treaties, statements, and bodies) designed to address basic humanitarian concerns and political or social issues related to corruption, the rule of law, and basic human rights; and

- A range of institutions, agreements, and activities designed to counter nontraditional security threats to all nations, ranging from global terrorism to pandemics, illegal drug trafficking, environmental degradation, climate change, and financial/energy crises.\(^3\)

From the perspective of most, if not all, American policymakers, since the end of the Cold War, the preservation of this order and the protection of U.S. assets have relied on the maintenance of a global power structure in which the United States has enjoyed a preponderance of military power in certain key strategic regions, as well as significant (if not dominant) levels of political, diplomatic, moral, and economic presence and influence on critical issues, within key institutions, markets, and other related areas.\(^4\)

More concretely, in the security realm, such capabilities and structures are viewed as essential to carrying out a range of U.S. objectives worldwide, including homeland defense, success in the war on terrorism, the prevention of conflicts in vital regions and localities, the maintenance of deterrence against aggression, and the preservation of the ability to prevail in any conflict waged by U.S. forces. The attainment of these security goals requires five strategies: (1) shaping the security calculations of both allies and potential adversaries through a combination of political, diplomatic, economic, and military means; (2) preventing WMD proliferation; (3) strengthening and expanding key alliances and partnerships (in part by supporting and equipping partner security forces); (4) securing strategic access and retaining freedom of action for U.S. forces in all vital regions; and (5) creating a new “jointness” in integrating and unifying U.S. forces.\(^5\)

**Security Strategy in Asia**

The Asia-Pacific region has long been regarded by U.S. policymakers as a vital component of the global power structure outlined above, given the region’s oceanic links to the U.S. homeland, economic dynamism, political diversity, geostrategic relationship to other
key regions, and role as home to several major military and/or economic powers, notably China, Russia, India, and Japan.  

Throughout the post–World War II era, the United States has sought to employ its capabilities and influence to protect or advance six key interests in the Asia-Pacific region:

- To prevent the emergence of a hostile power that could limit or exclude U.S. access to the region;
- To prevent the emergence or intensification of regional disputes or rivalries that could disrupt overall peace and economic development;
- To ensure freedom of commerce, market access, and security of sea lines of communication (SLOCs) throughout the region;
- To defend and encourage democratic states and humanitarian processes and to discourage the expansion of nondemocratic movements or regimes hostile to the United States;
- To prevent the proliferation of WMD and WMD-related technologies and know-how across littoral Asia; and
- To cope with nontraditional security threats, in particular global and regional terrorism, pandemics, and environmental degradation.

The defense of these key interests has required a general strategy consisting of two fundamental elements. First and foremost, in the security arena, are the creation and maintenance of dominant American political and military influence across the vast reaches of maritime East Asia, extending from the West Coast of the United States to the Indian Ocean and including areas of the Asian littoral. The United States has pursued this objective by maintaining the ability to project superior naval, air, and (to a lesser extent) land power into or near any areas within this region. This has been facilitated by the maintenance of formal bilateral political and security alliances and military-basing arrangements with several key states in the region—including, notably, Japan (discussed below), followed by South Korea, Australia, Thailand, and the Philippines—along with the maintenance of political and security relations with other significant Asian powers, such as India and Indonesia. 

The second core element of U.S. strategy in Asia has focused on the advancement and protection of those global and regional norms and institutions that support these interests, largely via close political, diplomatic, economic, and social interactions with a wide range of state actors and multilateral regional and international organizations, ranging from the United Nations to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations Regional Forum.

During the Cold War, this overall strategic posture was largely oriented toward defending against the expansion of communist influence originating from the former Soviet Union.
and Maoist China, North Korea, and North Vietnam further into Asia, and, secondarily, toward protecting or enlarging U.S. political and economic interests across the region. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union and the emergence of a more open, pragmatic, market-oriented economic and social system in China, America’s grand strategy in Asia has primarily focused on strengthening its cooperative political, economic, and security relations with all the region’s major powers while sustaining its political and military dominance in the maritime realm. The Vietnam War and Korean War experiences, combined with the size and strength of the People’s Republic of China, led the United States to eschew seeking dominance on continental Asia. Moreover, such dominance was not deemed requisite to protect U.S. economic and security interests in this vital region.

**Strategy Toward Japan and the Alliance**

Since the end of World War II, the U.S. alliance relationship with Japan has been a critical cornerstone of the above-outlined American security policies in the Asia-Pacific region, especially in Northeast Asia. During the height of the Cold War, Japan served primarily as a critical forward base area for U.S. forces and a bulwark against Soviet and Chinese expansion on such fronts as Vietnam, the Korean Peninsula, and Taiwan. Although Washington increasingly desired for Tokyo to build a substantial military capability, Japan successfully resisted much of this pressure, focusing instead on assisting the United States in the defense of the home islands and, over time, agreeing to a limited “rear-area-support” role for U.S. forces operating in nearby regional contingencies. The details of this evolution are discussed in chapter 3.

Over the last ten to fifteen years, partly in response to China’s rise, U.S. security policy toward Japan has again emphasized strengthening and to some degree extending the bilateral alliance through the improvement of a wide range of political and security relations with Tokyo. This undertaking has involved support for greater levels of Japanese military modernization, a higher (albeit still in many ways very limited) degree of interoperability between U.S. and Japanese air and naval forces, the expansion of Japanese security interests and responsibilities beyond a mere defense of the home islands, and a larger Japanese role in regional security-related multilateral mechanisms and forums—with the intention of ultimately moving the relationship from one of limited “burden sharing” to limited “power sharing.” Similarly, the Japanese and U.S. military forces have participated in increasingly more sophisticated joint exercises. In recent times, this has included exercises such as the Iron Fist amphibious capabilities training and the Japan Ground Self-Defense Force–U.S. Marines training held in Guam and Tinian from August to September 2012.

Although Japan’s capabilities and role in the alliance have not changed radically, Tokyo has made limited progress in many areas, as described in greater detail in chapter 3. Nonetheless, China’s continued rise as a military power in East Asia—and especially its deployment of larger numbers of increasingly sophisticated conventional power projection platforms and antiaccess and area denial (A2/AD)–related capabilities near Japan—are causing
growing levels of concern in Washington about the future ability of Japan-based U.S. forces to operate freely and maintain sufficient levels of deterrence in the Western Pacific. The diminishment of such capabilities could eventually raise doubts in Tokyo about the credibility of U.S. security assurances and thus strain the United States–Japan alliance. Perhaps equally worrisome, the modernization and expansion of China’s nuclear forces is arguably eroding the United States’ extended deterrent by increasing doubts in some Japanese defense circles regarding the future willingness of the United States to risk its cities to defend Japanese territory under threat or attack from China. That development is also increasing concerns in Washington and Tokyo that China’s more capable and survivable nuclear force will make Beijing more willing to employ its conventional forces in disputes over maritime territorial and resource issues such as the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands.

The Obama administration has attempted to address several of these issues. Both before and during President Obama’s visit to Japan in November 2009, and as part of its overall “rebalancing” toward Asia (discussed below), Washington undertook actions designed to show the new administration’s firm commitment to the alliance and U.S. security pledges in particular, even as it has also sought to strengthen the Sino-U.S. relationship in political-military and other areas. Such actions have included substantive improvements in the U.S. military presence in the Asia-Pacific region, including forward deployment of advanced stealth aircraft and submarines, as well as repeated assurances, conveyed in person and via public and private statements, that the United States remains fully committed to nuclear deterrence and extended deterrence toward Japan and its other Asian allies.¹⁷

In addition, regarding key regional security issues, the Obama administration has sought to reassure Tokyo that it will not accept a nuclear North Korea, despite the lack of progress on denuclearization, and it has reiterated George W. Bush’s statements of support for continued improvements in Sino-Japanese relations while also expressing qualified support for Tokyo in its intensifying dispute with Beijing over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands.¹⁸ With regard to the highly sensitive issue of the relocation of U.S. forces in Japan, after some initial friction, Washington and Tokyo forged a compromise on various near-term and longer-term base relocation components, including a five-year Host Nation Support agreement in 2011. In 2012, they modified previous plans for facilities and Marines based in Okinawa to delink certain challenging political and logistical dynamics that they hoped would speed up implementation.¹⁹

In looking toward the future, U.S. leaders realize that Japan faces some potentially conflicting pressures in addressing China’s growing military capabilities. Those capabilities, along with arguably increasing levels of Chinese assertiveness toward disputed territories in the East China Sea, are compelling Tokyo to try to strengthen its deterrence capacity. Yet an array of domestic political, economic, and social constraints, along with Japan’s growing dependence on trade and investment with China, also argue for the maintenance of cooperative relations with Beijing and continued significant limits on defense spending.

As indicated in chapter 3, the resulting ambivalence in Japanese policy toward China is reinforced by more long-standing, crosscutting fears in Japan over the future evolution of
U.S. policy toward China. On one hand, Tokyo is concerned that Washington might down-play the importance of the alliance to improve economic and political relations with Beijing; on the other hand, it fears becoming entrapped, as a key security ally, in a deepening U.S. policy of hostility toward China.

In the security arena, such Japanese ambivalence and restraint, along with both China’s growing economic and military influence in Northeast Asia and Washington’s current economic malaise, combine to challenge the ability of the United States to craft an effective, long-range policy toward Japan and the alliance. Such a policy must simultaneously meet three basic goals:

- Reduce fears that future U.S. political-security policies toward China might either expose Tokyo to unwanted pressures and threats from Beijing or, alternatively, reduce the credibility of U.S. security assurances to Japan;

- Facilitate the peaceful handling of possibly intensifying Sino-Japanese territorial disputes and encourage the development of a more cooperative overall Sino-Japanese relationship; and

- Maximize the likelihood that Tokyo will acquire the kinds of capabilities and policies that are deemed necessary by Washington to defend U.S. and allied interests in the face of a more assertive, rising China.

Achieving such goals will almost certainly involve significant trade-offs. For example, the more Washington reassures Japan about its security commitment, the less inclined Tokyo might be to strengthen its own defense. Conversely, if the United States is less reassuring in order to get Japan to strengthen its own defense, Tokyo might be tempted to accommodate Beijing at the expense of Washington, or alternatively, could become more nationalistic and militaristic than the United States and others in the region might like. Also, pushing harder on Japan to strengthen its military capabilities might induce Tokyo to become much more assertive about its territorial and resource claims in the East China Sea, thereby provoking tensions with China and possibly entrapping the United States in a confrontation it would rather avoid. However, encouraging Japan to cooperate more with China for the sake of regional stability might reduce Japanese incentives to enhance defense cooperation with the United States to counter China’s growing military power, for example, as part of a future U.S. Air-Sea Battle (ASB) concept–based force enhancement.

Such complexities place a premium on developing both a clear and common understanding with Tokyo of the long-term responsibilities of both sides in the alliance and, equally important, establishing a high level of confidence in the ability of the other party to meet its future obligations. This, in turn, requires the development of a clear and realistic understanding of the future structure and purpose of the alliance with regard to China and security in Northeast Asia.
As indicated in chapter 1, many factors will influence U.S. efforts to achieve these goals and objectives over the next fifteen to twenty years, including the future of Washington’s political and diplomatic relations with both Tokyo and Beijing, the state of the U.S. economy and technological base and their capacity to sustain sufficient levels of defense spending and deployments, and both Japanese and Chinese domestic political and economic developments. All these areas are to varying degrees under debate within U.S. (and Japanese) policy circles and are subject to larger political and economic forces within Asia and beyond. As a result, many could evolve in very different directions over the next fifteen to twenty years, thus resulting in different types and levels of U.S. policies and capabilities toward China, Japan, and the alliance. The main features of these determining variables, their possible evolution over time, and their consequences for future U.S. capabilities, actions, and beliefs, are discussed in the following subsections.

**Strategy Toward China**

Since the 1970s, Washington has pursued two broad sets of strategic objectives toward China. On one hand, it has sought to sustain the Chinese leadership’s emphasis on maintaining stability and prosperity within China, in Asia, and beyond, by vesting Beijing in the maintenance and to some extent the protection of the existing global and Asian order and by augmenting its willingness and capacity to work with the United States and other Western powers in addressing a variety of bilateral, regional, and global issues and problems. On the other hand, Washington has increasingly sought to dissuade or deter Beijing from using its growing capabilities to undertake actions or acquire the level and type of power and intentions that could undermine global or regional stability, peace, and prosperity or directly threaten vital U.S. capabilities and interests, both globally and in the Asia-Pacific region.

U.S. policies toward China thus combine efforts to engage and invest Beijing in stability-inducing and problem-solving norms, structures, and processes with efforts at counterbalancing, deterrence, and hedging. In the security realm, U.S. military power serves several crucial purposes:

- To facilitate Beijing’s integration into cooperative security-oriented processes and behaviors that are compatible with overall American interests (for example, via military deployments, diplomacy, and dialogues);

- To reassure other Asian powers (and in particular Japan and America’s other Asian allies and partners) that the United States has the capability and will to protect and advance its political, economic, and security interests and commitments to them in the face of a rising China with growing power projection capabilities;

- To deter Beijing from attempting to use coercive military force to shape or resolve specific disputes with neighboring territories and states, such as Taiwan and Japan; and
To ensure that Beijing remains unable to establish an exclusionary sphere of influence in the Western Pacific that would limit U.S. economic, political, and military access and the open transit of U.S. and allied civilian and military ships and aircraft across the region.

In the military realm, Washington has striven to attain these ends by augmenting its air, naval, and space capabilities and enhancing its military-to-military relationships with Beijing and other major Asian powers. This undertaking, along with other defense-related and many nonmilitary initiatives toward regional states, is now part of a new policy approach that seeks to emphasize Asia in U.S. global foreign and defense policy (discussed in greater detail below).

**Differing U.S. Strategic Approaches**

The cooperative engagement side of America’s two-sided security approach toward China, along with its strong commitment to strengthening close political and diplomatic relations between Beijing, Tokyo, and other allies and friends, have been most often emphasized in the public statements of U.S. officials since the normalization of U.S.-China relations. At the same time, American political and military deterrence and dissuasion efforts, and the important role played by key security allies such as Japan and South Korea in undertaking these efforts, have arguably played an increasingly important role in the United States’ Asia strategy since at least the early 1990s, especially as China’s economic and military capabilities have grown. Indeed, they especially come to the fore in U.S. statements and policy actions during times of tension over Taiwan or when addressing the larger deterrence role of U.S. forces in Asia.

These differing emphases on cooperation versus deterrence-oriented hedging within Washington’s policy toward China and its bilateral alliance relationships in Asia to some extent reflect a larger difference among U.S. defense analysts, officials, and political leaders between two basic strategic approaches toward China and the region as a whole: a hardline realist approach, and a more moderate approach. The hardline realist approach is found among some analysts and decisionmakers in the U.S. military, in the intelligence community, and in private (usually conservative) research institutes and defense industry corporations. They hold that the deterrence side of U.S. security policy should constitute the core of a basic military approach that treats China as an actual or likely future adversary.

These individuals point to China’s ambitious military modernization program, along with its purported efforts to reduce U.S. influence in various regional multilateral forums and organizations, as providing prima facie evidence of Beijing’s intent to return to supposedly historic levels of military and political dominance in the Asia-Pacific region, at the expense of the United States. For these observers, China is thus fully engaged in an intense zero-sum strategic competition that directly challenges American interests. Advocates in this camp argue that it is naive and dangerous for the U.S. government to think that it can persuade or entice Beijing to give up its supposed pursuit of strategic dominance in the
Asia-Pacific region, because China is a rising power that will settle for nothing less than military and political preeminence in Asia and perhaps globally as well. Proponents of this viewpoint argue that the most effective means of addressing China's military buildup are to maintain a clearly superior U.S. military, to exert great efforts to strengthen and rally regional allies (in particular Japan) as close U.S. partners in countering Beijing, and to undertake economic measures to weaken China, at the very least in areas relating directly or indirectly to its security capabilities.  

A less extreme variant of this hardline approach would not treat Beijing as a Cold War–style opponent but rather as a potential adversary who must be approached from a position of unchallengeable strength and given clear red lines with regard to any potential trouble spots, from the Korean Peninsula and Taiwan to Southeast Asia and perhaps beyond. At the same time, Washington would also regard Beijing as a growing regional power with which it could cooperate on some issues but probably not on those involving military activities across the Western Pacific. In each instance, U.S. policy would focus greatly on strengthening security relations with key allies and others while treating Beijing as an occasional collaborator in addressing regional and global problems, especially in the economic sphere.

A more extreme variant of this approach would assume that the forces driving competition and confrontation between China and the United States will increasingly predominate over those forces driving cooperation. It would thus call for a major increase in the capacity of the United States and its allies to deter China from using its growing military power to fundamentally alter the existing distribution of military power globally, and especially in the Asia-Pacific region. In other words, this more extremist approach would treat China as an unambiguous, present-day adversary and threat to vital U.S. interests, requiring even clearer and more vigorous efforts to contain its power and influence. One key element of such an undertaking might involve the creation of a grand regional coalition of democracies explicitly designed to counter China's growing challenge to the region.

Many elements of this hardline perspective are certainly present in some quarters of the U.S. government. However, they have not yet won support among senior civilian decision-makers. Most U.S. leaders espouse a version of the moderate alternative to the hardline approach. They reject the notion that Beijing and Washington are already deeply engaged in a largely zero-sum strategic rivalry centered on political–military moves and countermoves in the Asia-Pacific region and beyond. They do not assume that Beijing is determined to eject the United States from the region, and they appear to recognize that both nations—not just China—could create a self-fulfilling hostile relationship through their own actions. To the contrary, they believe that the Chinese leadership recognizes the huge cost to China's national goals that would result from efforts to confront the United States militarily (and otherwise), and thus continues to hold strong incentives to resolve problems through negotiation and to cooperate when at all possible. Hence, advocates of this moderate and balanced approach recognize the need to maximize incentives on both sides to cooperate while retaining the ability to counter possible aggressive military and political actions by Beijing. This essentially amounts to a variant of the long-standing U.S. policy approach to
China. Equally important, many if not most supporters of this largely status quo approach also to some extent remain confident that the United States can maintain a sufficient level of military and political dominance in maritime Asia to preserve the regional order.

One somewhat extreme variant of this perspective almost entirely rejects the supposedly obsolete great power politics of the past in favor of more inclusive, positive-sum, cooperative undertakings that build on the forces driving globalization and seek to address the emergence of an increasing range of nontraditional security threats to all powers. Proponents of this approach tend to view America’s current economic and political problems as the initial indicators of a long-term decline in the relative economic and military power of the United States. In the view of many of these individuals, such a major shift in the balance of power will likely necessitate the repudiation of many elements of the post–World War II status quo in favor of a new, pared down U.S. diplomatic, military, and economic approach, perhaps involving some variant of a parity-oriented balancing strategy in the security realm, combined with efforts to increase cooperation with and among China, Japan, and other Asian powers. Such a strategic approach would place considerable emphasis on allies and partners to provide regional security, in part as a substitute for declining relative U.S. power.

However, proponents of this view would also place greater stress on working directly with Beijing to reduce misperceptions and expand the overall boundaries of cooperation, while also working with allies and friends across the region to build a more inclusive multilateral political, economic, and (perhaps eventually) security mechanism in Asia. The relative emphasis placed on working through bilateral alliance relationships versus broadly inclusive multilateral mechanisms to strengthen regional security would depend in part on the capacity and willingness of the allies, and Japan in particular, to play a more active role in regional security affairs.

“Rebalancing Toward Asia”

Since as early as 2009, the Obama administration has attempted to direct increased resources, attention, and energies to the Asia-Pacific region. This undertaking, labeled by some officials as the “Pacific Pivot” but more commonly as “rebalancing,” is seen as an important response to the growing overall significance of the region to American political, economic, and security interests, and in particular to the challenges and opportunities presented by an increasingly powerful and influential China. But it is also intended to signal Washington’s continued commitment to a vital region during a period of global uncertainty and national distress brought on in large part by the worldwide financial crisis.

U.S. officials have stressed three policy features as central pillars of rebalancing: first and foremost, the strengthening of U.S. bilateral alliances and security partnerships in the region, especially the alliance with Japan; second, more intensive engagement with the emerging power centers in the region, most notably China, India, and Indonesia; and third, more active and direct participation in the development of regional multilateral institutions, especially in the realms of economics, diplomacy, and security. Each of these major
features emphasizes the positive, cooperative dimensions of the new U.S. emphasis on the Asia-Pacific region, including China and Japan. Indeed, Obama officials have repeatedly stressed that the new policy shift is not intended to contain, encircle, or counterbalance China; to the contrary, it supposedly places an emphasis on deepening military activities with the Chinese military.\(^{29}\)

Nonetheless, in the military realm, rebalancing also contains efforts to strengthen U.S. deterrence capabilities toward Beijing (the hedging side of U.S. strategy) in a rapidly changing security environment. During the past ten to fifteen years, Washington has encountered what many defense analysts regard as a growing threat from Beijing to the United States’ ability to defend and advance many of the above-noted strategic interests through the preservation of its freedom of access and primacy across the Western Pacific. This threat derives primarily from China’s increasing ability to militarily challenge the capacity of the United States and its allies to deploy air and naval forces, in a crisis or combat situation, into areas within approximately 1,200 to 1,500 nautical miles of Beijing’s territorial borders. As noted in chapters 1, 2, and 3, this is becoming possible through the People’s Liberation Army’s acquisition of A2/AD types of capabilities, which are designed to prevent an opposing force from entering an operational territory and to limit the freedom of action of that force within that territory.\(^{30}\) In its fully developed version, this system consists of sensors; trackers; medium-range, conventionally armed, offensive cruise and ballistic missiles systems with terminal precision-guidance capabilities; large numbers of conventional submarines; mines; fast boats; and an accompanying array of highly potent offshore air defense systems. If successfully deployed as an integrated network, in sufficient numbers, and protected by capable air defenses, such an A2/AD-type system could credibly threaten to damage or disable U.S. carrier battle groups and destroy U.S. aircraft as they approach the Chinese Mainland.\(^{31}\)

In response to these emerging capabilities, Washington is not only increasing its forces in many areas but also examining several possible new operational military concepts.\(^{32}\) The most notable at this point is the ASB concept associated with the officially endorsed Joint Operational Access Concept (JOAC) unveiled by Pentagon officials in early 2012, soon after the public enunciation of the new emphasis on the Asia-Pacific region.\(^{33}\) Other concepts under discussion either within the U.S. military or by outside defense analysts include Offshore Control and Mutual Denial. All these approaches are described and evaluated in some detail in chapter 6. To varying degrees, they reflect an effort to retain U.S. military primacy in the Western Pacific or at the very least a sufficient level of capability to attain those strategic objectives outlined above.

**MILITARY CAPABILITIES**

As the U.S. Defense Department and security establishment look beyond the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, they have identified a number of new threats and potential missions.
As noted in chapter 1 and above, foremost among assessments of emerging threats are a range of A2/AD types of capabilities that would asymmetrically challenge U.S. operational access in key areas of the globe, including the Asia-Pacific region. Such A2/AD-type capabilities would seek to cripple or undermine U.S. freedom of action by exploiting vulnerabilities to advanced precision-guided munitions, weaknesses in network systems, and the use of other technologies to limit U.S. naval and air power projection capabilities.

Despite such emerging threats, the U.S. military still enjoys significant advantages in command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR); operational experience; training quality; and numbers and technical sophistication of weaponry across a wide variety of areas. Nonetheless, in looking toward the future, and in particular with regard to China’s advancing military capabilities in A2/AD-related and other areas, one cannot assume that Washington will retain its current level of military superiority in the Western Pacific over the next fifteen to twenty years. The following analysis of the current state of United States military capabilities and assessments of possible trends through 2030 focuses on those military domains identified in chapter 1, including maritime, air, ground, space, cyberspace, nuclear, and command and control (C2), as well as various issues surrounding U.S. bases and deployments in the Asia-Pacific region.

**The Maritime Domain**

The U.S. Navy—comprising 286 ships and submarines, 3,700 aircraft, and more than 320,000 active duty personnel—is the primary arm of U.S. maritime dominance, serving roles in power projection, amphibious and littoral operations, and humanitarian and counterpiracy missions. Given their high-visibility nature, forward-deployed naval assets have also been critical in conveying the physical presence necessary to reassure allies, deter adversaries, and signal U.S. resolve in crises. Yet the emergence of layered and precise A2/AD-type capabilities is likely to challenge the survival, and potentially the relevance, of large-deck surface combatants and other key maritime capabilities in the Western Pacific. Over the next two decades, the U.S. military could face difficult trade-offs in balancing improvements to traditional power projection systems and programs to develop new, experimental capabilities tailored to A2/AD threats.

Although relatively vulnerable to challenges such as antiship ballistic missiles (ASBMs), antiship cruise missiles (ASCMs), torpedoes, and sea mines, U.S. surface combatants are capable of dominating force-on-force engagements against enemy ships and aircraft. Supported by an unparalleled array of targeting systems and battle networks, U.S. warships generally outstrip their peers in range and to some extent survivability.34 With the introduction of new Gerald R. Ford–class carriers, the United States will gain improved sortie generation systems to sustain intense air campaigns across multiple domains.

But relative to other elements of the U.S. force structure, surface combatants are disproportionately vulnerable to asymmetric antiaccess threats in China’s “near seas.” Faced with the threat of long-range, road-mobile ASBMs and long-range ASCMs, the U.S. Navy is
fielding larger numbers of upgraded Aegis destroyers as well as onboard countermeasures to give carriers and other large-deck ships additional layers of protection. However, naval analysts widely acknowledge that active and passive defenses may not be enough to offset an increasingly uncertain operating environment within the first island chain, and particularly in China’s littoral waters. These risks are exacerbated by the fact that the incapacitation, much less destruction, of any single large-deck ship could have significant operational and symbolic consequences for the United States and its allies.

Due in large part to investments made during the Cold War, the United States possesses a clear margin of superiority over its competitors in undersea warfare. Decades of U.S.-Soviet competition in subsurface warfare have allowed the U.S. Navy to refine passive acoustics and quieting technologies for its nuclear-powered fast-attack submarines, known as SSNs, to an extent that many U.S. nuclear submarines may be stealthier than their diesel-electric counterparts in the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN). And, in contrast to conventional diesel submarines, U.S. nuclear submarines can operate for virtually indefinite periods of time without surfacing, permitting longer deployments and increasing the likelihood that they would slip past enemy antisubmarine warfare (ASW) networks. Although large arrays of underwater mines could prove highly dangerous, the Navy’s Virginia-class SSNs seem likely to maintain an advantage in their ability to hold enemy ships at risk, launch standoff attacks against land-based targets, perform surveillance within the first island chain, and conduct operations in Pacific SLOCs.

Although U.S. forces are relatively proficient at ASW, the scarcity of ASW assets could prove problematic. ASW-equipped platforms, such as the Arleigh Burke-class destroyer, also serve vital roles in air or missile defense, and could be diverted from key missions in the event of an intensive ASW campaign. Similarly, ASW aircraft are dependent on expendable sonobuoys that could be exhausted in a protracted conflict. Due in part to this dilemma, the Navy is experimenting with networks of unattended sensors and large, potentially armed unmanned undersea vehicles (UUVs). If fully realized, these capabilities could potentially provide a “common operational picture” of the undersea environment, although bringing these embryonic technologies to maturity could prove costly and difficult.

More broadly speaking, U.S. forces across the maritime domain continue to benefit from developments in sensors, networks, and precision-guided munitions. New land-attack and joint surface standoff missiles (missiles that are launched from a distance) will enhance the ability of ships and submarines to launch standoff strikes to neutralize antiair batteries. To some degree, larger volumes of increasingly deadly and accurate payloads could blunt the impact of growing operational restrictions on dispatching manned, short-range tactical aircraft (TACAIR) into contested airspace.

Yet U.S. naval forces will also face expanding obligations in an era of stagnating budgets and limited capacity. The simultaneous rise of rogue states, transnational actors, and peer competitors such as China has dramatically increased the complexity and diversity of missions that U.S. naval forces are expected to fulfill. At the same time, the overall fleet has shrunk from an all-time high of nearly 600 ships to well under 300 (more advanced) vessels,
and is unlikely to grow significantly over the next two decades.\textsuperscript{43} The number of ships on deployment has held steady even as the Navy itself has shrunk by nearly 20 percent, forcing vessels to operate for significantly longer durations than originally planned.\textsuperscript{44} Indeed, a number of major surface combatants and submarines will reach the end of their service lives during the 2020s and early 2030s, posing a formidable test for an acquisition process that to date has been characterized by cost overruns and delays.\textsuperscript{45} Though a smaller fleet is by no means indicative of deteriorating capabilities, some argue that the Navy could be increasingly constrained in its ability to execute a wide variety of missions across dispersed geographic regions, to surge forces into a theater in the event of a high-intensity conflict, or to sustain local sea control as a means of defending SLOCs.\textsuperscript{46}

\textit{The Air Domain}

The U.S. Air Force is a key element of U.S. power projection capabilities and integral to the United States’ military posture in the Western Pacific. The Air Force enjoys significant advantages technologically and numerically against all other competitors, particularly in technology that supports stealth aircraft, such as jet engine materials and design, precision-guided munitions, and electronics and avionics capabilities. The nature of challenges to U.S. power is shifting, however, with emerging symmetric and asymmetric challenges, such as the development of China’s J-20 and Russia’s T-50 fifth-generation tactical fighter jet capabilities; the proliferation of smaller, cheaper satellites; and the expansion of precision-guided munitions. These developments may in the coming fifteen to twenty years facilitate the emergence of capabilities that challenge the United States’ technological superiority in a broader way than previously experienced.\textsuperscript{47}

In the last ten years, the requirements of combat in Iraq and Afghanistan have led the Air Force to focus on strategic lift, deployment and sustainment, air support for ground based operations, and ISR capabilities in noncontested airspace. The focus on ISR support has contributed to a 40-fold numerical expansion of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) assets in the Defense Department’s arsenal.

As the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan wind down, the future role and tasks of the Air Force are gradually shifting to a focus on operating from a longer range with greater numbers of survivable, highly sophisticated stealth capabilities in order to respond to the emerging challenges of antiaccess or counterintervention strategies, principally by state actors such as Iran and China.\textsuperscript{48} As part of an ongoing effort to retool the doctrine governing more effective joint operations and integration between the Air Force and Navy, the Air Force is looking to enhance coordination and efforts across domains to respond to developing A2/AD-type capabilities.

Specifically, advanced A2/AD-type systems heavily reliant on asymmetric precision-guided munitions could hold at risk American bases or sanctuary zones that enable long-range power projection. This threat is increasing demand in the United States for long-range strike capacity and the ability to blind or eliminate foundational adversary C4ISR systems.\textsuperscript{49}
At present, the United States’ global strike capabilities include long-range assets such as the Air Force’s 180 bombers (65 B-1, 20 B-2, and 94 B-52 aircraft), 1,700 combat aircraft in its active-duty inventory, about 60 KC-10 and around 200 KC-135 tanker aircraft that support other platforms, as well as myriad transport planes, tactical aircraft, and support aircraft for purposes such as intelligence. Tactical and bomber platforms allow the United States to project bombing power at sustained distances with the support of tankers and airborne refueling. Combined with a network of dispersed bases, tankers allow the United States to quickly deploy and reposition air forces.

The great transit distances and dispersal of airbases in the Western Pacific, however, place a burden on aerial refueling and long-distance support and transport, a burden that will be increased in the event of overt actions to challenge U.S. power projection or in the event of sustained conflict. Challenges to or attacks on forward-operating air bases would add additional stress, which would have an impact not only on fighter and bomber aircraft but also on maritime patrol aircraft tasked with surveillance and ASW missions over very large operating areas. Sustaining operations logistically past the second island chain (that is, north and west of Guam) will present a particularly difficult challenge for the Air Force and Navy, primarily because of the vulnerability of the few U.S. bases in the theater and the small size of the naval logistics force relative to the area it serves. In addition, there will be increased demands on the aerial tanker fleet if U.S. forces are denied access to forward bases.

Thus, in order to sustain air superiority and long-range strike capability in the face of advancing Chinese air defense and related A2/AD-type capabilities, the Air Force has pushed for the development of a number of next-generation systems, including the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, a new long-range stealth bomber, and stealth UAV systems.

The F-35 Joint Strike fighter program has been developed as an advanced fifth-generation stealth strike fighter aircraft with the ability to go supersonic for short periods. The F-35 will be built in three different models for the Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps. These three services plan to buy nearly 2,500 F-35 combat jets at a total acquisition price of more than $300 billion. In addition, hundreds of F-35s are expected to be purchased by U.S. allies, eight of which are cost-sharing partners in the program. Production of initial test planes has begun at low rates, with the big ramp-up expected in the next few years after development progresses. The Pentagon plans to spend about $15 billion annually on the F-35 beginning around 2015.

Complicating these plans, however, are the numerous budget overruns that may force the F-35 program to accept cuts to the total number of planes produced. The Pentagon’s independent cost assessment office believes that the average unit procurement price could be 15 to 20 percent higher than official estimates, surpassing $110 million per plane. Moreover, the F-35 is projected to cost a third more to operate than the legacy planes it is due to replace, such as the F-16 and F-18, though it may cost less to operate than the F-22. These shortcomings in the F-35 program are seriously concerning in light of the urgent demand for a new fighter; F-22 production has ended, and even though older existing planes such as the F-16 and F-18 can be refurbished, they nonetheless still face limited life spans.
Moreover, although the F-35’s advanced stealth and avionics are intended to guarantee air superiority in A2/AD-type environments, concerns have been raised about the F-35’s speed and range, especially for operations in the Western Pacific. Maneuverability is also a concern; the F-35 lacks the F-22’s thrust-vectoring technology, has issues with the ratio of wing load to thrust, lacks canards for “point and shoot” maneuvers, and cannot perform loaded supersonic cruise like the F-22. Furthermore, reports of Chinese cyber theft of some parts of the F-35 designs from British co-developer BAE Systems have raised concerns that the PLA may be able to copy some elements of the F-35 in its own next-generation aircraft, thereby eroding its superiority. Acknowledged technology thefts only exacerbate concerns that advancing Russian and Chinese radar, stealth, flanker aircraft, and missile countermeasure technologies will undermine the F-35’s capabilities both to enter the fight and prevail therein.

On the bomber front, the Air Force currently has a fleet consisting of 94 B-52H, 66 B-1B, and 20 B-2 bombers. The B-2 is both a conventional and a nuclear bomber, and the only bomber with stealth characteristics, and its radar-absorbing skin makes it expensive to operate. The B-1B focuses on conventional weapons, and the B-52 carries both conventional and nuclear weapons. The Air Force has begun conducting research-and-development work aimed at fielding a next-generation bomber by 2018 to replace the aging B-2, B-52, and B1-B fleets. The need for and affordability of this program have been debated, however, and funding is subject to future budget cuts and deliberations.

Moreover, observers have noted that the compressed 2018 implementation timetable for this new bomber will limit the extent to which next-generation technology can be adopted into the aircraft’s design. Before the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR), the Air Force had not called for a new bomber until around 2037, indicating that advanced technologies, such as hypersonic cruise vehicles, could potentially reach sufficient maturity by that time to be incorporated into the platform. However, given the much earlier target set in the 2006 QDR, the new bomber currently under development, though still classified, will likely be stealthy but subsonic. Estimates suggest that it will have an unrefueled range of 2,000 to 3,000 miles and may carry 28,000 to 40,000 pounds of armaments. While a decision on manned versus unmanned versions of the bomber has not been reached, the 2018 target may limit the aircraft to manned versions.

In addition to manned platforms, the Air Force has been developing and implementing a variety of UAV platforms. As noted above, the Air Force presently makes extensive use in Afghanistan of UAVs and other mobile assets to contribute to U.S. intelligence through the collection, processing, and distribution of globally networked ISR via its Distributed Common Ground System (DCGS). This sophisticated collection system produces intelligence information gathered by air platforms such as the U-2, RQ-4 Global Hawk, MQ-9 Reaper, and MQ-1 Predator and is composed of at least 45 geographically separated, networked sites that provide critical processing, analysis, and dissemination of ISR data collected from the Air Force’s area of responsibility, and make them available to other services and agencies. However, present Air Force ISR capabilities are geared toward the requirements of
combat in Afghanistan and will face additional constraints and challenges when implemented more fully in the Western Pacific in potentially contested airspace. With basing limitations and increased transit distance, long transit and loiter times to perform surveillance and reconnaissance missions will place a premium on space-based and cyber assets alongside UAVs and other platforms.

**The Ground Domain**

U.S. forward presence and power projection in the Western Pacific is presently dependent on the roughly 38,000 U.S. troops stationed in fixed land bases across Japan, with the majority of them located in Okinawa. In particular, with its strategic location, specialized infrastructure, and large-scale deployments, Kadena Air Base is vital to conducting any regional campaigns with TACAIR. Yet its runways, aircraft, and supporting infrastructure and fuel storage could be incapacitated, if not destroyed, by saturation attacks from medium-range ballistic missiles or even air-to-ground cruise missiles. Though facilities in Guam would be far less susceptible to theater missiles, operating at such extended distances would degrade sortie rates, delay the arrival of reinforcements, and reduce the intensity and flexibility of air, and to some extent, naval operations.

In addressing the vulnerability of its forward bases, the U.S. military has focused primarily on strengthening active rather than passive defenses. Most notably, the United States has attempted to knit together land- and sea-based ballistic missile defense (BMD) to create an integrated but flexible network that can be moved and concentrated as needed. Patriot batteries and terminal high-altitude area defense (THAAD) systems would target ballistic missiles from land, while growing numbers of Aegis ships equipped with SM-3 interceptors would extend a protective umbrella over ports and bases. Yet missile defense would be at best a partial solution, given that enemies could enjoy anywhere from a threefold to tenfold cost advantage in any engagement, and most likely a numerical edge as well. Some U.S. observers have advocated direct-energy weapons that could conceivably overcome the unfavorable cost equation associated with BMD, but such capabilities remain experimental.

Although it has not yet committed significant resources to passive countermeasures, the United States could also invest in some mixture of aircraft and fuel storage hardening, flexible basing, and force dispersal. Given that the majority of aircraft on Kadena remain unshielded, hardened shelters could force enemies to expend more warheads to destroy a single target. Hardened fuel storage, though expensive to bury deep, requires standard industry engineering involving underground reinforced concrete tanks, networks of fuel transfer pipelines, manifolds, supporting pumps, and filtering equipment. “Flexbasing” would segment a single forward base into a network of intermediate facilities, with rear areas such as Guam hosting large amounts of support material, and more vulnerable front-line locations in Japan providing runways, fuel, and other bare necessities. Dispersing forces and pre-positioning assets could also reduce the vulnerability of U.S. forces to a single crippling strike.
However, passive defenses may prove prohibitively expensive or run counter to the basic operational demands of power projection. Building costs for hardened shelters remain a serious obstacle, particularly given the sheer volume of aircraft present in U.S. bases such as Kadena. Conversely, both flexbasing and force dispersal would require more redundancy in personnel and supporting infrastructure across multiple bases, while increasing the risk of political access complications. And, without the benefit of centralized infrastructure and densely concentrated supporting systems, U.S. forces could be unable to mount sorties of a similar scale or intensity as seen in past conflicts. Overall, therefore, the potential ballistic missile, cruise missile, and air attack threats posed by Beijing to U.S. forward bases in Japan and elsewhere are considerable and will prove highly difficult to counter.

**The Space Domain**

The United States has by far the most costly and capable network of satellites of any country. America’s dominance in space provides significant economic and commercial benefits and an edge over other potential military adversaries. Today the U.S. military and intelligence community manage a wide array of space activities, including launch vehicle development, communications satellites, navigation satellites (the Global Positioning System, GPS), early warning satellites to alert the United States to foreign missile launches, weather satellites, reconnaissance satellites, and developing capabilities to protect U.S. satellite systems and to deny the use of space to adversaries.

U.S. military dependence on relatively unimpeded access to the global commons in both space and cyberspace expanded enormously after Operation Desert Storm in 1991. In particular, during the past twenty years, the U.S. military has invested heavily in developing battle networks to detect, identify, and track targets with precision and timeliness that rely significantly on space-based systems. In addition, during the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, the U.S. military expanded its operation of UAV systems that require high-bandwidth secure connections from military communications satellites, as well as GPS data for navigation, precision geolocation, and targeting. As a result, the United States currently depends heavily on geostationary-Earth-orbit (GEO) communications satellites for battle management and operating UAVs from distant locations, on the medium-Earth-orbit (MEO) GPS constellation for precision location and timing information, on the Defense Support Program (DSP) satellites for early warning, and on low-Earth-orbit (LEO) reconnaissance satellites for target identification and battle space awareness. Beyond DSP and GPS, there have also been proposals for the development of space-based radar that would track mobile targets on the ground and for an update to the DSP involving infrared and other sensor-laden satellites, but both programs have encountered budgetary concerns.

The United States’ dependence upon its space capabilities and networks for key elements of its war-fighting systems, C2, and ISR generates obvious concerns over possible vulnerabilities and efforts by potential adversaries that could hamper or undermine U.S. advantages in space. As indicated in chapter 2, the Chinese are investing in numerous capabilities that
could counter U.S. space supremacy in the event of a conflict, including technology for jamming and counternetwork attack (an offensive form of cyber warfare), antisatellite (ASAT) systems, and directed-energy weapons. In addition, Beijing is also developing small, lightweight satellites that could lower the enormous costs involved in developing space capabilities while performing many of the military-related functions of existing satellites, avoiding detection by U.S. space surveillance systems, and potentially serving as co-orbital ASATs or space mines.

That said, many U.S. satellites are hardened against nuclear radiation and are equipped with on-orbit spares. Even if several GPS satellites were to be disabled, the system would probably remain fairly robust and only suffer from periodic loss of signal. For these reasons, GPS is much less vulnerable to ASAT-type attacks than are LEO satellites.

Still, as reliance on space-based assets for critical military functions becomes more problematic, the United States may increasingly shift ISR and communications functions to high-altitude long-endurance (HALE) UAVs and other airborne platforms in an effort to reduce its dependence on satellites in fixed orbit. The viability of such an option, however, would hinge upon the ability of U.S. forces to maintain air superiority or at least to prevent the detection of such assets across large swaths of the Western Pacific. The proliferation of ASAT weapons capable of threatening satellites beyond LEO could also motivate the United States to explore alternatives to GPS and to build autonomous systems within precision-guided munitions that could function with minimal satellite guidance. Indeed, the U.S. military is actively considering such options.

Whether the United States would attempt to weaponize space is a more contentious question. There have been recurring debates, both during the Cold War and in more recent years, about the utility and vulnerabilities of developing dedicated space-based ASAT weapons. However, most proposals are deemed to yield little in terms of military advantage, may involve significant cost and budgetary problems, and could raise worries of spurring and then accelerating an arms race in space. Proponents of space-based weapons argue that such platforms could protect against threats from small satellites and space-based mines, ground-based directed energy ASAT, ground-based kinetic energy ASAT, and nuclear explosions in space, any of which could potentially destroy many of the satellites in LEO. However, space-based weapons would not be able to counter threats involving the jamming of GPS signals, jamming of satellite links, and orbital debris. And the cost of launching and protecting such weapons could prove prohibitive over the next fifteen to twenty years, barring an unlikely breakthrough in launch technologies and defensive systems for satellites.

More broadly, as the space domain becomes increasingly competitive with the proliferation of space and counterspace capabilities, incentives for the United States to seek greater opportunities for international space cooperation in the coming years will likely increase, further constraining the impetus for space weaponization.
The Cyberspace Domain

As a domain characterized by anonymity, low barriers to entry, and asymmetric gains for attackers, cyberspace presents a vexing challenge for a network-dependent U.S. military. In response to growing threats from persistent network intrusions and prospective cyberattacks, the United States has developed more sophisticated offensive capabilities, enhanced C2 over cyber operations, and increased efforts to establish mutual deterrence. Although the United States could make significant progress in developing capabilities and refining doctrines to give pause to would-be attackers, there is little guarantee that such measures will be sufficient to ensure the stability of future interactions in this domain.

Given its reliance on cyberspace to transmit enormous volumes of data for logistics, C4ISR, and battle networks, the U.S. military is disproportionately vulnerable to cyberattacks executed as part of an antiaccess-type campaign. To provide war-fighting and support applications, the Pentagon alone has more than 15,000 different computer networks across 4,000 military installations, providing numerous points of entry for sophisticated hackers. In that vein, U.S. government and industry networks have been frequent targets of Chinese cyberespionage (whether officially or unofficially endorsed) aimed at extracting sensitive data on the operations and deployments of U.S. military forces, major projects by defense contractors, and high-level U.S. policy toward China. During peacetime, intelligence gathered through these operations could aid in China's efforts to modernize its defense industrial base and accelerate the developments of next-generation capabilities, such as a stealth fighter. Over an extended period of time, such cyber operations could also be used to pinpoint vulnerabilities within U.S. government or civilian contractor networks and to establish “digital beachheads” from which to launch cyber operations in the event of a crisis or conflict. At the outset of a conflict, the PLA would be well positioned to attack or corrupt the flow of logistical information on vital transportation and U.S. Pacific Command (PACOM) networks, delaying the entry of U.S. forces into the theater and preparing the battlefield for kinetic strikes.

In response, the U.S. government has undertaken a three-pronged effort to develop capabilities, institutions, and partnerships to enhance security in the cyber domain. Having given up on the possibility of creating a sealed perimeter around its vast array of networks, the U.S. military has instead opted to conduct “active defense” to thwart attackers while improving the long-term resilience of its networks. In particular, a growing contingent of U.S. cyberwarfare groups have been tasked with containing and neutralizing emergent threats to key networks, tracing and identifying attackers, and probing enemy methods and vulnerabilities in preparation for potential retaliatory missions. At the same time, the U.S. military has explored the use of multilayered networks of manned aircraft and high-endurance UAVs with transmission relays to ensure connectivity in the event of attacks on satellites or computer networks. In addition, the military services have taken steps to encrypt data in maintenance and logistics systems on next-generation platforms such as the F-35, denying enemies access to valuable information about the numbers, positioning, and operational readiness of U.S. forces.
Although official discussions of U.S. activities in cyberspace have largely focused on defensive countermeasures, the United States has developed highly precise offensive capabilities to degrade and otherwise disrupt enemy networks. The Stuxnet worm, for instance, allowed the United States (and Israel) to alter the operating parameters of Iranian centrifuges with limited impact on civilian infrastructure, all the while generating a chain of false signals that allowed it to remain largely undetected. Additional U.S. capabilities include a full spectrum of computer network attacks and computer network exploitation, and may involve aspects of influence operations that are highly dependent on ISR, fused all-source intelligence, sophisticated attribution activities, situational awareness, and responsive C2. Going forward, the U.S. military will likely work through the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency to enhance collaboration with academia and industry to further develop and operationalize cutting-edge technologies in cyberwarfare.

U.S. leaders may encounter somewhat greater difficulty in managing competing bureaucracies and interests to create an effective C2 system for conducting network defense and cyber operations. The recently established Cyber Command has been tasked with defending Pentagon networks and developing doctrine, tactics, and procedures that would enable combatant commanders to integrate cyber capabilities into their theater campaigns. Yet even comparatively modest defensive countermeasures could require White House approval, extensive coordination with agencies such as the Department of Homeland Security with authority over domestic security, and discussions with intelligence agencies that could have an interest in maintaining a continuous flow of information from enemy networks. While the Pentagon would be responsible for responding to the cyber operations of foreign adversaries, other agencies would play instrumental roles in related missions such as counterintelligence and the defense of critical industries. Given the rapid pace at which an exchange in cyberspace would likely unfold, there is some possibility that the task of coordinating bureaucracies, jurisdictions, and interests could reduce the tempo of U.S. decisionmaking and limit operational flexibility in this unfamiliar domain of warfare.

From a broader standpoint, the U.S. government has sought to refine cyber doctrine and policies to establish basic rules of engagement to govern interactions in the domain. In particular, the United States has attempted to leverage both new capabilities and existing legal frameworks to address what have often been considered intractable obstacles to managing escalation and deterrence in cyberspace. To some extent, improved forensics, aggregation, and espionage have enabled the U.S. military to chip away at the long-standing problem of attribution for cyberattacks. Drawing upon international law, U.S. policymakers have expressed support for declaratory policies that could potentially hold states responsible for cyberattacks originating from or transmitted through physical infrastructure under their sovereign control, including those perpetuated by proxies and third parties. In gauging the proportionality of a response to enemy cyber operations, U.S. policymakers have given particular weight to the human casualties and physical destruction directly resulting from an attack. Under these possible rules of engagement, operations against critical civilian
infrastructure such as power plants or air traffic control would likely merit both cyber and kinetic responses. Given the widely acknowledged sophistication and lethality of U.S. cyber capabilities, setting clear thresholds and responses could play some role in deterring attacks on U.S. civilian infrastructure in a conflict.\textsuperscript{87}

Whether the United States’ evolving capabilities in cyberspace will outweigh the destabilizing characteristics inherent to the domain, however, remains unclear. Because a significant body of information about U.S. capabilities remains classified, it is difficult to gauge the ability of the United States to overcome deeply entrenched problems of offense dominance, attribution, and rapid escalation in cyberconflict. Still, the promise of asymmetric gains will continue to provide a strong incentive for nations such as China to target U.S. military networks for espionage and attack. And, although the actual risk of a “cyber Pearl Harbor” against U.S. civilian or military networks may be overstated, making deterrence credible in a virtual and highly unfamiliar domain of warfare will likely prove challenging even if the United States manages to retain superior offensive capabilities.\textsuperscript{88}

In that regard, cyberattacks seem likely to become an increasingly worrisome source of interference with important U.S. military support systems, though not necessarily one that will single-handedly alter the correlation of forces in the Western Pacific. Nevertheless, the absence of any bilateral or internationally shared consensus regarding the rules of engagement in this domain could make future interactions between the United States and China unpredictable.

\textbf{The Nuclear Domain}

At present, U.S. nuclear forces possess enormous doctrinal, numerical, and operational advantages relative to most competitors, including their Chinese counterparts. Selective reductions in the numbers of U.S. warheads seem unlikely to erode the operational value of the country’s strategic forces, although modernization programs for the three legs of the nuclear triad could stall. And though the credibility of U.S. extended deterrence in the Western Pacific is likely to persist, U.S. efforts to acquire and integrate capabilities to counter conventional antiaccess threats could have destabilizing spillover effects for the nuclear balance. Moreover, as noted in chapter 3, a significantly more survivable Chinese nuclear force could lower the threshold at which Beijing might contemplate applying coercive conventional capabilities against Japan and other U.S. allies.

U.S. strategic forces currently consist of roughly 1,700 warheads deployed across a triad of strategic bombers, ballistic missile submarines, and land-based intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), with thousands of additional warheads in reserve.\textsuperscript{89} Under the New Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (New START), the United States is expected to reduce the number of deployed strategic warheads to 1,550 by 2018. Policymakers have reportedly weighed additional cuts that would take the United States below the New START threshold, although the more ambitious of such proposals would likely require a significantly more favorable strategic environment as a precondition.\textsuperscript{90} In most instances, it appears that the
United States will be well positioned to absorb additional reductions in its nuclear forces without compromising the basic integrity of its deterrent.

Still, the United States may face budgetary difficulties in modernizing the aging systems associated with its nuclear triad. Over the coming decades, the United States plans to field upgraded variants of the Minutemen ICBM and the Trident II submarine-launched ballistic missile (SLBM); a new air-launched, standoff cruise missile; a replacement for the Ohio-class nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine, or SSBN; and a new long-range bomber capable of penetrating antiaccess defenses.\textsuperscript{91} Budget shortfalls and acquisition delays could potentially reduce the numbers of SSBNs on station in the Western Pacific in 2030, while cost overruns and technical challenges could limit the numbers and specifications of any long-range bombers the U.S. military manages to build. But given the relatively low level of nuclear capabilities needed to maintain a credible deterrence posture against China, such setbacks would seem unlikely to have a major impact on the larger nuclear balance in the Western Pacific.\textsuperscript{92}

As such, the fundamental credibility of U.S. extended deterrence in the Western Pacific will likely hold over the coming decades. Several of the nation’s dozen or so SSBNs will be on station in the Pacific at any given time, providing an assured second strike capability, while new long-range bombers based in the continental United States will likely provide policymakers with a range of signaling and delivery options in a crisis. Due to the United States’ relatively permissive nuclear doctrine, U.S. strategic forces will retain the ability to launch precise, counterforce strikes to neutralize military targets.\textsuperscript{93} This is not to say that allied confidence in extended deterrence will remain absolute, but that any changes in such perceptions will be rooted more in complex psychological and political factors than in tangible calculations of material power.

In that regard, U.S. efforts to dominate the conventional military balance could potentially have unintended strategic implications. At present, the United States is experimenting with hypersonic glide delivery vehicles as part of an effort to secure a Conventional Prompt Global Strike system that would enable its forces to strike any target in the world within an hour.\textsuperscript{94} Though highly notional, the successful development of such a system, in conjunction with improved C4ISR networks and increased regional deployments of ballistic missile defenses, could provoke Chinese fears of a disarming first strike and hence lead to destabilizing countermeasures. Yet in practice, these capabilities would be unlikely to guarantee the destruction of even a small nuclear force, or to render U.S. forces impervious to nuclear counterattack, thus provoking Chinese alarm without providing significant security benefits. As a result, the United States may confront unexpected trade-offs in countering antiaccess challenges and upholding strategic stability in the region.

\textit{Command and Control}

At the broadest level, U.S. military C2 encompasses the exercise of direction and authority by commanders over relevant forces to accomplish various missions.\textsuperscript{95} Typically, C2 is
spoken about in various contexts, including the combination of C2 with computers, communications, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance, which is commonly abbreviated as C4ISR. The specific implementation of C4ISR through military systems combining command with communications and intelligence is described in the above-noted military domains, and its networked nature is noted as a potential weakness against asymmetric threats. This subsection focuses on the other aspect of C2 essential to effective operations and critical to operational concepts like JOAC and tactical concepts like ASB, namely, joint interoperability and training between the services to leverage U.S. capabilities in various domains.

In contrast to their combat-deprived competitors in the PLA, the U.S. military and its component services have refined and deepened their integration through an iterative and sometimes painful process spanning multiple decades. During Desert Storm, for instance, the services leveraged emerging battle networks to project power rapidly across land, sea, and air. More recently, Operation Odyssey Dawn in Libya saw the U.S. military coordinate across geographic commands, service bureaucracies, and coalition forces to rapidly dismantle Libyan air defenses and generate TACAIR sorties.\textsuperscript{96} Though the momentum for these ad hoc initiatives has often evaporated after the close of hostilities, the level of integration among U.S. forces remains a powerful force multiplier that few competitors seem likely to attain in the near future.

Nonetheless, the U.S. military may face difficulties in reaching the levels of integration and interoperability necessary to execute its more ambitious goals over the coming decades. Implementing the JOAC and ASB concept will require the Navy and Air Force to establish highly resilient, interconnected C4ISR networks while coordinating operations across real and virtual domains.\textsuperscript{97} Yet many of the military services’ existing C4ISR networks are incompatible, the result of differing missions, customized specifications, and organizational stovepipes.\textsuperscript{98} Organizationally, differing tactics and procedures between the Navy and Air Force may inhibit real-time operations that would require sensors and platforms from different services to work seamlessly to neutralize targets across domains.

Achieving significantly greater levels of interoperability with the Japan Self-Defense Forces (JSDF) could entail an even thornier set of challenges. On balance, the U.S. military and the JSDF are significantly interoperable in many areas, with relations between the Navy and the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force (JMSDF) particularly strong due to allied collaboration in ASW missions during the Cold War, as well as more recent efforts to establish Aegis-based BMD networks in response to North Korean provocation. Indeed, the JMSDF has been the primary force behind major Japanese support to U.S. operations since 2001, facilitating coalition efforts in Afghanistan, assisting disaster relief following the Indian Ocean tsunami, and deploying vessels for counterpiracy missions off the coast of Somalia.\textsuperscript{99}

Yet constitutional and political restrictions on the territorial scope and nature of the JSDF’s operations may hamper coordination across a range of contingencies, while limiting Japan’s ability to contribute to logistical operations and rear area support. As discussed in chapter 3, serious doubts remain about whether Japanese forces will be permitted to defend U.S. ships or other assets from enemy attack, potentially limiting the extent of allied BMD
integration. Moreover, the two militaries still lack many of the secure communications and data links necessary to coordinate operations in real time, a crucial prerequisite to creating integrated ASW barriers and responsive, cross-domain BMD networks. As a result, the JSDF’s participation in developing and implementing offensively oriented operational doctrines may be sharply limited.

Finally, any contingency with China will likely subject allied forces to more sophisticated and coordinated capabilities than those encountered in Libya, Afghanistan, or even Iraq. The density, accuracy, and speed of antiaccess threats will likely compress the window of decisionmaking and margin of error available to U.S. policymakers. Any mistakes encountered through the regular “learning curve” could have greater operational or human costs in a confrontation against a near-peer competitor.

**Basing and Deployments**

A linchpin for the United States’ ability to be involved and play an influential role in the Asia-Pacific region is through its access to bases and deployments in that part of the world, particularly in Japan, Guam, and Hawaii—and to some degree, in South Korea and Australia. On the basis of the 1960 Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security and the high number of U.S. troops stationed in Japan, many observers, including the authors of this report, have described the United States–Japan alliance as the cornerstone of security in the Asia-Pacific region.

Japan has hosted U.S. troops since World War II and currently hosts roughly 40,000 U.S. troops, with about two-thirds stationed in Okinawa, despite the fact that Okinawa accounts for less than 1 percent of Japan’s total land space. More specifically, the III Marine Expeditionary Force is based in Okinawa, while other major contingents include the U.S. 7th Fleet stationed in the city of Yokosuka and the U.S. Air Force stationed at Misawa Air Base and Kadena Air Base. Such U.S. forces stationed in Japan would play a critical role in extending U.S. force projection if a crisis situation were to emerge in the Western Pacific.

Despite the importance of U.S. bases in Japan to the U.S. force posture, however, local opposition and political concerns pose real challenges to their long-term management and viability. For one, Okinawans have strongly voiced their opposition to the continued presence and operation of U.S. bases. Crimes and acts of violence committed against local civilians by U.S. military personnel over the years and the 2004 crash of a U.S. Army helicopter on the campus of Okinawa International University have provoked public anger against the presence of U.S. troops.

Meanwhile, unpredictable political leadership in Japan further calls into question the success of relocation and long-term management plans. For example, the implementation of the 2006 bilateral agreement regarding realignment of U.S. basing in Japan has stalled. The Department of Defense initially estimated the realignment cost to be around $10.3 billion, but various complications, including environmental impact concerns, led the U.S. Government Accountability Office to offer a revised cost estimate of $23.9 billion.
2012, the two allies did make some progress on realignment when they officially “delinked” the establishment of the Futenma Replacement Facility with the transfer of some Marines to Guam and also renegotiated the amount and structure of Japanese financial support for the relocation project.\(^{107}\)

Beyond Japan, U.S. forces are actively deployed in Guam, an unincorporated organized territory of the United States. Both the U.S. Navy and the Air Force operate from the island, with the major U.S. naval arsenal consisting of three attack submarines and the Air Force hosting B-52 bombers and an ISR squadron of remotely piloted aircraft. In addition to serving as a key forward base for U.S. forces, Guam is also an important location for training and joint exercises with other nations. Japan is looking to expand its participation in exercises on Guam and other islands such as Tinian.\(^{108}\)

The United States currently headquarters PACOM and its subordinate components in Hawaii. Two infantry brigades as well as various logistical elements of PACOM are based at Fort Shafter and Schofield Barracks and also at Hickam Air Force Base, housing fighter, bomber, and lift capability. Pearl Harbor also headquarters the Pacific Fleet, and the Marine Corps Base Hawaii Kaneohe Bay stations the Third Marine Regiment.\(^{109}\)

U.S. forces are also present in South Korea, with 28,500 troops currently deployed across the peninsula. The Army is the primary service deployed in South Korea, while the Air Force also maintains a significant presence through the 51st Fighter Wing and the 8th Fighter Wing and the Navy/Marines are present through Naval Forces Korea. Collectively, the U.S. force posture in South Korea represents a highly capable amalgamation of assets that nonetheless may not be as flexible as other forces in the region, since such personnel cannot be used for PACOM missions elsewhere in the theater—in contrast to U.S. forces in Japan.\(^{110}\)

Finally, a 2011 bilateral agreement stipulated a rotational presence of 2,500 U.S. Marines in Darwin, Australia. Sydney has been a long-term strategic partner of Washington and has recently expressed some concern regarding the A2/AD potential of China. As a result, Australia is making progress toward modernizing its military bases and capabilities, including facilities to support bombers and other aircraft and air warfare destroyers equipped with Standard Missile-3 (SM-3), as well as strategic lift, ISR, and ASW.\(^{111}\)

The dynamics of U.S. basing arrangements in the Western Pacific will remain an important force constraining and shaping the possible policy paths taken by Washington in the future. Whether forward deployments will be increased or decreased and whether or not the security of U.S. bases will be strengthened appreciably will depend in large part on the shifting security environment and the perceptions of such security by both China and the key allies of the United States.

### ECONOMIC CAPACITY

Before the global financial crisis of 2008–2009, the United States enjoyed average annual growth of nearly 3 percent for almost two decades.\(^{112}\) Though growth in the 1990s was un-
derpinned by productivity gains that created an extraordinary combination of low unemployment and low inflation, the policies that fueled an early-twenty-first-century boom arguably sowed the seeds of both the subprime mortgage bubble and the global financial crisis.

The United States suffered its longest and most severe recession since World War II as a result of the global financial crisis and the liquidity bubble that fueled it. Though the U.S. government was able to stave off a second Great Depression through timely intervention and coordinated help from the members of the Group of Twenty, especially China, the momentum of the recovery began to stall as early as 2011. Anemic growth and persistently weak demand appear to be at least partly driven by a long, extended process of deleveraging within the larger economy, consistent with the aftermath of a debt-driven banking crisis.

Indeed, several longitudinal studies of past financial crises suggest that the U.S. economy is unlikely to resume its precrisis growth trajectory until the latter part of the decade. Yet mounting debts and spiraling entitlement costs have also prompted fears that unchecked spending could eventually raise borrowing costs and dampen future growth.

Over the next two decades, the course of the U.S. economy will largely hinge upon the ability of policymakers to manage the dual challenges of reviving short-term growth while instituting politically fraught reforms to preserve the nation’s fiscal health and economic vitality over the long term. Though external shocks from the eurozone or elsewhere could dampen U.S. growth, paralysis of the country’s domestic political institutions could inflict equally severe injuries on the U.S. economy by sabotaging a recovery and hampering basic functions of governance. The extent to which political decisionmaking reinforces or undermines the existing advantages of the U.S. economy will determine whether the United States witnesses a recovery to healthy growth, policy stasis, or, potentially, permanent decline.

**Economic Growth Trends**

In an optimistic scenario, some experts estimate that the U.S. economy could emerge relatively quickly from its current weak spell and return to pre–financial crisis growth rates well before 2030. Although it does not explicitly extend its forecasts into 2030, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has predicted that the U.S. economy could grow at an average rate of 2.5 percent per year in the event of a quick, uninterrupted recovery from the ongoing recession. Uri Dadush of the Carnegie Endowment notes that an optimistic scenario would see annual growth of 2.7 percent until 2030, relatively close to the U.S. economy’s potential output of 3 percent per year.

In the short term, several factors could converge to reduce the length and cost of the U.S. recovery. If conditions in the eurozone do not deteriorate significantly beyond their current state, the larger global economy could avert a replay of the deep recession seen after the financial crisis. At home, corporate and household sectors could deleverage relatively quickly, eventually permitting a strong revival of consumption and demand. Though
unlikely to occur in light of extant political trends, further rounds of monetary or fiscal stimulus could potentially accelerate the recovery. To realize this trajectory, at a minimum, U.S. leaders over the near term would need to do more to avert a “fiscal cliff” by enacting more comprehensive tax reform and brokering a minimally acceptable budget compromise to stave off $1.2 trillion in federal budget cuts under sequestration.\textsuperscript{119}

In this instance, U.S. leaders could enact fiscal and entitlement reforms while undertaking select investments to bolster competitiveness. Left unchecked, the costs of Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security could constitute between 16 to 17 percent of gross domestic product (GDP) by 2030, while federal revenue could stagnate at below 20 percent of GDP.\textsuperscript{120} Simplifying the tax code and reining in expected increases in the costs of healthcare may prevent such a scenario. A key precondition to this scenario is the gradual return to bipartisanship within Congress, as polarization and zero-sum contests along existing lines would make politically risky tax or entitlement reforms virtually impossible.

In a midrange scenario, the continual paralysis of key U.S. policymaking institutions could prolong the near-term recovery of the U.S. economy and dampen its long-term growth. In this instance, some analysts predict that the U.S. economy could grow at an average rate of roughly 2 percent over the next two decades, in what would represent a midpoint between high and low trajectories. Other forecasts peg a midrange scenario to a 2.3 percent rate of growth.\textsuperscript{121} These estimates are largely influenced by calculations of the negative feedback loop that rising debt levels would impose on U.S. fiscal policies, as increased debt servicing costs could prompt contractionary policies that weaken overall growth.

A combination of factors could produce these median outcomes. In the near term, the United States could continue to struggle with the lingering symptoms of the post–financial crisis recession, reflecting both structural and political constraints. The eurozone crisis could continue to fester, while not deteriorating to the extent that it single-handedly defines the economic trajectory of the United States. Per existing trends, the momentum of the U.S. recovery could stall or slow, with weak job growth and consumption depressed by a feeble housing market. Continued polarization and brinksmanship could erode the U.S. government’s ability to pursue coordinated or farsighted economic policy, thwart ambitious tax or entitlement reforms, and heighten uncertainty for the private sector.\textsuperscript{122}

Over the long term, entitlement costs and rising debt could potentially reduce growth and impair the government’s ability to fulfill important spending priorities. While the economy as a whole could recover by the end of the decade, the persistence of reactive, crisis-driven governance could preclude early reforms to restrain spiraling healthcare costs. As a result, Medicare and healthcare subsidies would devour an increasing proportion of the federal budget and inflate the U.S. debt-to-GDP ratio over the next fifteen to twenty years.\textsuperscript{123} As revenue is likely to stagnate without politically risky tax reforms, mounting debts and interest payments could reduce national savings, squeeze productive investment, and force cuts in the public sector. In this midrange scenario, the U.S. economy will most likely fall somewhat short of its potential output, while a fiscally embattled government could be constrained in its ability to support nonentitlement spending.
These problems would not necessarily entail a seismic shift in the alignment of the global economic order. Though erratic policymaking and rising debt would take a toll on U.S. competitiveness, more enduring assets, such as world-class universities and high-technology innovation hubs, would continue to make the country an attractive destination for immigrants and businesses alike. Despite its many dysfunctions, the political economy of the United States could nevertheless be perceived as more resilient, in the long term, than that of most industrialized and developing nations.

On the more pessimistic end, experts warn that a mixture of domestic and external shocks could trigger a second recession that, if accompanied by worsening political paralysis, could usher in a period of sustained economic decline lasting until at least 2025–2030. The U.S. economy could see average growth fall to as low as 1.5 percent during this period, suppressing living standards and gradually diminishing the U.S. share of the world economy.

Given the halting and uncertain nature of the present recovery, experts note that external or domestic shocks of sufficient magnitude could quite easily push the U.S. economy into another recession. Mounting sovereign debt, harsh austerity programs, and contracting credit in the eurozone could spill over into the U.S. economy, cutting annual growth by more than 1 percent in a particularly catastrophic downturn. Expiring tax cuts and sequestration could produce a similar contraction, sending the U.S. economy into another recession by mid-2013. The impact of any economic shocks would be particularly severe if congressional leaders proved unable to overcome partisan paralysis to mobilize a response to such a crisis, given that the Federal Reserve’s recent interventions may have exhausted the limited capacity of its policy instruments. Of course, economic shocks would reinforce the underlying weaknesses in the U.S. economy, such as an anemic housing market, widespread job insecurity, and limited consumer spending.

Some analysts of the U.S. budget predict that, under such conditions, public debt could run well over 100 percent of GDP by 2030. Though the United States is unlikely to suffer a sudden currency crisis of the sort previously seen in Latin America and East Asia, unchecked deficits could eventually lead to a loss of confidence among foreign investors. The resultant declines in capital inflows and the dollar’s value could force the United States to raise interest rates or institute painful austerity measures that would increase unemployment and depress incomes. Budget-constrained public and private institutions could cut back on investments that have traditionally fueled productivity gains and overall growth, creating a negative feedback loop that the U.S. economy would be hard pressed to escape. Indeed, Carmen Reinhart and Kenneth Rogoff have found that nations with public debt levels exceeding 90 percent of GDP have suffered, on average, a 1 percent reduction in annual growth.

Long-term economic decay and political gridlock could have profound effects on the United States’ position and privileges in the international system. If U.S. political and economic institutions were to prove fundamentally incapable of reversing the country’s worsening growth and fiscal outlook, investors and businesses would likely seek out new
destinations, depriving the United States of critical engines of growth and hastening its relative economic decline. Although any shift away from the dollar as a global reserve currency would hinge on the availability of stable, viable alternatives, the dire state of the U.S. economy under this scenario could increase the demand for such a transition. Regardless, the United States would likely see its status as a safe haven for foreign capital evaporate, its share of the global economy plummet, and its influence in global institutions such as the International Monetary Fund, World Bank, and World Trade Organization diminish correspondingly. Such developments would almost certainly place enormous downward pressures on U.S. defense spending and U.S. military deployments in Asia, and undermine American political, diplomatic, and economic authority and influence around the globe.

**DEFENSE SPENDING**

Since the end of the Cold War, U.S. defense spending has remained within 3 to 5 percent of national output, fluctuating with geopolitical shocks and periodic reassessments of national security strategy (figure 4.1). Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, defense spending declined in both absolute and proportional terms as the Clinton administration sought to extract a “peace dividend” to reduce the national debt. After the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on America, however, the prosecution of a global war on terrorism and decade-long engagements in Afghanistan and Iraq led defense spending to increase markedly for the better part of a decade.

When measured as the sum of the 2012 “base budget” and the cost of ongoing wars, projected military spending in 2012 was roughly $650 billion, or about 4.7 percent of GDP. That the military budget fell in that year for the first time in more than a decade reflected a convergence of shifting economic realities, efforts to conclude engagements in the Middle East, and the increasing political salience of the national debt. Assuming that the Obama administration’s ten-year, $487 billion cuts in projected increases take effect, growth in military spending will likely level off to keep pace with inflation in the immediate future. The onset of sequestration could add another $600 billion in automatic cuts over a decade, although there is at least a faint possibility that congressional leaders and the Obama administration could seek to defer or mitigate such cuts through stopgap measures.

**Defense Spending Trends**

Over the long term, a number of enduring structural trends, as well as political and strategic factors associated with leadership views and security perceptions, will largely determine the ability and willingness of the United States either to increase levels of defense spending, or to reduce the resources within the military budget available for force modernization.
Structurally speaking, the ability of the United States to maintain a given level of defense spending depends to a significant extent on its economic capacity, which would include not only growth rates and federal revenue but also debt and other structural imbalances that could consume a greater proportion of the budget available for discretionary spending. These economic and budgetary conditions would likely act as independent variables that would define the upper limits of the resources that policymakers could devote to military spending, both in the short to medium terms and the long term.

In a low-end economic scenario, a prolonged and severe recession, caused in part by external shocks from the global economy and exacerbated by policy paralysis at home, could lead U.S. leaders to consider another round of more drastic defense cuts. These reductions could correspond to the benchmarks set out under sequestration, in which the U.S. military would see its base budget slashed by an additional 10 percent, in addition to the Obama administration’s phased cuts. The net impact of such measures would correspond to other predicted reductions such that cuts totaling 20 percent of the defense budget could be implemented following drawdowns in Iraq and Afghanistan. But the political costs associated

FIGURE 4.1
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with such measures would be formidable, especially because a host of civilian and military leaders have declared that cuts of such magnitude would threaten the United States’ ability to execute its fundamental security commitments worldwide. (At the same time, it is worth noting that many credible experts disagree with these alarmist warnings, arguing that more deliberately targeted cuts that are equivalent to the amounts in the sequestration deal would not threaten U.S. security objectives and could in fact improve overall foreign policy budgeting procedures.)

More plausibly, some experts predict that the U.S. defense budget will grow only slightly faster than inflation in the coming decades. The CBO predicts that the cost of executing the Pentagon’s future plans will require the base budget to increase by an inflation-adjusted rate of 2 percent for the next five years, then 0.5 percent until 2030. Actual defense spending growth will most likely run slightly higher, if only because cost growth in key acquisition programs will necessitate additional funds to prevent delays and large cuts in orders.

In this more likely midrange scenario, most of the $487 billion “cuts” planned by the Obama administration would take effect over time as the U.S. government adjusts to an era of moderate growth, flattening revenue, and rising entitlement costs. While the Pentagon’s internal reforms could stem the tide of personnel expenses, the U.S. military as a whole would likely devote an increasing portion of its budget to salaries, healthcare, and pensions.

On the higher end of the projection spectrum, some policymakers have championed sustained increases in defense spending that would reverse the Obama administration’s planned cuts to field a more expansive force structure. At least one proposal would commit a minimum of 4 percent of GDP to the base budget, although experts have noted that fiscal realities and capacity limits within defense industries would make such a plan difficult to implement for many years at best. Other advocates of increased defense spending have pointed to the fact that the United States today spends less on defense as a proportion of GDP than it did during World War II and much of the Cold War and that the current naval fleet is the smallest in nearly a century.

However, it seems unlikely that the increases necessary to achieve such greater force structures or higher spending targets could occur in the absence of a marked and sustained revival in the engines of economic growth and a sharp reduction in entitlement costs. Indeed, both the Office of the Secretary of Defense and Joint Chiefs of Staff have voiced concerns about the national security implications of a growing debt burden, endorsing calibrated defense cuts aimed at improving the United States’ long-term fiscal health.

More broadly, if the U.S. economy were to recover from its current sluggish pace, U.S. leaders would have greater leeway to spend more on the defense budget. Conversely, a constrained economic climate over the next fifteen to twenty years would provide less space to justify and sustain increases in deployments and capabilities desired for the Asia-Pacific region. At the same time, U.S. defense spending projections are not directly correlated to the growth of the U.S. economy. Other factors such as threat perceptions, leadership views, and other intervening or exogenous variables could work in conjunction to produce less linear and more unpredictable defense spending outcomes.
For example, if Beijing were to pursue more assertive policies that heightened the threat perceptions of U.S. policymakers, this would likely prompt calls for an increasing buildup of capabilities in the Western Pacific, even if at the expense of domestic programs. Conversely, shifts in domestic politics or a reduction in threat perceptions could lead defense spending to stagnate or shrink even if the United States attains middle- to high-range economic capacities. As noted above, during the Clinton years, prosperity in the civilian economy was accompanied by significant cuts to force levels as part of an effort to gain a “peace dividend” following the disintegration of the United States’ chief strategic competitor. While the actual impact of these cuts on operational readiness was arguably less significant than anticipated, budgetary reductions did force the U.S. military to divert funds from procurement and equipment accounts.140

Bureaucratic and acquisition challenges are yet another factor influencing projections of defense spending. The risks of cost overruns and delays in acquisition could increase as the U.S. military seeks out more integrated, next-generation capabilities to maintain its advantages vis-à-vis China. From 2008 to 2010, acquisition costs for the Pentagon’s ten most expensive programs grew by nearly $80 billion, with the Joint Strike Fighter accounting for the largest proportion of increases. Indeed, the cost of acquiring and maintaining the entire force of next-generation fighters is expected to reach $1.5 trillion over a fifty-year period. In turn, cost escalation has often compounded distortions within the politically fraught acquisition process, with possible consequences for U.S. missions and capabilities. Unanticipated costs have often led policymakers to scale back order volumes or delay procurement, causing unit prices to skyrocket and deepening objections to a given program.141 Military leaders have sometimes canceled these programs outright, although they have generally preferred to obtain smaller quantities of still evolving systems while cutting back on more routine modernization that would keep legacy platforms in play.142

Lastly, the accumulated legacy of conflicts in the Middle East and ongoing engagements across the world could weigh heavily on policymakers looking to assess future commitments to the Asia-Pacific region. Having spent $1.3 trillion on war costs and stabilization efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan—with anywhere from $200 billion to $500 billion in remaining costs over the next decade—the United States will also face costs associated with veteran care and rapidly aging equipment. From a broader standpoint, the U.S. military will continue to face challenges in allocating finite resources across multiple geographic theaters to manage a wide spectrum of potential contingencies, from counterinsurgency and stabilization missions to high-intensity conventional warfare.143 The global scope of U.S. obligations contrasts sharply with China’s dedicated focus on a handful of contingencies in the Asia-Pacific region.

Ultimately, the impact of any given level of defense spending on allied capabilities in the Western Pacific will hinge on the ability of U.S. leaders to make careful allocation decisions in the face of objective material constraints. As part of its strategic “rebalancing,” the Obama administration has vowed to increase deployments in the Asia-Pacific region, insulating forces in the region from budgetary cutbacks. However, the feasibility of this pledge will
hinge on both structural trends in the U.S. economy and the nation’s fiscal health as well as on the various intervening factors detailed above, making it by no means certain that the Obama administration or future administrations will be able to stand by such commitments.

**SOCIAL AND DEMOGRAPHIC ISSUES**

The United States faces a range of social and demographic trends that could impact its economic growth, defense spending, military power, and policy priorities over the next fifteen to twenty years. These include, most notably, an aging population and the ballooning budgetary burden of old-age entitlements, as well as weaknesses in education and healthcare outcomes that could decrease American competitiveness. At the same time, however, the United States will continue to benefit from moderate growth in both overall population and the size of the military-age and working-age populations, due to continued immigration and birth rates near population-replacement level. As a result, America’s demographic outlook is relatively positive in comparison to those of China, Japan, and most advanced developed nations.

The overall U.S. population is projected to grow by a total of between 16.5 and 20.4 percent between 2010 and 2030—from approximately 310 million to between 362 and 374 million. The average annual or compound population growth rate over these two decades is thus expected to range between 0.77 and 0.93 percent. This growth will be driven primarily by immigration, but supported by birth rates higher than the developed nation average. Although immigration declined during the 2008 recession to close to net parity, expert observers predict that immigration levels will recover in coming decades and will continue to drive U.S. population growth in the future. Fertility rates have been close to replacement rate in the United States since 1990 and are projected to remain so throughout the timeframe of this study, likely declining from 2.06 births per woman in 2015 to 2.02 in 2030 (replacement rate is generally considered approximately 2.1).

Accordingly, the U.S. male population aged fifteen to twenty-four years (a common proxy for military-age manpower) is slated to grow slowly but consistently throughout the coming decades, as is the proportion of that population with a secondary or tertiary education. This steady growth will provide the United States with a reliable population base for its armed forces, and the gradually improving education levels of this age cohort could prove to be an important factor in an age of high-technology and information warfare.

Similarly, the labor force is projected to continue to grow in size, though at a slightly lower rate than in the past. Though the annual growth rate in the labor force from 2000 to 2010 averaged 0.8 percent, the Bureau of Labor Statistics projects it to slow to an average of 0.7 percent over the decade from 2010 to 2020. Simultaneously, an aging population will result in a significant increase in the old-age dependency ratio—the number of people aged sixty-five years and older as a percentage of the number of people aged twenty to sixty-four years—which is projected to grow from 22 in 2010 to 28 in 2020 and to 35 in 2030.
Such demographic change presents some risks for economic growth, which depends upon labor force growth for productivity gains. However, because the labor force is projected to continue to grow at a healthy, albeit slightly slower rate, it is unlikely that the aging of the American population will impose any more than a marginal or indirect constraint on economic growth. Rather, the real demographic squeeze will arise from the budgetary pressures of old-age entitlements, which could necessitate government borrowing, taxing, or spending cuts that could, in turn, have a negative impact on economic growth, as noted above.

Indeed, the rising costs of Social Security and Medicare, the main national entitlement programs for retirement income and retiree health insurance, present major budgetary challenges for the federal government. Under current law, Social Security will only be able to disburse 75 percent of benefits beginning in 2033. Meanwhile, the Medicare Trust Fund will become insolvent in 2024—and possibly earlier, if the laws regarding doctor reimbursements continue to be amended, as is likely. Although it is possible that policymakers will implement reforms that minimize growth in federal government expenditures on these entitlement programs, it is also virtually inevitable that these demographic changes will continue to provoke a rigorous debate over the guns-and-butter trade-off.

In all, as indicated above, the collective impact of overall population growth, sluggish employment growth, and ballooning entitlement costs could erode the share of the federal budget available for defense spending. Unchecked entitlement costs could produce debilitating second-order effects such as an increased national debt, higher borrowing costs, and depressed economic growth—each of which would serve as an external constraint on defense spending.

At the same time, entitlement costs could also generate pressure within the defense budget that could potentially squeeze out vital programs relevant to capabilities in the Western Pacific. The CBO predicts that Department of Defense personnel expenses and equipment maintenance costs will grow from roughly $350 billion in 2012 to $459 billion in 2030. Specifically, mounting obligations in pay, pensions, and healthcare could consume virtually all projected growth in the defense budget over this time period. The rate of increase in the overall defense budget may be less important to the U.S. force posture than the distribution and composition of spending, particularly as future scenarios in the Western Pacific will likely feature a number of sophisticated air and naval capabilities that have just begun to make their way through a long and uncertain acquisition process.

In short, dynamics in the social and demographic makeup of the United States in the next fifteen to twenty years may have a significant influence on U.S. policy and security strategy toward the Asia-Pacific region. Entitlement obligations and rising healthcare costs are likely to place considerable strain on the federal budget that could in turn shape and likely constrain the ability of policymakers to implement certain capabilities desired for the maintenance of security in the region.
FOREIGN AND DEFENSE POLICY ACTORS

The U.S. foreign and defense policymaking process is an amalgamation of constitutional and formal processes, informal or bureaucratic variables, and personal views and relationships. First, the effectiveness of process-related features such as interagency coordination through the National Security Council–led system can influence, in some cases decisively, the utility and effectiveness of U.S. policy in defining, protecting, and advancing American interests in Asia and with regard to China and the United States–Japan alliance. Second, a variety of organizational and group interests can influence policy outcomes in unexpected ways. These variables include key intragovernmental relationships—for instance, within the executive branch and between the executive branch and Congress—and key political and social interests in the form of political parties, organized interest groups, the public, and the media. Third, the personal views and relationships of key policymakers also play an integral role in defining and implementing U.S. foreign policy.

Bureaucratic Relationships: Organizational Complexity and Interagency Rivalry

Bureaucratic behavior in the U.S. policymaking process involves differing interagency viewpoints and rivalries that are brought out in the interagency debate and competition necessary to flesh out the pros and cons of different policy approaches and to introduce new ideas into the political system. Growing bureaucratic competition over turf issues, policy priorities, and other matters has emerged as the number of executive branch agencies that deal with China, Japan, and East Asia policy overall has increased and as these agencies’ connections to particular interests and policy approaches have deepened. An increased number of actors that have a desire to speak authoritatively on matters of concern to them can create a highly inconsistent U.S. policy message, resulting in missed opportunities to influence Beijing because of poor signaling, Chinese and U.S. miscalculations, and lost leverage.

Different executive branch agencies vary in their preferred policy preference or strategic outlook. Such differences understandably reflect the somewhat contrasting policy priorities and primary responsibilities of the different organizations, as well as the political calculations and strategic views of individual senior officials. For instance, the Department of State and the Department of Defense generally differ in the emphasis they place on aspects of cooperation versus competition with Beijing. Interagency friction exists regarding the relative emphasis placed in China policy on engagement activities (often stressed by State) and deterrence and shaping activities (often stressed by Defense).

Moreover, State and Defense usually coordinate their approaches only at the working level, regarding specific policies, and not at the larger grand strategic level. This allows both agencies to at times take “semaiutonomous” directions in policy approach. Both State and Defense hold different views regarding the metrics for success and the time frame applied to policy performance. Whereas State tends to focus primarily on short-term or immediate
issues and recent successes or failures, the Pentagon often adopts a longer-term perspective, involving the evolution of relative military capabilities between Beijing and Washington and the long-term defense requirements of the alliance with Japan. One major exception to this general difference is with regard to the U.S. basing issue in Japan and near-term changes in U.S. weapons systems deployed to Japan. As discussed in chapter 3, the U.S. Marines, U.S. Air Force, and U.S. Navy all desire to resolve the basing issue on terms favorable to their regional missions and service interests. In partial contrast, the State Department is highly attentive to the implications of the basing issue for the larger United States–Japan alliance relationship. These sometimes contrasting interests can create both opportunities and obstacles to the effective management or resolution of the basing issue and the alliance.

There are also differences within the defense establishment between the Pentagon (in particular the Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff) and PACOM over a variety of military-related issues involving China. These differences include, for example, the relative emphasis placed on deterrence and military competition versus the search for more cooperative, trust-building, and positive-sum interactions with the Chinese military, and the degree to which the larger goals of the United States–China relationship should shape defense interactions with both Beijing and Taipei. The precise substance of this divergence often varies from administration to administration and commander to commander. Such differences are also shaped by structural factors such as PACOM’s relative physical isolation from Washington (headquartered as it is in Honolulu) and its more ground-level and operational orientation. The former dynamic can mean that the Pentagon is arguably more influenced than is PACOM by the political winds that blow in Washington regarding the Chinese military and the larger bilateral relationship, as well as the arguments and pressures exerted by defense contractors. The latter factor can lead PACOM to take at times a more cooperative approach shaped by a desire to forge a constructive military-to-military relationship with the PLA, and at other times a more confrontational approach shaped by tendencies to prepare for worst-case tactical scenarios.

Perhaps more important, given the essentially maritime nature of the Asia-Pacific theater, the U.S. Navy traditionally plays a major role in defining the U.S. military’s depiction of the threat posed by China and the proper means of dealing with it. Regarding the latter issue, the U.S. Navy has traditionally placed a strong emphasis on forward-deployed, highly mobile naval units, centered on carrier battle groups and nuclear attack submarines based largely in Japan and Guam. However, with the possible advent of a credible Chinese countercarrier ASBM system with a range of roughly 1,500 nautical miles, differences have apparently emerged within the U.S. Navy over the continued utility of forward-deployed surface platforms, such as carriers based in Japan. Some Navy analysts seek to defend the value of carriers as rearward-based assets to be deployed only in the later stages of a conflict, after an ASBM system has been neutralized, while others argue in favor of continuing the U.S reliance on the forward basing of surface assets via the deployment of more robust BMD systems. Still other Navy analysts insist that only submarines should operate well forward within range of China’s ASBM systems, given the likely porousness of even a sup-
posedly robust BMD system. Such differences could produce a prolonged debate over the best strategy for dealing with China’s growing A2/AD-type capabilities. In the absence of a clear resolution of this issue, traditional assumptions might prevail, thus obstructing efforts to adopt new operational concepts that emphasize long-range air power and rear-deployed naval assets.

**Challenges Posed by the Congress and Its Relationship With the Executive Branch**

Another organizational challenge is the sometimes dysfunctional nature of congressional influence on foreign policy, and China policy in particular. Although Congress has fewer foreign policy instruments at its disposal than the executive branch, it can nevertheless play

---

**FIGURE 4.2**

**U.S. Public Opinion Toward China, 2007–2012**

a role in shaping U.S. overseas defense strategy, policy toward China, and America’s relations with key allies such as Japan.

Given the influence of a multitude of interest groups concerned about various aspects of Beijing’s domestic and foreign policies, members of Congress have at times engaged in symbolic actions or statements that appear to have been designed primarily to curry political favor with relatively narrow political interest groups, rather than to improve U.S. policy or appeal to more diffuse general public sentiment (which tends to be more ambivalent but favors a generally cooperative approach, as discussed in greater detail below). Moreover, Congress may be more reliant on negative inducements when dealing with China because it has relatively few “carrots” in its arsenal. Public attention, interest group attention, and hence congressional attention, are often stimulated by negative economic, military, and human rights behavior (actual or alleged) on the part of China, thus prompting calls for some form of retaliation or pressure on Beijing. Taken as a whole, these factors naturally orient Congress toward a punitive approach when dealing with China.

FIGURE 4.3
U.S. Public’s Views of China as Partner, or Enemy, 2012

In setting appropriations for the defense budget, Congress can exercise a degree of influence over specific military capabilities relevant to the Western Pacific and occasionally U.S. policy toward China. For instance, congressional appropriations for the next-generation bomber and the carrier-based long-range drone not only determine the funding available for such systems but also shape, in indirect ways, their specifications.\textsuperscript{158} In addition, Congress has made modernization of the United States’ already-sophisticated nuclear force a condition for implementation of New START, with possible implications for the nuclear balance in the Western Pacific.\textsuperscript{159} Congressional advocacy and support for more extensive arms sales to Taiwan and close alliance relations with Tokyo have significantly influenced U.S. policy toward both China and Japan. In these instances, Congress has often worked in conjunction with members of sitting administrations or the foreign policy bureaucracy, sometimes amplifying perspectives that favor more confrontational policies toward Beijing.

More broadly, and in contrast to the post–World War II history of strong, bipartisan congressional support for high levels of defense spending and robust overseas military deployments, Congress could also play a role in reducing U.S. military capabilities in the Western Pacific over the medium to long terms. Depending on the severity and duration of America’s economic problems and the threat perceptions of future administrations, members of Congress could be compelled to reduce defense spending to levels that make it impossible to sustain the current capabilities and operational tempo of U.S. overseas forces, even in vital areas such as the Asia-Pacific region. Alternatively, such factors could generate seemingly endless political debates among and between
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the political parties over defense spending levels that create enormous uncertainty regarding long-term military deployments and capabilities, resulting in erratic and suboptimal defense strategies.

In addition, the political relationship between the president and Congress can also have a decisive and disruptive influence over defense policies toward China. During the 1990s, efforts to avoid confrontation with Congress led the Clinton administration to adopt highly risky policies in economic and security relations with Beijing on at least two occasions. Most obviously, President Bill Clinton acceded to Congress in granting a visa to Lee Teng-hui to visit the United States in 1995, which precipitated the United States–China Taiwan Strait crisis of 1995–1996. Similarly, Clinton responded to congressional pressure in deciding to back away from an agreement with China regarding its entrance into the World Trade Organization in 1998.

Despite these examples, more broadly speaking, major U.S. policy decisions about China, Japan, and the alliance have not usually been made in response to the specific views of interest groups or even members of Congress. Although the views of such entities can play an important role in shaping basic policy approaches—and in some cases can prove decisive with regard to specific, usually narrow policy actions—they usually do not dictate broad policy, much less strategic decisions. As a result, China policy has shown remarkable consistency across six administrations.

**PUBLIC OPINION**

Public opinion can also exert some influence on decisions regarding defense spending, foreign policy, and security strategy, although when it comes to U.S. policy toward Asia, this influence usually operates at the margins. American attitudes toward defense spending are ambivalent, as are American views toward the U.S. military presence in Asia. By and large, Americans view Japan relatively positively. Paradoxically, Americans support the notion of strengthening the United States’ alliances with its partners in Asia (including Japan and South Korea), while expressing some skepticism about troop levels in Asia and a preference for greater burden-sharing on the part of U.S. allies.

The U.S. public has tended to favor cooperation and engagement with Beijing over any efforts to limit China’s economic growth or engage in military confrontation with it. Similarly, few Americans view China as an adversary or enemy, although many do see it as a competitor (figure 4.3). Since 2007, roughly 40 to 50 percent of Americans have held favorable views of China, while approximately 40 percent have held unfavorable views (figure 4.2).

The American public perceives China as a greater economic than military threat, consistently ranking such matters as losses of jobs to China, Chinese ownership of U.S. debt, and the U.S.-China trade deficit as the threats of most concern that are related to China—as opposed to a potential conflict over Taiwan or the rise of China’s military, which are generally ranked lower on lists of perceived threats (figure 4.4).
Given the generally ambivalent—and at times, slightly friendly—attitudes of the American public regarding United States–China relations and China’s rise, it is unlikely that variations in public opinion will contribute significantly to shaping the possible trajectories of U.S. strategy toward China. Rather, public opinion polls seem to confirm that a continually strained financial environment and rising entitlement costs may pose the greater challenge to the United States’ strategy in the Asia-Pacific region.

TRAJECTORIES FOR U.S. SECURITY STRATEGY AND MILITARY CAPABILITIES

Today, there are inevitable differences over budgets and priorities within the United States, but unlike the contentious atmosphere of twenty years ago, there is a broadly shared renewed consensus on the value of the United States–Japan alliance. That value has increased with the rapid rise of Chinese fortunes and capabilities and the uncertainties they convey.

In Japan, too, with the passage of time and changes of leaders since the first lasting transfer of power between political parties since World War II in 2009, the value of the alliance seems to have reasserted itself. The Great Eastern Japanese Earthquake in 2011 and the effectively coordinated response of the JSDF and American military to the ensuing crisis also publicly revalidated their roles.

Thus, the political fundamentals appear strong for maintaining and developing the alliance to allow it to meet its future challenges. But, as noted in chapter 3, stalemated Japanese national politics, security policy, budget deficits, and constitutional and political impediments pose challenges to alliance coordination and management. Japan’s defense budget has been shrinking or stagnant and is unlikely to increase significantly except under extraordinary circumstances and after extensive reflection and debate. These situations leave the United States necessarily with less than ideal choices in deciding how to deal with the alternative trajectories of Chinese power and behavior described in chapter 2.

The conventional journalistic scenario of a rapidly rising China and declining United States suggests that Washington should lean more heavily on Tokyo for security cooperation going forward. According to chapter 3, this might translate into efforts to press Japan to adopt a strategy of “competitive engagement with a hard edge.” Similar thinking, however, might offer good reason for Japan to seek to reduce friction with China in favor of an accommodation that will suit Japanese economic requirements and not strain Japan’s limited military capabilities and ambitions. In fact, Japan may want to reposition itself at a point more equidistant between Beijing and Washington.

If the conventional scenario is wrong, and the United States defies expectations and regains strength after a fiscal time-out, and if China hits a figurative wall in its economic and political development over the next ten years or so, similar to the one Japan hit in the late 1980s, then the challenges to the United States–Japan alliance appear far more manageable.
Tokyo and Washington will be freer to pursue their respective national interests and sustain regional stability with each other's support as China tends to its needs at home.

The following subsections describe three possible trajectories for overall U.S. economic and military strength through 2030, with two variants within each trajectory positing different U.S. foreign and security policy approaches. Each trajectory is largely based upon variations in the determinants described throughout this chapter, and the three trajectories are presented in order of general likelihood (table 4.1).

**Trajectory 1: Strength**

Under Trajectory 1, the United States would pursue a strategy oriented toward retaining military primacy in the Western Pacific, involving medium- to high-range defense capabili-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTICS</th>
<th>1: STRENGTH</th>
<th>2: FALTERING</th>
<th>3: WITHDRAWAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
<td>Most Likely</td>
<td>Likely</td>
<td>Unlikely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military capabilities</td>
<td>Mid–High</td>
<td>Low–Mid</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy toward China</td>
<td>Variant A: Cooperative engagement and hedging, emphasis on hedge</td>
<td>Variant A: Cooperative engagement and hedging, emphasis on engage</td>
<td>Withdrawal combined with cooperative accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy toward the alliance</td>
<td>Pressure on Japan to boost defense capabilities, significantly enhance interoperability</td>
<td>Incremental strengthening of alliance, improvements in interoperability</td>
<td>Major reduction of military presence in Japan, but Mutual Security Treaty and skeleton of alliance maintained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average annual GDP growth, 2012–2030</td>
<td>2.5–3%</td>
<td>2–2.3%</td>
<td>1–2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense spending as % of GDP</td>
<td>4.5–5.5%</td>
<td>3.5–4.5%</td>
<td>≤ 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political dynamics</td>
<td>Less domestic discord, resources directed toward bolstering Asian presence</td>
<td>Domestic discord, but a general bipartisan consensus on need to maintain presence in Asia</td>
<td>Persistent gridlock, preoccupation with domestic problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public opinion</td>
<td>Heightened perception of Chinese threat</td>
<td>Ambivalent, not a policy constraint</td>
<td>More inward-looking</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ties and efforts to incrementally expand the scope and function of the United States–Japan alliance. While the most likely strategic variant under this trajectory would entail a dual U.S. policy of cooperative engagement and hedging vis-à-vis China, a more extreme, far less probable variant (only likely to emerge as a result of a “wild card” triggering event described below) would see Washington undertaking a zero-sum, confrontational effort to “contain” Beijing.

**FOREIGN POLICY AND MILITARY STRATEGY**

Under this trajectory, the United States would continue to pursue the long-standing balance between cooperation and hedging in its strategy toward China, but in this case from a position of higher capabilities. In the former area, Washington would continue to deepen and expand its efforts to work with Beijing to address a wide (and likely growing) variety of common challenges, ranging from climate change to WMD proliferation and economic problems, while also seeking to shape or restrain China’s policies and behavior by vesting it more deeply in regional and global regimes and norms and continuing the many bilateral engagement dialogues of the past. More broadly, Washington would continue to expand its overall involvement in the Asia-Pacific region’s political, economic, and security forums and to raise its overall profile and influence in the region through a variety of diplomatic and other means. In short, a version of the so-called pivot or rebalancing toward Asia would continue, reflecting a priority on the region in overall U.S. global strategy and a strong military component.

This strategy would also include a continued strong stress on the United States–Japan alliance as the cornerstone of Washington’s political and security presence in the larger region. In this regard, U.S. leaders would continue to work closely with their Japanese counterparts to resolve sources of disagreement or tension in the bilateral relationship, including, first and foremost, the basing issue. Washington would also attempt to increase the level and scope of coordination with Tokyo in addressing both regional and global political, economic, and security challenges. This could at times involve U.S. efforts to encourage Japan to incrementally increase its role in various regional security undertakings.

As a focus of its hedging approach, Washington would continue to pursue a defense strategy and doctrine toward China that combines the development and deployment of a more potent set of counter-A2/AD or other deterrent capabilities and expanded security relationships across the Western Pacific. Efforts to counter China’s A2/AD capabilities would probably include implementation of the JOAC, possibly through a variant of the ASB concept or so-called Offshore Control concept (discussed in chapter 6). Washington might also become more sensitized to potential Chinese threats to Pacific SLOCs and seek to bolster the ability of U.S. forces to impose local sea control to conduct operations in those maritime lanes. These undertakings would reflect the continued U.S. desire to maintain the overall primacy of American military power in maritime Asia while actively shaping and deterring Chinese security perceptions and behavior toward the region.
As a central part of this effort, Washington would strive to strengthen the United States–Japan military relationship, through greater levels of coordination in a multitude of defense-related areas, ranging from joint warfare and operational doctrine to ISR and deployments in the region. Under this trajectory, the United States would encourage Japan to continue its post–Cold War reorientation of its existing limited forces from the north to the southwest, where Chinese naval and air activity are increasing. ISR would be comprehensively strengthened and interoperability would be deepened in each of these areas.

These hedging efforts in the security realm would likely be combined with attempts to deepen and expand the scope and variety of both bilateral and multilateral interactions with the Chinese military, including peacekeeping operations, antipiracy missions, and humanitarian relief. However, given Washington's pronounced efforts to maintain military primacy over China in the Western Pacific (including within the first island chain), Beijing would likely be less amenable to such efforts.

**Determinants and Uncertainties**

As the above suggests, under this trajectory, the United States would at some point recover its economic strength, eventually returning to annual growth rates above 2 percent and levels of unemployment below 5 percent. Equally important, U.S. economic policies would begin to reduce the huge budget deficit and reestablish a reasonably high level of public confidence in the long-term strength and vitality of the economy. This is in part because American deleveraging of corporate and household debt would in this case continue to proceed faster than anywhere else in the world. Moreover, U.S. technology advantages, superior tertiary education, and entrepreneurship incentives would all come into play, especially over the long term. Thus, the economic base for popular support of an engagement and forward deployment strategy in the Asia-Pacific region would not be fundamentally challenged in the United States.

Such a recovery could occur under two basic scenarios: a relatively rapid and strong economic turnaround (as described in the high-end economic scenario detailed above) or a partial and gradual one, leading to a more complete and robust recovery in the latter years of the period under examination.\(^{168}\) Economic policy toward China under this trajectory would continue to stress the need to alleviate or resolve a variety of problems or concerns, ranging from alleged World Trade Organization violations to Chinese investments in areas of the U.S. economy related to national security, but Washington would also continue to place a strong emphasis on deepening United States–China economic relations and avoiding trade wars.

This relatively competitive strategic approach would also almost certainly be conditioned to a great degree on Chinese behavior and capabilities. This trajectory would be most likely to occur if a growing consensus were to develop in Washington that Beijing posed a serious and concerted threat to U.S. military primacy in the Western Pacific, to American allies or partners in the region, or to U.S. interests in regional stability. As a result, U.S. elites may
see a declining value in positive-sum political, diplomatic, military, and economic relations with Beijing, thus leading them to emphasize the hedging elements of U.S. policy toward China.

Under this and other trajectories, America’s foreign policy and political elites would certainly experience a variety of unpredictable pressures and bureaucratic limitations that shape U.S. policies and deployments in the Western Pacific. Policymakers would possess options for sustaining the emphasis on Asia, but whether policy and strategy coordination is effective would help determine whether the United States effectively implements a unified approach or whether divergent bureaucratic interests pull policy in different directions.

One factor that could produce a variant of this trajectory involving a much more zero-sum, confrontational U.S. strategy toward China is the possible occurrence of one or more of the sort of “wild card” events discussed in previous chapters, including a severe and sustained crisis over regional territorial disputes involving China and perhaps Japan, and the emergence of an ultranationalist Chinese leadership. Such events, if sufficiently severe, could push Washington toward a Cold War-style containment strategy toward Beijing, involving a drastic reduction in efforts at bilateral cooperation with Beijing and an increased emphasis on more offensive-oriented, deep-strike military concepts such as a very robust version of the ASB concept, or a version of so-called Offshore Control, designed to establish a strong barrier to Chinese access to the second island chain during a conflict. This type of shift could have profound but uncertain implications for Japan and the alliance, possibly resulting in attempts to more fully incorporate Tokyo into the policies and deployments of a robust ASB concept, or a reduction of U.S. dependence on forward-deployed assets in Japan. It could also result in clearer and more public support for Japan’s position on territorial and resource disputes in the East China Sea. These factors are discussed in greater detail in chapters 5 and 6.169

**Defense Spending and Military Capabilities**

Depending on which economic scenario unfolds in this trajectory, Washington would either retain or expand current defense spending levels on the one hand, or reduce and eventually reacquire those levels on the other hand, and would in either scenario ultimately manage to expand the sophistication, power, and presence of its military capabilities in the Western Pacific. In particular, military hardware, technologies, and systems of greatest relevance to the defense of Japan and the maintenance of deterrence capabilities in the region would eventually develop at maximum or near-maximum estimated levels. However, a late recovery could restrict the speed and extent of this development, possibly forcing guns-and-butter-type trade-offs in the near term that could serve to constrain U.S. regional deployments. This U-shaped evolution of U.S. military capabilities could unnerv the region states and increase the near- to medium-term chances of miscalculation regarding security issues involving Japan and the alliance, such as policies toward disputed territories in the East China Sea.
Given the United States’ continued ability under this trajectory to pursue a strategy of cooperation and hedging toward China from a position of relatively high capabilities, the offensive capabilities of the United States would most likely remain more competitively advantageous than those of China. In other words, the U.S. force posture would be capable of inflicting significant punishment in response to the use of antiaccess capabilities by China and disrupting, though not necessarily neutralizing, many of the systems underlying Chinese antiaccess-type networks. As the following discussion indicates, however, superior offensive capabilities in many domains would not necessarily translate into an effective defense against Chinese capabilities that target core weaknesses in the U.S. force posture, such as forward-deployed aircraft carriers and fixed land bases. This would hold true despite the United States’ success in developing a capable joint force to implement counter-A2/AD strategies.

The Maritime Domain

Under this trajectory, the United States would likely preserve the basic configuration of its eleven-carrier fleet while increasing the numbers of highly capable surface combatants and submarines. Multiple layers of onboard active and passive defense systems would enable ships to more effectively target the kill chains of incoming ASCMs and ASBMs, although such defenses could be overwhelmed by sustained fire or swarming attacks. Heightened integration and interoperability would give U.S. naval forces a better chance of anticipating and outmaneuvering enemy vessels in a force-on-force engagement. Yet the operational risks and prohibitive costs of confronting antiaccess defenses head-on could continue to limit the ability of carrier groups to serve familiar doctrinal roles in conveying presence or bringing TACAIR into the theater.

In addition, the United States would possess a greater number of SSNs with expanded payload modules, capable of conducting antisurface, antisubmarine, and land-attack missions. A robust submarine presence in Chinese waters would thus allow U.S. forces to capitalize on their existing advantage in offensive undersea warfare. Yet U.S. forces would nevertheless face difficulties in conducting ASW and countermine warfare. Although UUVs and distributed sensors could give a small boost to undersea situational awareness, any ASW aircraft and minesweeping ships within the first island chain would be relatively exposed in the event of a conflict.

The Air Domain

In this instance, the United States would field limited numbers of one or more long-range strike capabilities aimed at disabling C4ISR networks, crippling antiaccess defenses, and facilitating the entry of power projection assets. The United States could potentially possess several dozen long-range bombers or—under a particularly competitive trajectory—unmanned combat drones with the stealth, range, and endurance to penetrate integrated air defense systems (IADS) and strike at targets deep within enemy territory. Yet the considerable
financial costs and technical challenges associated with such systems would impose limits on their numbers, specifications, and payload, a shortcoming that enemies could exploit by hardening important facilities or dispersing and building redundancy into C4ISR networks.\textsuperscript{174}

Although fifth-generation fighters would likely prove superior to their Chinese counterparts in air–to–air engagements, their limited combat radius and potential vulnerability to sophisticated IADS could hamper their use. And though U.S. forces could deny airspace to enemy fighters, surveillance aircraft, or aerial refueling tankers, they would not be able to guarantee the safety of their own supporting aircraft against attacks from enemy IADS.

\textit{The Ground Domain}

Despite its comparatively high level of military spending under this trajectory, the United States would still be hard pressed to reduce the vulnerability of its forward bases in Japan to crippling saturation attacks. An integrated, flexible, and mobile network of Patriot batteries and THAAD systems could extend coverage across bases and ports in Japan, and would likely be equipped with a somewhat greater number of interceptors than would likely be produced under other trajectories. Yet such systems would offer only partial and temporary protection, and could quickly be overwhelmed by large volumes of comparatively affordable cruise or ballistic missiles.\textsuperscript{175}

Although passive defenses and countermeasures would play a secondary role, the United States could also take steps to harden runways, erect aircraft shelters, and protect fuel and logistical supplies. Cost would remain a serious constraint, as the United States would be unlikely to build the hundreds of shelters necessary to house aircraft at Kadena. Asset dispersal would provide an alternative, but would require significant investments in redundant support systems, along with a high tolerance for degraded sortie rates. The United States would likely seek out basing and access agreements with its regional partners, but such measures would not substitute for the favorable location and centralized infrastructure of U.S. bases in Japan.

\textit{The Space and Cyberspace Domains}

Whether the United States would abandon its current reservations about weaponizing space would hinge on its perceptions of the threat environment and its calculations about how confrontations in this unfamiliar domain would affect the larger military balance in the Western Pacific. Under a more competitive version of this trajectory, the United States could potentially field a range of ASAT capabilities, including direct-ascent vehicles, directed-energy weapons, co-orbital systems and microsatellites, and jamming technologies to disable or destroy satellites in GEO. In this instance, the United States would also be more likely to possess long-range strike capabilities that could potentially disrupt the ground-based systems for enemy satellites and ASAT capabilities.

Alternatively, fears of sparking an uncontrollable—and perhaps unwinnable—arms race in space could also lead the United States to shun dedicated ASAT capabilities in favor of electronic warfare to sever links between satellites and other C4ISR systems. In either case,
the United States would likely invest in hardening, improved maneuverability, dispersal, and redundant systems for its space-based assets, including reserve satellites that could be quickly launched to reconstitute damaged networks. Indeed, the U.S. military could also attempt to reduce its dependency on space by developing more sophisticated HALE UAVs to perform critical functions currently assigned to satellites.

In the cyber domain, the United States would likely maintain superior offensive capabilities that would allow it to infiltrate, disrupt, and paralyze enemy networks throughout a conflict. Cyber operations would be highly integrated with U.S. capabilities in other domains, disabling enemy battle networks to amplify the destruction of kinetic attacks. Yet the United States would most likely be unable to conduct a perimeter defense to seal off its networks against external threats, and it would have to contend with the possibility that attacks on unclassified networks could disrupt logistical networks and thwart deployments at the onset of a crisis.\textsuperscript{176} Given enough time, however, the United States could potentially recover and resume operations even in the face of persistent infiltration of unclassified networks.

\textit{The Nuclear Domain}

Under this trajectory, the United States would be highly unlikely to pursue warhead reductions beyond the threshold mandated by New START. Indeed, the United States would have strong incentives to reverse course on any numerical cuts, all but ensuring that its arsenal will dwarf China’s. Modernizing the nation’s aging warheads and delivery vehicles could take on greater importance, with somewhat higher levels of funding devoted to extending the life spans of ICBMs, building new SSBNs and developing new SLBMs, and fielding a new long-range bomber. Although dysfunctions in the acquisition process could still have some impact on U.S. strike options—limiting, for instance, the numbers and specifications of a next-generation bomber—the United States would most likely sustain its existing advantages vis-à-vis China and maintain a nuclear triad capable of upholding extended deterrence in the Western Pacific.

\textit{Command and Control}

In this trajectory, a high level of integration and interoperability among U.S. (and potentially) allied forces would allow the military services to execute joint campaigns across domains in quick succession: Under an ASB concept–oriented approach, for instance, the United States could potentially use cyberattacks, ASAT capabilities, and deep strikes with long-range bombers to execute “blinding” campaigns against C4ISR. Decentralized C2 would allow military service leaders to quickly request and coordinate strikes featuring air and naval systems. From a technological standpoint, overlapping and integrated C4ISR networks would reduce—but by no means eliminate—the likelihood that individual attacks in cyberspace or outer space would disrupt the connectivity between headquarters and forces on the front lines.\textsuperscript{177}
Trajectory 2: Faltering

Under Trajectory 2, the economic and military capacity of the United States would falter. As a result, Washington would pursue continued cooperative engagement and hedging toward China (with a marginal stress on the former) and an increased reliance on alliance relationships for maintaining regional security. Such an approach could be manifested in one of two strategic variants—one that largely attempts to follow the engagement- and primacy-based approach described in Trajectory 1, but that nonetheless confronts notable limits in terms of political and defense capabilities in the Western Pacific; and another that reacts to such constraints by pursuing limited accommodation with Beijing on such issues as Taiwan, territorial disputes, and U.S. military activities in the EEZ. This overall trajectory is deemed slightly less likely than the “Strength” trajectory described above.

Foreign Policy and Military Strategy

Under this trajectory, Washington would continue to emphasize its current two-sided strategy toward China, albeit with a greater stress on the search for deeper levels of cooperation and perhaps even accommodation with Beijing. Washington would exert efforts to involve Tokyo and other regional friends and allies in as many cooperative ventures as possible with China, seeking to maximize interdependency and reduce Chinese incentives to strong-arm neighbors. U.S. leaders would also attempt to increase their reliance on friends and allies for the attainment of political and security objectives and to develop a less engaged overall military strategy based on the need to reduce the scope and scale of some U.S. deployments and activities in the Asia-Pacific region.

As a result of these imperatives, Washington would seek to deepen political, economic, and security ties with Tokyo through greater accommodation over contentious issues such as the restructuring of the U.S. bases in Okinawa. At the same time, U.S. leaders might also attempt to pressure their Japanese counterparts to take on a greater share of the defense burden in the areas surrounding Japan while providing repeated reassurances of Washington’s defense commitment and deterrence capacity in the Western Pacific.

In terms of security policy toward China, the United States could pursue two different approaches under this overall “Faltering” trajectory. If PLA capabilities were to remain constrained, if China exhibited particularly benign behavior toward the United States and its allies in the region, or if the U.S. economy were to continue to languish at lower growth rates, Washington might adopt a defense strategy and doctrine vis-à-vis China that is more oriented toward limited accommodation on some volatile regional security issues, such as territorial disputes in the South China and East China seas, U.S. surveillance operations along China’s coastline, and even defense assistance to Taiwan. Under extremely adverse economic conditions, it is not inconceivable that U.S. leaders would seek to put in place a lower-profile, less robust defense strategy based on alternatives to primacy in maritime Asia. This could involve the jettisoning of the ASB concept in favor of other operational concepts discussed in chapter 6. However, under less adverse economic conditions or if faced with
greater Chinese assertiveness, the United States would more likely make fewer accommoda-
tions and attempt to maintain something approximating the current, primacy-based defense
strategy, albeit involving a greater reliance on allies.

**Determinants and Uncertainties**

As suggested above, this trajectory would most likely emerge in part as a result of
prolonged U.S. economic and political difficulties. In the former area, growth levels would
likely persist at medium to moderately low levels throughout the period under examination,
meaning less than 2 percent growth (and possibly less than 1 percent growth in some years),
sustained, unacceptably high levels of unemployment or underemployment, and the contin-
uation of a sizable, if not massive, budget deficit. The more extreme version of this growth
scenario could involve significant domestic political and social unrest and growing pressures
among the public to greatly limit U.S. overseas involvement. In the political sphere, sharp
disagreements would continue over economic policy, with growing demands for increasingly
more significant cutbacks in both military and civilian sectors of the U.S. government. The
best-case economic circumstances in this trajectory would likely involve sustained, mid-
level growth, but without any significant improvement over the long term, and with many
unresolved political and social problems.

The occurrence of various “wild card” events in the Western Pacific, such as a severe clash
between China and Japan over disputed territories, could greatly influence both U.S. defense
and foreign policies under any future trajectory. Under this trajectory, such events would
likely facilitate a U.S. effort to rely more heavily on regional allies (by driving them more to-
ward Washington) while strengthening the resolve of U.S. leaders to focus their more limit-
ed military resources on Asia. However, these factors would probably not lead to the overtly
confrontational strategy described in the more extreme variant of the “Strength” trajectory,
especially if Washington were facing severe domestic economic and political problems.

**Defense Spending and Military Capabilities**

Under this trajectory, diminished budgetary resources and continued political disarray
could create pressing imperatives to rein in long-term deficits through any means necessary,
resulting in broad and even deep cuts to entitlements and defense spending alike. At the
same time, cost escalation for the high-technology capabilities that make up the vast major-
ity of the Air Force’s and Navy’s acquisitions through the 2020s would continue unabated,
forcing the Pentagon to delay or even reduce some important areas of force modernization.
However, though defense spending and deployments would experience significant overall
reductions, U.S. leaders would also likely strive mightily to continue to devote significant
military resources to the Western Pacific. Of course, Washington’s ability and willingness to
sustain such an effort over the long term would depend greatly on the severity of the eco-
monic and political problems confronting the nation, and the level of threat perceived from
China and other nations such as Iran.
As stated above, the U.S. strategy toward a very strong, if not clearly predominant, presence in the Asia region would continue to prevail under this trajectory. However, this commitment would have to be made under constraints of an increasingly tight fiscal environment, with long-term economic growth proceeding at about a sluggish 1 percent annually. The major difference between this trajectory and the “Strength” trajectory described above should not be seen as an absolute divergence in weapons capabilities or force posturing; rather, it ought to be viewed as a change in the tempo of deployments of more advanced technologies needed to maintain the desired level of U.S. presence in the Asia-Pacific region.

The Maritime Domain

Per existing trends, the U.S. fleet would continue to shrink in overall size even as new carriers, surface combatants, and submarines slowly entered the force. Onboard defenses for carriers and other surface combatants would likely be less comprehensive, sophisticated, and integrated in nature, increasing the risk that individual ASBM or ASCM attacks could result in a mission kill or actual destruction of a vessel.

Upgraded SSNs would likely allow the United States to extend its existing advantage in offensive undersea capabilities. However, the United States would probably lack the capabilities to fully and effectively chart and navigate a treacherous undersea environment within the first island chain; current experiments with UUVs and unattended sensor arrays would be unlikely to reach fruition, while any minesweeping vessels, ASW aircraft, and maritime patrol aircraft would be at risk from antiair defenses.

The Air Domain

Under this trajectory, U.S. forces would likely acquire fewer fifth-generation fighters than anticipated due to growing resource constraints. Given the reduced prominence of the ASB concept and heightened fiscal constraints under this trajectory, the United States would be far less likely to possess long-range strike capabilities; though next-generation bombers could still enter the force in small numbers and with fewer specifications, unmanned combat drones would most likely remain experimental. Although fifth-generation fighters could potentially outstrip their PLA Air Force counterparts in direct air-to-air engagements, opportunities for such symmetrical matchups would become scarce as forward bases, carriers, and the infrastructure underlying TACAIR grow increasingly vulnerable to missile attack. And while U.S. forces could conduct area denial against enemy maritime surveillance aircraft, aerial refueling tankers, and other airborne assets, they would not be able to guarantee the safety of their own UAVs, airborne C2 relays, and refueling tankers against robust and sophisticated IADS.
The Ground Domain

The United States would continue to invest in active and passive defense, though any gains as a result of these measures would be incremental and insufficient to compensate for the inherent vulnerability of forward bases to missile attack. Though a network of Patriot batteries and THAAD systems could force enemies to expend greater munitions in any attack on Kadena, the United States would remain at a significant disadvantage due to the prohibitive unit costs of BMD and the relatively low numbers of warheads needed to cripple the base. Apart from securing fuel storage, pre-positioning supplies, and optimizing its logistical network, the United States could also take steps to harden facilities, disperse assets, and even create bases at sea. Yet not all these measures would prove complementary or mutually reinforcing—a more dispersed presence, for instance, would necessitate greater redundancy in systems and potentially create more assets in need of shielding.\textsuperscript{178}

In this scenario, the United States would probably not be able to overcome the technical and financial obstacles necessary to field a Conventional Prompt Global Strike system over the next fifteen to twenty years. Though standoff weapons could also substitute in offensive missions against land-based targets, they would be slower, more susceptible to Chinese surface-to-air missiles, and often reliant upon vulnerable platforms such as ships and aircraft.

The Space and Cyberspace Domains

Under this trajectory, efforts to emphasize cooperative elements in its relationship with China might lead the United States to limit its development and acquisition of dedicated ASAT capabilities. Nevertheless, the United States would continue to possess the ability to field a variety of ground-based interceptors, lasers, and jamming technologies that, in the aggregate, could target enemy satellites in GEO. Electronic warfare to sever the uplinks between satellites and other communications networks would provide a relatively attractive, low-risk counterbalance to China’s growing inventory of space assets. Defensive countermeasures would be less comprehensive than under the “Strength” trajectory described above, and may consist of limited hardening, antijamming technologies, and efforts to increase the redundancy of C4ISR systems.\textsuperscript{179}

Relative to some costly and experimental counter-A2/AD programs, the development of U.S. cyber operations would be less dependent on high levels of funding and would likely persist unabated. As a result, the United States would likely be able to infiltrate and paralyze Chinese networks, amplifying the impact of kinetic operations. Nevertheless, the United States would continue to face the possibility of unexpected and crippling attacks in the opening moments of a crisis, at least with regard to relatively unprotected, unclassified government networks.
The Nuclear Domain

The United States would continue to modernize its arsenal of nuclear warheads, and the stock reserve would decrease as mandated by treaties. Still, the size of the U.S. nuclear arsenal would continue to dwarf that of most competitors, including China. In this instance, irregular or insufficient funding for specific modernization programs could, at the margins, have an impact on the range of U.S. nuclear strike options. The United States could find itself with fewer SSBNs than anticipated, while the numbers and specifications of a future long-range bomber could suffer as a result of a difficult acquisition process. It is possible, as a result, that one or more legs of the triad could be reliant upon aging, Cold War-era delivery vehicles, potentially reducing the operational flexibility of U.S. nuclear forces. Even under such conditions, however, U.S. nuclear forces would likely still have the numbers, survivability, and penetrative capability to preserve deterrence (and extended deterrence) vis-à-vis China.

Command and Control

In this trajectory, U.S. forces would improve their integration across domains, facilitating the use of cyber and space operations to create openings for kinetic strikes. On one hand, decentralized C2 would allow commanders in the field to request and coordinate strikes between air and naval platforms, although U.S. forces as a whole might operate at a somewhat slower tempo than under the previous “Strength” trajectory. On the other hand, technical obstacles to creating shared, real-time “operating pictures” between air and naval platforms could make it difficult for U.S. forces to patrol the vast areas within the first island chain. Though the United States would continue to build redundancy and resilience into C4ISR networks, well-timed cyber or ASAT strikes could disrupt connectivity between commanders and troops in the theater.180

TRAJECTORY 3: WITHDRAWAL

Under Trajectory 3, Washington would execute a significant U.S. military withdrawal from the Asia-Pacific region, involving variable attempts to reduce the adverse impact of such an action on the security environment, heightened efforts to accommodate China, and a severe reduction, if not end, to the United States’ security alliance with Japan.

Foreign Policy and Military Strategy

Under this extremely unlikely but not impossible trajectory, the United States would drastically reduce its forward presence and alliance commitments in the Western Pacific. As a result, the hedging elements of U.S. policy toward China would diminish significantly, in favor of a far greater stress on cooperation and accommodation than witnessed in the
trajectories described above. This trajectory would also witness a heavier reliance on multi-
lateral political, diplomatic, economic, and especially security structures designed to inte-
grate China into the region, provide more viable alternatives to the past United States–led
hub-and-spokes bilateral alliance system, and reduce the likelihood of destabilizing crises.

Washington would thus continue to work closely with China and other Asian powers
not only to address common regional and global challenges (as in the above trajectories) but
also to develop new approaches to managing regional hot spots, from the Korean Peninsula
to the South China Sea. This effort would probably require significant accommodation to
Chinese interests and views. At the same time, U.S. leaders would attempt to transform
bilateral alliance relationships into structures that could simultaneously lend greater sup-
port to emerging multilateral security structures while retaining the credibility of the U.S.
extended deterrence commitment. This would likely require Washington to maintain its
nuclear umbrella over Japan while also preserving the capacity to inject significant con-
ventional forces into nearby areas if needed. Most U.S. military forces would be located
on Guam, Hawaii, and the Continental United States (CONUS), however, with limited
patrolling and possible access arrangements remaining in forward areas.

The overall U.S. defense strategy under this trajectory might thus approximate a ver-
sion of the “offshore balancing” approach advocated by some analysts—assuming, that is,
that the United States were clearly to retain the capacity to return to the region militarily.181
As part of this undertaking, Washington would likely also encourage Tokyo to strengthen
its conventional military capabilities and deepen its security relationships with other Asian
capitals, including both Beijing and Seoul.

The above-noted actions and approaches constitute a “best case” variant of this trajec-
tory, derived in large part from relatively high levels of regional cooperation, a relatively
benign China, the absence of most if not all of the “wild cards” discussed above, a relatively
incremental decline in U.S. capabilities, and astute diplomatic efforts—all discussed in the
next chapter. Such a positive variant might also emerge from an appreciable reduction in
U.S. and regional threat perceptions, as a result of a variety of positive developments also
described in the next chapter.

A “worst case” variant of this trajectory would involve a badly prepared and probably
precipitate U.S. withdrawal under extreme pressure and with a greatly lessened regard for
regional reactions. Under this most unlikely variant, Washington would virtually end its
forward presence in the Western Pacific; greatly draw down its forces in other parts of the
region; and drastically reduce, if not eliminate, the level and scope of its defense cooperation
with Japan and other allies. This would occur almost entirely as a result of severe domestic
economic and political constraints in the United States, with little consideration for the
state of political and defense relationships across the region or the presence or absence of
major crises. Hence, though the United States might attempt to retain a type of “offshore
balancing” strategy in Asia under this variant, few if any outside observers would view U.S.
military commitments or capabilities as credible.
Determinants and Uncertainties

As the above discussion clearly suggests, this trajectory could only emerge under a condition of extreme U.S. political, economic, and social disarray. Such a near-catastrophic situation would likely result from a prolonged and extreme economic crisis marked by near-zero or negative growth rates, severe unemployment well above 8 percent, a worsening debt crisis, major cutbacks in domestic social and health programs, and expanding social unrest. In the political realm, the United States would likely witness the emergence of a leadership consensus behind a transition toward a “minimalist” global security strategy, involving severe cutbacks of the sort summarized above. The ability of U.S. leaders to manage such a wrenching transition could vary greatly, depending on the speed and severity of the U.S. decline, the political and diplomatic acumen and the level of cooperation existing among both leaders and government officials, and the actions and reactions of other powers. In the most extreme situation, the last variable might not matter greatly, as indicated above.

Defense Spending and Military Capabilities

Under such circumstances, U.S. defense spending and military modernization programs would inevitably suffer major cutbacks, leading to serious declines in the military hardware, technologies, and systems of greatest relevance to the maintenance of deterrence capabilities beyond U.S. shores. In short, the guns-versus-butter trade-off would by necessity become heavily tilted in favor of civilian demands. The emphasis on domestic priorities would increase as the economy slid more deeply downward, speeding the process of downsizing and eventual withdrawal from the region.

In this extremely unlikely trajectory, there would invariably still be some degree of military investment and advancement. However, this would most likely appear, as a result of constrained budgetary capacity and domestic civilian demands, in the form of minimal “hedging” capabilities that could enable U.S. forces to intervene in a regional crisis, albeit in a limited capacity. Yet the simultaneous convergence of fiscal pressures, bureaucratic infighting, and political disarray could potentially wreak havoc on the delicate acquisition process, producing cost overruns, delays, and cancellations that would limit the capabilities available to U.S. forces. This would also suggest that within each domain, there would be less time and resources devoted to training and exercises and by extension, a lower constant level of readiness.

The Maritime Domain

For the United States, drastic reductions in military spending would be manifested in a smaller, older, and less capable fleet that would be more likely to find itself overburdened and outmatched in a potential crisis in the Western Pacific. Major shortfalls in surface combatants and submarines would compromise operational readiness, despite the best efforts of the Navy to extend deployments and service lives. Among other weaknesses, U.S. forces
would be unable to impose the local sea control that would be required to engage in successful SLOC operations. However, a managed drawdown could potentially see the United States attempt to mitigate the impact of such shortfalls by scaling back programs for carriers and surface combatants to preserve attack submarines and develop additional standoff weapons. Conversely, the circumstances surrounding a precipitous withdrawal would be unlikely to permit much forward planning to ensure a more optimal distribution of capabilities in the fleet. In that case, the United States would likely contend with a gradual hollowing out of the fleet.

In either case, moving forward-deployed ships out of the Western Pacific would severely hamper their ability to intervene in the early stages of a conflict. A ship departing from Guam could take upward of two to three days to reach a conflict in the East China Sea, while one departing from the CONUS could require over a week longer. ASW and mine countermeasure missions would take on an added dimension of difficulty, as the United States would likely possess fewer SSNs than under previous trajectories. At the same time, the United States would have fewer capabilities to secure the permissive aerial or maritime environments necessary to operate maritime patrol aircraft, helicopters, or minesweeping vessels.

The Air Domain

The impact of the United States’ withdrawal would arguably be most severe in the air domain. Relocating airbases from Japan to areas further out into the Western Pacific would deprive aircraft of the proximity and concentrated base infrastructure necessary to sustain high sortie rates and intense campaigns. Given the objective resource constraints it would face under this scenario, the United States would likely procure fifth-generation fighters in dramatically reduced quantities and compensate by upgrading or otherwise extending the service of fourth-generation fighters. Although the United States could attempt to invest in long-range bombers as part of a managed drawdown from the region, fiscal and bureaucratic obstacles would likely thwart the development of deep-strike capabilities in any meaningful numbers by 2030.

Relative to the previous trajectories, then, U.S. aerial forces would be even more vulnerable to sophisticated IADS, yet similarly dependent on in-theater allied bases or aerial refueling. In addition, the United States would have even fewer capabilities at its disposal to neutralize land-based, maritime, or aerial threats to UAVs, airborne C2 relays, and refueling tankers.

The Ground Domain

As noted above, the United States would likely shift the majority of its base assets to Guam, Hawaii, or the CONUS under this trajectory, reducing—but by no means eliminating—their exposure to missile attack. Under a phased withdrawal, the United States could negotiate with its regional partners to secure basing and access rights, establish logis-
tics and supply networks, and pre-position equipment and supplies to facilitate the possible reentry of U.S. forces into the theater. A forced and hasty departure from the region would see few if any such precautionary measures, creating a set of financial, operational, and political difficulties in the event that the United States attempted to reinsert itself into a future conflict. Although the United States would lack the means to invest in active and passive defenses on behalf of its allies, any TACAIR operations would still require the proximity and concentrated infrastructure of allied runways and base infrastructure vulnerable to saturation missile attacks.

From an offensive standpoint, the United States would be unlikely to field a Conventional Prompt Global Strike system, relying instead on aging standoff weapons to strike at land-based targets. Such weapons, however, could lack the range or numbers necessary to penetrate layers of surface-to-air missiles to disable shielded or dispersed targets.

The Space and Cyberspace Domains

Financial, technical, and bureaucratic constraints would most likely limit potential U.S. ASAT capabilities to direct-ascent weapons and jamming technologies. However, the United States could maintain reservations about openly pursuing ASAT systems, given its continued dependence on space-based C4ISR and the increased possibility that it could find itself at a disadvantage in an unrestricted arms race. Defensive countermeasures—such as hardening satellites, dispersing assets, and building redundant networks—would at best be partially implemented, if at all.

Given their relative affordability and asymmetric potential, programs for offensive cyber capabilities would be unlikely to suffer significantly under this trajectory. The United States would likely retain the ability to paralyze enemy networks and impair C4ISR functions, creating an opening for kinetic strikes. However, a likely reduction in allied military cooperation could extend to monitoring and information sharing regarding cyber threats. At the same time, unclassified networks would continue to remain vulnerable to crippling attacks, particularly at the onset of a crisis.

The Nuclear Domain

Under this trajectory, budgetary woes afflicting the military services could have some impact on the sophistication and numbers of U.S. delivery vehicles for nuclear warheads. The Navy could struggle to replace some of its aging SSBNs with next-generation variants, which could reduce the number of SSBNs on station in the Western Pacific. Without a next-generation bomber, the Air Force would likely rely on legacy B-2 or even B-52 bombers to support its leg of the triad. Life extension programs would likely allow the United States to preserve its ICBMs without serious difficulty. Although U.S. nuclear capabilities would suffer in comparison with the previous trajectories, they would still be more than sufficient—at least in numerical and operational terms—to deter China’s limited force.
Command and Control

In this trajectory, the withdrawal of U.S. forces would severely hamper efforts to break down bureaucratic stovepipes, decentralize C2, and create integrated counter-A2/AD campaigns. The likely reduction in surveillance and exercises in the Western Pacific that would accompany any withdrawal would impair efforts to improve real-time situational awareness across the military services or enhance cross-domain operations in the theater. Differing tactics and procedures between the services would likely prevent subordinate commanders from operating effectively under combined assault from multiple antiaccess systems. From a technical standpoint, C4ISR networks between the services could still suffer from differing specifications that would limit interoperability and slow the pace of any counter-A2/AD missions. Moreover, U.S. forces as a whole would be more vulnerable to electronic warfare aimed at severing the links between commanders and forces in the theater.
His chapter presents six alternative future trilateral security environments for circa 2030 that could emerge as a result of combinations of the trajectories in the future military capabilities and security behavior of China, Japan, and the United States presented in chapters 2 through 4. These security environments are presented in descending order of overall likelihood of occurrence. Estimates of scenario probability are primarily derived from combined qualitative assessments of the probabilities of the various trajectories presented in the country chapters.

As described in chapter 1, the primary factors determining the features of each country’s trajectories include (1) long-term economic and technological capacities, sociodemographic features, and geostrategic position; (2) domestic politics, leadership perceptions, social attitudes, and bureaucratic competition (including civil-military relations); and (3) potential exogenous shocks arising from fourth-party dynamics or contingent developments (that is, “wild cards”) that could alter each country’s threat perceptions. The primary outcomes, or dependent variables, of the country chapters include alternative projections to approximately 2030 of each country’s military capabilities, foreign and defense strategies and policies, and specific types of behavior, defined largely in terms of levels of competitive or assertive versus cooperative actions.

As also indicated in chapter 1, in this chapter, variations in these outcomes for each country become the independent variables determining two critical features of the alternative future security environments that could emerge by 2030: the overall political, dip-
lomatic, and strategic situation confronting Japan and the United States; and the relative military capabilities of the three countries. The former is defined largely in terms of the level of overall threat perceptions and overtly competitive defense/foreign policy strategies of China, Japan, and the United States likely prevalent in each environment. The latter is expressed in terms of the likely state of the military competition between China and Japan and between China and the alliance occurring in the seven domains identified in the preceding chapters.

These two features, along with possible exogenous or intervening variables, together provide the basis for an assessment of the general level of stability or instability (viewed in terms of the propensity for zero-sum versus positive-sum competition and the overall likelihood of severe confrontation or conflict) for each trilateral security environment. Thus, in this analysis, as with any net assessment, instability is not simply a function of relative military capabilities but is also the consequence of political and diplomatic behavior and dynamic security perceptions.

**SCENARIO SUMMARIES**

The six alternative future scenarios for the trilateral security environment among China, Japan, and the United States (table 5.1) are summarized here and discussed in greater detail below.

**Scenario 1—Eroding Balance.** The first of two equally likely scenarios would be marked by the overall continuation of present-day diplomatic and military approaches, centered on similar policies of cooperative engagement in China, Japan, and the United States alongside hedging or deterrence efforts in the military realm. In this scenario, cooperation would likely be reinforced by deepening levels of Sino-Japanese economic interdependence and an emphasis by all sides on stability-inducing positive-sum interactions in dealing with common problems.

Although the military realm would remain characterized primarily by significant levels of allied superiority in most domains, under this scenario, China would nonetheless have made notable absolute gains in several critical military capabilities and significantly increased its overall military presence in the areas surrounding Japan. This situation would result in a greater likelihood of tensions and incidents, especially over territorial and resource issues—assuming, as would be likely, a continued absence of credible mutual security assurances or crisis management mechanisms. At the same time, the scenario assumes that the region would avoid the kind of truly severe incidents or highly adverse developments that could generate a rapid increase in the level of threat perception and hostility among the elites and publics of China, Japan, or the United States.

In all, the regional security environment under this scenario would be more unstable than at present yet most likely would still prove manageable, despite significant increases in
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<td>Medium-term stability but long-term uncertainty</td>
<td>Extremely unstable</td>
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<td>Alliance (narrowly)</td>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>PRC (narrowly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trajectories</strong></td>
<td>China</td>
<td>1: Cautious Rise or 2: Assertive Strength</td>
<td>2: Assertive Strength</td>
<td>3: Cooperative Weakness</td>
<td>4: Aggressive Ultranationalism</td>
<td>1: Cautious Rise or 3: Cooperative Weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>1: Strength (engagement variant)</td>
<td>2: Faltering (engagement variant)</td>
<td>2: Faltering (accommodation variant)</td>
<td>1: Strength (containment variant)</td>
<td>3: Withdrawal (gradual variant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military capabilities</strong></td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Mid–High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low–Mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Mid–High</td>
<td>Low–Mid</td>
<td>Mid</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Low–Mid</td>
<td>Low–Mid</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy, policies, and behavior</strong></td>
<td>China</td>
<td>Engage and hedge, emphasis on hedge</td>
<td>Engage and hedge, cautious and internally focused</td>
<td>Aggressive</td>
<td>Benign</td>
<td>Aggressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>Engage and hedge, emphasis on hedge</td>
<td>Engage and hedge, emphasis on engagement</td>
<td>Containment, strengthened alliance</td>
<td>Withdrawal or hollowing out</td>
<td>Drastic withdrawal or hollowing out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Engage and hedge, emphasis on hedge</td>
<td>Engage and hedge, emphasis on engagement</td>
<td>Normal military power</td>
<td>Strategic accommodation</td>
<td>Strategic independence (nuclearization)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chinese capabilities. This scenario would likely result from combinations of either high- or midrange levels of economic development, military spending, and hence military capabilities for Washington and Beijing—that is, the “Strength” trajectory for the United States and either the “Cautious Rise” or “Assertive Strength” trajectory for China from the respective country chapters. It would also involve low- to medium-level military capabilities for Japan, resulting in part from continued restraints on Japan’s willingness to greatly increase defense spending, as postulated in the “Soft Hedge” trajectory in chapter 3.

Scenario 2—Limited Conflict. The second likely scenario would be marked by a significant increase in the relative military capabilities of China vis-à-vis Japan and the alliance, and a greatly increased emphasis on the hedging dimension of each nation’s overall strategic approach. Under this scenario, increasingly sophisticated and high levels of Chinese military capabilities would considerably reduce, though not entirely eliminate, the large margin of conventional superiority that the allies have traditionally enjoyed in the air and waters surrounding Japan. Although positive-sum political, diplomatic, military, and economic engagement between Beijing and both Tokyo and Washington would continue (albeit probably at a diminished level), the security environment would likely witness intensifying patterns of military competition and rivalry as China’s capabilities increase relative to the alliance. Indeed, the perception, if not the reality, would likely emerge in some quarters that China had achieved a very significant level of deterrence against U.S. and Japanese intervention in a Taiwan crisis, and perhaps even (albeit to a lesser extent) in a crisis over Sino-Japanese disputes in the East China Sea. This would result in an increased likelihood that Japan would pursue a somewhat harder hedge in its overall cooperative engagement with China, involving modest reinterpretations of constitutional constraints and sustained (though not significantly increased) levels of defense spending. These developments would also likely increase the probability of serious crises or even limited conflict, especially in the absence of credible mutual security assurances between China and the alliance.

That said, incentives to avoid severe crises and, if they occur, to limit escalation, would remain fairly strong, especially given continued high levels of Sino-Japanese economic interdependence and the likely absence of truly paradigm-changing triggering events such as the emergence of a vastly more aggressive Chinese leadership. Nonetheless, taken as a whole, the regional security environment under this scenario would likely be one of the more unstable of the six scenarios (along with Scenarios 4 and 6) presented herein, involving a significant weakening of allied deterrence capabilities and the unnerving of other Asian nations.

Overall, this scenario would likely result from low- to midrange levels of economic development and military spending in the United States (that is, the “Faltering” trajectory from chapter 4) and continued relatively high levels of economic development, military spending, and military capabilities in China (“Assertive Strength”), alongside a Japan that marginally reinterprets its political, military, and social constraints to pursue the “Hard Hedge” trajectory described in chapter 3.
Scenario 3—Mitigated Threat. The third scenario, less likely than the first two scenarios described above but also a real possibility, would be marked by continued high levels of cooperative engagement between China and Japan and between China and the alliance, alongside a slowly increasing or steady level of Chinese military and civilian naval presence in both the “open” ocean and disputed waters around Japan, lower patterns of military competition in most domains, and a resulting decreased capacity for serious tensions and crises. In this scenario, cooperation would be reinforced by deepening levels of Sino-Japanese economic interdependence and an emphasis by all sides on stability-inducing, positive-sum interactions in dealing with common problems. In addition, while achieving some modest gains in military modernization, China would prove unable to alter both the perception and the reality of the existing military imbalance in the Western Pacific; that is, the United States and Japan would continue to operate their forces in the Western Pacific near Japan as a clearly superior combined force in all military domains.

This trajectory would likely entail a China faced with more severe social unrest than in the trajectories described above and focused on maintaining internal stability rather than pursuing greater external military capabilities. As a result, Chinese leaders would likely become even more cautious and conservative in their actions abroad than at present, especially given their need to address growing domestic social problems associated with seriously declining growth rates, a weak social safety net, controls on internal migration, and increasing concerns about government corruption. The likelihood of such a Chinese approach would increase further if Tokyo also adopted a cautious and conservative approach to its territorial and resource disputes with Beijing, a likely occurrence under this scenario.

That said, assuming the absence of any regional or bilateral mutual security assurances or crisis management mechanisms or processes, the danger of an inadvertent crisis and rapid escalation in a crisis would almost certainly remain—although such occurrences would arguably be less likely than under the scenarios described above. In addition, adverse developments, such as the emergence of an aggressive, ultranationalist Chinese leadership in response to domestic unrest and a U.S. effort to consolidate its military superiority through deployment of a more threatening Air–Sea Battle (ASB) concept or an Offshore Control–based force structure (both discussed in greater detail in chapter 6), cannot be entirely discounted under this scenario. In other words, U.S. and Japanese behavior toward a weakened China, as well as Chinese leadership politics, would constitute key variables in this scenario.

As suggested above, this scenario would likely result from midrange levels of economic and technological development in the United States and a significant downslide in economic development and military spending levels in China, as represented in the “Faltering” trajectory for the United States from chapter 4 and the “Cooperative Weakness” trajectory for Beijing from chapter 2. Under this scenario, on balance, Japan would most likely witness lower growth levels than in the scenarios described above, due to the probable influence of a declining Chinese economy, while continuing to operate under most if not all of the other domestic restraints on defense spending and policies associated with the “Soft Hedge” trajectory from chapter 3. Nonetheless, such constraints would not appreciably erode the
Sino-Japanese military balance favoring Tokyo nor weaken the overall level of allied superiority over China.

Scenario 4—Asian Cold War. The fourth scenario, possible but less likely than the three scenarios described above, would be characterized by an incipient Cold War in Asia, centered on a steadily increasing level of zero-sum strategic rivalry and across-the-board political, economic, and military competition between China and the alliance, and a greatly increased likelihood of severe political-military crises, assuming an absence of credible mutual security assurances between the two sides. Under this scenario, Japan would become something close to a “normal” conventional military power and a fully active security partner of the United States in the alliance, largely in response to the emergence of a highly assertive, if not aggressive, and militarily strong China and the occurrence of one or more serious Sino-Japanese “wild card” crises. Although all three countries would likely continue to seek diplomatic and economic cooperation with one another (and other Asian nations) where possible, their military actions and defense policies would suggest a much greater willingness to employ military instruments in support of regional foreign policy objectives, including resource and territorial claims in the East China Sea. This scenario would therefore likely witness a shift toward more ultranationalist and assertive leaderships to varying degrees in all three capitals, but probably emerging first in Beijing and then, in response, in Tokyo and perhaps to a lesser extent in Washington.

Despite significant absolute and some relative Chinese gains in military capacity, considerable enhancements in alliance capabilities under this scenario would prevent major erosion in the superiority of the United States–Japan alliance in most military domains. That said, by approximately 2030, China would be able to field a set of air, naval, cyber, and command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) capabilities that could challenge regional perceptions of allied superiority under certain contingencies, such as a crisis over Taiwan or in the South China Sea. Such uncertainties, combined with the emergence of more risk-acceptant leaderships and more stridently nationalistic publics in both China and Japan, along with a zero-sum-oriented U.S. China policy, would almost certainly result in an increased likelihood of miscalculations or assertive behavior by all sides, especially regarding highly sensitive security issues such as territorial disputes. More broadly, this type of security environment could significantly weaken overall regional deterrence and greatly unnerve nearby nations.

This scenario would likely result from mid to high levels of economic and technological development in the United States and China, and a Japanese transition toward higher levels of defense spending and a higher and more expansive set of military capabilities and defense objectives. Under this scenario, the emergence of an ultranationalist Chinese leadership would likely result from a combination of both domestic and external factors, including high but socially destabilizing levels of economic growth and heightened threat perceptions due to high levels of U.S. and Japanese military capacity and an increased regional presence. In terms of country trajectories, this “Asian Cold War” scenario would most likely
result from a highly assertive China (the “Aggressive Ultranationalism” trajectory described in chapter 2), an intensely competitive variant of the “Strength” trajectory for the United States (offering little support for cooperative interactions with Beijing), and the “Competition” trajectory for Japan that sees Tokyo become a normal military power.

Scenario 5—Sino-Centric Asia. The fifth and sixth scenarios emerge primarily as a result of a major withdrawal or hollowing out of U.S. forces in the Western Pacific, a highly unlikely but not entirely inconceivable possibility over the time frame of this study. The first variant of this contingency, a “Sino-Centric Asia,” would be marked by a high level of Japanese strategic accommodation to an economically important and yet politically and militarily nonthreatening China. Under this scenario, Beijing’s military presence and capabilities relevant to Japan would likely increase at a more gradual pace than at present, especially if China’s economy were experiencing serious problems. In particular, China would likely respond to the U.S. drawdown by reducing the more threatening aspects of its force deployments, training and exercise programs, and defense policy statements of most relevance to Tokyo, while pushing hard to expand levels of bilateral military-to-military, political, economic, and diplomatic cooperation. Moreover, Beijing would be more likely to seek mutual security assurances and confidence-building measures with Tokyo under this scenario, including joint development of East China Sea resources and the shelving of territorial disputes over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. Beijing would also likely seek to avoid provocative or threatening political or other actions toward Washington that might reverse the U.S. withdrawal.

This scenario would almost certainly witness a significant downgrading of the United States–Japan alliance. As a part of this development, Tokyo would likely seek to greatly reduce or eliminate its support for U.S. basing in Japan, including those U.S. defense policies and military actions viewed as most threatening to China, either in response to Chinese “encouragement” or as a result of an independent decision. However, Beijing would likely support a gradual approach to the process of alliance revision, in an effort to not overly alarm the United States and to reduce Japanese arguments in favor of acquiring a nuclear weapons capability. And Tokyo would seek to retain at least the basic framework of the alliance, in order to remain covered by the United States’ extended deterrence umbrella and possibly to secure support in missile defense vis-à-vis North Korea.

This scenario would most likely result from a long-term, severe level of U.S. economic stagnation and decline, combined with strong U.S. public pressures to reduce America’s overseas commitments, and low- to mid-level economic growth rates in Japan and China; however, other combinations of growth rates and spending levels would be conceivable, such as a high-capacity China without an ultranationalist leadership. The scenario also likely assumes significant positive changes in Taiwan and the Korean Peninsula, ranging from peaceful reunification in a way that precludes residual political uncertainty or conflict to the establishment of a very stable long-term modus vivendi between the sides. Taken together, these features mark this scenario as relatively stable—albeit with some significant
uncertainties—over the time frame examined in this study, but possibly quite unstable over
the long term (that is, beyond twenty years) and certainly very unlikely.1 In terms of the
trajectories outlined in the country chapters, this scenario would most likely involve variants
of the “Cautious Rise” or “Cooperative Weakness” trajectories for China, the “Accommo-
dation” trajectory for Japan, and the gradual variant of the “Withdrawal” trajectory for the
United States.

Scenario 6—Sino-Japanese Rivalry. The sixth and final scenario would be marked by a
very different strategic consequence of the U.S. withdrawal or hollowing out in the Western
Pacific. In this instance, Beijing would seek to take advantage of the situation by increasing
pressure on Tokyo in a range of political and economic disputes, particularly those related to
territorial and resource claims in the East China Sea and possibly also historical issues. Out
of a sense of insecurity fostered by the U.S. withdrawal and provoked by aggressive Chinese
behavior, Tokyo would implement a major realignment in its national security strategy,
moving toward an independent military capability that most likely would include nuclear
weapons, as well as all the doctrinal and force structure accoutrements of a “normal” con-
ventional military power. The result would be a sharpening Sino-Japanese rivalry.

For its part, China would seek to greatly increase its military capability to coerce Ja-
pan without the use of force, relying on enhanced conventional and nuclear capabilities in
specific areas. Under this scenario, the process through which Japan were to develop and
deploy nuclear weapons would have an enormous influence on the propensity for crises or
even conflict with Beijing. For example, to establish a credible and timely deterrent before
Beijing might conceivably attempt to coerce Japan militarily, such as over disputed ter-
ritorial and resource claims, Tokyo would need to establish a survivable and highly potent
second-strike nuclear capability within a relatively short time frame.

This scenario would result from a badly prepared and probably precipitate U.S. with-
drawal from the Western Pacific, most likely brought on by a far more intense and pro-
longed economic crisis than the recent global financial crisis of 2008, and would almost
certainly involve a severe hollowing out, if not abrogation, of the U.S.-Japan Mutual Secu-
ritv Treaty. It would also likely require the emergence of (1) a highly nationalist, aggressive,
and risk-acceptant leadership in China, in the context of continued mid to high levels of
economic growth accompanied by inadequate reforms, significant social unrest, and sharp
leadership debate, (2) a greatly alarmed Japanese public willing to acquire nuclear weapons
to ensure its security; and (3) a sea change in U.S. leadership attitudes or a level of domes-
tic political discord that compels a rapid U.S. withdrawal, despite China’s more aggressive
behavior. In terms of trajectories from the country chapters, this “Sino-Japanese Rivalry”
scenario would combine the “Aggressive Ultranationalism” China trajectory, Japanese “Inde-
pendence,” and a domestically focused, disorganized variant of the “Withdrawal” trajectory
in the United States.

Needless to say, this scenario would present an enormous potential for severe crises and
escalation and thus marks the most unstable of the six scenarios. Fortunately, this scenario is
also extremely unlikely, given the limited possibility that the United States would withdraw from the region in the face of high levels of Chinese assertiveness and acute Sino-Japanese security competition. Even if confronted with major economic constraints, Washington would likely go to great lengths to prevent such a scenario from unfolding. Moreover, Beijing would probably recognize the self-defeating aspects of adopting such a belligerent stance in the face of a withdrawal by Washington, and it would thus be more likely to respond in the manner presented in Scenario 5.

The following more detailed presentations of each scenario first describe the overall foreign and defense strategies and relationships prevailing among China, Japan, and the United States. This is followed by an integrated analysis of the main features of the military competitions between China and Japan and the alliance across seven domains (maritime, air, ground, space, cyberspace, nuclear, and command and control). The analysis then addresses the level of tension or confrontation likely within the scenario, as a general measure of stability. Each scenario concludes with an assessment of its main determinants, underlying assumptions, and uncertainties, derived in large part from the country chapters.

SCENARIO 1: ERODING BALANCE

This scenario posits a regional security environment marked by continued, extensive levels of political, diplomatic, and economic engagement and cooperation between Beijing and Tokyo alongside a steadily increasing Chinese military and civilian naval presence in both the “open” ocean and disputed waters around Japan, intensifying patterns of military competition in most if not all domains, and a resulting growing degree of military, political, and diplomatic rivalry and tension. These tensions would emerge in large part because, although the alliance would retain a margin of military superiority in most domains, that margin would have eroded over time in light of advancing People's Liberation Army (PLA) capabilities.

Foreign and Defense Strategies

Under this scenario, China would be inclined to pursue a version of the “deter and embrace” approach toward Japan and the alliance presented in chapter 2, marked by continued efforts to strengthen bilateral and regional diplomatic and economic cooperation; moderate levels of flexibility in diplomatic and political interactions on maritime and territorial security issues (involving, for example, continued Chinese support for defense dialogues and greater transparency and a willingness to consider confidence-building measures and joint development in the East China Sea); and a continued policy of restraint overall with regard to the activities of the People's Liberation Army Navy (PLAN), as opposed to the actions of nonmilitary entities (such as China Marine Surveillance vessels) or paramilitary actors in disputed areas. These features would reflect both a continued desire to avoid tensions
and crises that might derail China’s national development program, and a growing effort by Beijing to use increasing economic, political, and military capabilities to create more “space” between Tokyo and Washington in their respective China policies, in part by courting both capitals.

Similarly, Japan would likely continue a version of the “cooperative engagement with a soft hedge” approach discussed in chapter 3. This would be marked by a continued stress on bilateral economic ties and avoidance of a “China threat” focus in Japanese foreign policy, continued low to moderate levels of defense spending, a stress on the defense of the home islands, and moderate increases in the defense capabilities of the southwest islands—largely reflected in enhanced ISR systems and a higher tempo of Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force (JMSDF) activities. These actions would likely occur alongside efforts to avoid the militarization of the Sino-Japanese territorial dispute, a continued stress on strengthening security cooperation with China, and a continued emphasis on the United States–Japan alliance, albeit possibly to a lesser degree than Washington might desire. Overall, Tokyo would likely continue to pursue its existing two-pronged strategy of keeping the United States engaged in the region while enmeshing China in a variety of bilateral and multilateral institutions and processes.

Under this scenario, the United States would also continue its long-standing policy of balancing between cooperative engagement and hedging toward China, while seeking to strengthen and incrementally expand the scope and function of its security relationship with Japan. Washington would likely maintain its current stress on expanding regional cooperation designed to integrate China into the regional and global order and restrain or shape China’s security outlook and behavior, while also enhancing its ability to hedge against growing Chinese military power. Thus, the United States would show no signs of withdrawing from the region, and would continue to implement a variety of military deployments designed to counteract growing PLA capabilities in the Western Pacific. Such an approach could see extensions in rotational deployments in nations such as Australia and Singapore, increased U.S. engagement in regional forums, and efforts to advance preferential trade agreements with allies and strategic partners. In the aggregate, these measures would augment the United States’ role as a regional counterweight to Chinese influence, but fall well short of treating Beijing as a Cold War–style strategic adversary requiring major increases in both U.S. and Japanese military capacities and a largely zero-sum alliance orientation toward China. The emphasis in this scenario would remain on largely positive-sum interactions.

That said, the possibility—indeed likelihood—would also exist in this scenario of significantly increased tensions and incidents associated with ongoing territorial disputes and hotspots involving the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, Taiwan, and the Korean Peninsula, or as a result of interactions between a growing number of Chinese air or naval vessels and Japanese or U.S. vessels operating in increasingly close proximity to one another. Such adverse events could result from a steadily increasing Chinese military presence in the air and seas surrounding Japan (including increasingly large and sophisticated exercises and more regu-
lar and possibly intrusive patrolling), greater Chinese capabilities in many domains relevant to Beijing’s ability to exercise political (including coercive) influence in the area, and more vigorous patrolling by the Japan Self-Defense Forces in response to China’s growing presence. Moreover, the danger of inadvertent and rapid escalation in a crisis would probably become more pronounced in the likely absence of any regional or bilateral mutual security assurances or crisis avoidance or management mechanisms or processes (a key assumption of this scenario, as discussed further below). Such structures could decrease the chances of miscalculations or destabilizing escalations.

**Military Competitions**

Under this scenario, Japan and the United States would retain a competitive edge over the Chinese military in most if not all of the seven domains of military competition. To ensure the attainment of this objective, the United States might proceed with plans to implement a primarily offensive-oriented response designed to neutralize most if not all of China’s antiaccess and area denial (A2/AD) or offshore power projection capabilities. As discussed in some detail in chapter 6, such an approach could entail doctrinal shifts to emphasize penetrating strikes against ground targets critical to an enemy’s antiaccess network, restrictions on the ability of China to project combat-oriented power within and beyond the first island chain, heightened integration between military services and allied forces, and an expansive suite of next-generation capabilities. Nonetheless, China would likely acquire a much greater level of absolute capability in each domain, thereby giving it a greater presence and capacity to undertake an expanding number of missions in the vicinity of Japan. Indeed, China’s increasingly dense, connected, and accurate network of antiaccess-type weapons would highlight fundamental vulnerabilities in the United States’ forward posture, ranging from fixed airbases in Japan to big-deck aircraft carriers and their escorts and support ships.

**The Maritime Domain**

In the maritime domain, U.S. carrier strike groups would have an improved ability to intercept or frustrate Chinese cruise and ballistic missiles by deploying sophisticated missile defenses and onboard countermeasures. Yet carrier groups and other allied surface combatants might not be able to fully or reliably disrupt the “kill chain” of an antiship ballistic missile (ASBM) system, and could potentially see their magazines depleted by a barrage of antiship cruise missiles (ASCMs) and torpedoes from sea, subsurface, air, and possibly land-based platforms. At the same time, vessels would likely encounter a fundamental trade-off in attempting to allocate finite munitions inventory between kinetic interceptors and offensive weapons. U.S. forces could neutralize large numbers of Chinese surface combatants in engagements at sea, but allied ships in the first island chain would nevertheless operate at greater risk.
In contrast, the relative weakness of Chinese antisubmarine warfare (ASW) capabilities would enable allied submarines to maintain area denial vis-à-vis Chinese ships within the first island chain. U.S. nuclear-powered fast-attack submarines, known as SSNs, in particular could target surface, undersea, and land-based assets, albeit with a relatively limited inventory of munitions. However, antiaccess defenses working across domains could hamper the effective use of ASW networks and barriers in a conflict, as critical ASW platforms such as maritime patrol aircraft would be dependent on vulnerable land bases and could become prime targets for a land- or ship-based integrated air defense system (IADS). Although unmanned underwater vehicles and distributed sensors could enhance situational awareness in the undersea environment, Chinese submarines in the first island chain could elude allied forces.

The Air Domain

In the air domain, large-scale acquisitions of fifth-generation aircraft and continued high levels of training and logistics support in both Japan and the United States would likely enable the allies to maintain an edge in air-to-air combat situations near Japan, as well as the ability to disrupt Chinese airborne and ISR operations in the area. That said, such short-range fighters would be dependent upon vulnerable regional bases and carriers (see below), making it unlikely that allied forces would be able to gain or maintain air superiority until the later stages of an extended conflict.

In that vein, it is also possible that the United States and Japan could be on the verge of deploying next-generation bombers or unmanned combat drones by 2030, thus increasing the allies’ capability to penetrate Chinese air defenses. Yet the considerable financial costs and technical challenges associated with such systems would impose limits on their numbers, specifications, and overall payload, a shortcoming that China would exploit by hardening or dispersing targets. At the same time, coastal and ship-mounted surface-to-air batteries could increase attrition rates for allied fighters and pose a serious risk to maritime patrol aircraft, refueling tankers, and other airborne support systems operating within China’s 200-nautical-mile exclusive economic zone (EEZ), if not farther out.4

The Ground Domain

Despite increased efforts to harden bases, disperse forces, and enhance ballistic missile defense (BMD) networks, allied forces would likely remain vulnerable to highly damaging and possibly crippling saturation attacks on forward bases in Japan, and to a somewhat lesser extent in Guam. The United States could mount a recovery from an initial attack on forward bases in Japan, repairing runways and reconstituting logistics and supply networks. But a continued reliance on short-range tactical aircraft would force the United States to concentrate fighters, base infrastructure, and logistics within the first island chain, putting them well within the reach of China’s expanding inventory of ballistic and cruise missiles. Thus, in all, allied airpower near Japan would likely become more vulnerable over time under this scenario.
Offensively, during the time frame of this study (that is, over the next fifteen to twenty years), it is possible that the United States could begin to deploy precision-guided conventional weapons capable of reaching targets on the Chinese Mainland within an hour under this scenario, as part of a prompt global strike system. Similarly, the United States could obtain several dozen, though probably less than one hundred, long-range stealth bombers, increasing its capacity to neutralize many of the C4ISR nodes that underpin China's A2/AD-type system. Conversely, mobile transporter-erector-launcher vehicles would likely remain out of reach to even the most robust allied targeting, and could potentially threaten fixed, land-based assets even if the allies succeeded in degrading C4ISR networks. And while conducting “penetrating strikes” on inland targets at the outset of a conflict could potentially be successful, such attacks might also be perceived as threatening to China's ability to control its strategic nuclear forces (see below).

**The Space Domain**

The dynamics and outcome of competition in space would depend in part on the extent to which China and the alliance attempt to field dedicated antisatellite (ASAT) weapons. In a more competitive version of this scenario, the United States and Japan could leverage BMD technology to create direct-ascent vehicles, while developing directed-energy weapons and jamming technologies to disable Chinese satellites in geosynchronous orbits, possibly without generating debris that would otherwise damage allied satellites. Allied long-range strike systems could also target the ground-based systems underlying China's ASAT capabilities, although they could be frustrated by Chinese efforts to disperse or harden targets. Overall, however, China would likely possess the capabilities necessary to threaten allied satellites in geosynchronous orbit, even those with shielded or backed-up systems. If the allies were to shun the use of dedicated ASAT weapons, they would likely opt for electronic warfare and jamming technologies to sever links between Chinese satellites and other C4ISR systems.

In either case, the allies could adopt a mixture of defense countermeasures—such as hardening, improved maneuverability, dispersal, and redundant systems—that could potentially reduce the delays and gaps resulting from Chinese ASAT strikes. Given the network-dependent nature of their militaries, however, the allies would remain disproportionately vulnerable to space warfare, and the likely continued absence of any meaningful rules of engagement would make escalation likely in a conflict.

**The Cyberspace Domain**

In the domain of cyberspace, the alliance (particularly the United States) would probably maintain an edge in offensive capabilities, thus potentially significantly degrading the capacity of Chinese battle networks, communications, and ISR systems. Neither party, however, would be able to conduct perimeter defense against external threats, and both would need to contend with the likelihood of persistent infiltration of critical networks. In
the opening moments of a crisis or conflict, China could launch paralyzing attacks on allied unclassified military networks, potentially degrading logistical chains and delaying deployments to the theater. A more protracted conflict, however, would allow the allies to recover and bring highly sophisticated capabilities to bear against China’s own networks, and Chinese cyber operations would probably prove less effective against secure, highly sensitive U.S. military networks. Nevertheless, as with the space realm, the likely continued absence of rules of engagement could produce rapid escalation and compress the time frame available to policymakers.

**The Nuclear Domain**

In the nuclear domain, the U.S. nuclear triad would continue to maintain significant numerical and qualitative margins of superiority over its Chinese counterpart and uphold the credibility of extended deterrence in Northeast Asia. Steady upgrades to sophisticated warheads and delivery vehicles, as well as the possible development of a next-generation long-range bomber, would reinforce the United States’ ability to deliver precise counterforce strikes on short notice. For its part, China would reinforce its ability to hold targets within the continental United States at risk and make significant progress toward expanding its second-strike capabilities by fielding early-generation ballistic missile submarines. But relative to an offensively oriented U.S. posture and arsenal, China’s nuclear forces would likely remain sharply constrained by a no-first-use policy and lack the range, numbers, or precision to serve as effective tools of warfare or political coercion against Japan or the United States.6

Nonetheless, two factors could prove destabilizing to the overall Sino-alliance nuclear balance. First, allied efforts to dominate the conventional realm could have negative spillover effects on strategic stability. From Beijing’s perspective, even an imperfect array of conventional prompt global strike (CPGS) or long-range precision-guided weapons, improved C4ISR, and integrated BMD networks could pose a threat to the viability of China’s minimal deterrent. Chinese leaders could thus consider expanding the numbers of deployed nuclear weapons or lowering thresholds for threatening the use of such weapons in a crisis. Although it would likely suffer from the operational constraints imposed by a no-first-use policy, China could nevertheless engage in some form of declared policy of “anticipatory self-defense” to protect its territorial interests.7

Second, lingering weaknesses in China’s nuclear command-and-control capability could prove to be more of a curse than blessing to the allies, given that several counter-A2/AD missions could trigger sudden escalation. Deep strikes on C4ISR nodes could potentially disable the command-and-control networks that underpin the Second Artillery’s nuclear forces, while attacks on inland missile brigades and allied interdiction of Chinese submarines could also threaten China’s land- and sea-based deterrents. Chinese nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines (also known as SSBNs) could face difficulties in communicating with Beijing during a crisis, leading to dangerous standoffs. Although allied forces would
face serious challenges in identifying and discriminating between targets, Chinese leaders might be tempted to escalate in the face of what would appear to be efforts to disarm their nuclear forces.

**Command and Control**

In the domain of command and control, it is likely that under this scenario, the allies would establish a partially integrated aerial, naval, ground, and space system, enabling missions in which U.S. and Japanese militaries, services, and capabilities work in concert to counter Chinese antiaccess campaigns. For its part, China could achieve some level of real-time command-and-control network for joint A2/AD missions, and would likely make enough progress in integrating services, systems, and missions to successfully execute—and complete—several joint antiaccess campaigns against the allies. Although they could potentially be caught off guard by the opening salvo of such an attack, allied forces would be able to reconstitute their forces and retaliate within a fairly short period of time, while operating in an austere environment with degraded networks.

Offensively, allied forces could attempt to disrupt and degrade Chinese C4ISR systems through a rapid succession of cyberattacks, ASAT strikes, and missile and bombing campaigns against coastal and inland targets in China. However, while the likelihood for success in this area (and hence the deterrent effect of the capabilities involved) would be greater than under the next scenario, there would still be operational challenges inherent to identifying and disabling shielded and dispersed Chinese C4ISR infrastructure across vast geographic distances.

**Determinants, Assumptions, and Uncertainties**

The overall security environment of continued cooperation alongside growing tension and an increased proclivity toward political-military crises presented in this scenario derives in large part from a combination of most features of the “Cautious Rise” or “Assertive Strength” trajectories presented for China in chapter 2, the “Soft Hedge” trajectory presented for Japan in chapter 3, and the “Strength” trajectory posited for the United States in chapter 4, as well as the presence of several likely underlying conditions or assumed situations. These trajectories include combinations of mid- to high-range levels of economic development, military spending, and military capabilities for both Washington and Beijing. They also include continued restraints on Tokyo’s willingness to greatly increase its defense spending levels, for reasons largely unassociated with levels of economic development.

For both Washington and Beijing, relatively robust levels of economic development and spending are deemed necessary for the acquisition of the types of military capabilities posited in the competitions described above. In particular, mid to high levels of defense spending would enable the United States to absorb the large cost overruns associated with complex, high-technology capabilities and insulate critical programs from the budgetary
“squeeze” created by ballooning personnel and operations costs. Robust economic growth would prevent zero-sum contests for limited resources within the Pentagon and the larger U.S. government, facilitating the political consensus needed to revise doctrine, accelerate procurement, and integrate services. Such conditions would enable the United States to maintain military superiority in the Western Pacific as described above. 9

Although Washington might continue to struggle for many years under this scenario to mount a full recovery in the case of a still-anemic global economic climate, it will nonetheless possess many of the fundamental drivers of long-term growth. In particular, the United States is likely to maintain unique advantages in human capital and innovation, fueled in large part by inflows of skilled immigrants, a world-renowned higher education system, and a dynamic private sector. Though partisan polarization could thwart many of the policies needed to revive short-term growth and bring long-term deficits under control, shifts in the electoral landscape—or the mounting costs of inaction—could also yield much-needed reforms.

In China, although structural distortions could spark a crisis in the short term, Beijing would likely be able to engineer a recovery to mid- to high-range levels of economic growth, judging by past behavior. Moreover, China’s experience over the past decades suggests that a crisis could spur an otherwise risk-averse leadership to institute at least some of the structural reforms needed to dislodge vested interests, revitalize unproductive sectors of the economy, and lay the groundwork for more sustainable development. 10 In this regard, China’s comparatively low levels of capital stock, infrastructure, and consumption suggest that there remains significant potential for further growth through 2030. 11 That said, much will likely depend on the political will and capacity of the Chinese leadership to push forward with more fundamental reforms.

As chapter 3 indicates, Japan’s economic capacity is not such an important determinant of military spending levels, and hence military capability, as it is in the case of China and the United States. Intervening variables—such as the views of political leaders, social attitudes, and the behavior of Beijing and Washington—are far more important. Moreover, as also indicated in chapter 3, there are few military capabilities that China could acquire over the next fifteen to twenty years that would on their own cause Japan to shift toward competitive engagement with a hard hedge—involving major increases in defense spending and deployments directed at China. Instead, continued American military strength in the region and the absence of a significantly more belligerent hypernationalist Chinese leadership would likely minimize Tokyo’s willingness to respond to Beijing’s growing military presence and influence with major shifts in defense policy and increases in military capability.

Indeed, many factors operating within the scenario suggest that both Washington and, especially, Tokyo will likely remain unwilling or unable to greatly strengthen their alliance in ways that might make the more adverse features of this most likely scenario less probable. In particular, in the absence of adverse triggering events or developments, Tokyo will probably not perceive the degree of urgency and alarm necessary to break through existing political and social barriers to a more energetic, focused, and domestically unified approach
to dealing with Beijing. As indicated above and in chapter 3, absent such triggers, Japan will likely continue to confront constraints such as

- Domestic economic and fiscal limits, some associated with the costs of providing for an aging population;
- The likely resilience of antimilitarist or pacifist attitudes in Japan; and
- An elite and popular stress on the continuation of critical economic interests supportive of cooperative relations with China.

Regarding the last point, on the positive side, the levels and structures of economic development and interaction underlying this scenario suggest that, despite Beijing’s growing economic strength and military presence in the region, both Japan and the United States will still have many incentives to support a strong policy of cooperative engagement with China. This will be due in part to the benefits both countries will continue to derive from strong bilateral economic ties with Beijing, as well as the continued need of both Tokyo and Washington to cooperate with China in order to address a wide number of regional and global challenges, ranging from climate change to ongoing economic problems.

That said, despite these economic incentives and the apparent military advantages enjoyed by the alliance under this scenario, avoiding disruptive incidents or crises and sustaining a high level of regional stability throughout the coming fifteen to twenty years could become much more difficult over time. This would be due in large part to the significant absolute increases in Chinese military capabilities in many domains (and especially air and naval capabilities within the first island chain), the projected higher, more regular, and possibly provocative Chinese military or paramilitary presence in nearby Japanese waters, and the increasing bilateral political tensions likely to result from this escalating military competition.

The increased level of tension and instability associated with this integrated scenario also stems in part from the assumption that, during the next fifteen to twenty years, Japan and China will probably not establish an effective, credible, and enduring mutual security assurance or crisis avoidance or management mechanism of the sort that could lower the propensity toward greater rivalry, miscalculation, and risk taking posited in this scenario. Although limited confidence-building or crisis avoidance or management procedures are certainly possible over the next fifteen to twenty years, ongoing historical suspicions and animosities among both elites and publics in China and Japan, growing Chinese capabilities and presence, and the many technical and political difficulties confronting any effort to establish credible security assurances (discussed in greater detail in chapter 6) all suggest that such assurances will remain difficult to achieve.

In part as a result of the absence of such mechanisms, it is possible that the region could witness severe incidents or adverse developments over time that could generate a rapid in-
crease in the level of threat perception and hostility among the elites and publics of China, Japan, and the United States. As noted in previous chapters, these might include:

- A major military-related crisis or clash regarding Taiwan, North Korea, or the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands beyond anything witnessed thus far;
- A prolonged and severe United States–China and Sino-Japanese trade war; and
- The emergence of a hardline, hypernationalist Chinese leadership that actively seeks to (1) exclude foreign militaries from operating in China’s “near seas” (jinhai) or (2) militarily assert China’s claims to disputed maritime areas.\(^\text{12}\)

Such “wild card” factors would introduce the possibility of highly adverse scenarios under virtually any relative level of economic development and military capability among China, Japan, and the United States. Unfortunately, however, as indicated in chapters 2 and 3, one or more such factors are more likely to emerge under this and especially the following scenario, due in large part to the influence of increasingly assertive and chauvinistic strains of nationalism in China along with internal social pressures associated with mid to high levels of Chinese economic development and a growing Japanese desire to take a more assertive stance toward China in order to deter crises and conflicts.

The “best case” outcome under this scenario would likely emerge from a variant that features an absence of such adverse triggers or developments and the presence of stability-inducing mutual security mechanisms. Under such conditions, and given the many incentives that will probably exist in other areas to continue cooperating, all three countries are likely to conduct forms of diplomacy designed to reduce the chances of confrontation, maximize incentives to cooperate, and reassure other Asian nations. However, such relatively positive outcomes are less likely than the combination of growing tension and continued cooperation posited in the scenario overview.

A final, related uncertainty involves the level of diplomatic acumen and overall caution and prudence exhibited by political leaders and diplomats in all three capitals, in the face of growing military concerns and tensions. Such unpredictable qualities could also greatly influence the likelihood and severity of political-military crises associated with this and all the following scenarios, even in the absence of a more aggressive Chinese leadership.

**SCENARIO 2: LIMITED CONFLICT**

As in the “Eroding Balance” scenario, this scenario posits a regional security environment marked by continued but declining levels of positive-sum political, diplomatic, military, and economic engagement between Beijing and both Tokyo and Washington. However, in this scenario, faltering U.S. capacity coupled with significantly enhanced PLA A2/AD-type capabilities would render the overall military balance between China and the
alliance uncertain at best, with Beijing seriously threatening the alliance’s capabilities in key domains within the first island chain. Chinese military and civilian naval and possibly air presence in both the “open” ocean and disputed waters and airspace around Japan would be increasing at an even greater pace than in the previous scenario, resulting in intensifying patterns of military competition and rivalry. As a result, exacerbating “wild card” incidents would also become more likely to unfold.

**Foreign and Defense Strategies**

Under this scenario, national strategies in all three capitals would include variants of the “engage and hedge” approach outlined in the “Eroding Balance” scenario, but characterized by an increased emphasis on the “hedge” element of the approach. This would be particularly true of Beijing, whose military capabilities and presence in waters near Japan would be advancing at a rapid pace, and whose policies—while not becoming overtly competitive or belligerent—would nonetheless be more assertive, particularly in terms of territorial disputes and near seas defense. In response to this growing assertiveness, Japan would likely adopt a “cooperative engagement with a hard hedge” strategy, involving efforts to sustain its defense spending at a minimum of 1 percent of GDP and reinterpret some existing constitutional and political limitations on Japanese military operations, particularly in regard to the U.S. alliance. Such efforts, however, would fall well short of the type of competitive strategy that would transform Japan into a full-fledged “normal” military power, and they would still be combined with efforts to cooperatively engage Beijing, particularly on economic issues.

Meanwhile, though Washington would also continue its two-sided strategy as outlined in the scenario described above, including both efforts to cooperatively engage China and attempts to maintain its military primacy in the Western Pacific, China’s significantly increased capabilities relative to a constrained U.S. military presence would render the “hedging” aspects of Washington’s strategy less effective. Such a dynamic would likely heighten feelings of insecurity in Tokyo, while still enflaming the nationalist sensitivities of a more assertive Beijing, and possibly emboldening China in the pursuit of its assertive strategies.

Despite sharing some overall similarities with the “Eroding Balance” scenario described above, this scenario would nonetheless generate an increased likelihood of severe crises or even conflict, resulting primarily from the clear erosion of the local military advantage enjoyed by Japan and the alliance relative to China in key competitive domains, along with possible adverse changes in leadership outlook and behavior, especially in Beijing, and the likely absence of any significant security assurance or confidence-building mechanisms. Such a significant shift in the relative balance of military power and influence in the area surrounding Japan, if mishandled, could generate destabilizing uncertainties regarding the ability of allied forces to deter or limit dangerous escalation in a crisis or ultimately prevail militarily in a confrontation with China over territorial and other issues.
Such uncertainties (discussed in greater detail below and in chapter 6) could result in an increased likelihood of miscalculations or assertive behavior by all sides, especially regarding highly sensitive security issues such as territorial disputes, and thus increase the likelihood of severe crises or incidents. Hence, the overall level of instability accompanying this integrated scenario would probably be considerably higher than in the one described above.

**Military Competitions**

The most destabilizing factors associated with this future security environment derive primarily from likely changes in both absolute and relative military capabilities in the region. In this scenario, increasingly sophisticated Chinese military capabilities would greatly reduce, though not necessarily entirely eliminate, the large margin of conventional superiority that the allies have traditionally enjoyed in the air and waters surrounding Japan. As a result, Japan and the alliance would be likely to confront a range of increasing vulnerabilities in all of the domains examined in this study.\(^\text{13}\)

**The Maritime Domain**

In the maritime domain, both Japanese and U.S. capital ships within the first island chain, particularly within the Sea of Japan and the northern portion of the East China Sea, would face a significantly increased risk of damage or destruction from ASBMs and ASCMs. Even limited numbers of Chinese ASBMs relying on a hodgepodge of over-the-horizon radar systems and sea-based cuing would create a highly uncertain operating environment for carriers, which could divide the fleet and restrict the United States’ ability to introduce tactical aviation in a crisis. Ship- and submarine-based ASCMs would pose an increasingly sophisticated threat, as their range, accuracy, and lethality improve over the next fifteen to twenty years. In the early stages of a conflict, onboard defenses for allied ships could be pushed to their limit if not beyond.

Second, Japanese and U.S. naval assets based in Japan would likely confront a small numerical shortfall by 2030 against an increased number of advanced PLAN surface ships and submarines, straining the capacity of the allies to track, shadow, or interdict vessels in responding to possible provocations or crises in the waters around Japan. A significant increase in Chinese submarine presence in particular would likely notably increase the challenge posed to both Tokyo and Washington in tracking such vessels, and thereby increase the risk to allied ships. As a result, security of sea lines of communication within the first island chain (including areas near Japan) would become a matter of heightened concern for the alliance. If rapidly deployed in sufficient numbers, naval mines could also pose a significant threat to allied submarines and ships in China’s littoral regions and nearby chokepoints. Nevertheless, allied submarines would probably retain their advantages in stealth, endurance, and firepower against the PLAN’s improved but still relatively weak ASW capabilities, operating relatively freely within the first island chain.
The Air Domain

In the air domain, allied fourth- and fifth-generation combat aircraft would likely maintain their overall edge in air-to-air combat proficiency. However, under this scenario, much greater ballistic and cruise missile threats to land- and ship-based aircraft and their bases would limit both the operating range and sortie rate of aircraft in a conflict. This would be severely compounded, in areas close to China, by the presence of a strengthened land-based air defense system. Such sophisticated systems would greatly complicate the operations of even the most advanced allied combat aircraft. In addition, both Japanese and U.S. airborne C4ISR and refueling tankers would likely face an increased threat from PLA Air Force (PLAAF) and PLAN combat aircraft and PLAN surface-to-air missiles (SAMs). Finally, allied air forces and navies could face some difficulties in performing unfamiliar joint missions, although they would likely operate with higher levels of integration than the PLAN and PLAAF.

The Ground Domain

In the ground domain, as suggested above, forward bases and other strategic land assets in Japan would likely confront an increased vulnerability to missile and air attacks in the event of a conflict. Barring serious revisions to the U.S. force structure, a continued reliance on tactical aircraft would force the allies to concentrate reinforcements and logistics at Kadena or other air bases vulnerable to China’s medium-range ballistic and cruise missiles. As such, strengthened missile defense and hardened infrastructure could provide only partial coverage of densely packed assets, many of which could be crippled by a handful of warheads. Japan’s need to devote an increasing amount of scarce resources to the defense of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and other southwest islands, and to enhance C4ISR capabilities overall, could also severely constrain its ability to enhance the allied defense against such threats to its four main home islands.

The Space Domain

In the space domain, even though the allies (especially the United States) would almost certainly retain an edge in space-based C4ISR capabilities, they would also likely become more vulnerable to antispace systems and space warfare in this scenario. Although the allies would likely have reservations about pursuing dedicated ASAT capabilities, a sharp increase in tensions vis-à-vis China could push policymakers over the threshold and increase the likelihood of an arms race in this domain. Moreover, as stated above, the likely continued absence of any agreed-upon rules of engagement would increase the dangers of escalation in a crisis, given the likely significant relative increase in Chinese capabilities that would occur during the next fifteen to twenty years under this scenario. Nonetheless, this does not necessarily suggest that a space competition with China is inevitable, given that the United States would likely continue to develop assets that replicate the function of space satellites to avoid reliance on the space domain alone.
THE CYBERSPACE DOMAIN

In the domain of cyberspace, Japan would likely continue to exhibit severe limitations in its ability to deter or defend against cyberattack, especially given advances in Chinese capabilities. Overall, military networks would probably remain vulnerable to at least partly paralyzing attacks at the outset of a crisis. Moreover, even though the United States would likely retain its current edge in offensive capabilities, the establishment of a reliable “perimeter defense” to keep out such threats would likely remain unfeasible in both Japan and the United States, given the huge difficulties involved in establishing such a defense, along with probable increases in Chinese cyberattack capabilities. Allied networks would continue to remain vulnerable to infiltration, and the likely continued absence of reliable rules of engagement in the cyber realm could significantly increase the risk of rapid escalation in a crisis.

THE NUCLEAR DOMAIN

Under this scenario, the United States would see its margin of superiority over China’s nuclear forces diminish somewhat, although the underlying dynamics of the Sino-alliance nuclear balance would remain stable. The United States would continue to modernize warheads and missiles to ensure the mobility, survivability, and penetrative capability of its nuclear forces, although it would be slightly more dependent on legacy air and underseas platforms. Allied ballistic missile defense would be less integrated and more sparsely deployed than under the previous scenario, allowing a larger number of Chinese land- or sea-based nuclear weapons to hold Japanese territory and the continental United States at risk. In this regard, China’s penetrating aids and increasingly secure retaliatory capabilities would chip away at the enormous advantages the United States currently enjoys in the nuclear domain. Yet the constraints imposed by China’s no-first-use policy and minimal deterrence posture would likely prevent its leaders from converting these incremental gains into political leverage against Japan, much less the United States. Sizable numerical and qualitative disparities would still distinguish the U.S. nuclear triad—developed and refined through decades of intensive competition with the Soviet Union—from China’s still-evolving sea- and land-based deterrent. And though Japan would be understandably wary of China’s maturing nuclear capabilities, the fundamental credibility of U.S. extended deterrence would probably prevail.

COMMAND AND CONTROL

In the command-and-control domain, despite their likely continued possession of more sophisticated and capable C4ISR networks, the United States and Japan would probably become more vulnerable to Chinese “blinding” attacks that disable space-based ISR or disrupt computer networks. Although all parties would endeavor to integrate C4ISR across the military service, the gap between Chinese and allied capabilities would probably narrow.
under this scenario. In particular, China would make significant strides in creating an integrated wartime command to break down existing barriers to cross-regional and interservice cooperation, while enabling rapid decisionmaking in a potential contingency. Though the allies would likely retain an edge in the quality of their training and extent of their interoperability, the PLA would maximize the asymmetric potential of its capabilities by integrating cyber and space operations, theater missiles, and layered attacks by air and naval platforms into a combined campaign.

**Determinants, Assumptions, and Uncertainties**

An overall security environment of continued cooperation alongside greater tensions and a heightened likelihood of severe crises or even conflict stems in large part from a combination of (1) the “Assertive Strength” trajectory for China, the engagement-focused but primacy-oriented variant of the “Faltering” trajectory for the United States, and the “Hard Hedge” trajectory for Japan, as presented in each of the country chapters; (2) the ongoing presence of positive economic incentives for continued cooperation; and (3) the relatively more likely emergence (when compared with the “Eroding Balance” scenario described above) of several adverse political and social factors or “wild cards,” especially in China.

These country trajectories include low- to midrange levels of economic development and military spending in the United States and continued relatively high levels of economic development and military spending in China, resulting in a gradual erosion of U.S. advantages within many critical local military domains, including key air and naval capabilities, as indicated in the discussion above of military competitions.\(^{15}\) Such a significant, long-term imbalance between relatively superior Chinese and relatively inferior U.S. levels of economic development and defense spending is judged to be less likely than the type of relative levels posited in the first scenario (centered on the erosion but overall continuation of relative U.S. and Japanese economic and military advantages), largely because:

- China is likely to confront growing domestic social and economic problems—primarily as a result of high growth rates and aggravated structural imbalances—that serve to suppress the ability and willingness of the political leadership to devote sufficient resources to acquiring such major gains in most key military domains.

- The U.S. and Japanese economies are unlikely to decline to such a degree that they adversely constrain capabilities in most domains to a level sufficient to generate obvious and severe weaknesses when compared with Chinese gains.

As a result, the “Eroding Balance” scenario wherein Washington continues to enjoy some level of superiority in most major relevant military technologies and systems over most of this time frame remains more likely, due to both the extent of the “lead” the United States possesses at present and the likely continued obstacles that Beijing will face in rapidly developing its own military technologies and systems. That said, such likely Chinese
deficiencies and U.S./Japanese strengths are not judged significant enough to make this scenario appreciably less likely than the preceding one. In other words, the emergence of relative Chinese gains in key domains, and hence the erosion of U.S. (and Japanese) advantages in these domains, are still quite possible over the next fifteen to twenty years.

Despite Beijing’s growing relative economic strength and military capabilities and presence, and the increased amount of hedging evident, many incentives will probably nonetheless remain in both the United States and Japan to support a strong policy of cooperative engagement with China. As in the “Eroding Balance” scenario described above, this will be due in part to the benefits both countries will likely continue to derive from strong bilateral economic ties with a growing Beijing, as well as both Washington’s and Tokyo’s continuing need to cooperate with China to address a wide number of regional and global challenges, ranging from climate change to persistent global economic problems.

That said, as suggested above, one cannot entirely rule out the possibility that “wild card” events such as a severe incident involving a loss of life or military clash between Tokyo and Beijing over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands or some other dispute might occur. Indeed, as indicated, they are seen as more likely under this scenario than under the “Eroding Balance” scenario. Such events would likely take place as a result of miscalculations brought on by the more markedly changing military balance in the areas surrounding Japan. However, as argued in the relevant trajectories of the country chapters, any such crisis under this scenario would probably not escalate to the point of severe conflict; and if a clash were to occur, it would almost certainly not become widespread largely because all parties would place a premium on resolving a crisis rather quickly; moreover, both China’s continued need for cooperative economic relations with the West and Japan and the military capabilities of both Washington and Tokyo would likely remain sufficient to suppress escalation in a crisis.

Of course, more serious crises could become possible under this scenario if the kind of aggressive, “ultranationalist” Chinese leadership described in chapter 2 were to emerge, thus resulting in a far more risk-accepting set of assertive polities toward Japan and the alliance. As argued in that chapter, this type of leadership is more likely to emerge under conditions of continued rapid but destabilizing growth in China than in the context of a severe economic decline or collapse. But its emergence would also depend on the political calculations and power balance existing within the senior Chinese leadership, as well as the policies pursued by Washington and Tokyo. Under this regional scenario, the economic and strategic incentives for continued Chinese cooperation with the United States and Japan, combined with the continued absence of a highly confrontational, zero-sum U.S. policy toward China, would on balance reduce the likelihood that an aggressive Chinese leadership would emerge.

Overall, the chances for continued stability under this scenario would be greatly reinforced if the three powers could create the types of credible mutual security mechanisms discussed in the country chapters. However, this scenario might present increasing challenges over time to any effort to create such mechanisms, largely due to the difficulties confronting any U.S. and Japanese effort to elicit Chinese agreement in an environment
of declining allied relative military capabilities. Under such circumstances, Beijing might become less inclined to place significant limits on its increasingly influential behavior as part of any agreement, while also perceiving U.S. accommodation as a sign of weakness. Conversely, Washington might feel compelled to avoid signaling weakness by being too supportive of such an agreement.

**SCENARIO 3: MITIGATED THREAT**

This scenario posits a regional security environment marked by continued extensive levels of political, diplomatic, and economic engagement between China and Japan alongside an only slowly increasing or steady level of Chinese military and civilian naval presence in both the “open” ocean and disputed waters around Japan; the maintenance of United States–Japan military superiority over China and lower patterns of military competition in most domains; and a resulting decreased capacity for tension and crises.

**Foreign and Defense Strategies**

Under this “Mitigated Threat” scenario, Beijing would be highly unlikely to pursue confrontational policies that deliberately antagonize the United States. Overall, Chinese leaders would likely become more cautious and conservative in their actions abroad than at present, especially given their need to address growing domestic social problems associated with seriously declining growth rates (see below). Indeed, on the economic front, Beijing would almost certainly seek to sustain or expand trade, investment, and resource-oriented activities with Japan and the West and other regions to strengthen its overall situation. As a result, maintaining cooperative, nonconflictual diplomatic ties with Tokyo and Washington would likely also remain especially important to China over the next fifteen to twenty years.

In the military area, the Chinese weapons hardware, technologies, and support systems and deployments that are of greatest relevance to Japan would develop at significantly less than expected levels. And the presence of PLAN and nonmilitary naval vessels in nearby Japanese waters would likely increase at a much slower rate than during the past ten to fifteen years. As a result, over time, China would prove unable to alter either the perception or the reality of the existing military imbalance in the Western Pacific; that is, the United States and Japan would continue to operate their forces in the Western Pacific near Japan as a clearly superior combined force. Indeed, under this scenario, despite some improvements in China’s force capabilities, they would probably not be perceived as clearly superior to even those of Japan alone. Moreover, under such conditions, Beijing would almost certainly maintain a largely defensive mindset and continue many of the strategic and military concepts in evidence since the emergence of the “active peripheral defense” and “limited war under local conditions” concepts first emerged and evolved in the late 1980s and 1990s.
In other words, the basic underlying logic behind China’s current foreign policy approach to Japan would not change markedly over the coming fifteen to twenty years, unless some unlikely highly adverse triggering event occurs or there are adverse shifts in the China policies of the United States and Japan.

Under this scenario, Japan would very likely pursue the type of “cooperative engagement with a soft hedge” policy toward China outlined in chapter 3. This policy would be similar to the approach posited in the “Eroding Balance” scenario, but with an even “softer” hedge, given China’s domestic distractions and lessened pace of military development. Hence the mixed features of Japanese foreign and defense policies outlined under the two scenarios described above would likely prevail, with an even stronger stress on strengthening economic and security cooperation with Beijing wherever possible. Tokyo would also continue to provide support for the United States–Japan alliance. However, given the likely absence of growing Japanese elite and public alarm over the relatively low Chinese military presence (and the continued presence of many of the domestic constraints described above), Tokyo would probably not prove amenable to strengthening the alliance to the degree that Washington might prefer. Overall, limitations on Japanese defense and foreign policies and overall levels of defense spending would remain significant.

For its part, under this integrated scenario, the United States would almost certainly continue some version of its cooperative engagement and hedging policy toward China, while also working to sustain its alliance with Japan. However, Washington might place a lessened emphasis on the hedging elements within this policy, given China’s stagnant or declining situation, and especially if the United States were also still struggling significantly with domestic social and economic problems. Much would depend on the severity of the problems facing the United States, and assessments of the severity and longevity of China’s declining fortunes.

If the U.S. economy were clearly rebounding, Washington might calculate that it should ensure its long-term predominance in the Western Pacific by significantly upping its military presence and adopting a more robust operational approach to potential future Chinese capabilities, such as the ASB or Offshore Control concepts discussed in the next chapter. Such efforts might greatly alarm a struggling China, perhaps giving greater support to those Chinese who argue that the United States is attempting to undermine and weaken the struggling PRC regime through such “containment-oriented,” high-pressure policies. Thus, in the absence of a fundamental downturn in the overall Sino–U.S. relationship, and given the continuation of Japan’s limited security role, China’s weakened economic state and attention to domestic problems, and the likely continued value placed by both Washington and Tokyo on maintaining cooperative political and economic relations with Beijing under this scenario, it seems more likely, on balance, that Washington would avoid pushing hard to implement robust counter-A2/AD operational concepts, and that China would continue to emphasize the positive aspects of interactions with both Washington and Tokyo. Indeed, Beijing is more likely to work hard to improve its political and economic relations with Tokyo in particular, in order to ensure Japanese resistance to any more robust counter-A2/AD efforts on the part of the United States.
The overall emphasis on cooperative engagement and the domestic distractions precipitated by instability-inducing low levels of economic growth in China suggest that, absent certain adverse trigger “wild card” events, the likelihood of severe crises or limited military clashes arising from territorial or resource disputes or other interactions between Chinese and Japanese (or U.S.) aircraft or naval vessels would probably be considerably lower under this integrated scenario than in the two scenarios described above. However, the danger of inadvertent or rapid escalation in a crisis would almost certainly remain—albeit arguably with a lower likelihood than under the preceding scenarios—assuming the absence of any regional or bilateral mutual security assurance or crisis management mechanisms or processes.

**Military Competitions**

The combination of an economically weak and socially unstable China and a United States experiencing mid to high levels of economic growth and defense spending, along with a largely “steady-state” Japan (in military terms), would most likely greatly reduce the level of Chinese defense spending and weapons deployments in the Western Pacific relative to the United States and Japan in comparison to the preceding scenarios and thus lower tensions or instabilities arising from the PLA’s modernization in the vicinity of Japan. As indicated in the “Cooperation” trajectory outlined in chapter 2, certain “high-end” Chinese military capabilities could prove significantly less relevant under this scenario, due perhaps to a failure to surmount key technological obstacles in fielding component parts (for example, turbojet engines, avionics, and associated C4ISR), difficulties in creating network-supporting infrastructure necessary to ensure regular and effective use in actual combat, or the prohibitive cost of developing weapons systems in sufficiently large numbers to alter the existing balance favoring the allies.

Overall, Chinese military forces would therefore remain clearly inferior to both Japanese and U.S. forces in critical areas relevant to combat operations beyond Chinese territory. Beijing’s offshore capabilities would continue to remain centered on its inventory of ballistic and cruise missiles, a navy with highly limited blue-water and endurance capabilities, and very limited offshore air-support capabilities. Second, the lethality and accuracy of China’s A2/AD or counterintervention network would diminish significantly in the sea and airspace beyond its 200-nautical-mile EEZ, the likely result of a relative emphasis on coastal defense and an ISR network with significant gaps in coverage and increased vulnerability to disruption. Third, under this scenario, China might delay its rollout of costly power projection systems such as aircraft carriers, opting instead to maintain an emphasis on stealthy, asymmetric platforms such as conventional submarines. Finally, the PLA’s ability to coordinate across different systems, services, and regions would suffer, due to constraints in its C4ISR capabilities and in the joint interoperability of its forces. Although such networks would ordinarily serve as a force multiplier to enhance a suite of modern capabilities, the PLA would contend with the possibility of sudden and acute failures in hardware and software that could cripple a joint antiaccess mission.
That said, under this integrated scenario, as suggested in chapter 2, even a low-capability China would probably achieve some modest relative gains in military competitions of significant concern to Japan and the United States over the next fifteen to twenty years, in many cases regardless of the level or type of capabilities deployed locally by Tokyo and Washington.

**The Maritime Domain**

Despite clear deficiencies in the overall sophistication of its maritime capabilities, over the lengthy time frame of this study, Beijing would likely field a reasonably credible ballistic-missile-centered weapons system with the numbers and specifications necessary to threaten large surface ships such as aircraft carriers. Though onboard defenses such as kinetic interceptors, obscurants, and decoys would force China to expend a greater number of ASBMs against individual vessels, allied forces would still face an uncertain operating environment within the first island chain. In this instance, however, China’s antiaccess network would likely prove more porous and less resilient than under the two previous scenarios. Kinetic and electronic attacks would have a higher probability of degrading Chinese C4ISR networks to the extent necessary to permit intermittent access for allied vessels, at least in the later stages of a conflict.

Given the likely persistent weakness of China’s ASW capabilities under this scenario, allied submarines—and the U.S. Navy’s nuclear submarines in particular—would operate virtually unfettered within the first island chain as well as China’s littoral waters. Yet China would still present a credible threat to both Japanese and U.S. surface ships via conventionally powered submarines with ASCMs. Even assuming that the level of technological sophistication—and perhaps numbers—of Chinese submarines does not increase substantially above the present level, these vessels, if equipped with advanced air-independent propulsion systems, could remain submerged and undetected for several weeks within much of the first island chain, launching sea-skimming ASCMs that would be difficult for most onboard systems to intercept. As in the scenarios described above, crucial allied ASW platforms—such as maritime patrol aircraft or surface ships that could dramatically expand allied sensory awareness of undersea environments—could remain vulnerable to IADS or ASCMs. As a result, the allies could be forced to rely on the U.S. Navy’s nuclear submarines as their primary ASW platform in conducting an extended sweep of the waters near China’s coast.

**The Air Domain**

In the air domain, China’s SAM batteries would probably continue to significantly threaten access to airspace out to the country’s 200-nautical-mile EEZ. Under this scenario, allied fifth-generation fighters would enjoy a greater margin of superiority vis-à-vis Chinese fifth- and fourth-generation aircraft, which could lack important components such as advanced avionics. Nevertheless, allied short-range fighters would be dependent upon vulnerable regional bases and carriers, making it possible that allied forces would be unable to conduct intense air campaigns in at least the early stages of a conflict.
Though Chinese IADS could continue to threaten allied maritime patrol aircraft, aerial refueling tankers, and other supporting systems within the first island chain, China would almost certainly not be able to mount the capabilities necessary to deny airspace out to that distance. Although China’s coastal air defenses would remain formidable, the PLAAF’s ability to conduct offensive operations would be more constrained by limits in technology and training than under the preceding scenarios.

**The Ground Domain**

Despite the objective material and technical constraints that China would face in this scenario, allied forward bases in Japan and, to a lesser degree, in Guam would still be vulnerable to attacks by theater missiles. Indeed, a low-capacity China would likely view conventional missiles as a relatively affordable and asymmetric means of thwarting or at least delaying allied intervention in a conflict, and invest accordingly.

In this instance, Washington and Tokyo would likely build a more integrated BMD system in an attempt to shield bases and ports in Japan, with enhanced sensors and greater numbers of interceptors. At the same time, the allies could adopt passive countermeasures such as hardening shelters, dispersing assets, and creating rapid runway repair kits. Yet, even under this scenario, China would most likely possess ballistic and cruise missiles in numbers sufficient to overwhelm any BMD systems protecting forward bases in Japan, delaying the introduction of short-range tactical aircraft into the theater. In contrast to Chinese efforts to track and target moving U.S. vessels, missile strikes on stationary runways or parked aircraft would require significantly less in the way of complex, overlapping C4ISR networks.

**The Space Domain**

In the space domain, under this scenario, China could potentially possess some mix of direct-ascent ASAT capabilities, ground-based lasers, and jamming technologies capable of disabling allied satellites in low Earth orbit, and to a somewhat lesser extent medium Earth and geosynchronous orbit. Calibrated ASAT strikes could thus create outages and gaps in coverage in allied ISR networks, particularly if launched in conjunction with cyberattacks as the opening move of an antiaccess campaign. Although the allies would maintain the latent capacity to field similar, if not more sophisticated ASAT weapons, they could be reluctant about pursuing an arms buildup and rely instead on electronic attack and cyber capabilities to accomplish a similar effect.

Defensive measures such as increased redundancy, selective hardening, dispersal, and onboard maneuvering could potentially improve the resilience of allied satellite networks to ASAT strikes. At the same time, the allies could attempt to reduce their reliance on space-based assets by shifting key functions to C4ISR platforms in other domains. In contrast, China’s ISR network in this scenario would consist primarily of a patchwork quilt of satellites and over-the-horizon radar systems that would likely prove vulnerable to allied disruption.
The Cyberspace Domain

Given the low cost and asymmetric nature of cyberespionage and cyberwarfare, under this integrated scenario, China would probably be able to infiltrate and possibly paralyze some U.S. systems, which most likely would consist of unclassified networks at the outset of a crisis. In particular, China could exploit vulnerabilities in networks containing logistics information to thwart the timely deployment of U.S. reinforcements to the theater. However, the allies would be able to leverage their superior offensive capabilities to cause more permanent damage to Chinese systems and to multiply the impact of follow-up kinetic attacks. On balance, a longer engagement would favor allied forces, which would have a better chance of undoing the damage from a possible initial flurry of Chinese cyberattacks. However, the probable lack of clear thresholds for retaliation and rules of engagement would continue to pose uncertainties for all parties involved.

The Nuclear Domain

Under these circumstances, the United States would maintain a clearly favorable position vis-à-vis China in the nuclear domain and preserve extended deterrence in the alliance. China’s troubled submarine-launched ballistic missile program could succumb to a familiar array of technical challenges, making its land-based intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) the sole provider of its nuclear deterrent. (In contrast, even a steady-state U.S. nuclear force would likely include several SSBNs stationed in the Pacific at any given time.) The United States would thus confront minimal difficulty in extending its present advantages in the mobility, survivability, flexibility, and penetrativeness of its nuclear forces across domains. Relative to the two scenarios described above, Japan would have even less to fear regarding the status of extended deterrence—although it is worth noting that even the emergence of a high-capacity China would be unlikely to erode the United States’ ability or resolve to deliver on this fundamental security guarantee.

Still, a lopsided nuclear balance would not necessarily serve the allies to great effect in responding to China’s antiaccess networks. Indeed, in a conflict, allied forces would face significant challenges in neutralizing Chinese missile brigades or C4ISR infrastructure without provoking Beijing’s fears of a disarming first strike against its relatively small contingent of nuclear weapons.

Command and Control

In this scenario, the alliance would maintain a considerable edge over China in deepening institutional and technological integration to enable real-time cooperation in countering A2/AD threats. Allied forces would make strides in decentralizing command and control while improving secure data links, communications, and ISR networks, enhancing performance in shared missions such as ASW and BMD.
In contrast, the PLA could continue to feel the effects of stove-piped bureaucracies, irregular training and exercises, and disparities in the level of modernization across its forces. Although the PLA could potentially execute integrated campaigns at the outset of a crisis, where it could have the advantage of surprise, it would be far less resilient in the face of electronic and kinetic attacks aimed at dismantling its C4ISR network. Operating with greater cohesion and resilience, allied forces would have a higher probability of recovering from an initial attack and paralyzing their Chinese counterparts through retaliatory strikes.

Determinants, Assumptions, and Uncertainties

This scenario of the regional security environment in circa 2030 would arise primarily from a significant decline in Chinese growth rates and the consequent emergence of severe domestic instability, combined with a United States that either (1) continues to confront significant economic and social problems yet averts any further economic decline and maintains relative local military superiority vis-à-vis China, or (2) fully recovers and further strengthens its military capabilities in the Western Pacific.19

As indicated in the section above and discussed in chapter 2 under the “Cooperative Weakness” trajectory for China, other determining factors would likely include lowered levels of Chinese technological innovation and development, associated with lower growth rates. Over this time period, in the most extreme cases, China’s domestic stability could be disrupted by sudden shocks from a rift in the top leadership or the emergence of an anti-regime movement precipitated largely by domestic economic crises. Such crises might emerge from the increasing collective weight of worsening structural challenges such as inequality, unemployment, an aging population, and environmental pollution. As described in chapter 4, the United States could endure a halting recovery and period of adjustment, but eventually return to a modest- or high-growth trajectory. Although structural deficits and growing entitlement costs would exert downward pressure on defense spending, the United States could still make incremental upgrades to its already-sophisticated capabilities.

Under this scenario, on balance, Japan would most likely witness lower growth levels than in the two scenarios described above, due to the probable influence of a struggling Chinese economy, while continuing to display most if not all of the other domestic restraints on defense spending and policies presented above and in the “Soft Hedge” trajectory in chapter 3. However, this growth trajectory would not significantly undermine the capacity of either Japan or the United States to retain a strong military position in the Western Pacific, due largely to the strength of the U.S. situation. In other words, given that Japan would likely retain its modern, experienced, and capable maritime forces even if its economic growth rate were to drop notably, the alliance would likely sustain a clear margin of military superiority over an enfeebled China during the time frame examined in this study.

This scenario would most likely see the United States following a variant of the “Faltering” trajectory outlined in chapter 4, with midrange economic growth and defense spending. America would recover from the worst of the financial crisis, although the spillover
effects of a Chinese recession would dampen U.S. growth. Likewise, entitlement costs and a long-term deficit would impose downward pressures on defense spending. Still, Washington would almost certainly possess the minimal resources required to maintain current levels of technical sophistication and integration to prevail against a low-capacity Beijing.

This scenario is deemed less likely to occur over the fifteen- to twenty-year time frame covered in this study primarily for one reason: The very low-capacity trajectory for China postulated in this scenario is less likely to unfold than the mid- to high-capacity China trajectories underlying the scenarios discussed above, for the reasons presented in chapter 2.

As indicated above, under this trajectory, China would likely confront a growing array of severe domestic problems associated with low growth, including increasingly large-scale and coordinated levels of labor and ethnic unrest, higher levels of unemployment and underemployment, a still-weak social welfare system, continued, huge disparities in regional income, limits on labor migration, and increasingly severe levels of water and air pollution. Such problems would almost certainly focus leadership attention—and government resources—increasingly inward.

Most of the assumptions and intervening or exogenous variables underlying this scenario are similar to those presented in the two more likely scenarios presented above: the absence of mutual security mechanisms; a limited United States–Japan alliance; an overall leadership desire among all three states for continued and, where possible, close cooperation; and the absence of major triggering events or developments that could produce a much-heightened level of tension and possibly conflict (that is, the “wild cards” described above). In fact, a low-capacity China would probably increase leadership incentives in all three countries to avoid such triggering events. Beijing’s attention would likely focus on growing domestic challenges, while, under a slow but certain economic revival, Washington would likely place less emphasis on the need to develop, for example, a robust version of the ASB or Offshore Control concepts and would instead devote more resources to lowering the national budget deficit and enlarging its political and economic ties across the Asia-Pacific region. Tokyo would almost certainly seek to maximize its economic and political ties with both Beijing and Washington under this scenario.

Of course, as in the scenarios discussed above, one cannot entirely eliminate the possibility that one or more developments would occur under this integrated scenario to exacerbate the security environment. Even though the incentives to avoid such events would arguably prove very strong, highly adverse incidents could nonetheless occur, especially if Beijing’s leadership were to face significant challenges as a result of domestic or internal infighting. Severe domestic turmoil precipitated by economic decline and official corruption could produce major divisions within the leadership that could result in the weakening of central control over local, bureaucratic, and military actors. A weakened central Chinese government could encounter greater difficulty in coordinating and controlling the military and maritime law enforcement agencies, particularly at the operational level, which could increase the likelihood of crises with Japanese and American forces, especially in disputed air and naval regions. In the worst case, such crises could escalate into a broader conflict,
particularly if the weakened PRC regime felt constrained in its crisis management efforts by
domestic politics and allowed itself to be locked into commitment traps.

Beyond the danger of splintered central control, intense internal turmoil could precipi-
tate a transition to an entirely new set of leaders or could generate a consensus among the
existing leadership regarding the need to increase the PRC regime’s coercive capacities
and activities. In either case, an ultranationalist leadership could emerge from such rad-
cal changes and possibly pursue a more aggressive foreign policy toward both Japan and
the United States. Such a seemingly illogical shift (in the context of a weakening PRC
economy and a stronger United States) would presumably result in part from a desire to use
foreign policy to unify domestic support for the Chinese government in a highly turbulent
internal environment. This development would be even more conceivable if the United
States were to fully implement a robust military strategy (involving, for example, the ASB
concept) clearly targeted at China. It might create the impression in China that a weak and
insecure Beijing was being humiliated by Washington (and Tokyo), thereby fueling nation-
alist anger and resentment.

Although not inconceivable under this integrated scenario, as indicated in the previous
scenario, the rise of such a leadership, with such a foreign policy stance, is more likely under
the conditions of a strong China possessing greater confidence than a weak and divided
China. As noted in chapter 2, most evidence suggests that a severely weakening Beijing
would prefer to pursue a low-key foreign policy in order to maintain a stable external envi-
ronment, enabling it to focus its resources and attention on internal challenges. The theory
of diversionary war—that a state facing domestic unrest would deliberately create foreign
military conflicts (as opposed to limited tension) to shore up domestic support—has little
support in modern Chinese history.

**SCENARIO 4: ASIAN COLD WAR**

This scenario would be characterized by an incipient Cold War in Asia, involving the
strengthening and integration of the United States–Japan alliance, with Japan becoming a
normal or near-normal conventional military power, in response to more aggressive Chinese
behavior and high-level Chinese military capabilities.

**Foreign and Defense Strategies**

Under this scenario, China would possess much higher levels of military capabilities of
relevance to Japan and pursue a highly aggressive set of policies toward regional territorial
disputes. Although Beijing would continue to seek to cooperate with and reassure Tokyo
(and other Asian capitals) both economically and diplomatically, its military actions and
defense policies would suggest a much greater willingness to employ military instruments in
support of regional foreign policy objectives. This might include the declaration of some-
thing approaching enforced “no-go” zones for foreign militaries undertaking any activities other than innocent passage through China’s EEZ and “near seas.”

In the area of military capabilities, the Chinese weapons hardware, technologies, support systems, and deployments that are of greatest relevance to Japan and the United States in the Western Pacific would develop at very high rates, to high levels of sophistication, including the full deployment of a very potent A2/AD-oriented military system, significantly increased numbers of more sophisticated surface and especially subsurface combatants in the waters around Japan, much larger numbers of land-, naval-, and air-based ballistic and cruise missiles capable of striking targets across Japan, and a much improved C4ISR and cyberwar capability. Regular patrols of PLAN and nonmilitary naval vessels in nearby Japanese waters would increase in frequency and size under this scenario. Consequently, China’s relevant force capabilities would probably be perceived as in many ways superior to those of Japan. As a result, China would eventually convey the impression of possessing an ability to at the very least vie for control over limited sea space and airspace near Japan in a crisis or conflict.

Partly in response to these major changes in Chinese military capabilities and policies, under this scenario, Japanese public and elite attitudes would likely shift decisively in favor of far higher levels of defense spending, greatly improved military capabilities, an expanded set of security roles beyond the defense of the home islands, and a far greater level of responsibility as a more equal security partner within the alliance. While continuing to seek collaborative relations with Beijing where possible, Tokyo would adopt the foreign and defense policy approach outlined in the “Competition” trajectory of chapter 3. In short, Japan would acquire most of the conventional military capabilities and defense policies of a “normal” power while also becoming far more integrated into the alliance with the United States.

Under this scenario, Washington would place the highest level of emphasis of any of the scenarios on the deterrence and hedging elements of overall U.S. policy toward China. This would likely involve major increases in military capabilities designed to neutralize China’s A2/AD-type and other power projection platforms in the Western Pacific and the adoption of a robust variant of the ASB or Offshore Control concepts, likely involving a greatly increased forward presence along China’s maritime periphery. All these actions would occur in the context of a highly integrated bilateral alliance structure displaying unprecedented levels of interoperability, C4ISR coordination, and overall power sharing. In general, U.S. Asia policy would not only focus on working with Japan to deter China from employing military coercion or kinetic attacks to advance its objectives in nearby areas but would also seek to elicit a wider range of regional political, diplomatic, and military support for a policy of counterpressure against Beijing’s aggressive policies and actions across the region. Efforts to maintain cooperation with China in addressing regional and global problems through negotiation and peaceful means would continue, but would likely confront far greater obstacles under this scenario.

Under this scenario, the regional security environment facing Japan and the alliance around 2030 would be characterized by a high level of zero-sum-oriented strategic competition with China, much greater levels of tension and possible confrontation, and an
increased likelihood of political-military crises and conflict, well above anything seen at
present or under the scenarios described above.

The increased likelihood of crises and conflict under this scenario would result primarily
from a gradual yet clear erosion, but not elimination, of the military advantage enjoyed by
Japan and the alliance relative to China in key competitive domains within the local region,
along with changes in strategic outlook among elites in all three countries, but especially in
China (see below). This would constitute something approximating a cold war in Asia, un-
less significantly mitigated by security assurance mechanisms or other measures capable of
maintaining a less contentious and more stable military balance over time. Such a signifi-
cant shift in the relative balance of military power and influence in the area surrounding
Japan and the strategic approaches of Beijing, Tokyo, and Washington, if mishandled, could
generate destabilizing uncertainties regarding the ability of the allied forces to deter or limit
dangerous escalation in a crisis or ultimately prevail militarily in a confrontation or clash
with China over territorial and other issues.

These uncertainties (discussed in greater detail below and in chapter 6) could result in an
increased likelihood of miscalculations or assertive behavior by all sides, especially regard-
ing highly sensitive security issues such as territorial disputes. More broadly, this type of
security environment could significantly weaken overall regional deterrence—especially in
the minds of most Japanese and U.S. defense analysts—and greatly unnerve nearby nations.

Military Competitions

Despite significant absolute Chinese gains, considerable enhancements in alliance
capabilities under this scenario would prevent major erosion in the relative superiority of
the United States–Japan alliance in most domains. Although China would likely develop
the ability to launch coordinated attacks and sustain operations at significantly greater
distances, the unprecedented integration of high-end U.S. and Japanese capabilities under
counter-A2/AD doctrines and operational concepts would enable the allies to maintain
varying levels of access to the seas within the first island chain (or credibly deny Chinese
naval access beyond that same perimeter in a conflict—see chapter 6 for details regarding
these concepts). However, such access would largely come about as a result of executing pre-
emptive, escalatory, and possibly experimental counter-A2/AD doctrines, with particularly
unpredictable consequences in the cyber, space, and nuclear domains. Moreover, by approxi-
mately 2030, China would be able to field a set of air, naval, cyber, and C4ISR capabilities
that could challenge regional perceptions of allied superiority under certain contingencies,
such as a crisis over Taiwan or in the South China or East China seas.

The Maritime Domain

In the maritime domain, U.S. carrier groups and their JMSDF escorts would still
confront a dangerous operating environment within the first island chain, owing to China's
relatively large number of operational ASBMs and its highly integrated C4ISR networks. At the same time, China's ASCM-equipped submarines, surface ships, and maritime strike aircraft could execute combined strikes that would potentially overwhelm onboard defenses and exhaust the munitions of allied ships. Working as a cohesive, highly networked unit, these layered antiaccess defenses could potentially transform the inner regions of the first island chain, and certainly China's littoral waters, into no-go zones for U.S. ships at the outset of a conflict.

Yet the United States would likely be able to disrupt, if not necessarily cripple, the C4ISR infrastructure underlying China's missile forces with some mixture of electronic warfare and highly capable long-range bombers, hypersonic cruise missiles, or long-range drones. Although China would possess several functioning carrier groups capable of operations beyond the first island chain, these ships would be of limited operational utility if confronted with the payload, range, and coordination of allied antisurface warfare. Ultimately, allied ships in the region would be highly vulnerable at the outset of a crisis, but they could eventually penetrate China's antiaccess envelope through combined attacks on C4ISR nodes and gradual attrition against the PLAN fleet.

As with other scenarios, allied forces would continue to enjoy a margin of superiority in offensive capabilities relevant to the undersea balance. Recapitalized defense budgets would enable the allies, and particularly the United States, to increase the proportion of submarines within their fleet and exploit likely deficiencies in Chinese ASW capabilities. Because Chinese ASW platforms would themselves be vulnerable to allied area denial, U.S. nuclear submarines with expanded payload modules would maintain access to China's coastal waters, from which they could engage surface, undersea, and land-based targets. Yet allied forces would not be able to dispatch most of the PLAN's growing numbers of diesel-electric and nuclear attack submarines. As in the scenarios described above, key ASW systems such as maritime patrol aircraft would be prime targets for Chinese IADS. Although Japan's expansive inventory of ASW and ISR systems could work in conjunction with U.S. distributed sensor arrays and unmanned underwater vehicles to enhance allied awareness of the undersea environment, China's shallow littoral waters could continue to shield its large force of diesel-electric submarines from detection. Allied ASW barriers in geographic chokepoints could limit the movement of PLAN submarines in a conflict but would also probably degrade with time due to the difficulty of replacing or reseeding systems.

Security of Pacific sea lines of communication would almost certainly become a matter of greater concern to the alliance, given the greatly enhanced threat perceptions and increased likelihood of conflict occurring under this scenario, alongside the likely growth in Chinese power projection capabilities and increase in the PLAN's nuclear-powered submarines. These developments would equip Beijing with an enhanced capacity and need to engage allied naval assets in these areas. However, while the PLA would probably be able to deny the alliance a sure ability to control sea lines of communication and interdict Chinese shipping, it would almost certainly not be able to sustain its own offensive operations in such maritime lanes in the face of robust allied air and naval forces.
Given the rapid arms buildup and largely zero-sum strategic outlook envisioned in this scenario, the allies would be more likely to maintain or even enhance a broad maritime presence in the Western Pacific while making fewer compromises on the capabilities and specifications of individual ships. As a result, as indicated above, the allies would be somewhat better positioned and more willing to adopt highly ambitious operational concepts, such as a distant blockade of Chinese commercial shipping, though the potential political, economic, and military costs of such an approach could render such approaches untenable.

**The Air Domain**

Within the air domain, allied forces would reach a division of labor and level of interoperability that would mostly offset the growing numbers, capabilities, and range of PLAAF aircraft. Constitutional revisions would allow the Japan Air Self-Defense Force (JASDF) to mount a defensive campaign over Japanese airspace and ease the burden placed on U.S. Air Force (USAF) assets. And, in contrast to the scenarios described above, increased doctrinal alignment, improved communications and data links, and frequent JASDF and USAF contingency planning would allow the allies to synchronize real-time operations in combating PLAAF incursions.

For its part, the PLAAF would also have significantly improved next-generation fighters and aerial-refueling capabilities, increasing the possibility that Chinese bombers or aircraft using advanced air-launched cruise missiles could target allied forces in Guam. However, a sizable, sophisticated, and highly interoperable allied air force would have a strong chance of prevailing against China’s fighters.

Nonetheless, opportunities for such force-on-force engagements would be scarce during the outset of a crisis, as allied fighters would be constrained by their dependence on forward bases and aircraft carriers vulnerable to missile attack. Similarly, China’s land- and sea-based IADS could limit the freedom of action of allied fighters while effectively denying airspace to allied maritime patrol aircraft, refueling tankers, and airborne command and control.

Instead, the allies could field a greater number of next-generation bombers and combat drones to strike at C4SIR nodes underlying China’s precision-strike capabilities. Though highly escalatory, these attacks could potentially degrade the accuracy and connectivity of China’s antiaccess network to the extent necessary to permit the entry of short-range tactical aircraft—albeit gradually, and initially in reduced numbers—into the theater.

**The Ground Domain**

Relative to other scenarios, the allies would likely possess the resources needed to achieve a more calibrated and optimal ratio of missile defense, force dispersal, base hardening, and pre-positioning of assets. For one, reinvigorated Japan Self-Defense Forces (JSDF) would collaborate with U.S. forces to extend a more comprehensive and integrated BMD umbrella over ports and bases, equipped with a greater number of interceptors than would likely be produced under other trajectories. Moreover, the allies would be able to
develop the redundant support systems to ensure the viability of multiple dispersed bases, most likely beyond the first island chain. Other passive measures could entail hardening shelters, burying fuel, and investing in rapid runway repair to enable allied forces to reconstitute necessary infrastructure in the aftermath of an attack.

However, such measures would not change the operational realities that would force allies to concentrate base infrastructure within the reach of China’s theater missiles, or the fundamental vulnerability of such facilities to saturation attacks. Dispersing fighter squadrons would reduce the likelihood that a single missile strike could paralyze the JASDF or USAF, but the limited combat radius of allied fifth-generation fighters would still necessitate the use of base infrastructure in locations near or within the first island chain. But in this scenario, the Second Artillery would likely possess conventional medium-range ballistic missiles in sufficient numbers to launch multiple waves of saturation attacks against forward bases, rather than expending most of its munitions in early strikes. Allied efforts to conduct “blinding campaigns” against Chinese C4ISR networks with long-range weapons such as bombers or CPGS systems would be unlikely to prevent China from targeting fixed, predetermined locations with its missile forces. Such attacks would thus hamper efforts to introduce continuous sorties of tactical aircraft into the theater, and reduce allied firepower and maneuverability.

**The Space Domain**

In this scenario, both parties would likely abandon reservations about the weaponization of space, opting instead to pursue ASAT capabilities that could include direct-ascent vehicles, directed-energy weapons, co-orbital systems and microsatellites, and jamming technologies. China would field new constellations of satellites to provide imaging, tracking, and targeting for what would be a formidable precision-strike regime, but it would “inherit” many of the vulnerabilities of the United States in space. Under these circumstances, it would be possible for both China and the alliance to succeed in denying the other the use of space in a conflict.

Whether one party would suffer more as a result of such an engagement is unclear, not least of all because both China and the alliance would attempt to improve the resilience of their C4ISR networks and reduce their dependence on space. Allied satellites could ostensibly enjoy superior positioning, shielding, and redundancy relative to their Chinese counterparts, while the U.S. military could shift ISR and communications functions to high-altitude, long-endurance unmanned aerial vehicles or develop alternatives to the Global Positioning System. Yet China would have a natural advantage in maintaining situational awareness of the airspace and waters near its territorial borders, particularly if its antiaccess network could target allied C4ISR systems in the region. In either case, this scenario could see a higher degree of militarization in space and a greater risk of escalation that could involve satellites with critical military and civilian applications, with few rules of engagement to govern interactions in this unfamiliar domain.
THE CYBERSPACE DOMAIN

A similar dynamic would prevail in the cyber domain. Although allied networks would remain vulnerable to paralyzing attacks at the outset of a crisis, the United States and Japan would have much fewer reservations about converting their advantages in “informatization” into offensive capabilities to target vulnerable nodes in China’s centralized Internet infrastructure. Moreover, the allies would likely integrate these cyberattacks into combined campaigns to cripple China’s A2/AD networks. However, the intensity of military competition under this scenario would also suggest a much greater risk of uncontrolled escalation against military and civilian targets alike, as both parties would be tempted to extract every ounce of advantage in what could prove to be a prolonged conflict.

THE NUCLEAR DOMAIN

Under this scenario, the nuclear domain would be characterized by heightened mistrust and mutually reinforcing competition that could erode strategic stability. Faced with the prospect of confrontation with a resurgent China, the United States could be tempted to increase its deployed warheads to offset Chinese advantages in the conventional military balance. At the same time, an allied trifecta of improved C4ISR, integrated BMD networks, and highly accurate CPGS capabilities would raise Chinese fears of a decapitating first strike against its small nuclear force.

Despite its likely possession of an SSBN force, China could thus feel pressured to produce additional warheads in marginal increments to maintain its position in a shifting nuclear balance. If the United States were to undertake a dramatic buildup of its nuclear forces or to place a renewed emphasis on first-strike delivery vehicles, however, China could accelerate production of warheads or even shift toward a more offensively oriented posture of limited deterrence. Although Chinese efforts to enable counterforce targeting would most likely have little impact on the fundamental credibility of U.S. extended deterrence, such a shift in Chinese strategic doctrine would severely exacerbate Japanese fears of nuclear coercion at the hands of its larger neighbor.

COMMAND AND CONTROL

In this scenario, operational integration between allied forces would provide a competitive advantage against an otherwise formidable Chinese force. Although the JSDF would not depart radically from its existing focus on capabilities and missions where it enjoys a comparative advantage, doctrinal, technological, and institutional alignment would allow the allies to operate with the speed and coordination necessary to disrupt Chinese anti-access campaigns. For instance, JMSDF vessels would be capable of actively defending U.S. ships in the event of Chinese attack, enhancing their capabilities as BMD and ASW platforms, while planning, training, and synchronization between the JASDF and USAF would enable the allies to repel PLAAF sorties. At the same time, Chinese forces would
also likely have considerably improved training quality and interoperability among PLA services vis-à-vis their current low baseline, conducting much more regular joint exercises and patrols.

**Determinants, Assumptions, and Uncertainties**

The key features of this scenario would primarily derive from fundamental increases in China's military capabilities and major changes in Chinese policies and behavior, especially along the Asian littoral and with regard to territorial and resources disputes with Japan and other local powers. Only in the context of such a radical shift in Chinese capabilities and behavior—perhaps accompanied, or in part precipitated, by a severe bilateral crisis or incident between Tokyo and Beijing over, for example, the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands—would Japan be willing to undertake the kind of equally radical changes with regard to China and the alliance posited in this scenario.

As discussed in the “Aggressive Nationalism” trajectory for China outlined in chapter 2, the advent of a far more belligerent Chinese policy approach in the Western Pacific would likely require several preconditions, involving, first and foremost, the emergence in Beijing of a hostile, aggressive, ultranationalist leadership under conditions of high but socially destabilizing levels of Chinese economic growth and a growing sense of political and military pressure and encirclement by Washington and Tokyo. These factors could generate:

- A sense of Chinese elite confidence and increased military and political leverage internationally, generated by a shift in the relative balance of military power locally, and by growing Chinese international economic influence;
- Associated, growing levels of ultranationalism among the Chinese public;
- Heightened threat perceptions in the Chinese leadership toward both the United States and Japan; and
- A domestic political environment marked by insecurity and calls within China’s civilian and military elite for greater domestic repression, in response to increasing levels of social unrest associated with rapid economic growth.

Under such circumstances, a serious debate over China policy would likely emerge in Japan that could result in a shift to a policy of overt competition with Beijing, whereby Japan would decide to become a “normal” military power and significantly increase its defense spending. As discussed in chapter 3, such an outcome would probably require a major realignment of Japanese politics, coupled with a decline in pacifism in Japanese society.

Although unlikely, such a development is not inconceivable over the next fifteen to twenty years in this scenario, especially if Sino-Japanese economic relations were to become intensely antagonistic and, more important, if Beijing’s more belligerent behavior resulted in serious armed incidents or crises with Japan of the type outlined in the scenarios described
above, including clashes over disputed territorial or maritime issues, or a major Sino-American crisis over Taiwan or North Korea.

In addition, the likelihood of one or more such “wild card” incidents would also arguably increase if Washington were to become less risk averse in response to the above developments in China, adopting an approach similar to the containment variant of the “Strength” trajectory described in chapter 4. Under this scenario, U.S. leaders might calculate that they must react more firmly and perhaps more forcibly to a growing crisis between China and Japan than they might have in the past—in large part, to counter the impression that China’s increased military capabilities and aggressiveness have resulted in weakened resolve or a lessened commitment to defend U.S. interests and protect U.S. allies in the area. Such a response would become more likely if members of Congress and the U.S. military leadership were to press for a more confrontational stance toward Beijing and political leaders were to emerge that supported such a stance.

Such calculations could also lead Washington to misjudge the willingness of other Asian partners to insert themselves into disputes with Beijing, particularly in ways that could undermine their own interests in continued economic or political cooperation with an economically strong China. Under such conditions, the United States’ overreach or miscalculation could exacerbate the zero-sum dynamics in its relationship with China, increasing the likelihood of incidents or crises while revealing cracks in the edifice of Asian support for a U.S. presence in the region.

This scenario also rests on two additional assumptions. First, the United States would probably overcome its current economic problems and resume a robust level of economic growth sooner rather than later. It would also encounter minimal budgetary and domestic political constraints to increasing existing levels of defense spending and adopting a largely confrontational approach to Beijing. Second, this scenario largely assumes that U.S. and Japanese forces will prove both willing and able to integrate successfully to form a relatively well-coordinated and potent military counterbalance to China.

As in several of the other scenarios, the chances for continued stability under this scenario would increase if the three powers could create the type of credible stability-inducing mutual security mechanisms discussed in the country chapters. However, this scenario might present significant challenges to any effort to create such mechanisms, largely due to the level of mutual hostility and suspicion that would likely predominate. Under such circumstances, Beijing would likely become less inclined to place significant limits on its growing capabilities as part of any agreement, while also perceiving any U.S. accommodation as a sign of weakness. At the same time, Washington could feel compelled to avoid signaling weakness by supporting such an agreement.

That said, the confrontational behavior and high capabilities posited under this scenario could increase incentives on all sides to seek some way to avoid escalating conflicts that would exacerbate threats to shared levels of economic growth.
SCENARIO 5: SINO-CENTRIC ASIA

This and the final scenario below would involve a major withdrawal or hollowing out of the U.S. military and political presence and capacity in the Western Pacific. Under such a radical development, Japanese strategy could become highly volatile and responsive to Chinese behavior. Two different types of scenarios could unfold. The first (this scenario) would involve a regional security environment in 2030 marked by considerable uncertainty but characterized by peaceful accommodation between China and Japan. High levels of Sino-Japanese political, diplomatic, and economic engagement would coexist with declining levels of military competition and a decreasing likelihood of tension and crises.

Foreign and Defense Strategies

Under this scenario, Beijing would seek to take advantage of Washington’s withdrawal from the region to draw Tokyo more fully into its orbit by enhancing cooperation and reducing rivalry. To this end, Beijing would pursue cooperative and even perhaps somewhat accommodationist policies toward Tokyo. This would be done in order to prevent Tokyo from unilaterally and radically increasing its military capabilities (possibly in both conventional and unconventional realms), out of a sense of growing insecurity in the face of Washington’s withdrawal or a perceived hollowing out of the U.S. military capacity in the Western Pacific. Similarly, Beijing would also likely avoid provocative or threatening political actions toward both Tokyo and Washington that could reverse the latter’s withdrawal. As part of this strategy, China would be more likely to seek mutual security assurances and confidence-building measures with Japan, including joint development of East China Sea resources and the shelving or resolution of territorial disputes over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands.

Accordingly, in the military sphere, Beijing’s presence and capabilities relevant to Japan would likely increase initially at a more gradual pace than at present, especially if China’s economy were experiencing severe problems (see below). In other words, defense-related policies and actions somewhat similar to those described for China in the third scenario above would likely prevail, albeit in this case driven more by a desire to avoid alarming Japan and reversing the U.S. withdrawal than from a declining economy. In a serious effort to extend confidence-building measures into the military sphere, Beijing would likely reduce those military deployments that Tokyo deemed most threatening, including exercises and patrols that transited key Japanese straits without prior notification. China might also seek to conduct more joint exercises with Japan in an effort to improve military-to-military relations.

At the same time, Beijing would likely press for a downgrading of the United States–Japan alliance as a condition of its accommodating stance toward Japan. Specifically, Beijing might call for the limitation (but probably not abrogation) of the Mutual Security Treaty to cover only nuclear attacks, not conventional strikes against Japan. In other words, China
would support a limited United States–Japan security relationship, as a means of constrain-
ing Japanese remilitarization and nuclearization. Beijing would likely support a gradual ap-
proach to the process of alliance revision, in an effort to not overly alarm the United States.

Tokyo would initially face a great deal of uncertainty under this integrated scenario, as
the United States withdrew from the Western Pacific or allowed its forces to be hollowed
out significantly. Japanese leaders would most likely be confronted with a variety of compet-
ing arguments. Hawks in the government would probably argue that the U.S. withdrawal
makes it more imperative than ever that Tokyo pursue the military power and policies
characteristic of a strategically autonomous and normal power—particularly if China’s
economy continued to thrive and its military capabilities continued to expand. However,
other Japanese voices would call for strategic accommodation of China, arguing that the
value of cooperative relations with a seemingly more benign Beijing, coupled with a U.S.
withdrawal, makes a competitive strategy costly and self-defeating. Under this scenario, the
latter voices would carry more persuasive heft, largely due to Beijing’s more cooperative and
benign behavior.

Although some in Japan would welcome the United States’ withdrawal from Japanese
bases, given long-standing resentment of the U.S. presence, Tokyo would seek to maintain
positive relations with Washington and retain at least the basic framework of the alliance
and the Mutual Security Treaty, primarily to remain covered by the U.S. extended deter-
rence umbrella and secure support in missile defense vis-à-vis North Korea.

Under this scenario, Washington would seek to sustain stability in the Western Pacific
as it withdraws through efforts to strengthen its cooperative relations with Beijing while
seeking to maintain the alliance with Tokyo, including its extended nuclear deterrence com-
mitment. As a part of these efforts, the United States would strongly support military and
political confidence-building measures between China and Japan. At the same time, Wash-
ington would likely seek to preserve the capacity to again intervene in the region conven-
tionally, if necessary. Indeed, U.S. policy under this scenario might approximate a version of
the classic “offshore balancing” approach advocated by some strategists—assuming, that is,
that the United States were to clearly retain the capacity to return to the region militarily.21

**Military Competitions**

Some level of military competition would doubtless continue, although such competi-
tion would be more likely to manifest itself in the acquisition of capabilities and low-key
efforts to hedge against unexpected contingencies. In the aggregate, China’s conventional
antiaccess forces would enjoy latent superiority over Japanese forces in a number of do-
mains, particularly because the United States would be heavily constrained in its ability to
intervene in any conflict. Yet both Chinese and Japanese forces would operate at a lower
level of readiness, given that the terms of mutual accommodation would likely require some
reduction in the frequency and substance of training and exercises, and thus in realistic
contingency planning.
THE MARITIME DOMAIN

In the maritime theater, the JMSDF could at least match the PLAN in undersea capabilities, although the JMSDF’s surface fleet would be disadvantaged vis-à-vis the PLA’s antiaccess arsenal. Although the PLA’s surface fleet would be a mix of aging vessels and more modern, ASCM-equipped combatants, it would be supported by a small inventory of AS-BMs. Although the PLAN would most likely adjust its deployments, patrols, and exercises to downplay possible confrontation with Japan—thereby reducing its ability to execute any form of combined campaign in the unlikely event of hostilities—the Second Artillery’s theater missiles would still highlight China’s latent ability to sustain area denial against the JMSDF.

THE AIR DOMAIN

In the air domain, the JASDF would likely maintain the ability to repel potential incursions from a PLAAF consisting of both fourth- and fifth-generation aircraft. However, the JASDF would face numerical shortfalls and be unsuited (or unable) to access the Chinese Mainland, due largely to the presence of China’s coastal SAM batteries. Both nations would thus possess the means to maintain no-go zones that would extend to several hundred kilometers from their shores.

THE GROUND DOMAIN

In the ground domain, China’s inventory of ballistic and cruise missiles could also challenge Japan’s otherwise sophisticated network of missile and antiair defenses. Japanese BMD systems would remain operational, but they would likely stagnate in numbers, capability, and overall levels of integration, impairing their ability to extend coverage to ports and bases. And, although an actual “bolt out of the blue” attack would be almost inconceivable under this scenario, Japan’s geography and population density would continue to make it susceptible to Chinese theater missiles.

THE SPACE DOMAIN

In space, China would maintain some direct-ascent ASAT capabilities that could potentially threaten allied satellites in low Earth orbit. Nevertheless, Japan would likely have continuous access to U.S. surveillance and reconnaissance satellites, many of which are based in medium Earth or geostationary orbit. Moreover, the amenable strategic environment that would be a prerequisite for this scenario would also reduce the motivations for either party to engage in an unbridled arms race in this (and most other) domains.

THE CYBERSPACE DOMAIN

Although China would retain the ability to infiltrate and possibly paralyze some allied systems at the outset of a crisis, most competition in the cyber domain would consist of
commercial and security-related espionage by actors with plausible deniability. Although the United States’ physical absence from the theater of conflict would not substantially increase Japan’s vulnerability in this domain, an overall reduction in information sharing and cooperation between the two militaries could reduce the allies’ ability to defend their networks against intrusions.

**The Nuclear Domain**

In this instance, interactions in the nuclear domain would remain essentially stable, as United States–backed extended deterrence would persist in modified form even as Beijing and Tokyo reached a state of mutual accommodation. Although the United States would likely revise the terms of extended deterrence to apply only to an enemy nuclear attack on Japan, U.S. forces would still be subject to the Mutual Security Treaty and thus obligated to come to Japan’s assistance in the event of a conventional attack. From an operational standpoint, the United States would continue to extend its nuclear umbrella over Japan through SSBNs stationed in the Western Pacific, and most likely ICBMs as well.

Whether Beijing would reduce the pace of its nuclear modernization under this scenario is uncertain, although a likely cutback in allied BMD deployments following a U.S. withdrawal would arguably deprive the Second Artillery of an important pretext for developing additional delivery vehicles and penetrating aids. China would likely adhere to its existing posture of minimal deterrence, and thus would lack the precise, counterforce capabilities necessary to practice nuclear coercion against Japan. Moreover, if enacted, substantive confidence-building measures would place both operational and political constraints on China’s ability to threaten Japan with its conventional forces, and would likely prove sufficient to reassure Japan of its benign intentions.

**Command and Control**

In this scenario, Japan, and to a somewhat lesser degree China, would likely see a reduction of efforts to streamline command and control and enhance joint interoperability. The withdrawal of U.S. forces, as well as the JSDF’s likely decision to adhere strictly to constitutional restrictions on self-defense, would reduce opportunities to align doctrines, coordinate capabilities, and plan for realistic contingencies. Japan’s ability to provide rear-area support to U.S. forces would suffer considerably. To assuage Japanese concerns, the PLA could exercise some restraint in conducting joint exercises in the seas and airspace near Japan. A more stable security environment could also reduce the impetus for the PLA to pursue difficult organizational reforms to break down barriers to interservice cooperation and wartime command and control. That said, China would be unlikely to halt the development of and training for integrated antiaccess campaigns, and it would still possess sophisticated capabilities and systems that could be mobilized in a conflict.
Determinants, Assumptions, and Uncertainties

The overall security environment of a U.S. withdrawal and the growing uncertainty and likely turbulence presented in this scenario derive in large part from a combination of some of the least likely trajectories presented for China, Japan, and the United States in each of the preceding country chapters: the gradual variant of the U.S. “Withdrawal” trajectory; a “Cooperative Weakness” (or possibly “Cautious Rise”) trajectory in China, and an “Accommodation” trajectory for Japan. These trajectories would most likely include low economic capacity for the United States and low- to midrange economic capacity for China. It is extremely difficult to conceive of a mid- to high-capacity United States withdrawing from the Western Pacific in the face of a high-capacity China. It is also difficult to conceive of such a withdrawal while China’s economic and military growth remained robust, even if the United States were declining markedly, at least within the fifteen- to twenty-year time frame examined in this study. Under such conditions, Washington would more likely seek to shore up its position through alliance building and other means over that period.\(^22\)

That said, it is possible that enormous domestic pressure could force a reconsideration of the existing U.S. posture and thereby precipitate a U.S. withdrawal, even in the face of a China with high economic capacity and an “Assertive Strength” policy approach. Such pressure would likely result from a major and prolonged recession and worsening debt crisis, marked by severe unemployment, greater income inequality, and perhaps growing domestic protests, most likely precipitated by the economic collapse of Europe. Such developments could result in a growing perception among both the U.S. public and elites that foreign military deployments, even in the Western Pacific, have become too costly to sustain at anything resembling present levels, especially given recent experiences in Iraq and Afghanistan. The chance of such a conclusion being drawn would arguably become more likely if Beijing were to maintain a cooperative posture and refrain from directly threatening vital U.S. interests, despite its growing economic capacity. But such a U.S. withdrawal might even occur in the face of a less cooperative China, depending on the severity of the U.S. decline and the state of domestic U.S. politics (scenario 6).

A major U.S. withdrawal from the Western Pacific could also become more likely if America’s threat perception in several key areas were to diminish significantly. Reasons for this might include:

- A resolution of the Taiwan issue, through some version of peaceful reunification or what appears to be a long-lasting cross-strait détente;
- Some form of Chinese democratization, including the more or less peaceful transition to a multiparty regime and the opening of much greater space for freedom of speech, press, assembly, and religion;
- The peaceful resolution of the situation on the Korean Peninsula, including the de-nuclearization and democratization of the North Korean regime, or the reunification
of the peninsula under South Korean control, in such a way that precludes residual political uncertainty or conflict; or, at a minimum, significant confidence-building measures between the North and South coupled with a strong South Korea capable of deterring and defending itself against potential aggression from the North; and

- Progress toward joint development and peaceful resolution of territorial disputes in the South China and East China seas.

Moreover, as indicated in chapter 2, the international and domestic structures and restraints that Beijing will likely confront during such a U.S. withdrawal scenario would probably continue in this time frame, thus reinforcing existing Chinese incentives in favor of the cautious, pragmatic, stability-maximizing, and growth-oriented economic reform and foreign policies of the past, including efforts to sustain or enhance cooperation with the West.

An element of uncertainty inherent to this scenario would be the potential concern that Washington might feel over the growing accommodation between Beijing and Tokyo. Washington might fear that Beijing would use its growing influence over Tokyo and the region to effectively exclude the United States from not only the possibility of effective military intervention but also economic and diplomatic engagement in the region. This concern would be particularly inflamed if Tokyo were to press for a downgrading of the Mutual Security Treaty under clear pressure from Beijing, or if Tokyo capitalized on the situation to air its long-standing grievances against U.S. bases in Japan and pressed for a faster or more complete withdrawal than the United States preferred. However, if Tokyo were to respond to the initial signs of a U.S. withdrawal with policies designed not only to deepen cooperation with Beijing but also to sustain the alliance in something approximating its current form, Washington policymakers might be reassured that a pullback would not immediately precipitate a regional crisis or further endanger U.S. interests in the region.

Another source of uncertainty could arise from certain “wild card” events, such as an unforeseen accident or provocative efforts undertaken by Chinese or Japanese nationalists in the East China Sea that could provoke greater suspicion between the two sides. Similarly, Japan might become more wary of an accommodating approach—and the United States would probably become more likely to slow or reverse its policy of withdrawal—if Beijing were to, for example, seek to capitalize on the U.S. withdrawal by attempting to force reunification with Taiwan.

Moreover, there is no guarantee that this scenario would prove stable in the long term, particularly if Beijing’s relative economic and military strength continued to grow and it attempted to impose greater political, economic, or security-related demands on the Sino-Japanese relationship that were perceived by the Japanese as burdensome, neocolonial, or hegemonic. Over time, such a scenario could strengthen the hand of hawks in Tokyo who argued that Japan should move toward a more competitive form of engagement, or even strategic independence as a normal power (scenario 6).
In any event, this scenario will remain highly unlikely, especially over a fifteen- to twenty-year time frame, especially in the absence of credible regional mutual security mechanisms and the type of positive developments listed above. America’s commitment to maintaining a presence in the region in order to secure a stable regional environment and to upholding its security commitments to allies in the region, including Japan, would most likely prevent it from pursuing such a path, even under the constraints of a sustained level of very low economic growth.

SCENARIO 6: SINO-JAPANESE RIVALRY

This scenario also posits a U.S. withdrawal from the region. However, in this case, this action would be badly prepared for, poorly executed, and excessively rapid (as described in the precipitate variant of the U.S. “Withdrawal” trajectory from chapter 4). Moreover, this scenario posits a China with ever-expanding economic and military capacity and a much more belligerent foreign policy stance (approximating the “Aggressive Ultranationalism” trajectory from chapter 2). Hence, the regional security environment in 2030 would be marked by considerable turbulence and uncertainty, including a possibly radical shift toward intensified rivalry between China and Japan. The escalatory dynamic generated by this more intense and direct Sino-Japanese competition would lead to significantly greater potential for instability, crises, and conflict in the region.

Foreign and Defense Strategies

Under this scenario, Beijing would seek to take advantage of the U.S. withdrawal by increasing pressure on Tokyo in a range of political and economic disputes, particularly those related to territorial and maritime disputes in the East China Sea and possibly historical issues. Out of a sense of insecurity fostered by the rapid U.S. withdrawal and provoked by this aggressive Chinese behavior, Tokyo would most likely implement a major realignment in its national security strategy, moving toward an independent military capability that includes the acquisition of nuclear weapons. Japanese insecurity could be particularly inflamed if Washington were to implement its withdrawal without maintaining a credible U.S. commitment to defend Japan from a distance. Such a scenario would probably constitute the “worst case” for the regional security environment in terms of its propensity toward conflict and instability.

Military Competitions

Under this scenario, a precipitous drawdown by the United States would almost certainly lead Japan to pursue an independent nuclear deterrent, not only to safeguard against (potential) nuclear blackmail but also to compensate for growing disparities in the conven-
tional military balance against China. The Japanese decision to nuclearize could occur in the context of a rational calculation made at the outset of a period of strategic reorientation, or only as the result of a costly but abortive effort to develop more extensive conventional capabilities. But in either case, Japan would still find itself at a disadvantage against conventional Chinese antiaccess capabilities, with U.S. assistance in the event of a conflict likely to be delayed and of limited effectiveness. In stark contrast with the scenarios described above, the nuclear domain would see not only intense distrust but also a significantly elevated risk of confrontation.

Without the benefit of in-theater bases or logistical support, the “tyranny of distance” would drive a wedge between Japanese and U.S. forces, reducing the size, frequency, and durability of reinforcements. Moreover, a low-capacity United States would be highly unlikely to possess long-range strike platforms with the numbers or capabilities to maintain existing levels of deterrence against high-end Chinese forces. Having focused much of its force modernization on defensive missions and rear-area support for U.S. forces, the JSDF would be forced to initiate expensive modernization programs in a variety of unfamiliar areas, and would probably remain vulnerable to many of the PLA’s most potent antiaccess capabilities.

**The Maritime Domain**

In the maritime domain, Japan would be able to mount significant resistance to Chinese area denial, but it would ultimately face a highly constrained operating environment. Although the JMSDF would have formidable antisurface warfare capabilities, it would be less likely to possess land-attack capabilities with the numbers, range, and speed necessary to counter Chinese ASBMs and shore-based threats to surface combatants. To be sure, a more competitive Japan would be better equipped to interdict Chinese submarines near the Ryukyu Islands while fielding additional submarines to hold Chinese surface combatants at risk, including PLAN carrier groups attempting to transit the region. But Japan’s impressive undersea capabilities would not reverse the growing presence of capable and integrated PLAN assets in the Western Pacific. As a result, the security of Pacific sea lines of communication would become a matter of great concern to Tokyo, were a Sino-Japanese war to break out.

**The Air Domain**

In the air domain, the JASDF could potentially prevent the PLAAF from gaining air superiority, at least in areas near the home islands. However, even Japanese fifth-generation fighters would find it difficult to penetrate China’s dense perimeter of land- and ship-based SAM batteries. At a minimum, China would thus be able to maintain a no-go zone around its 200-nautical-mile EEZ, from which it could continuously launch sorties, whittling away at airborne ISR and other assets necessary to prevent further incursions into the home islands.23
THE GROUND DOMAIN

In the ground domain, Japan would be hard-pressed to guard against potential Chinese saturation missile attacks. China could still expand its existing stockpile of medium-range ballistic missiles and land-attack cruise missiles by several dozen or even a hundred missiles per year, while Japan would be unable to keep pace by purchasing and deploying the BMD systems necessary to shield ports and bases. Dispersal, hardening, and rapid repair could reduce the impact of a single attack, but Japan’s geography would work against its efforts in this area.

THE SPACE AND CYBERSPACE DOMAINS

The effects of U.S. withdrawal would most likely not be felt as severely in the space and cyber domains. Japan would likely have access to U.S. surveillance and reconnaissance satellites in medium Earth orbit and geostationary Earth orbit, which would be less vulnerable to Chinese ASAT weapons. Although the United States’ physical absence from the theater of conflict would not substantially increase Japan’s vulnerability in this domain, an overall reduction in information sharing and cooperation between the two militaries could reduce the allies’ ability to defend their networks against intrusions.

THE NUCLEAR DOMAIN

Due in large part to deteriorating trends in the conventional balance described above, as well as its own doubts regarding the credibility of U.S. extended deterrence, Japan could perceive an independent nuclear capability as a cost-effective means of preventing Chinese attack or coercion. Consequently, the nuclear domain would become a locus of destabilizing competition between China and Japan, with a far greater likelihood of outright confrontation than in any other scenario.

Japan would likely pursue a modest sea-based deterrent, most likely in the form of SSBNs, and would adopt a comparatively restrained nuclear posture that places an emphasis on retaliation against countervalue targets. But to maximize the deterrent potential of its arsenal, Japan could maintain some degree of ambiguity regarding the use of its nuclear weapons in very specific contingencies against overwhelming conventional threats.

Although news of such an effort would likely break out within a period of months, Japan would probably require a few years to field the full suite of compatible warheads, missiles, and delivery platforms necessary to ensure a second-strike capability. During this period, China could be tempted to launch some form of preventive attack in order to neutralize the emergence of an independent and, in Beijing’s view, unpredictable nuclear power on its periphery. Such temptations could grow in the event of a total disintegration of the United States–Japan alliance, although the overall possibility of such a destabilizing and catastrophic scenario would be low.

At a minimum, however, Japanese nuclearization and the open violation of nonproliferation taboos would most likely set off a regional arms race. Faced with a deteriorat-
ing security environment, China could be prompted to shift toward a limited deterrence posture, with an emphasis on a larger nuclear force capable of early attacks against military targets. In this instance, pervasive strategic distrust between Tokyo and Beijing and regular incidents and crises arising from their geographically proximate forces would raise the possibility of brinkmanship and confrontation.

**Command and Control**

The fracturing of the alliance would severely degrade the interoperability of U.S. and Japanese forces while highlighting the PLA’s gains in conducting integrated antiaccess campaigns. A remilitarized Japan could attempt to integrate its forces under new, offensively oriented doctrines, but whether such a momentous reorganization of the JSDF would actually succeed—particularly by 2030—remains uncertain.

**Determinants, Assumptions, and Uncertainties**

The kind of U.S. withdrawal posited above would most likely occur in the context of a far more intense and prolonged economic crisis than the global financial crisis of 2008, and would almost certainly involve a severe hollowing out, if not abrogation, of the U.S.-Japan Mutual Security Treaty. Such actions could only occur if the U.S. domestic economic and political environment were to change drastically, involving a sea change in U.S. leadership attitudes or a level of domestic political discord that would compel a rapid U.S. withdrawal, despite China’s aggressive behavior.

This scenario would also likely require the emergence of the kind of highly nationalist, aggressive, and risk-accepting leadership in China described in the “Aggressive Ultranationalism” trajectory in chapter 2, in the context of continued mid to high levels of economic growth accompanied by inadequate reforms, significant social unrest, and a sharp leadership debate. It is hard to conceive of a more moderate Chinese leadership eschewing the “benign” approach toward Japan and the alliance described in the previous scenario for an assertive, confrontational approach to a precipitate U.S. withdrawal.

This scenario also assumes that Japan undergoes a fundamental political realignment that includes a decision to revise its Constitution and effectively turn its back on the constraints of the United States–Japan alliance—in other words, the “Independence” trajectory described in chapter 3. It is also most likely in a scenario involving at least mid-level Japanese growth, which would embolden Tokyo in its pursuit of strategic independence and competition with Beijing.

This scenario remains the most unlikely of all of those presented here, given the slight possibility that the United States would withdraw from the region in the face of high levels of Chinese assertiveness and acute Sino-Japanese security competition. Even in the face of major economic constraints, Washington would likely go to great lengths to prevent such a scenario from unfolding.
6
IMPLICATIONS AND POSSIBLE ALLIANCE RESPONSES

ISSUES OF CONCERN

The previous chapter described several possible scenarios in the regional security environment in Northeast Asia in 2030 as they relate to China, Japan, and the United States–Japan alliance. This analysis suggests several major issues of concern for both Tokyo and Washington.

Most notably, Chinese military development at mid to high levels over all or most of the next fifteen to twenty years could lead both to significant improvements in the absolute level of the People’s Liberation Army’s (PLA’s) capabilities and the possibility of relative gains vis-à-vis the United States and the alliance in many key military domains, including those involving air and naval forces deployed in or near Japan. For some observers, the key security problem facing Japan and the alliance derives from the supposed “fact” that such absolute and relative improvements in PLA capacity will inevitably result in an effort by the People’s Republic of China (PRC) to push the United States out of the Asia-Pacific region and to establish the region as a tight sphere of Chinese influence.

Although such an outcome is not impossible, it is also far from inevitable, even under conditions of a relative decline in certain U.S. and Japanese military capabilities. As indicated in chapter 2, Beijing’s long-term security strategy in Asia is at present to a great extent undetermined and focused more on short- and medium-term efforts to deter threats to Chinese territory or sovereignty claims than on establishing hegemonic control decades
in the future. Therefore, the primary threat posed to Japan and the alliance during the time frame covered in this study involves increasing levels of uncertainty about the future security environment in the Western Pacific, with a possibly growing likelihood of confrontations or even limited conflicts as both sides respond to shifting relative military capabilities and changing political, social, and economic pressures.

Such dynamic factors could increase Beijing’s willingness to utilize military means to signal resolve, exert intimidating pressure, or “punish” alleged Japanese (or even U.S.) wrongdoing within a limited time horizon, thereby increasing the likelihood of crises or incidents. As a result, even limited Chinese gains in several military domains could alter the threshold at which Beijing might contemplate more aggressive military efforts to push back against what it perceives as threatening levels of U.S. surveillance along its periphery, to assert its claim to disputed territories or maritime areas, or to signal resolve in an unanticipated crisis, such as the September 2010 trawler collision between Beijing and Tokyo or the more recent face-off precipitated by Japan’s purchase of several of the disputed Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands. Moreover, such possibilities would arguably become more likely if the United States and Japan were unable to reach a more stable modus vivendi with Beijing regarding such issues over the time frame of this study, and if political leaders in Tokyo or Washington were to adopt a more confrontational stance toward a more capable and apparently more assertive Beijing.

On a broader level, even under conditions in which the alliance retains overall military superiority, such military shifts, if improperly handled by all sides, could produce an environment of growing uncertainty regarding the durability of the existing preference of all parties for dialogue and restraint vis-à-vis many regional security issues, such as military activities in the exclusive economic zone (EEZ), the security of sea lines of communication, the disposition of the Taiwan issue, and various maritime territorial disputes in the East China and South China seas. At worst, improper handling of the shifting regional environment could greatly reduce the perceived credibility of U.S. security assurances to Japan and other allies and friends in the Asia-Pacific region.

Such a perceptual shift could make regional powers less willing to resist possible Chinese pressures and eventually compel them to accommodate China in ways that might be seen to jeopardize U.S. interests and reduce U.S. influence, however defined. In particular, such a shift in power could result in a significant transition by local powers—including Japan—toward Chinese-supported policies that in some cases might directly or indirectly challenge existing United States–supported norms, institutions, and policies relevant to the overall U.S. security posture in the Western Pacific. These might include forward basing or access arrangements, interpretations of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea with regard to territorial disputes and foreign military activities in EEZs, the purpose and membership of multilateral regional security-related organizations and forums, and so on. Conversely, such a shift could also provoke Japan, and other allies and friends, to engage in a far more destabilizing arms race with China than any yet seen, possibly including efforts to acquire weapons of mass destruction.
In this context, the proper question to ask is not how to prevent China from ejecting the United States from Asia, but rather what set of long-term military and nonmilitary policies Tokyo and Washington should adopt to reduce overall uncertainty, sustain key U.S. and Japanese norms and interests, decrease the probability of severe crises and confrontations, and increase strategic trust among all parties in the region. For Japan and the United States, this requires politically and economically viable and credible policies that combine elements of both deterrence and reassurance toward China—deterrence to maintain a high threshold for coercive or aggressive actions that threaten allied interests; and reassurance to reduce fears in Beijing that Japan or Washington will use its deterrent capabilities to threaten or deny China’s core interests, including both the security of its territory and the survival of the Chinese Communist Party regime.

**OBJECTIVES FOR JAPAN AND THE ALLIANCE**

Therefore, the principal challenge confronting Washington and Tokyo is the need to develop a coordinated bilateral and regional strategy to manage the changing security environment surrounding Japan. Such a strategy should aim to:

- Significantly reduce the likelihood of nearby crises and incidents, especially under the worst of the high-probability scenarios presented in chapter 5;
- Prevent broader adverse shifts in the calculation of regional states beyond Japan; and
- Achieve such goals in the most cost-effective, flexible manner, accounting for possible variations in relative economic capabilities and political will, and recognizing the long lead times required to put in place credible strategies, especially if such strategies involve significant departures from existing approaches.

In the military realm, this challenge translates into a need to maximize deterrence against the possibility of both kinetic attacks and especially intimidation or coercive actions over disputed territories and economic maritime regions near the Japanese home islands—without provoking otherwise avoidable military and nonmilitary responses (such as intensifying arms races and more assertive security policies) that could greatly increase both regional tensions and the likelihood of unpredictable escalation in a crisis. In this effort, one must ask: What kind and level of U.S. and Japanese military capability, presence, interoperability, and demonstrations of resolve would be both prudent and necessary to achieve this objective?

Under one of the most likely regional scenarios presented in chapter 5 (Scenario 2, “Limited Conflict”), deterring a much more militarily capable and assertive China could prove very difficult, because of concerns in both Washington and Tokyo about resulting escalation or, in Japan, about exposure to Chinese economic and political pressure. To effectively deter coercive Chinese behavior, Japan and the United States would need to demon-
strate resolve and capacity while avoiding both instability in a crisis and the emergence of a more conflictual environment over the long term—no easy task.

Equally important, views of what constitute prudent and necessary levels of deterrence will also depend on a clear and common understanding (either tacit or explicit) in both Washington and Tokyo of the most desirable or at least acceptable long-term distribution of military power in the Western Pacific. As discussed in some detail below, an emphasis on sustaining a clear level of alliance superiority in all areas of military competition with China, right up to Chinese territorial waters, could prove extremely difficult and highly destabilizing. Conversely, a commitment to a more balanced pattern of military power in the Western Pacific could under some circumstances greatly increase incentives for the PRC to “test” alliance resolve, especially in the absence of credible security assurances or reassuring policy changes in areas Beijing views as vital to its interests.

In the nonmilitary realm, the challenge of developing a coordinated alliance security strategy translates into a need to reduce strategic distrust between China and the United States–Japan alliance and to build support for cooperative solutions to problems, via a variety of bilateral and regional means. Such efforts should be directed toward reducing Beijing’s incentives to employ its growing military or paramilitary capabilities to manage disputes or to radically and unilaterally alter broader norms and approaches. This will likely require not only the development of varied and deeper forms of political and other types of leverage vis-à-vis China across the region but also a credible means of (1) reassuring Beijing that its most vital security interests relevant to Japan and the alliance will remain unthreatened, while (2) shaping, in positive ways, China’s view of what is required to defend these vital interests, politically, militarily, and economically.

As argued in chapters 2 and 3, the most important areas of focus in these political and diplomatic efforts over the coming fifteen to twenty years include:

- Major policy differences and tensions among China, Japan, and the United States over territorial issues, especially regarding the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands and Taiwan;
- Norms regarding the transit of military assets in airspace and seas near Japan, especially within the EEZs of both Japan and China; and
- Approaches to the development of economic resources in disputed maritime areas.

In addition to these three crucial issues, another area of attention that might increase in its salience during the later years of the time frame examined in this study (and for many years beyond that period) consists of sea lines of communication security—that is, possible threats and counterthreats to the maritime lanes upon which Japan, the United States, and China depend for continued economic growth.

Together, these issues fuel much of the tension in Japan (and elsewhere) associated with China’s regional military buildup both at present and for the foreseeable future. Thus, any
RESPONSE OPTIONS

The analysis in this study suggests three major possible military-political approaches to achieving the strategic objectives described above (table 6.1): (1) a robust forward presence, (2) conditional offense/defense, and (3) defensive balancing. These alternatives are examined in some detail in the remainder of this chapter.

**Strategic Approach 1: Robust Forward Presence**

The first possible strategic approach would require that the alliance maintain strong U.S. and Japanese freedom of action and the clear ability to prevail in conflicts through a robust operational concept keyed to forward presence and a stress on deterrence over reassurance of China, while pursuing security-related cooperation with both China and (especially) other Asian nations.

This strategy, apparently the one that is most favored by the U.S. military leadership and the majority of defense analysts in the Pentagon and Japan, would involve the creation of a very robust operational approach that integrates Japan and a strengthened alliance structure into a system designed to neutralize any future antiaccess and area denial (A2/AD) or power projection capabilities that China might deploy over the next twenty years and perhaps beyond.

Such strong deterrence signals of overwhelming strength and alliance unity would be combined with many of the existing nonmilitary elements of U.S. and Japanese policies toward China and Asia—including strong demonstrations of U.S. political and economic commitment to and involvement in the region; continued support for different types of multilateral, cooperative structures and dialogues; and continued efforts to engage Beijing and shape its views on a variety of security-related issues.

At the same time, this strategy would probably not require any major changes in existing U.S. and alliance policies and approaches regarding those issues that would most likely generate crises or incidents with China over the next fifteen to twenty years, including maritime territorial disputes, the Taiwan issue, and the presence of foreign military ships and aircraft in EEZs. Indeed, given its objective of retaining or even expanding existing allied military advantages in all relevant domains, this response would likely lead most U.S. and Japanese policymakers to conclude that China would not need to be more significantly reassured, much less accommodated, on any important security issues, despite absolute increases in Chinese capabilities in many domains.
On the military level, this strategy could be implemented using a variety of specific operational concepts, including, most notably, an Air-Sea Battle (ASB)–centered approach or an Offshore Control-oriented approach.

As indicated in chapter 4, the ASB concept currently has the most traction in official U.S. military circles. Although still largely undefined, the ASB concept would ostensibly
involve a networked, domain-integrated, deep-strike-oriented force structure designed to disrupt, destroy, and defeat all relevant Chinese A2/AD-type capabilities, encompassing both offshore weapons systems and supporting onshore assets. The doctrine guiding the use of such a force structure would require the ability to survive a possible preemptive PLA air and missile attack on forward U.S. and Japanese military assets and then respond quickly with coordinated strikes on China’s command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) infrastructure, followed by the destruction or neutralization of all of the PLA’s A2/AD-type weapons systems, both offshore and onshore and in both space and cyberspace.\(^1\)

An ASB–oriented force posture would likely include several components:

- A well-developed suite of long-range strike capabilities, and the willingness to support deep penetrating strikes on Mainland targets at the outset of a conflict; some of these targets may be of possible strategic (that is, nuclear) value to the PRC;
- A large carrier fleet with a modified role that likely emphasizes rear-area support in the early stages of a conflict, along with more traditional forward-based power projection missions after China’s A2/AD-type defenses are subdued;
- A commitment to expensive, albeit selective, hardening of existing military bases in Japan and Guam, along with an expansion of temporary basing and access for U.S. forces across Northeast and Southeast Asia and in Australia;
- A large and integrated missile defense system across air, sea, and land, requiring a high degree of interoperability between U.S. and Japanese ballistic missile defense (BMD) for regional bases, across services and systems;
- An expanded C4ISR network spanning undersea, airborne, surface, and space environments, with robust connectivity and coordination with Japan;
- Robust offensive and defensive space-based kinetic and nonkinetic capabilities (including cyber and possibly space-based systems) that can work in rapid succession to “blind” Chinese ISR; and
- A high level of integration of doctrine, missions, and capabilities between the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy, to enable counter-A2/AD campaigns across multiple domains in operationally difficult environments.

One variation of this concept would emphasize long-range, stealth airpower over forward-based or carrier-deployed airpower. As discussed in detail in chapters 2 and 4, Chinese A2/AD-type capabilities, principally the implementation of long-range precision-guided munitions, put at risk the present U.S. conception of air and naval power, which currently relies on large aircraft carrier platforms and short-range tactical aircraft (TACAIR) for local air superiority and power projection. An alternative to such a U.S. reliance on car-
riers and TACAIR would involve the heavy use of long-range conventional precision-strike capabilities, long-range stealth bombers, and long-range stealth unmanned aerial vehicles capable of penetrating Chinese airspace. Though shifting away from a primary emphasis on aircraft carriers and TACAIR-based power projection, this new conception would in principle enable the alliance to maintain a credible level of deterrence at longer ranges, as part of the ASB concept.

According to U.S. defense officials and analysts, the purpose of such capabilities and accompanying doctrinal approaches would be to perpetuate the viability and hence the credibility of U.S. power projection and access to the global commons and to prevail in the event of any conflict involving maritime spaces. This ability to prevail in a conflict would presumably also deter China from being tempted to engage in coercion, aggression, or other actions judged threatening to stability in the Asia-Pacific region, and would reduce the perceived need to withdraw U.S. military assets from forward positions due to their growing vulnerability to missile and air attacks.

Under this strategy, regardless of the level of reliance on forward-deployed carriers or aircraft, Tokyo would probably need to significantly increase the effort and resources it would devote to defense of the home islands and disputed territories, along with various types of noncombat support for U.S. forces, while also clarifying Japan’s commitment to providing necessary U.S. access to facilities. More important, this strategy would almost certainly require a high level of integration between Japan and the United States in some key areas, most notably C4ISR, as well as missile defense and antimine/antisubmarine warfare (ASW) capabilities, along with more ambitious and more frequent joint exercises in areas surrounding Japan.

In terms of specific roles and missions, Japan might be required to make significant, unprecedented contributions in a variety of areas, including:

- Operational and strategic level ISR;
- National logistics, infrastructure, and base defense and support;
- Defense acquisition rationalization;
- Defense production industrial base;
- Defensive counterair capacity;
- Cruise and ballistic missile defense;
- ASW; and
- Naval mine warfare.

Such enhanced capabilities would, in turn, likely require major changes in Japan’s attitude toward military power, involving something close to the “normalization” of its force
structure and a reinterpretation of the collective defense concept to include many combat-related missions beyond its home islands. This, in turn, would likely require a considerable increase in defense spending levels.

A second operational concept related to this response that could provide a possible alternative to the ASB concept would center on a barrier/blockade strategy primarily designed to maintain a high level of deterrence against efforts by China to prevail in any conceivable coercive or combative actions undertaken both within and beyond the first island chain (including operations targeting Japan or Pacific sea lines of communication). This alternative, mentioned in chapter 4 and above as the Offshore Control strategy, would not aim to directly counter Chinese A2/AD-type capabilities; nor would it rely on deep strikes into Chinese territory. Instead, it would focus on creating a barrier to Beijing’s use of the far seas and a blockade on Chinese ports that could be used to support such use, along with operations closer to the Chinese Mainland. The barrier aspect of this orientation would draw a line at the first island chain, relying on increased deployments of Patriot missile battalions, enhanced ISR, and most likely additional basing arrangements, principally in the southwest islands of Japan, as well as the support of other Asian nations. The blockade aspect would require an extensive naval (and primarily submarine) force to implement, partially for handling interdiction of both commercial and naval vessels near China’s shores, if necessary.

From a military standpoint, a U.S. blockade and barrier effort against China would benefit from various factors, including the larger size and greater sophistication of the U.S. Navy, the vulnerability of Chinese support and response ships and planes, especially at long distances, the PLA’s lack of aerial refueling capacities, and the limitations of Chinese submarine technology, training, and ability to operate around shallow straits. These capabilities would allow the United States and Japan to hold at risk efforts by Chinese naval or air forces to undertake and sustain threatening operations near Japan and beyond the first island chain. Dispersal of additional U.S. forces would also challenge the Chinese ability to threaten a limited number of U.S. bases near to the Taiwan Strait.

This strategy would require both high U.S. and high Japanese capacity and would necessitate that Japan play a large role through the provision of additional basing, the overall strengthening of bases, and the acquisition of new types of capabilities.

In addition to the capabilities listed above, Japan might also need to acquire capabilities in the following areas:

- Advanced surface and subsurface naval platforms;
- Battle group escort; and
- Ground combat maneuvering capability at the operational and strategic levels, including amphibious operations.

Even more than in the case of the ASB concept, the effective implementation of this strategy would almost certainly require Japan to become a “normal” military power, in order
to augment U.S. air and naval assets and perform many combat-related missions beyond the home islands.

Both military operational concepts described above—ASB and Offshore Control—would presumably be combined with continued efforts to deepen military-to-military and other security-related interactions between Beijing and both Tokyo and Washington, as well as broader, multilateral attempts to expand levels of both military and nonmilitary cooperation across the Western Pacific. The purpose of such interactions would ostensibly remain that of reducing strategic distrust, deepening habits of cooperation among all major Asian powers, creating a wider and clearer consensus on security norms and activities, and thereby raising barriers to unilateral or aggressive Chinese actions. At the same time, it is likely that the above-noted military dimensions of this strategy would result in an overall emphasis on strengthening relationships with U.S. allies and friends in the region over engaging Beijing on these issues, as part of an effort to enhance deterrence vis-à-vis China.

**Assessment**

This overall approach, if successfully implemented, would signal a clear and convincing commitment to a continued strong—indeed, superior—U.S. military capability and close set of alliance relationships as the basis for security in the Western Pacific well into the future. As a result, this strategy would likely considerably reduce, if not eliminate, Japanese fears of abandonment by the United States and could facilitate the creation of a more stable long-term regional security environment, assuming that its likely deficiencies were resolved.

On the negative side, the implementation of either of the muscular operational doctrines outlined above would likely make it much more difficult to put in place the cooperative, reassurance-focused dimensions of this strategy. Such doctrines could fuel a level of Chinese hostility and distrust that would make efforts at establishing credible, inclusive multilateral security assurances virtually meaningless. Indeed, a likely mid- to high-capacity China would almost certainly respond to the military aspects of this strategy by developing more potent, and escalatory, countermeasures. These could include less “asymmetric” capabilities, such as long-range stealth bombers, enhanced aerial refueling capacity, and aircraft carrier battle groups of a sufficient number and size to enable the PLA to project and sustain power to the first island chain (including the Japanese home islands) and well beyond. The overall result could be heightened levels of security competition, a major move toward genuine regional polarization, and a resulting increased likelihood of crises over the next fifteen to twenty years.

Moreover, such an outcome could become even more probable if no appreciable progress is made toward reducing existing tensions over the most likely sources of such crises, including disputes over territorial issues such as the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, energy exploration in the East China Sea, and foreign military activities within the EEZs of China, Japan, and other nearby nations. As suggested above, this strategy would most likely not emphasize efforts to reduce such tensions through mutual accommodation or other means. To the
contrary, it is likely that this strategy would rely more on strengthening alliance ties and relations with other Asian friends and allies than on overcoming tensions through negotiation and compromise.

This robust approach could also empower hardline leaders in Beijing, who could more easily rationalize their arguments for adopting a more assertive approach toward Japan and the region by pointing to evidence that the alliance is being utilized in an effort to contain and encircle the PRC. This would be particularly true if the Chinese Communist Party has to cope with leadership struggles and domestic unrest, as noted in chapters 2 and 5.

In addition, from a capabilities perspective, it is quite probable that the United States and Japan will lack the financial resources, technological capacity, and political willpower necessary for such an ambitious military approach, especially during the time frame examined in this study. The kinds of deeply rooted U.S. and Japanese economic and political problems outlined in chapters 3 and 4 are likely to continue for several years at least, even under the best case scenario of continued U.S. and Japanese military superiority.5

This could prevent the acquisition of the most costly elements of a robust force structure oriented toward the ASB concept or an Offshore Control approach, including costly new and unproven platforms such as a large number of next-generation stealth bombers, stealth unmanned aerial vehicles, conventional prompt global strike, and improved littoral combat ships. Moreover, even if ample levels of funding were to become available in the United States, as noted in chapters 4 and 5, long-standing problems in weapons development and procurement times, combined with the very significant challenges confronting interservice and United States–Japan force integration, could delay or prevent altogether the fielding of an effective force structure and supporting infrastructure capable of fully supporting the above-mentioned operational doctrines.6

In the absence of major catalyzing provocations or incidents, Tokyo is also unlikely to make the level of financial commitments and push the type of major political and policy changes (including prior permission for a greatly expanded level of access by U.S. forces to U.S. and Japanese bases on the home islands) likely required to support a robust operational approach. Indeed, except under the most extreme and unlikely regional scenarios, domestic political-economic constraints are likely to keep Japanese military responses focused on enhanced C4ISR, defense of the southwest islands, rear-area support, and base-hardening measures. Moreover, as discussed in chapters 3 and 5, even under conditions of a much higher level of urgency in Tokyo in response to perceived Chinese threats, doubts could very likely persist in Japan regarding both the operational realities and limits of a muscular military doctrine, and the risks of being entrapped in an antagonistic or openly confrontational relationship with China.

Finally, from a purely military perspective, even if implemented as designed, this strategy could prove to be an ineffective deterrent and might aggravate instability in a crisis. Under an ASB concept, for example, it is by no means clear that the United States could identify and target the large number of critical PLA assets (many mobile) that would need to be
struck in the early stages of a conflict. Even a barrage of cyberattacks, counterspace attacks, and inland bombing could still leave some critical C4ISR networks intact, along with many mobile missile launchers. At the same time, the United States would remain to some extent reliant on immobile aircraft shelters and runways at a few forward bases, either in Japan or Guam; static or passive defenses would not be able to guarantee the safety of these fragile assets against the sort of powerful, accurate, and sophisticated ballistic missiles China possesses. Likewise, even under a high-capacity U.S. trajectory, American aircraft carriers might remain highly vulnerable to Chinese ballistic and cruise missiles and PLAN submarines, thereby significantly reducing their utility as part of the ASB concept.

Also, though proponents argue that a robust ASB concept could create more options in a crisis; in fact, the likely need to carry out deep strikes early in a conflict could make escalation control far more problematic. The stress on early preemptive strikes against the PLA will likely compress the time available to decisionmakers in a crisis. As one defense analyst states: “As military plans become increasingly dependent on speed and escalation, and diplomacy fails to keep up, a dangerous ‘use it or lose it’ mentality is likely to take hold in the minds of military commanders. This risks building an automatic escalator to war into each crisis before diplomatic efforts at defusing the situation can get underway.” In addition, early, conventional deep strikes against Chinese C4ISR assets in a conflict “could easily be misconstrued in Beijing as an attempt at preemptively destroying China’s retaliatory nuclear options. Under intense pressure, it would be hard to limit a dramatic escalation of such a conflict—including, in the worst case, up to and beyond the nuclear threshold.”

The Offshore Control approach exhibits similar shortcomings. Most notably, it suffers from the reality that Chinese nationalism would be extremely inflamed by the apparent actualization of the long-held accusation that Washington is seeking to contain Beijing. Such an approach would catalyze intense, unifying sentiment against the United States, giving domestic Chinese leaders additional leeway and a mandate to take aggressive actions to counter U.S. hegemony. At a strategic level, such an explicitly containment-oriented force posture would worsen the security dilemma and probably increase the likelihood of crises and incidents at sea and between the respective air forces.

Moreover, the level of Japanese militarization likely required under this approach would deeply trouble Beijing, increasing threat perceptions and potentially destabilizing political and diplomatic relations, with likely second-order effects throughout the region. Indeed, measures to reassure Beijing while deterring aggression would be fraught with the difficulty of establishing credibility and stability.

In addition, a naval blockade may fail to accomplish its objective and result in knock-on effects to global energy markets with potential economic and political consequences. The threat of a military embargo or blockade would likely trigger open and expansive hostilities. Moreover, China could potentially draw from domestic and pipeline supply sources to fuel its essential military and commercial needs to thwart a blockade.

Given that this approach would leave the core systems undergirding Chinese A2/AD-type capabilities intact, China could take asymmetric retaliatory actions elsewhere, mining
ports and bases, launching missile strikes on regional targets, targeting allied replenishment ships with submarines, or even using nuclear weapons.

A blockade could also damage U.S. diplomatic and political relations with several Asian nations (not with China alone) and create enormous global economic distortions. Depending on the origins of the conflict, the United States could receive vigorous protests from regional states and even isolation from the international community. The refusal or inability of third-party nations to comply to the terms of a blockade or to provide resources to support it, could, at best, require the United States to expend still-greater resources to intercept commercial ships and, at worst, see U.S. ships sink non-Chinese vessels in diplomatically costly engagements.

Executing a distant blockade would entail a number of additional challenges, including handling captured ships and managing uncooperative ones, along with identifying and blocking ships headed for China, given that third parties could undertake transshipments of oil. Finally, the blockaded area could potentially be sidestepped with other, longer transit routes. Naval blockades are typically most effective as part of a set of attacks and may be ill suited to a limited offensive engagement.  

**Strategic Approach 2: Conditional Offense/Defense**

The second possible strategic approach would entail a more conditional and balanced offense/defense-oriented strategy to preserve key military advantages, involving incremental changes in current doctrine, more limited United States–Japan alliance ties, and a more equal emphasis on deterrence and reassurance in relations with China.

This strategy, born largely of an anticipation of long-term economic and political constraints and concerns and a greater attention—in both Washington and Tokyo—to the potentially destabilizing aspects of the strategy described above, would involve the creation of a less ambitious operational doctrine focused on (1) preserving alliance advantages in a more limited number of areas; and (2) neutralizing those Chinese A2/AD-type capabilities located outside the Chinese Mainland and perhaps along China’s coastline, not in the vast interior.

Under this strategy, the level of operational integration with Japan would be marginally less and the attention paid to reassuring China marginally more than in the strategic approach described above. In particular, this strategy would place a greater emphasis on efforts to (1) reassure China that increased U.S. and Japanese capabilities will not be used to threaten vital PRC interests (for example, regarding Taiwan); and (2) integrate China more fully into regionwide multilateral structures and dialogues and adopt a variety of confidence-building measures designed to reduce mutual strategic distrust.

The operational military core of this strategy would include a less integrated and networked force structure that is much less reliant on penetrating strikes and thus less oriented toward the early, total destruction of China’s A2/AD-type C4ISR infrastructure in a conflict. Although the United States would field select capabilities tailored to disrupt
and destroy antiaccess weapons, much of the existing U.S. and Japanese force structure would remain largely unaltered under this approach, although the quantity and quality of many systems would increase significantly. Although integration in doctrine, missions, and capabilities between services would increase, it would probably not improve to the level envisioned under most variants of the ASB concept. This approach would also include a very heavy reliance on both active and passive air defenses for U.S. and Japanese naval and ground-based assets and a continued heavy dependence on land- and sea-based TACAIR (rather than long-range, deep-strike, or unmanned systems), cruise missiles, and sophisticated ISR and cyber capabilities.\(^{11}\)

The doctrine guiding the use of this force structure would require the ability to survive initial air and missile attacks and then operate effectively from forward bases that remain exposed, perhaps indefinitely, to such threats, in order to conduct highly punishing kinetic and nonkinetic attacks on Chinese A2/AD-type assets operating offshore, along China’s maritime periphery, and in cyberspace and outer space. To ensure the effectiveness of such attacks, however, Washington might also need to withdraw some of its key assets (such as major missile-armed surface combatants) outside Chinese air and missile ranges early in a conflict. To some extent, under this approach, the United States could face a difficult trade-off between maintaining the security of vital power projection platforms, such as carriers and their tactical aircraft, and sustaining intense operations deep within the first island chain, in areas densely populated by Chinese antiaccess platforms.

As with the robust forward presence strategy described above, under this more moderate operational approach, Tokyo would still need to increase the effort and resources it would devote to the defense of its home islands and disputed territories and various types of noncombat support for U.S. forces, as well as provide increased U.S. access to Japanese facilities. However, this strategy would likely envision a lower level of integration between U.S. and Japanese forces in many key areas, including C4ISR, as well as a clearer division of labor between a Japanese focus on rear-area support and the defense of the home islands, and a U.S. focus on combat missions beyond Japanese territory. Hence, many of the unprecedented Japanese roles and missions postulated under the first strategy described above would likely not emerge under this approach.

As suggested above, this approach would likely be combined with increased efforts to deepen military-to-military relations with Beijing (in bilateral, trilateral, and regional venues) and strengthen broader areas of nonmilitary cooperation among all three powers and across the region—for example, with regard to such issues as transnational crime, terrorism, and disaster preparation and relief. This would largely amount to the continuation of longstanding efforts to expand potential cooperative agreements among Asian states.

**Assessment**

When compared with the robust forward presence strategy, this overall approach would probably prove more affordable, less provocative, and less likely to require major, unprec-
edented increases and expansions in the level and function of Japanese (and to some extent U.S.) military capabilities and missions over the next fifteen to twenty years.

Although still financially ambitious, unlike the approach described above, this option would not rely on greatly increased levels of resources and a transformation in Japan’s approach to its security; nor would it necessarily require doctrines predicated on early, deep strikes into Chinese territory or muscular blockades and barriers designed to prevent Chinese power projection. Thus, this approach would probably place the United States and Japan in a better position to sustain a more economically viable and politically realistic level of deterrence and perhaps a greater capacity to control escalation in a crisis, especially if both countries only manage to attain mid-capacity levels of development at best, while China sustains a high-capacity level of military development. Such an imbalance would likely generate significant pressure on Tokyo and Washington to adopt an alternative to such robust operational strategies as the ASB or Offshore Control concepts.

This approach would also likely reduce concerns in Japan over entrapment presented by the strategy described above, given its lessened reliance on force and infrastructure integration in many areas. In addition, it might reassure, to some extent, those in Japan and elsewhere who fear growing regional polarization and an increasingly hostile and dangerous Sino-U.S. relationship deriving from the interaction between a preemptive-oriented A2/AD-type strategy and a deep-strike-oriented, counter-A2/AD strategy. The increased emphasis on bilateral and multilateral cooperative security actions, combined with the lessened reliance on deep-strike capabilities, could also offer the prospect of reducing the incentives and abilities of all sides to engage in competitive security behavior over the long term.

Despite such probable advantages, this approach would not eliminate the arguably increasing threat perceptions and other dangers that would likely result from the major increases in capability and presence on both sides associated with this approach (discussed in some detail in the previous chapter, particularly in the description of Scenario 2, “Limited Conflict”). The U.S. force structure posited in this approach would still be primarily oriented toward offensive power projection capabilities that are vulnerable to antiaccess weapons, which could potentially require the United States to consider preemptive or escalating measures to ensure their security in the event of an actual conflict. Indeed, it would likely only be possible to avoid such measures if U.S. forces could achieve their operational objective of neutralizing China’s A2/AD-type capabilities by limiting the targets of their attacks to Chinese antiair batteries, missile launchers, and over-the-horizon radar systems near the coast. To some analysts, this is a highly questionable assumption, given the fact that many of Beijing’s key radars, C4ISR assets, and even some missile batteries are located far inland. As a result, restrictions against striking targets deep on the Chinese Mainland could clash with the operational realities of countering certain antiaccess types of capabilities that would otherwise threaten key U.S. assets within the first island chain.

In addition, though the United States would probably preserve its technological edge in some key areas through the application of more lethal or longer-range capabilities (for
example, long-range cruise missiles, sophisticated ISR, and cyberattack), it would probably struggle to achieve the same goals operationally in other areas (for example, ASW within China's littoral waters) against a potentially dense network of antiaccess capabilities, given fundamental, enduring physical constraints and the low level of integration posited under this approach.

Hence, the overall credibility of alliance deterrence might suffer under this strategy, unless such deficiencies were compensated by significant reductions in tensions through more effective security assurances. Although doubtless difficult to achieve, such assurances would probably be more feasible with this strategy than under the approach described above, largely due to its arguably less provocative and escalatory consequences.

A strategy based on active BMD measures would face its own limitations. If the United States were to try and counter the Chinese antiship ballistic missile (ASBM) and CSS-6 threat by buying more SM-3s, China could undercut such efforts by investing in decoys and countermeasures, and by simply increasing its production of missile systems. Additional U.S. investment in expanded BMD systems at some point would serve only to “thin the herd,” if China were to outpace the United States and Japan in terms of relative missile quantities.13

Finally, this approach could generate Japanese fears of abandonment over time, given the lower level of U.S. and Japanese C4ISR and force integration envisioned in this strategic approach, and the continued pressures on U.S. forces to operate as much as possible beyond the range of Chinese air and missile attacks.

**Strategic Approach 3: Defensive Balancing**

The third strategic approach would focus on a more limited offensive, primarily defensive force posture and doctrine, with a greater reliance on lower visibility, rear-deployed forces.

This strategy, perhaps favored by those most concerned about the negative aspects of the two approaches described above, would involve a very significant change in current U.S. defense doctrine, force posture, and political arrangements in the Western Pacific. It would entail a shift away from efforts to sustain existing military advantages and freedom of action throughout the first island chain via offense-oriented, forward presence-based military strategies and alliance-centered political strategies and toward a more genuinely balanced regional power structure based on defense-oriented, asymmetric strategies and greater efforts to defuse the likely sources of future crises through mutual accommodation and meaningful multilateral security structures.

Underlying this approach is the assumption that China will continue to place a high priority, over the next fifteen to twenty years and possibly beyond, on avoiding the kinds of aggressive military actions that could threaten its overall development goals. As a result, Washington would not need to achieve the level of escalation dominance in high-technology warfare envisioned by the two strategies described above in order to dissuade Beijing from engaging in destabilizing behavior toward Tokyo or other nearby powers.
This strategy would focus on a less ambitious goal: to increase Chinese uncertainties about risks and outcomes through an emphasis on a variety of limited military measures and more extensive political interactions. Also implicit in this approach would be the recognition that attempting to secure traditional levels of operational access for power projection against China’s antiaccess network would force the alliance to bear unacceptably high risks and costs, both in terms of regional instability that could result from an accelerated arms race and in uncontrolled escalation that could erupt during a crisis.

The operational military core of this strategy would therefore rely less than the strategies described above on offensive strike capabilities and more on defensive, area denial architectures, involving systems designed to deflect attacks and mete out punishment at levels at least equal and ideally superior to those of which the PLA is capable. The military doctrine associated with this strategy would focus on successfully surviving initial PLA attacks in relevant domains and then responding with limited attacks on relatively nearby PLA weapons platforms and cyber capabilities. The capabilities associated with this doctrine would include multiple platforms capable of standoff precision strikes against coastal and offshore PLA or paramilitary assets.

This approach would entail substantial revisions to the extant U.S. force structure of carrier groups and short-range tactical aircraft supported by forward bases. Instead, the United States would shift to a more dispersed, multilayered forward presence, with capabilities positioned according to their survivability and effectiveness vis-à-vis China’s web of antiaccess weapons. Stealthier, more survivable capabilities, including a larger contingent of submarines, small and mid-size surface ships, and long-range drones, each of which would be equipped with significant numbers of standoff weapons, would operate within the inner reaches of the first island chain. A smaller number of carrier groups and their air wings would operate at extended range, although they could be surged into the theater in the event that key power projection capabilities, such as large sorties of short-range fighters, were deemed sufficiently necessary to justify the risks of operating in an antiaccess environment. Preconditions for this approach would include the forward pre-positioning of resources, prior Japanese assurances of a very high level of U.S. access in a crisis, and a significant reliance on early warning and rapid response.

The foremost articulation of this military approach is the Mutual Denial Strategy (also known as “Mutually Denied Battlespace Strategy” or “Mutual A2/AD Concept”). This approach, mentioned in chapter 4, would rely primarily on U.S. maritime and some air capabilities—especially attack submarines and long-range antiship cruise missiles, long-range air-to-air missiles, and sophisticated decoys—to create an effective A2/AD deterrent against Chinese attempts to threaten Japan, establish sea control over surrounding waters within the first island chain, or seize and hold disputed territory. Rather than targeting China’s A2/AD capabilities through the use of either deep penetrating attacks or more limited offensive actions against air, maritime, and coastal A2/AD assets, this approach would focus on destroying at sea whatever significant offensive air and maritime capabilities Beijing might deploy against Japanese and allied interests in a severe crisis or conflict, as
well as China’s commercial shipping. In addition, this approach would not only avoid any attacks on mainland targets, at whatever range inland, but also greatly reduce the reliance on both BMD systems and forward-deployed TACAIR based in Japan, since both types of systems would be regarded as highly vulnerable to Chinese missile attacks.

In the increasingly important realms of space and cyber warfare, this strategy would place a strong emphasis on engaging China and international partners in the difficult but necessary process of defining norms of behavior, tackling issues of attribution, and establishing “rules of engagement” for responding to attacks. Although the United States would also shore up its defensive and retaliatory capabilities, it would focus primarily on using common interests—for instance, cooperation in addressing nonstate cybercrime—to introduce positive-sum dynamics into these unfamiliar domains.

Under this strategy, the level of operational integration among U.S. military services and with Japan would be somewhat less than under the strategies described above, but would still include improved coordination in antisubmarine warfare and ISR. Japan would still confront a growing need to heighten military integration with the United States and provide alternative basing sites (especially for submarines), possibly along its eastern seaboard, to permit the dispersal of alliance forces.

Relative to the strategies described above, Japanese fears of entrapment could be significantly mitigated by a focus on defensive missions and reductions in the most vulnerable elements of the U.S. forward presence. For one, Japan would not have to commit to offensively oriented doctrines associated with those approaches, limiting the chances of uncontrolled escalation against diffuse targets that could tax its limited military forces. At the same time, scaling back and dispersing U.S. tactical fighters to Guam or other regional sites would most likely result in a smaller footprint for bases in Japan. The move could potentially defuse some local opposition to expanded basing and access agreements, enabling the dispersal of alliance forces and logistical nodes along Japan’s eastern seaboard that would reduce the impact of enemy missile strikes.

In the operational arena, Tokyo would focus its efforts on making the home islands as safe as possible from missile and air attacks while coordinating with Washington those systems designed to detect and track Chinese military assets in the areas surrounding Japan. This approach would most likely require a high level of domain awareness and ISR integration between the allies, as the United States would place a premium on obtaining early notice of any threat that would require it to bring forces into the theater. The operational requirements of these early warning systems could potentially interfere with the political objectives of U.S. regional strategy, such as reducing frictions over maritime surveillance within China’s EEZ.

In the political arena, this strategy would place a stronger emphasis than the two strategies described above on achieving credible Sino-alliance and regionwide mutual security assurances, especially with regard to those Chinese sovereignty and territorial concerns that play a critical role in sustaining strategic distrust—for example, the Taiwan issue, territorial and resource disputes in the East China and South China seas, and the military use
of EEZs and international waters along China’s coastline.\textsuperscript{15} It might also involve broader efforts to create new integrative conceptual frameworks, such as the concept of a Pacific community advocated by analysts such as Henry Kissinger.\textsuperscript{16}

Finally, in addition to its increased reliance on confidence-building measures and cooperative security measures, this approach would also require a long-term intra-alliance and regionwide political and diplomatic transition strategy to provide adequate levels of reassurance to Japan and other Asian nations as the United States moved toward a more limited deterrence and balancing strategy and force structure.

**Assessment**

Relative to the strategic approaches described above (especially the robust forward presence strategy), this overall approach would require less in the way of major, unprecedented increases in the level and function of U.S. military capabilities and missions over the next fifteen to twenty years, with the exception of submarines, standoff systems, and integrated ISR.

Moreover, if the above-mentioned assumptions about China’s preference for avoiding confrontational behavior continue to hold true, this strategy would arguably place the United States and Japan in a better position to sustain genuinely credible deterrence and avert political-military crises over the next fifteen to twenty years, especially if both countries only manage to attain mid-capacity levels of development at best, and China sustains a high-capacity level of development. Under such conditions, Tokyo and Washington could rely less on maintaining dominance and offensive operations across domains and more on creating a limited and flexible force that could pose uncertainties for China if it attempts to use its offensive maritime capabilities within or beyond the first island chain. In addition, even if the United States possessed a high level of capacity, this approach would almost certainly not prove as escalatory in a crisis or conflict, nor as provocative in peacetime, as either the ASB concept or the Offshore Control approaches. And it would almost certainly cost much less.

In the long term, this approach would arguably be most conducive to establishing stable, cooperative relationships between China, the United States, and Japan, although its impact on the threat perceptions and behavior of other regional actors would be more uncertain. To the extent that this approach would ease Chinese fears of an alliance-led effort to contain or encircle the PRC, it might do less to empower hardline leaders in Beijing advocating a more assertive approach toward Japan and the region. Conversely, Japan and other U.S. partners in the region would be particularly wary of any shifts in the U.S. forward presence that could affect American security guarantees. Perceptions of a deteriorating threat environment could accelerate an inter-Asian arms race that could undermine otherwise positive dynamics within the Sino-alliance relationship, or lead Beijing to undertake potentially provocative efforts to “test” allied will and resolve.

This strategy would thus present several significant issues of concern for Japan, the United States, and perhaps other Asian nations. It would likely present a higher level of
uncertainty and risk in maintaining deterrence. Under this strategy, the United States could not intervene in the ways in which it has traditionally been accustomed to doing, and it would not attempt to develop the capabilities to disable Chinese C4ISR or missiles at the outset of a conflict. Moreover, ceding some strategic space to China along its maritime periphery would likely constrain U.S. options in a crisis. That said, it is quite possible that such concessions might prove necessary in any event, even under a high-capability scenario for the United States, given the likely continued development of China’s maritime and missile capabilities.

For the United States, such a strategy would arguably require paradigm shifts in its defense bureaucracy, doctrine, and technology. Although service parochialism could present an obstacle to such reforms, even sincere efforts to adapt the U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force to a changed regional order and new U.S. force posture could require painful, extended reassessments of their missions and roles. Innovating new doctrines in light of significant political and military constraints could be another challenge, given that offensively oriented approaches for projecting power and maintaining clear dominance across domains have been refined through an iterative process stretching back to World War II. And in shifting to an untested force structure that could place a higher emphasis on unmanned systems and defenses, this approach would utilize technologies and capabilities that are relatively immature, or that have been tested only against weaker adversaries in uncontested environments.

This strategy would assume that greater absolute levels of Chinese capability and increased relative gains vis-à-vis the alliance (compared with the other approaches) would not result in substantial changes in Chinese military thinking, especially threat perceptions and thresholds for using military force to coerce regional actors. As explained in chapter 2, Chinese military strategy as presently conceived is largely reactive and defensive, and an allied adoption of this defensive balancing approach might be more amenable to a preservation of that Chinese stance. However, unless effectively countered through careful diplomacy and other means, a possible perception that U.S. power in the region is undergoing a relative decline could embolden nationalists advocating a greater Chinese leadership role in Asia and a more offensive employment of PLA assets. Such possible shifts in Chinese military doctrine toward a more aggressive regional stance seeking a greater sphere of influence might severely complicate or undermine U.S. efforts to ensure balance through political and diplomatic means, especially during the last years of the time frame examined in this study.

Although this strategy, taken as a whole, could significantly reduce the likelihood of a high-end military engagement between the United States and China, Washington would have to contend with greater operational limits in the event of an actual conflict. Making inland targets “off-limits” in at least the early stages of a conflict (or perhaps throughout a conflict) would create the very real possibility that networks, launchers, and production facilities for theater missiles would continue to threaten the United States and Japan. Standoff weapons would be less effective at hitting mobile or shielded assets, making it unlikely that U.S. strikes could replicate the intensity of sustained, deep-strike campaigns envisioned in more aggressive operational concepts. However, as indicated above, these types of limi-
tions might exist even if the United States had the resources and will to adopt the first or second strategic approaches outlined above.

In addition, this strategy could greatly aggravate Japanese fears of abandonment, depending on its level of reliance on rear-area deployments. Low-visibility platforms such as submarines or drones would not convey the physical or psychological presence of carriers and more traditional power projection platforms, a change that could shape regional perceptions for the worse if unaccompanied by vigorous diplomacy. Moreover, the shift from power projection and predominance at close quarters to a more defensive U.S. posture could force Japan to assume greater responsibility for air and sea operations in its immediate periphery, a potentially highly challenging task. The establishment of high levels of integrated ISR systems with Washington could also prove too expensive and politically unacceptable in Tokyo.

Furthermore, the alliance would likely face challenges in sequencing changes to strategy or force posture in consultation with other Asian states. In reducing its reliance on relatively vulnerable forward bases in Japan, the United States would be confronted with the difficult task of persuading its other regional allies and partners to accede to agreements establishing operational facilities, rotational deployments, and logistical arrangements. Such efforts could entail years of diplomacy and expensive inducements, with resulting agreements subject to shifts in domestic politics.

Finally, this strategy might ultimately depend for its success to a significant degree on the effectiveness of efforts to reduce strategic distrust through the above-outlined mutual security assurances. To be successful, such actions would likely require some degree of mutual accommodation and a significant adjustment on all sides of existing policies toward territorial and other issues. This could prove extremely challenging, albeit perhaps less so than under the two strategic approaches described above; as noted, their common emphasis on maintaining a high level of military advantage would likely reduce incentives to reach such accommodations.

**FINAL THOUGHTS**

This study has sought to provide an integrated, strategic net assessment analysis of the likely capabilities and foreign/defense policy orientation of the United States–Japan alliance relative to those of China over the coming fifteen to twenty years, in an effort to evaluate the potential implications of China’s rise for the security environment in Northeast Asia and the Western Pacific. Although the authors have analyzed the relative likelihood and merits of different possible alliance responses to this changing security environment, this net assessment is not principally intended to advance a definitive proposal with regard to U.S. or Japanese strategic and military planning in the Western Pacific. As noted in the introduction, its primary purpose is to evaluate the changing security environment resulting primarily from China’s growing capabilities and presence, to assess the possible evolution of
this environment over time in relation to Japan and the alliance, and to identify and evaluate the consequences of various possible political–military policy responses.

In devising and assessing these responses, this study has not assumed that the principal purpose of the United States–Japan alliance is or should be to compete with China, or that Washington and Tokyo are locked into an inevitable, zero-sum contest of military advantage with Beijing. Rather than maintain a dedicated focus on how the alliance should prepare for a worst case contingency vis-à-vis China, this report has attempted to assess the relative probabilities and risks of multiple scenarios that feature varying levels of Chinese cooperation and coercion. Indeed, as discussed above, the most likely potential challenge to the alliance over the next fifteen to twenty years does not involve full-scale military conflict between China and Japan or the United States originating, for example, from Chinese efforts to expel Washington from the region. Instead, it derives from Beijing’s growing power to influence or resolve disputes with Tokyo in its favor short of military attack, particularly with respect to contested territories and maritime resources in the East China Sea. If Beijing wields its expanding capacity in such a manner, it not only could steadily erode Japanese security interests in these disputes but also could trigger destabilizing incidents and crises.

This study suggests that the United States and Japan must develop a policy response to China’s expanding military capacity in the Western Pacific that simultaneously (1) maximizes the chances of creating a stable, long-term, political–military posture by maintaining the right balance between deterrence and reassurance toward Beijing; (2) minimizes the likelihood and disruptive impact of future political–military crises; and (3) is politically, economically, and militarily acceptable to the elites and populations in both countries. This will require policymakers to grapple with the concerns identified in this study on a diplomatic and strategic level as well as a defense planning level, recognizing the interconnectedness of military and political choices and consequences.

Admittedly, there are no “silver bullets” in regional or alliance strategies that can single-handedly deliver a stable military or political balance at minimal cost to all parties involved. As the preceding analysis clearly indicates, each of the broad conceivable responses to this daunting challenge will likely require painful trade-offs and, in some cases, the adoption of radically new ways of thinking about the roles and missions of both the U.S. and Japanese militaries. In particular, policymakers could find their efforts complicated by limits on the ability of Japan or other nations in the Asia-Pacific region to advance substantive security cooperation or embark on major security enhancements, unwillingness in the U.S. military to alter doctrinal assumptions in operating in the Western Pacific, and China’s own suspicions of security agreements that might constrain the use of its growing capabilities. Indeed, any strategy that includes vigorous political or diplomatic efforts to reach critical understandings over vital security interests will necessarily require a high tolerance for uncertainty and even failure. Moreover, even the most conservative, status-quo-oriented approaches will probably require a considerably greater level of national economic capacity and alliance agreement and coordination than presently exists and might conceivably emerge in
the United States and Japan over the next fifteen to twenty years, barring major paradigm-shifting events.

Given the uncertainties and risks associated with the future evolution of the China-Japan-U.S. security environment, all three of these approaches could encounter serious obstacles to implementation. As a result, decisionmakers in both Tokyo and Washington will probably be tempted to avoid making many of the hard choices required over the next fifteen to twenty years (especially for the robust forward presence and defensive balancing approaches) and opt for some variation of “business as usual,” involving only marginally greater levels of U.S. presence and virtually no significant change in allied and regionwide policies and political relations. However, considering current and probable future economic, military, and political trends and events in China, Japan, and the United States, such conservative status quo policies and strategies are unlikely to remain capable of ensuring a stable security environment conducive to U.S. and Japanese interests over the long term.

Thus, one of the most significant challenges confronting Washington and Tokyo will be to grapple with the question of what type of long-term distribution of military power and deployment pattern in the Western Pacific they can accept. Hopefully, this study has shown the need for policy communities in both the United States and Japan to undertake a serious reassessment of such first-order issues and develop an appropriate long-term strategy in response. Without such an effort, the chance that all sides could blunder into a major crisis over the next fifteen to twenty years—or, worse yet, that Japan, the alliance, and the region as a whole could face serious and escalating instability—is only likely to increase over time.
NOTES

CHAPTER 1


2. Chinese analysts do not use the term “antiaccess and area denial” to describe the capabilities that the PLA is acquiring in this realm; they most often employ the term “counterintervention” instead. As indicated below, this reflects the fact that such capabilities are primarily being developed as deterrent measures, to complicate the ability of U.S. forces to intervene in a crisis over Taiwan or other territorial disputes along Beijing’s maritime periphery.


5. Ibid., 37.

6. This region is generally understood to include the Kuril Islands, Japan, the Ryukyu Islands, Taiwan, the Philippines and Indonesia, thus containing much of the Yellow Sea, the East China Sea, and the South China Sea.

8. It is essential to recognize that, during the past fifteen years, both Washington and Japan have arguably deepened their commitment to strengthening positive relations with China while avoiding more intense levels of security competition, in order to address a growing array of regional and global problems and issues that require close trilateral and multilateral cooperation. In other words, Sino-U.S.-Japanese military developments are taking place within a larger context that requires increasingly sophisticated strategies for balancing the “engagement” and “hedging” elements of U.S. and Japanese policy toward China. This challenge will only increase over time.


10. Generally, net assessments have fallen into one of two categories: regional (for example, the military balance in Europe, the military balance in Northeast Asia) or functional (the strategic nuclear balance, command and control, power projection, and the like).

11. Two of the best are by Barry Watts. See Barry Watts, “A Net Assessment of Training and Education for Combat as a Source of Sustainable Advantage,” Contract DASW 01-02-D-0014-0052, Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, Washington, D.C., September 19, 2006. See also Barry D. Watts, The Military Use of Space: A Diagnostic Assessment (Washington, D.C.: Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, 2001). In addition, Anthony Cordesman has completed a number of net assessments and was the director of a very interesting “dynamic net assessment” project on the Middle East for the Center for Strategic and International Studies. However, the approach described here is generally very different from that used by Cordesman. Other net assessments using very different approaches include Peter Chalk, Angel Rabasa, William Rosenau, and Leanne Piggott, The Evolving Terrorist Threat to Southeast Asia, RAND Corporation, 2009, www.rand.org/pubs/monographs/2009/RAND_MG846.pdf.


15. Actually, there is something of an epistemological debate within net assessment on the usefulness of a standardized structure. Cohen appears to argue that all assessments contain five elements: how to think about the balance, trends, concepts of operations, asymmetries, and scenarios; see Cohen, “Net Assessment: An American Approach,” 13–19. Phillip Karber also appears to believe that assessments have a common structure, but he uses different elements than Cohen. His sections include measurements, estimates, analysis, balancing, and victory; see Phillip A. Karber, “Net Assessment & Strategy Development for the Secretary of Defense: Future Implications from Early Formulations,” Institute of International Law & Politics, Georgetown University, http://lsgs.georgetown.edu/faculty/research/NA&SD%20for%20SecDef.pdf, especially 62–68. Barry Watts also appears to use something of a template in his assessments, though they include sections on how to think about the problem, trends bearing on the problem, asymmetries and uncertainties, and emerging problems and opportunities. See, for example, Watts, “A Net Assessment.” For this assessment, however, neither these, nor any of the other templates that have been employed in the literature, are perfectly compatible. So, while we intend to be informed by the approaches advocated by Karber, Cohen and Watts, we generally agree with Rosen, Bracken, and others that net assessment is more of an “intellectual approach” than a methodology.


18. In this sense, the use of the word “competitions” in this study is intended to encompass related and evolving military capabilities between potential opponents (in this case China and Japan, and China and the United States–Japan alliance) within specific domains, regardless of how deliberately interactive and adversarial each competition might be.
19. Jeffrey McKitrick makes an important point by noting, “In terms of ‘Strategic Interactions,’ one must be careful not to couch the net assessments in terms of ‘anticipated reactions of opponents.’ Often, opponents take actions that are not reactions to our defense policies, but are driven by other factors—third parties, geography, the desires of senior decision makers, organizational cultures, national or organizational objectives, etc.” Jeffrey McKitrick, “Adding to Net Assessment,” Parameters 36, no. 2 (Summer 2006): 118.


28. Ibid., 17.

29. This is not to suggest that asymmetries can be sustained forever. As Cohen notes, “Asymmetries change over time. New generations of weaponry may increase or decrease the quality of soldiers required to operate them”; Cohen, “Net Assessment,” 17.


31. Or “One bad general is worth two good ones;” or “If I must make war, I prefer it to be against a coalition.”

32. See chapter 3, on Japan, for a more in-depth discussion of this issue.

CHAPTER 2


2. For general statements of these basic goals, see Michael D. Swaine and Ashley J. Tellis, Interpreting China’s Grand Strategy: Past, Present, and Future (Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, 2000). For a clear official statement of China’s emphasis on stability in particular, see “Resolutely Carry Out the Lofty Mission Entrusted by the Party and the People—Warmly Celebrating the 82nd Anniversary of the Founding of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army,” editorial in Jiefangjun Bao Online, August 1, 2009. See also Wang Yizhou, “China’s Diplomacy: Ten Features,” Contemporary International Relations 19, no. 1 (January–February 2009): 45–64; and Wang Yizhou, “Mianxiang ershiyishiji de zhongguo waijiao: Sanzhong xuqiu de xunqiu jiqi pingheng” (Chinese Diplomacy in the Twenty-First Century: Achieving and Balancing Three Needs), Zhanlue yu Guanli (Strategy and Management), no. 6 (1999): 18–27. In the 1999 source, Wang identifies three basic requirements or objectives for China’s foreign and security policies during the twenty-first century: development; sovereignty; and responsibility (that is, becoming a superpower).

3. For example, see “Hu Jintao zai di er lun Zhong-Mei Zhanlue yu Jingji Duihua kaimu shi shang de zhici” (Address by Hu Jintao at the Opening Session of the Second Round of the U.S.-China Strategic and Economic


13. See Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD), Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China 2011 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 2011), www.defense.gov/pubs/pdfs/2011_cmpr_final.pdf. In his essay, Dai Bingguo wrote of this quotation, “Some people misinterpret the Chinese idiom ‘keep a low profile and make due contributions.’ They take China’s announcement of a peaceful development path as a smokescreen for its real intention before it gets strong enough. This is groundless suspicion. That Chinese idiom was quoted from Comrade Deng Xiaoping’s remarks from late 1980s to early 1990s, saying that China should keep modest and prudent, not serve as others’ leader or a standard bearer and not seek expansion or hegemony. This is consistent with the idea of the path of peaceful development.” Dai, “Stick to the Path.”
14. Some scholars and analysts—including structural and offensive realists, power transition theorists, and advocates of a more robust strategy for containing China—argue that China's ambitions and intentions will grow along with its national power, and that it will thus inevitably engage in a contest for supremacy with the United States, seeking to eject U.S. forces from the region and establish hegemony in the Asia-Pacific region (possibly without engaging in any actual kinetic conflict). See, for example, Aaron Friedberg, A Contest for Supremacy: China, America, and the Struggle for Mastery in Asia (New York: W. W. Norton, 2011). However, as other scholars and analysts have countered, some of the key variables that are most likely to affect China's future path are the decisions made by other powers in the region, particularly including the United States and Japan. See Jonathan Kirshner, “The Tragedy of Offensive Realism: Classical Realism and the Rise of China,” European Journal of International Relations 20, no. 10 (October 2010): 1–23; Favel, “International Relations Theory”; Michael D. Swaine, “Enough Tough Talk on China,” National Interest, September 26, 2011, http://nationalinterest.org/commentary/足够的tough-talk-china-3934.

15. Chinese armed forces include the People's Liberation Army, the People's Armed Police, and the reserves/militia.


17. For the purported Chinese text of Hu's December 2004 speech, see Hu Jintao, “Renqing Xinshiji Xinjieduan Wujin Lishi Shiming” (See Clearly Our Military's Historic Missions in the New Period of the New Century), speech given to China's Central Military Commission, Beijing, December 24, 2004, http://gfjy.jxnews.com.cn/system/2010/04/16/011353408.shtml. Also see China’s National Defense in 2010. It is important to note that such doctrinal shifts may take some time to be fully integrated into PLA operational training at the unit level. As Shambaugh cautions, “No matter how dynamic and adaptable doctrine is in a given military, it still takes a long time to translate doctrinal innovation into actual strategy and tactical changes in training and on the battlefield. In the U.S. military, it normally takes seven or eight years for significant doctrinal change to penetrate to the unit level of the armed forces. For the PLA, it is undoubtedly longer.” David Shambaugh, “Doctrine and Training,” in Modernizing China's Military: Progress, Problems, and Prospects (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002), chapter 3, 56–107.

18. As Ken Allen points out, the PLA does not have a term for doctrine. It discusses theory, which, for all practical purposes is equivalent to doctrine. Personal correspondence with the authors, October 25, 2012.


20. Two notable examples are Beijing’s unprecedented deployment of warships to the Gulf of Aden and Horn of Africa to participate with other navies in an international effort to combat maritime piracy, along with its operations to evacuate Chinese nationals from Libya in early 2011. These undertakings mark a significant step forward in the PLA's ability to conduct sustained military operations relatively far from China's shores.


24. "Warfighting and strategic deterrence are two major basic functions of the armed forces.... The objective of strategic deterrence is to contain the outbreak of war or to limit the scope and the escalation of war, with a view to curbing the war, and its strategic objective is attained by non-fighting means or fighting a small war." Peng and Yao, *Science of Military Strategy*, 213.

25. Peng and Yao, *Science of Military Strategy*, 224, 470. Dennis Blasko describes this text as probably “China’s most important contribution to increased transparency about its military intentions in the past decade,” after its publication of its defense white papers, its invitations to foreign observers to witness PLA exercises, and its joint training exercises with foreign militaries. Quotations from the AMS text in this report come from the English translation published in 2005.


28. As China’s 2010 defense white paper asserts, “China unswervingly maintains its fine cultural traditions and its belief in valuing peace above all else, advocating the settlement of disputes through peaceful means, prudence on the issue of war, and the strategy of ‘attacking only after being attacked.’” *China’s National Defense in 2010*.

29. See Blasko, *Chinese Army Today*, 120.


33. Ibid., 461.

34. We are indebted to Dennis Blasko for these observations. The “strategic frontier” encompasses the full range of competitive areas or boundaries implied by the notion of comprehensive national strength, including land, maritime, and outer space frontiers, as well as more abstract strategic realms related to China’s economic and technological development. For an article pointing to ASCEL as an analogue to A2/AD strategy, see Anton Lee Wishik II, “An Anti-Access Approximation: The PLA’s Active Strategic Counterattacks on Exterior Lines,” *China Security*, no. 19 (2011): 37–48, www.chinasecurity.us/images/stories/AntonWishik.pdf. Though this article drew some attention as substantiating evidence for A2/AD within PLA doctrine when it was published in 2011, the sources drawn upon have been extant since 2001, and the analysis takes ASCEL somewhat out of the context of active defense, of which it is an integral part. It remains a rough approximation for antiaccess/area denial, which is a Western way of describing a host of emerging Chinese capabilities. See further discussion below in note 47.

35. Psychological warfare is defined as efforts to undermine an enemy’s ability to conduct combat operations through psychological activities aimed at deterring, shocking, and demoralizing enemy military personnel and supporting civilian populations. Media warfare aims as influencing domestic and international public opinion to build public and international support for China’s military actions and to dissuade an adversary from pursuing policies viewed as adverse to China’s interests. Legal warfare stresses the use of international and domestic laws to elicit international support and manage possible political repercussions of China’s military actions. The concept was first approved by the Chinese Communist Party’s Central Committee and the Central Military Commission in 2003. See “Chinese PLA Focusing on Media, Psychological, and Legal Warfare Training,” *Wen Wei Po* (Internet Version), October 23, 2004, summarized in “Highlights: Chinese PLA’s Military Theories, Informationization Efforts,” China-FBIS Report, November 5, 2004, OSC CPP20041204000013; Blasko, *Chinese Army Today*, 202–203; OSD, *Annual Report to Congress … 2011*, 26; Eric C. Anderson and Jeffrey G. Engstrom, “Capabilities of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army to Carry Out Military Action in the Event of a Regional Military Conflict,”

36. It is important to note that “while we in the United States frequently refer to China as having an antiaccess strategy, the Chinese military does not think in those terms…. The Chinese term for their approach to this broader challenge is ‘using inferiority to defeat superiority’ (以劣胜优).” Roger Cliff, “Anti-Access Measures in Chinese Defense Strategy,” RAND Corporation, testimony before the U.S. China Economic and Security Review Commission, January 27, 2010, www.uscc.gov/hearings/2011/hearings/transcripts/11_01_27_trans/cliff_testimony.pdf. For example, for a Chinese view on the issue, see Wang Haiyun, “Zhanjian: ‘Nanhai shi Zhongguo hexinliyi’ bingfei Zhongguo guanfang biaotai,” Dongfang Zaobao, October 13, 2010, http://news.xinhuanet.com/mil/2010-10/13/c_12652720.htm. Wang (a former Chinese military attaché to Russia and vice-president of the Chinese Society for the Study of the History of Sino-Russian Relations) writes, “During a recent visit to an American academic institution, I heard an American scholar discuss China’s so-called ‘anti-access strategy.’ … First of all, China has never adopted an ‘anti-access strategy.’ … China does not now have and will never implement a so-called ‘anti-access strategy’ in its surrounding waters, and it has never and will never seek to surround itself with a sphere of influence” (authors’ translation). Nonetheless, as Michael Flaherty explains, “While China has never officially acknowledged an antiaccess strategy, the Chinese concept of active defense as well as recently modernized PLAAF capabilities, doctrine, and campaign planning have predisposed the PLAAF toward this approach in its role of defending China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity,” Flaherty, “Red Wings Ascendant.” In other words, the PLA’s long-standing doctrine of “active defense” (jiji fangyu, 积极防御), particularly after incorporating lessons learned from the Gulf War about the nature of “limited war under high-technology conditions” (gas jishu tiaojian xia de jubu zhanzheng, 高技术条件下的局部战争) has led the Chinese to pursue an approach that Western analysts identify as antiaccess/area denial (A2/AD). See also Nan Li, “PLA’s Evolving Warfighting Doctrine.”


38. For example, Rear Admiral Zhang Huachen, deputy commander of the East Sea Fleet, made comments along these lines in 2010: “With our naval strategy changing now, we are going from coastal defense to far sea defense…. With the expansion of the country’s economic interests, the navy wants to better protect the country’s transportation routes and the safety of our major sea lanes…. In order to achieve this, the Chinese Navy needs to develop along the lines of bigger vessels and with more comprehensive capabilities.” (现在是海军战略发生变化, 由近海防御向远海防卫方向转变, 由于国家经济利益的拓展, 海军如果想要更好的维护国家交通线, 主要航道的安全, 就必须向大型化, 综合化的发展.) “Donghai jandui fusiling: Wo haijun xu xiang da xinghua zonghehua fazhan” (East Sea Fleet Deputy Commander: Navy Must Expand Large-Scale Integration), Xinhua, March 9, 2010, http://news.xinhuanet.com/mil/2010-03/09/content_13129335.htm. See also Feng Zhichao, “Power Projection Capability: Its Making and Extension Amid Deep Fusion,” jiefangjun Bao Online, February 2, 2012, OSC CPP20120202787014; Li Yu, “Contemporary Strategic Power Projection Capability: How Can

39. For example, see Gu Wei-Jun, “Need to Break Through China’s Rigid Thinking: It’s Unavoidable That China Will Use Military Forces Abroad” (Xu tupo jianghua siwei, zhongguo weilai haiwai yong bing bu ke bimian), *Huanqiu Shibao*, July 1, 2010, http://mil.huanqiu.com/Exclusive/2010-07/895638.html. AMS scholar Gu Weijun says that China needs to break through the old ossified thinking that China should not deploy forces abroad or have bases abroad and suggests there should be more research on this issue. He gives five reasons for having the capacity to deploy forces abroad: (1) protecting China’s territory and sovereignty in the Yellow, East and South seas; (2) protecting and extracting Chinese expatriates abroad; (3) counterterrorism activities abroad (for example, striking at East Turkestan lairs); (4) deterrence patrols in order to express concern and indignation at some event that threatens China’s interests; and (5) influencing/shaping some strategic situations by setting up military bases abroad.


43. This section draws from Swaine and Zhang, *Managing Sino-American Crises*.

44. Wang Jisi and Xu Hui, “Pattern of Sino-American Crises: A Chinese Perspective,” in *Managing Sino-American Crises*, ed. Swaine and Zhang, chapter 3. This set of guidelines is reflected by Mao’s statement: “Despise the enemy strategically and take it seriously tactically.” Wang and Hui point out that Mao used this strategy vis-à-vis the United States during the wars in Korea and Vietnam, and the first two Taiwan Straits crises in the 1950s. That is, in general, he issued strong rhetoric but took cautious actions.

45. Alastair Iain Johnston, “China’s Militarized Interstate Dispute Behavior 1949–1992: A First Cut at the Data,” *China Quarterly*, no. 153 (March 1998). Johnston concludes that, during the Cold War, China was more prone to disputes than most other major powers except the United States, and tended to resort to higher levels of violence in disputes. The largest portion of Chinese dispute behavior involved territorial issues and the consolidation of long-standing territorial claims. He speculates that, if China does not face challenges to its territorial integrity and has sufficient international status, it may actually be less likely to become involved in disputes. However, once it becomes involved in a dispute, China will tend to escalate to a relatively high level of force.

46. Some analysts have observed that the strong need to show resolve has led Chinese leaders in the past to discount the military and economic costs involved in employing force, unless such costs clearly threaten regime stability. For example, see Mark Burles and Abram N. Shulsky, *Patterns in China’s Use of Force: Evidence from History and Doctrinal Writings* (Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, 2000).

48. Whiting, *Chinese Calculus of Deterrence*; Burles and Shulsky, *Patterns in China's Use of Force*, 31, 41–42; Johnston, "China's Militarized Interstate Dispute Behavior," 19–20. Shulsky states that in crises of the 1950s through the 1960s, China at times sought to establish a fait accompli through quick and decisive action, and to force the adversary to risk significant escalation to reinstate the status quo ante. However, Johnston suggests that China is not more likely to undertake such risky international behavior during times of international crisis.

49. Burles and Shulsky, *Patterns in China's Use of Force*, 41. Shulsky argues that China's past use of force against a stronger power or the client of a stronger power suggests several tactics: "[First,] use of surprise to create psychological shock; [second,] inflicting casualties to create political pressure on the opponent; [third,] creation of tension to divide the opposing alliance or to create political problems for an opponent; [fourth,] creation of a fait accompli, presenting the opponent with a choice between acquiescence and escalation."

50. Moreover, as reiterated by Chinese participants in a 2004 conference on crisis management convened in Beijing, this willingness to use force when facing a superior power derived, in turn, partly from a sense of vulnerability and weakness. It also derived from the absence of other credible means to communicate resolve and to exert leverage in a crisis. See Swaine and Zhang, *Managing Sino-American Crises*.
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231. Although institutionally subordinate to the CCP Secretariat, leading small groups (LSGs) are each presided over by that PBSC member who exercises primary responsibility within the senior political leadership as a whole for the major policy sector(s) associated with the LSG. In those policy areas relating to foreign security policy, the four major LSGs are headed by the CCP general secretary: Foreign Affairs LSG, National Security LSG, Maritime Issues LSG, and Taiwan LSG. Each of these LSGs usually includes a PLA representative, in some cases the senior officer in charge of military intelligence and/or the Minister of Defense. For a general discussion of the nature and function of LSGs, see Qi Zhou, “Organization, Structure and Image in the Making of Chinese Foreign Policy since the Early 1990s” (dissertation, Johns Hopkins University, 2008).

233. For references to such a lack of policy coordination by a well-known Chinese scholar, see Wu Xinbo, “Managing Crisis and Sustaining Peace between China and the United States,” U.S. Institute of Peace, 2008, 25, www.usip.org/files/resources/PW61_FinalApr16.pdf; and Wu Xinbo, “Understanding Chinese and U.S. Crisis Behavior,” Washington Quarterly 31, no. 1 (Winter 2007–2008): 72, www.twq.com/08winter/docs/08winter_wu.pdf. According to Qi Zhou (“Organization, Structure and Image,” 264–68) and discussions held by the author in China in the mid-2000s with knowledgeable individuals, in the wake of the 1999 NATO bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade, a PLA-related think tank made concerted efforts with other agencies to set up “an inter-agency, crisis management–oriented ‘national security council’” under the Politburo. This effort apparently contributed to the subsequent formation of the above-mentioned National Security LSG. However, this unit has not actually become a genuine NSC-type structure nor even taken a role in the policymaking process as significant as that of the Foreign Affairs LSG.

234. As Taylor Fravel argues, vessels from these agencies are tasked by central leadership to enforce China’s rights to regulate fish stocks and oil resources in waters that Beijing claims to be under its jurisdiction, according to both official statements from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as well as patterns of behavior exhibited in the South China Sea. Indeed, Chinese diplomatic détente with other claimants in the disputes has led to observable alterations in rules of engagement by Fisheries Administration vessels, demonstrating that these actors adhere closely to central directives. Fravel, “China’s Strategy in the South China Sea.”


238. See Johnston and Stockmann, “Six Hypotheses.” The six mechanisms they identify are (1) intra-elite competition, (2) social instability, (3) diplomatic bargaining, (4) punishment of bluffing, (5) normative prioritization of public opinion, and (6) transmission via influential scholar-advisers.


243. Alastair Iain Johnston makes the argument, in particular, that examining data on Chinese people’s perceptions of Japanese people in comparison with their perceptions of themselves can offer a more accurate picture of Chinese opinion and policy preferences vis-à-vis Japan. As he writes, “In principle perceptions of identity difference are a good predictor of specific policy preferences; the greater the perceived difference the more likely the individual will support realpolitik-like policy preferences.” Personal correspondence: Memo from Alastair Iain Johnston to Michael Swaine, “What Does the Beijing Area Study Tell Us about Perspectives on Japan Held by the People of Beijing?” May 8, 2011.

244. The Beijing Area Study used a 100-degree feeling thermometer (0 being very cold, 50 being neutral, 100 being very warm) to survey Chinese people’s feelings toward Japan in several years between 1998 and 2009. The study found that the Chinese public had neutral or slightly warm feelings toward Japan in 1998, but those feelings of amity declined over the ensuing years to about 30 degrees in 2004 (2005–2006 data were not available). Memo

245. For evidence of the improvement in Chinese public opinion toward Japan in 2007 and 2008, see the following sources: Zhang Haizhou, “Chinese View Japan ‘More Positively,’” China Daily, May 7, 2008, www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2008-05/07/content_6666630.htm; and HRCG graph given by Yu, “China-Japan Relations Vital.” As these sources demonstrate, views had improved in 2006 over 2005; however, the most notable improvements begin in 2007. For example, in the HRCG data, the share of Chinese respondents who had a favorable view toward Japan increased by 2.9 percentage points from 2005 (11.6 percent) to 2006 (14.5 percent), but went up by 8.9 percentage points in 2007 (24.4 percent), and another 13.9 percentage points over the next three years, reaching 38.3 percent in 2010. The Beijing Area Study surveys conducted in 2007 and 2009 also showed an increase of a few degrees in Chinese feelings toward Japan in 2004, though only to the mid-30s, rather than a recovery to 1998 levels. Memo from Johnston to Swaine, “What Does the Beijing Area Study Tell Us?”


246. A joint Yomiuri/Xinhua poll conducted in October 2010 found highly negative views toward Japan among the Chinese public, with 79 percent of respondents viewing Japan as untrustworthy and 81 percent feeling the current state of relations was bad. This poll was conducted shortly after a bilateral Sino-Japanese dispute over a Chinese fishing boat’s collision with a Japanese coast guard vessel. See “Distrust of China Soaring, Poll Finds,” Yomiuri Shimbun, November 8, 2010, www.yomiuri.co.jp/dy/national/T101107002766.htm. In a BBC/GlobeScan/PIPA poll conducted in late 2010 and early 2011, 71 percent of Chinese viewed Japan’s influence in the world as negative, while only 18 percent saw it as positive. (Meanwhile, the responses from American interviewees were the inverse; 69 percent of U.S. respondents stated that Japan exerts a positive influence in the world, while only 18 percent believe its influence is negative.) BBC World Service/GlobeScan/PIPA, “Views of U.S. Continue to Improve in 2011 BBC Country Rating Poll,” March 7, 2011, www.worldpublicopinion.org/pipa/pdf/mar11/BBCEvalUS_Mar11_rpt.pdf. Six months later, a Genron NPO/China Daily joint poll conducted in June and July 2011 also found quite negative views toward Japan among the Chinese public, with 65.9 percent of Chinese reporting that they had an unfavorable impression of Japan. See “Hinaka ryō kokumin no Taiinaka, tainichikan jūnishi kōtoku no to no koujō” (Major Deterioration in Feelings toward China and Japan among the People of Japan and China—Results Published from 7th Joint Japan-China Opinion Poll), Genron NPO, August 11, 2011, www.genron-npo.net/world/gene/1119_2011.html. Notably, the joint Yomiuri/Xinhua poll conducted in October 2011 did find attitudes that were far less negative than those in the year previously, suggesting that attitudes toward Japan warmed somewhat in 2011. When asked
about Japan’s trustworthiness, a majority (55 percent) of Chinese respondents indicated that they viewed Japan as very or somewhat trustworthy, while 42 percent said Japan is not very or not at all trustworthy. Yomiuri Shim bun, “Japan–China–ROK Joint Poll,” November 12, 2011, 10–11, data presented in Media Analysis and Translation Teams (MATT), U.S. Embassy in Tokyo, “Attachment to Japan Media Analysis, Afternoon Edition,” November 16, 2011, OSC JPP20111116054003.

However, those warmer attitudes were not evident in other surveys in ensuing months. In the annual BBC poll conducted in late 2011 through early 2012, the Chinese public reported viewing Japanese influence in the world quite negatively—with 16 percent describing it as mainly positive and 63 percent casting it as primarily negative. These numbers did not diverge widely from the numbers in the late 2010/early 2011 BBC poll. BBC World Service/GlobeScan/PIPA, “Views of Europe Slide Sharply in Global Poll, While Views of China Improve,” May 10, 2012, www.globescan.com/images/images/pressreleases/bbc2012_country_ratings/2012_bbc_country%20rating%20final%20080512.pdf. Similarly, a China Daily/Genron NPO poll conducted in April and May 2012 found that 64.5 percent of Chinese had an unfavorable impression of Japan, roughly similar to the 2011 findings. “2012-Nen dai 8-kai nitchū seronchōsa (8th Japan–China Opinion Poll 2012),” Genron NPO, June 2012, http://tokyo-beijingforum.net/index.php/survey/8th-survey.


247. Chicago Council on Global Affairs, *Soft Power in Asia;* “2008 Pew Global Attitudes Survey in China.” In a 2011 Yomiuri/Xinhua poll, when respondents were asked to prioritize the first issue that would need to be resolved to improve Sino-Japanese ties, 35 percent indicated that resolving the history issue was most important, while 35 percent responded that resolution of the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands dispute was most important. Thirteen percent of respondents selected the issue of joint development of gas resources in the East China Sea, 5 percent pointed to intellectual property rights issues, and another 11 percent responded with other answers or no answers. In the 2009 Yomiuri/Xinhua poll, historical issues were viewed as being the most important issue (36 percent), with the Senkaku/Diaoyu territorial issue second most important (29 percent), and joint development third (20 percent). Yomiuri Shim bun, “Japan–China–ROK Joint Poll”; and Xinhua/Yomiuri joint poll conducted November 2009.

248. In the 2008 Chicago Council poll, 62 percent of Chinese expressed concern that Japan’s military could pose a threat to China in the future. See Chicago Council on Global Affairs, *Soft Power in Asia.* Similarly, in a Yomiuri/Xinhua Sino-Japanese opinion poll conducted in 2009, in response to the query, “Do you think Japan has walked the path of a peace loving nation since World War II over 60 years ago?” 53 percent of Chinese agreed and 44 percent disagreed, in contrast to the 92 percent of Japanese who answered in the affirmative. Xinhua/Yomiuri joint poll conducted November 2009. The Beijing Area Study found in 2004 that Chinese people viewed Japanese militarism as a major threat to Chinese security, almost on par with the threat of Taiwan independence, though when asked to choose the greatest threat to Chinese security, Japanese militarism and military power were at the bottom of a list of eight threats. Memo from Johnston to Swaine, “What Does the Beijing Area Study Tell Us? Related to these sentiments, in a 2009 poll with a question positing a range of potential threats to China, a majority of Chinese respondents (61 percent) viewed the possibility of Japanese nuclearization as a threat to Chinese security, third among the list of ten potential threats over the coming ten years. See Hanson and Shearer, “China and the World.”

249. Yomiuri Shim bun, “Japan–China–ROK Joint Poll.” In contrast, however, when a 2009 Lowy Institute poll asked Chinese how they would feel if a government-controlled foreign company sought to buy a controlling stake in a major Chinese company, 79 percent of Chinese opposed the venture, while only 14 percent supported it—the lowest of the five country options (which included Singapore, Canada, Australia, the United States, and Japan). See Hanson and Shearer, “China and the World.”

250. Questions in the Beijing Area Study asked Chinese interview subjects to locate Chinese people, Japanese people, and American people on a 7-point scale anchored by opposite adjectives (such as peaceful/warlike; civilized/un-civilized; moral/immoral; sincere/insincere). The average difference between perceptions of the Chinese as people and the Japanese as a people over the decade from 2000 to 2009 ranged from 2.17 (in 2002) to 3.34 (in 2007). Memo from Johnston to Swaine, “What Does the Beijing Area Study Tell Us?”

251. BBC/GlobeScan/PIPA, “Views of U.S. Continue to Improve” (2011); BBC/GlobeScan/PIPA, “Global Views of United States Improve” (2010); Hanson and Shearer, “China and the World.” In the 2010–2011 BBC/GlobeScan/
PIPA poll, 33 percent of Chinese surveyed viewed U.S. influence in the world as positive, while 53 percent viewed it as negative, the highest of all 29 countries surveyed. However, this poll was conducted shortly after the September 2010 Chinese fishing boat incident and a series of diplomatic tiffs between the United States and China, at a time when China’s nationalist ire was likely particularly provoked. In the previous year’s poll, conducted from late 2009 to early 2010, 29 percent of Chinese respondents felt that the United States had a positive influence on the world, while 44 percent saw American influence as negative, the sixth-highest negative numbers of countries surveyed.

252. Ding Qingfen, “Friction Inevitable as Bonds Grow Stronger,” China Daily, January 17, 2011, www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/2011-01/17/content_11862179.htm; Chicago Council on Global Affairs, Soft Power in Asia. The 2008 Chicago Council poll found that Chinese people felt strongly that Sino-U.S. trade and investment was important for the Chinese economy (an average of 7.6 on a scale of 1 to 10). In the poll cited by Ding Qingfen, 70 percent of Chinese felt that the Sino-U.S. economic relationship was both competitive and cooperative. A majority of Chinese (52.7 percent) said the Chinese government should encourage more Chinese investment in the United States. Meanwhile, 44.4 percent welcomed an increase in U.S. investment in China, while 34 percent thought it should be reduced.


254. Chicago Council on Global Affairs, Soft Power in Asia; Memo from Johnston to Swaine, “What Does the Beijing Area Study Tell Us?” The average difference in the Beijing Area Study between perceptions of Chinese as people and Americans as people over the decade from 2000 to 2009 increased from 1.8 in 2000 to just over 3 in 2009. See endnote 243 for more information on this indicator.


257. In the 2011 Yomiuri/Xinhua poll, a majority of Chinese respondents said they would like to see cooperation among China, Japan, and South Korea in politics and diplomacy. More than 40 percent said the same for cooperation in economics and education/culture. However, only 26 percent said they wanted to see cooperation in security among these three countries. Yomiuri Shimbun, “Japan-China-ROK Joint Poll,” 10–11. In a 2011 Pew Research Center poll, 36 percent of Chinese felt that the current level of cooperation between Washington and Beijing was about right, while 28 percent desired to see more bilateral cooperation. Only 11 percent felt that the two sides cooperated too much. Pew Research Center Global Attitudes Project, “China Seen Overtaking U.S.” In a late 2010 poll, 91 percent of Chinese indicated that they felt Sino-U.S. relations were important, including 54 percent who feel they were very important: “90% of Chinese Think China-U.S. Ties Important.”

258. In an October 2011 Yomiuri/Xinhua poll, 39 percent of Chinese felt that Sino-Japanese ties would improve, 27 percent felt they would remain the same, and 29 percent believed they would deteriorate. In the same poll conducted in late 2009 (before the tensions in 2010), 53 percent of Chinese felt the bilateral relationship would improve, 31 percent thought it would stay the same, and only 11 percent thought they would worsen. Yomiuri Shimbun, “Japan–China–ROK Joint Poll”; and Xinhua/Yomiuri joint poll conducted November 2009. According to a 2010 survey conducted by China Daily and the Horizon Research Consultancy Group, about 60 percent of Chinese feel relations between China and the United States will remain stable in coming years, while approximately one-quarter of Chinese feel they will improve: “90% of Chinese Think China-U.S. Ties Important.”

259. See, for example, Hanson and Shearer, “China and the World,” which states, “Younger Chinese (18–24 years old) were twice as likely as their elders (55 years old and older) to say the United States posed the greatest or second greatest threat [to China’s security in the next 10 years]: 60% compared with 30%. For Japan the difference was 43% and 28% across the respective age groups.” See also Ding, “Friction Inevitable.” In the latter poll, the share of people under age 30 saying that U.S. investment in China should be reduced was 10 points higher than the percentage of the total sample holding that opinion.

260. “90% of Chinese Think China-U.S. Ties Important.”
261. For example, efforts to create strategic “space” between Washington and Tokyo will almost certainly be strongly subject to variations occurring in economic leverage or disputes, diplomatic acumen, leadership preferences, the occurrence or absence of incidents that enflame nationalist passions in China and (to a lesser extent) Japan, and of course the actions of Washington and Tokyo.

262. A key unpredictable variable that could significantly reduce the degree to which China employs the above-mentioned military capabilities in support of more assertive foreign and defense policies toward Japan would be events related to Taiwan. A change in U.S. and/or Chinese policy that resulted in a more stable military situation across the Strait and increased movement toward a cross-strait political dialogue could strengthen PRC incentives to engage in more cooperative and less competitive military modernization policies with both the United States and Japan.


264. The latter two crises might involve the emergence of a clear U.S. policy shift in support of the permanent separation of Taiwan from China through both political and military means or the outbreak of major conflict on the Korean Peninsula that results in what are perceived by one or both sides as efforts to place the other at a long-term disadvantage.

CHAPTER 3


8. With the 1995 document, the Japanese government changed the title of the general defense planning document from the *National Defense Program Outline (NDPO)* to the *NDPG*.


11. The authors wish to thank Eric Heginbotham for pointing this out.

12. Article 9 of Japan’s constitution is as follows: “Aspiring sincerely to an international peace based on justice and order, the Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of the nation and the threat or use of force as means of settling international disputes. (2) To accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph, land, sea, and air
forces, as well as other war potential, will never be maintained. The right of belligerency of the state will not be recognized.”


16. Ibid., 109.

17. Ibid., 109.


22. Ibid., 654.


24. Ibid., 137, 141–42. To ensure that the JSDF’s mission in a UN peacekeeping operation would not be the use of force, the government adopted five principles to govern Japanese participation: “(1) Agreement on a ceasefire shall have been reached among the parties to armed conflict. (2) Consent for conduct of UN peacekeeping operations as well as Japan’s participation in such operations shall have been obtained from the host countries as well as from the parties to armed conflict. (3) The operations shall strictly maintain impartiality, and not favor any of the parties to in the armed conflict. (4) Should any of the requirements in the above-mentioned guideline cease to be satisfied, the International Peace Cooperation Corps may suspend International Peace Cooperation Assignments. Unless the requirements are satisfied again quickly, the Government of Japan may terminate the dispatch of the personnel engaged in International Peace Cooperation Assignments. (5) The use of weapons shall be within the limits judged reasonably necessary according to the circumstances.”


27. Such rear-area support was mandated in the 1997 U.S.-Japan Defense Cooperation Guidelines.


32. See the DPJ manifesto for the December 16, 2012 election: “Ugokasu no ha, ketsudan,” 12.
34. This change if implemented would alter the status of the current Self-Defense Forces [Ji’ei Tai] into a full-fledged military in a legal sense.
41. Japanese strategists appear to have chosen to separate so-called gray zone competition from the broader spectrum of conflict, preferring to believe that affairs in the gray zone are intrinsically different and can be better managed. American strategists might not agree with this distinction, believing that it is without a difference.
47. Hitoshi Tanaka, “Bridging Asia and the Pacific: Japan’s Role in Reinforcing the U.S. Pivot,” East Asia Insights (Japan Center for International Exchange, Tokyo), December 2011.
48. For a discussion of these concepts, see chapter 4.
of Chinese nuclear strategy, doctrine, force structure, and force levels; that there is virtually no basis for U.S.-Japan nuclear discussions of any kind; there are no effective United States-Japan nuclear protocols of any kind; and that for years Japanese analysts have been asking quietly but persistently for more clarity on these subjects from the United States.


54. For a recent articulation of this view, see Itō Kan, Jimetsu suru Amerika teikoku: Nikon yo, dokuritsu se yo [Self-Destruction of the American Empire: Japan, Become Independent] (Tokyo: Bungeo Shunju, 2012).

55. The sections of this chapter dealing with trajectory projections of Japan Self-Defense Force capabilities, doctrines, and operating postures are based upon actual JSDF force structure and force levels, newly introduced and maturing capabilities, and the ever-present factor of Japanese civil-military relations up to the present. From this point of departure, and on the basis of alliance relations and the concept of a current JSDF cadre force already in being, the authors applied informed speculation regarding projections into the future along trajectory lines. This subsection on the basic characteristics of the JSDF is based on continuous close observation over the last twenty-five years, and on an extensive series of interviews and conversations with Japanese and American commanders, diplomats, and security analysts conducted in the course of preparing this assessment.


58. Some peacekeeping operations and combat service support missions did not survive initial political scrutiny, and never deployed. Others eventually succumbed to recall after deployment.


60. Martin Fackler, “Japan Plans Military Shift to Focus More on China,” New York Times, December 12, 2010, www.nytimes.com/2010/12/13/world/asia/13Japan.html. Fackler writes, “In what would be a sweeping overhaul of its cold war-era defense strategy, in December 2010 Japanese newspapers reported that Japan was about to release new military guidelines reducing its heavy armored and artillery forces pointed north toward Russia in favor of creating more mobile units that could respond to China’s growing presence near its southernmost islands. The new defense strategy called for greater integration of Japan’s armed forces with the United States military.”


63. This analysis of the Maritime Self-Defense Force is part of an ongoing discussion regarding capabilities, doctrines, and future capabilities that has been taking place with the JMSDF for twenty-five years.

64. Since the end of the Cold War, the U.S. Navy has at times actively opposed the development of JMSDF aircraft carriers and nuclear powered submarines. This resistance was rationalized in part because the United States was so strong in those areas, and therefore its JMSDF development was not a good use of Japanese budget resources, and would come at the expense of other needs such as bolstering less-capable JMSDF. However, two other factors played a significant role: the U.S. Navy's nuclear submarine community's reluctance to have any other Navy develop nuclear powered submarines if it could be helped; and the perhaps transitory U.S. Navy fear of angering the Chinese PLAN by what would be seen as provocative JMSDF carrier developments.


66. The development of the JMSDF’s air-capable ships is a noteworthy twenty-five-year saga of Japan’s sea service overcoming political, legal, financial, and bureaucratic obstacles with a single-minded purpose and a consistent operational vision.

Osumi class: Given its lack of a bow ramp, full flight deck, starboard superstructure, stern gate, and well deck, the Osumi landing ship tank (LST) (three of this class built and in service) is closer in general layout to a Landing Helicopter Assault ship (LHA) or Landing Helicopter Dock ship (LHD), although at 14,000 tons full load displacement and approximately 585 feet overall, it is much smaller than either of these U.S. Navy classes. It serves well, however, as an introductory flat deck ship, and plays a part in the JMSDF humanitarian assistance and disaster relief role.

Hyuga class: The follow-on Hyuga class helicopter destroyer (DDH) deserves its description as the first Japanese aircraft carrier built since World War II. Considerably larger than the Osumi class at 650 length overall (LOA) and displacing approximately 20,000 tons full load, Hyuga is indicative of the JMSDF emphasis on rapid evolution of its air-capable flat deck designs. Hyuga’s mission is antisubmarine warfare, with a secondary mission of peacekeeping and humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations. Two of this class have been built and are in service.

“Improved” Hyuga: Technically Hyuga-class ships, the follow-on 22DDH-class ASW ships, are much larger: 815’ LOA and displacing 30,000 tons full load. In aircraft carrier design, size implies both capacity and efficiency. The cleared-deck design of these ships is optimized for flexible flight deck operations. These new ships (not yet operational at this writing) are as large as the Imperial Japanese Navy’s World War II fleet of (heavy) aircraft carriers, and are a political as well as a military statement. One of these ships is being built at the present, and another is planned. See Paul S. Giarra, “The Reactions of the Japan Maritime Self-Defense Force to Evolving PLA Navy Capabilities and Operations.”


69. The United States and Japan have also agreed to begin exercises on “Keen Sword 2013 to enhance coordination procedures and interoperability between the nations in the event of a crisis in the Asia-Pacific region.” See “US and Japan begin Exercises Keen Sword 2013,” Strategic Defence Intelligence, November 14, 2012, www.strategicdefenceintelligence.com/article/T0njz6qCprE/2012/11/14/us_and_japan_begin_exercise_keen_sword_2013.


72. JMSDF’s non-nuclear submarines can at least act as screens for transiting U.S. carrier battle groups, operating in fixed positions in the many closed seas in the maritime salient. Significantly, Japan’s Soryu class boats are much larger than the sorts of European models being exported to Asia or being built there under license. This makes them inherently capable of extended operations, and may change the way we think about so-called conventional submarines. The new Soryu class—an improved Oyashio class (with dropped-in air-independent propulsion; 4,200 tons submerged, 6,200 nautical mile range; six tubes, torpedoes, and Harpoon)—is a long-range boat, unlike many European exports essentially built for coastal defense. This class’s combination of range, stealth, and weapons capacity is a significant development.

73. Until recently, Japan’s national air defense command and control systems (such as JASDF’s Basic Air Defense Ground Environment “BADGE” system) were incompatible with U.S. command-and-control systems, thereby precluding technical and operational connectivity between JASDF and the U.S. Air Force.

74. Japan has confirmed orders for a few F-35s, and currently plans to procure a total of 42. Given the programmatic and price uncertainty surrounding the F-35 program in the United States, anything is possible as this torturous procurement plays out over time. Tokyo could cancel the procurement of the F-35 in favor of a “placeholder” aircraft such as the F/A-18, or even review the woefully inadequate number of F-35s on order, given the emergence of the PLAAF, which began testing its second fifth-generation fighter in October 2012.

75. The F-35 is inherently a penetrating bomber, and its “A” and “C” versions will be used as such by the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Navy. If Japan proceeds with its procurement, JASDF will possess a penetrating bomber capability within this time frame. Penetrating drones increasingly will proliferate throughout the U.S. force structure over the next several decades, and would be suitable for operations or staging from Japanese bases. For instance, the Northrop Grumman X-47B unmanned combat air vehicle should be on line by approximately 2020.


82. The JGSDF has been conducting amphibious warfare exercises with the U.S. Marine Corps for the past eight years at Camp Pendleton, California (Exercise IRON FIST). These bilateral exercises are expanding, and shifting
to Guam and Tinian. According to authoritative U.S. Marine Corps sources, the JGSDF has approximately 80 percent of the equipment necessary for amphibious operations as of October 2012, and currently is procuring its first amphibious assault vehicles. In 2007, Japan also established the Central Readiness Force (CRF) as a rapid reaction force. Based in the JGSDF, the CRF encompasses a helicopter brigade, an airborne brigade, a special operations group, and a chemical defense unit. See Evan S. Medeiros, et al., Pacific Currents: The Responses of U.S. Allies and Security Partners in East Asia to China's Rise (Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND, 2008), 53.


84. A government panel that was put into place in 2009 to study Japan’s defense posture reported that the outer islands should receive disproportionate placement of Japan’s self-defense forces. See Kyle Mizokami, “Japan Defense Panel: Reinforce the Outer Islands,” Japan Security Watch, July 30, 2010, http://jsw.newpacificinstitute.org/?p=2128.


86. Ibid. The amendment “enables the Prime Minister’s Cabinet Office to take control of the planning and budgeting of Japan’s government space program. It also removes an article in a prior law governing the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA), the nation’s equivalent to NASA, which had restricted JAXA’s ability to pursue military space programs.”


90. Various Japanese forecasts; for example, Japan Center for Economic Research, Japan’s Economic Outlook 2009–2020.


CHINA’S MILITARY AND THE U.S.-JAPAN ALLIANCE IN 2030

96. See the section in chapter 2 on Beijing’s economic prospects for a comprehensive review of different projections regarding Chinese economic growth.


98. Japan’s policies on the control of arms exports: The Government of Japan has been dealing carefully with ‘arms’ exports in accordance with the Three Principles on Arms Exports (hereinafter referred to as ‘the Three Principles’) and their related policy in order to avoid any possible aggravation of international conflicts. Under the Three Principles, ‘arms’ exports to the following countries or regions shall not be permitted: (1) communist bloc countries, (2) countries subject to ‘arms’ exports embargo under the United Nations Security Council’s resolutions, and (3) countries involved in or likely to be involved in international conflicts. The Three Principles have been the basic policy concerning Japan’s ‘arms’ exports since they were declared at the Diet session in 1967. See the Japan Ministry of Foreign Affairs web page, www.mofa.go.jp/policy/un/disarmament/policy/index.html, for the complete text.


CHAPTER 4


3. Along these lines, the 2010 National Security Strategy identifies the following as the most important American interests: the security of the United States, its citizens, and U.S. allies and partners; a strong, innovative, and growing U.S. economy in an open international economic system that promotes opportunity and prosperity; respect for universal values at home and around the world; and an international order advanced by U.S. leadership that promotes peace, security, and opportunity through stronger cooperation to meet global challenges.


7. As Derek Mitchell states, “With the U.S. acting as security guarantor, regional states have been able to channel their resources into confidence-building and internal development rather than arms races and competing blocs.” See Derek Mitchell, “Reduce, Maintain, Enhance: U.S. Force Structure Changes in the Asia-Pacific Region,”


12. Moreover, many Asian leaders agree with the U.S. position that America serves as an essential guarantor of security for the region. For a recent reference to this viewpoint, see Robert Sutter, “Trust Our Resiliency,” *Asia Policy*, no. 7 (January 2009): 12–14. Sutter has conducted extensive interviews with Asian security analysts and elites in recent years. In this source, he writes: “Washington … wants stability and in contrast with the inability or reluctance of Beijing and other powers to undertake major risks and commitments—continues the massive expenditure of, and major risks associated with, a U.S. military presence in the Asia-Pacific region. This role is broadly viewed by Asian government officials as essential in stabilizing the often uncertain security relationships among Asian governments.”


15. U.S. policies supported an active Japanese role in an expanding number of regional multilateral forums and mechanisms, including long-standing organizations such as the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation forum (APEC) and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Regional Forum (ARF), as well as more recent bodies such as the East Asia Summit (EAS) and ASEAN+3 (AP)—the latter of which does not include the United States. Indeed, the 1996 U.S.-Japanese Joint Declaration on Security asserted that the two states would cooperate with each other and other states to promote multilateral bodies such as ARF, while the 2004 NDPG stressed that the U.S. alliance should facilitate the promotion of multilateral security cooperation and dialogue.


18. Office of the Press Secretary, White House, “Remarks by President Barack Obama at Suntory Hall, Tokyo, Japan,” November 14, 2009. In this address on U.S. policy in Asia, Obama stated: “America’s alliances in Asia continue to provide the bedrock of security and stability that has allowed the nations and peoples of this region to pursue opportunity and prosperity that was unimaginable at the time of my first childhood visit to Japan. And even as American troops are engaged in two wars around the world, our commitment to Japan's security and to Asia’s security is unshakeable [applause], and it can be seen in our deployments throughout the region. Also see Yoichi Kato, “U.S. Warm to Proposal to Reaffirm Security Pact,” Asahi Shimbun, July 23, 2009, www.asahi.com/english/Herald-asahi/TKY200907230065.html; Kurt M. Campbell, “Press Availability in Beijing, China,” Remarks in Beijing, October 14, 2009; James B. Steinberg, “East Asia and the Pacific,” remarks at National Bureau of Asian Research Conference, “Engaging Asia 2009: Strategies for Success,” Washington, D.C., April 1, 2009, www.state.gov/s/d/2009/121564.htm.
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144. In 2008, the U.S. Census Bureau projected that the U.S. population would grow by 20.4 percent over the two decades from 2010 to 2030 (from 310.2 million to 373.5 million), implying an average annual growth rate (AAGR) of 0.93 percent. U.S. Census Bureau, Population Division, Table 2. Projections of the Population by Selected Age Groups and Sex for the United States: 2010 to 2050 (NP2008-T2), August 14, 2008, www.census.gov/population/www/projections/files/nation/summary/np2008-t2.xls.

In its 2012 annual report, the Social Security Board of Trustees posited an intermediate estimate of total growth in the population of the Social Security Area (approximately equivalent to the U.S. population) to be 17.2 percent, expanding from 315 million in 2010 to 369 million in 2030, an AAGR of 0.8 percent. The low-growth estimate postulated a 13.9 percent increase in population size (an AAGR of 0.65 percent), and the high estimate posited 20.2 percent growth (an AAGR of .92 percent). Board of Trustees, Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal Disability Insurance Trust Funds, The 2012 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance and Federal Disability Insurance Trust Funds (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 2012), www.ssa.gov/oact/rt/2012/rt2012.pdf.
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156. For example, the degree of emphasis PACOM places on the military threat posed by China and the type of military contingencies and planning undertaken can vary considerably depending on the background and outlook of the commander at the time. Some commanders place a heavier emphasis on countering Chinese capabilities through increased deployments and classic “balancing” behavior, whereas others stress both bilateral and multilateral military diplomacy, although always from a position of strength.
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China. Of course the likelihood of such an outcome would arguably increase if the United States were to experience a slight tilt toward respondents who believe that U.S. military spending is too high, while a slight majority of respondents (57 percent) believe that military spending is just about right or slightly too little.

Annual polls conducted from 2007 to 2012 by the Gallup Organization, commissioned by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, have highlighted the ongoing support from the U.S. general public of Japan, both as a dependable ally and as the most important partner of the United States in Asia. See www.mofa.go.jp/region/n-america/us/survey/index.html.


See the full report of “U.S. Public, Experts Differ on China Policies: Public Deeply Concerned about China's Economic Power,” Pew Global Attitudes Project, September 18, 2012, www.pewglobal.org/files/2012/09/US-Public-and-Elite-Report-FINAL-FOR-PRINT-September-18-2012.pdf. This survey project, conducted in conjunction with the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, found that 78 percent of the American public believe that the large amount of U.S. debt held by China is a very serious problem, 71 percent believe that loss of U.S. jobs to China is a very serious problem, and 61 percent felt thus about the U.S. trade deficit with China. Meanwhile, 49 percent view China's growing military power as a very serious problem, and only 27 percent said the same about tensions between Taiwan and China. Fifty-nine percent of respondents expressed greater concern over China's economic strength, while less than half that amount (28 percent) said Beijing's military power was more concerning.


However, if the U.S. economy's growth were to gyrate around 1 percent for much longer than a decade, U.S. defense budgets would likely experience considerable strain—making the following “Faltering” trajectory more likely. The floor on American deployments in the Asia-Pacific region outlined by President Obama in his Canberra speech in November 2011 could thus erode, prompting pressures for a less-engaged military strategy and throwing greater responsibility for security and maintenance of public goods on the region's states, including Japan.

Another uncertainty derives from the unknown capability of China's growing arsenal of A2/AD-oriented and supportive military, space, and cyber capabilities. It is possible that even under the best of economic conditions and the most robust of military capabilities, U.S. and Japanese land, sea, and air assets in the Western Pacific might remain under a high level of threat from Beijing, thus undermining the deterrent effectiveness of even a fully deployed ASB concept or Offshore Control system. In other words, in some very significant ways, U.S. primacy might end and Japan might remain to a certain extent vulnerable, even under this most “optimistic” trajectory of U.S. military capabilities, thus forcing assessments of alternative operational concepts and strategies toward China. Of course the likelihood of such an outcome would arguably increase if the United States were to experi-
ence prolonged economic problems impacting such capabilities. Thus, beyond this study’s fifteen- to twenty-year time frame, such a development might result in policies closer to the following “Faltering” trajectory. These issues, and the implications of “wild card” events, are discussed in some detail in chapters 5 and 6.

170. Apart from improved missile defense systems, carriers and major surface combatants could develop radar and emissions control, decoys, and obscurants to force enemies to expend a greater volume of munitions.

171. In an ASB-oriented approach, for instance, carriers would most likely remain outside the range of key land-based antiaccess systems (particularly any ASBMs), at least until deep strikes had disabled enemy C4ISR networks. Similarly, a strategy of Offshore Control would most likely place U.S. ships beyond the first island chain, away from China’s most densely concentrated defenses.

172. Recapitalized budgets, optimized acquisition schedules, and a higher priority on securing the Western Pacific would most likely allow the United States to expand its fleet (albeit not significantly beyond 300 vessels) and increase its shipbuilding rate. For instance, the U.S. Navy could acquire Aegis destroyers, cruisers, and (perhaps most important) submarines in greater numbers and within a shorter time frame than seen in recent decades. The composition of the fleet would thus be more effectively tailored to potential contingencies featuring the PLA.

173. A key issue would be whether such experimental capabilities would reach maturity during the time period examined in this study.

174. A CPGS system would likely feature several dozen to a hundred missiles in the form of conventional ICBMs or modified SLBMs; long-range bombers and combat drones would be unlikely to be produced en masse, given the costs associated with combining stealth, range, and persistence into a single platform. Bombers and drones would not generate the sortie rates necessary to conduct intense air campaigns; rather, they would strike at important C4ISR nodes in enemy territory, facilitating the entry of TACAIR into the theater.


176. See Mulvenon, “PLA Computer Network Operations.”
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181. How this delicate balance in U.S. power and policy (that is, withdrawing while maintaining confidence in the U.S. deterrence and war-fighting capability) could be achieved without precipitating enormous regional instability is extremely difficult to foresee, however. The conditions that might precipitate such a radical shift in U.S. policy and presence are discussed in greater detail below.


183. U.S. bases in Guam or areas outside the first and second island chains would not necessarily be sanctuaries in the event of a conflict. By 2030, China will likely have made considerable progress in its efforts to develop additional air- and ground-launched cruise missiles that could potentially strike Guam. Nevertheless, bridging such distances in the Western Pacific would most likely pose a greater technologically, operationally, and financial burden for the PLA, while offering more opportunities for the United States to mount a credible defense.
CHAPTER 5

1. Over the long term, the decline in the U.S. military presence, and the likely continued failure to resolve the outstanding tensions between Beijing and Tokyo over territorial and other disputes, would almost certainly erode the cooperative aspects of the Sino-Japanese relationship, absent significant confidence-building measures and security assurances that reduce significantly the likelihood of confrontations.

2. The “kill chain” is the sequence of events required for a missile to disable or destroy its target; it includes detecting and tracking a ship, transmitting that data to a launcher, and then ensuring that the ASBM reentry vehicle can overcome a ship’s onboard defenses to score a hit.


6. China’s arsenal of modern, but doctrinally, operationally, and numerically constrained, nuclear weapons would be used to threaten retaliation against civilian centers in the event of an enemy first strike. As blunt, unwieldy instruments of deterrence, China’s strategic forces would be of limited use in exacting political concessions from non-nuclear states such as Japan. But given Japan’s status as a frontline state dependent upon an American nuclear umbrella, China’s conventional and nuclear modernization would heighten existing insecurities felt by Japanese leaders.


8. It is of course also possible that either the United States or China could significantly falter economically and experience major declines to mid to low levels of economic capacity over the next fifteen to twenty years, thereby contributing to some of the scenarios described below. This is more likely to happen in China than in the United States. As indicated in chapters 2 and 4, those who are pessimistic about the PRC’s long-term prospects—and conversely, more sanguine about America’s chance for recovery—tend to doubt the vitality and responsiveness of China’s political system. The argument is that many of the economic reforms required to secure China’s continued growth are opposed by powerful interest groups (and their factional supporters), and reduce state influence over key industries in ways that may compromise the regime’s ability to monopolize economic, social, and political power. Internal divisions and political deadlock will result, throttling growth. In contrast, the United States’ current recession and political deadlock are seen as temporary setbacks that can be resolved by new administrations, new policy consensuses brokered between parties, and new initiatives implemented by the country’s more vibrant and resilient institutions.

9. As such, the capabilities above would be most feasible and likely under a high-capacity United States, which would see a return to precrisis growth rates (ranging from 2.5 to 3 percent, if not more), a long-term resolution to entitlement costs and growing deficits, and sustained increases in the defense budget that would gradually reverse the impact of the roughly $500 billion in budget cuts recently implemented.

10. Analysts note that the 1997 Asian financial crisis, which coincided with massive losses reported by state-owned enterprises, provided Premier Zhu Rongji with the political capital to undertake sweeping reforms of the state-owned and banking sectors.

11. As discussed in chapter 2, some analysts argue that, despite its investment-heavy growth model, China’s overall levels of capital stock and infrastructure is still low in comparison with industrial economies and its East Asian neighbors. In their view, the large share of China’s population that has yet to move from the rural inland to pro-
ductive urban centers will fuel demand for infrastructure, housing, and consumer goods.

12. Such a development would essentially involve features of Chinese behavior outlined in chapter 2, especially the more aggressive versions of possible domestic social and foreign policy behavior stipulated in the “Aggressive Ultranationalism” trajectory.

13. As discussed in greater detail in chapter 6, critical decisions regarding strategy or doctrine by the United States and Japan could either mitigate or compound the risks and uncertainty of a shifting military balance. These decisions could include revising and dispersing the forward U.S. presence in the region, or conversely, doubling down to defend fixed air bases and big-deck carriers against China’s expanding arsenal of theater missiles. U.S. and Japanese doctrine will also affect their performance across the domains of competition, particularly in the willingness of allied forces to exploit asymmetric missions to maximize the potential of their still–considerable forces.

14. China would be hard-pressed to use its nuclear capabilities as a weapon of blackmail or coercion without developing larger numbers of more precise warheads and delivery vehicles, and abandoning its long-standing no-first-use policy. Chinese leaders would be unlikely to revise these two core tenets of Chinese nuclear doctrine in the absence of an overwhelming threat from large arrays of CPGS weapons, BMD networks, or other systems deployed in numbers sufficient to neutralize China’s arsenal of 150 to 200 nuclear warheads. Moreover, any effort to shift to a new posture of limited, rather than minimal deterrence, would require China to undertake a significantly more ambitious modernization of its strategic forces—a process that would be gradual and relatively easy to monitor for U.S. or Japanese analysts.

15. In the United States, a mid- to lower-range trajectory would see a partial economic recovery that falls short of the precrisis boom, with real annual growth hovering around 2 percent or slightly lower. Extensive budget cuts foreshadow a major debt crisis, but increased healthcare and entitlement costs for an aging baby boomer population create new fiscal burdens. Faced with external budgetary pressures and political divisions within civilian and military bureaucracies, Washington permits existing trends in defense planning and procurement to run their course. At the same time, steady increases in personnel and operations costs would occupy an increasing proportion of a stagnant budget, reducing the resources available for acquisition and modernization.

16. Even with marginal improvements in submarine capabilities, however, the PLA would not pose a serious threat to Pacific sea lines of communication.

17. Although Beijing would likely witness a lower level of technological innovation and network system capabilities under this scenario, it is almost impossible to determine if such deficiencies would inhibit the deployment of an ASBM system in this time frame. Indeed, it is very possible that Beijing will achieve at least some level of deployment of a system—albeit one likely limited in number of missiles and range, and perhaps of an undetermined accuracy—given that such a project would certainly receive priority funding and attention even in a low-capacity scenario.

18. As Mulvenon notes, the PLA appears to regard unclassified U.S. networks as significantly more accessible and thus more attractive targets for infiltration and disruption than classified networks. NIPRNET, for instance, would provide a wealth of information on U.S. logistics networks (e.g., readiness status and the timing and destination of deployments) the PLA could target to delay U.S. intervention in a crisis, with a relatively high chance of success. An attack on SIPRNET, however, would pit the PLA against more sophisticated defenses and significantly increase the risk of failure—an unacceptable outcome, given the importance of cyber operations in the PLAs' efforts to level the playing field in the military balance. This is not to say the PLA would not attempt to exploit vulnerabilities in classified networks, but rather that Chinese cyber doctrine appears to emphasize attacks on unclassified U.S. networks. See James Mulvenon, “PLA Computer Network Operations: Scenarios, Doctrine, Organizations, and Capability,” in Beyond the Strait: PLA Missions Other Than Taiwan, edited by Roy Kamphuisen, David Lai, and Andrew Scobell (Carlisle, Pa.: Strategic Studies Institute, 2009), 253–86.

19. Under either situation, the U.S. dollar would remain the default reserve currency, with the euro a weaker competitor, and with no clear East Asian alternative currency. For the United States to appreciably strengthen its capabilities in the Western Pacific, it would need to implement the long-term objectives of the Joint Operational Access Concept (or some other ambitious counter-A2/AD approach), sustaining commitments in strategy, doctrine, spending, and procurement across multiple administrations and in the face of other contingencies (particularly in the Middle East) that may emerge.

20. In this instance, heightened threat perceptions of China would likely allow U.S. and Japanese policymakers to overcome political constraints in securing additional basing and access agreements, which would give allied forces
greater flexibility in dispersing and pre-positioning assets. More broadly, regional threat perceptions of China could facilitate a wider array of partnerships and basing arrangements with the nations that belong to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, enabling the United States to adopt a more flexible and geographically distributed presence. As discussed above, however, moving away from concentrated basing infrastructure would exact an operational toll on the alliance’s ability to project power into the regional theater.

21. How this delicate balance in U.S. power and policy (that is, withdrawing while maintaining confidence in the U.S. deterrence and war-fighting capability) could be achieved without precipitating enormous regional instability is extremely difficult to foresee, however. The conditions that might precipitate such a radical shift in U.S. policy and presence are discussed in greater detail below.

22. For the United States, a low-capacity scenario would feature prolonged economic stagnation with anemic annual growth that could fall below 1.5 percent. Diminished budgetary resources could create pressing imperatives to rein in long-term deficits through any means necessary, resulting in broad cuts to entitlements and defense spending alike. At the same time, cost escalation for the high-technology capabilities that make up the vast majority of the Air Force’s and Navy’s acquisition through the 2020s continues unabated, forcing the Pentagon to delay force modernization. Against the larger backdrop of austerity, the political will to marshal a strategically sound response to China’s antiaccess capabilities—which might otherwise include adopting more circumscribed or defensive missions to exploit the United States’ still-considerable forces—declines precipitously.

23. In this instance, the United States’ ability to assist Japan would degrade significantly, as operating exclusively from bases in Guam or further out would reduce sortie rates by U.S. fighters and bombers by as much as 40 to 50 percent, strain supply and logistics, and make allied air forces less durable and resilient in the face of attrition. Standoff weapons, including longer-range cruise missiles, could compensate to some degree for a reduced presence in the air, although their reach into Chinese territory would be limited.

24. Although a number of analysts have noted that Japan could leverage its advanced nuclear infrastructure to produce functioning warheads within several months (six months is a commonly cited figure), more detailed assessments have pointed out that acquiring a minimal second-strike capability would require a much more resource- and time-intensive process. Specifically, Japan would need to produce fissile materials, engineer warheads and missiles, and create its own effective and survivable delivery vehicles. A 2006 Sanki Shimbun article, for instance, cited internal Japanese government estimates that developing a miniaturized warhead would require a minimum of three to five years and ¥200–300 billion. Several U.S. analysts—including Jeffrey Lewis, Toshi Yoshihara, and James Holmes—have thus suggested that the process would take a few years rather than several months. See “Japan Needs 3–5 Years to Build Nuclear Warheads,” Kyodo World Service, December 25, 2006; “Unaware of Reported Government Documents on Nuke Warhead: Shiozaki,” Jiji Press, December 25, 2006 (cited by Yoshihara and Holmes); Jeffrey Lewis, “How Long for Japan to Build a Deterrent?” Arms Control Wonk, December 28, 2006, http://lewis.armscontrolwonk.com/archive/1339/japans-nuclear-status; and Toshi Yoshihara and James R. Holmes, “Thinking About the Unthinkable: Tokyo’s Nuclear Option,” Naval War College Review 62, no. 3 (Summer 2009): 59–78.

CHAPTER 6

1. See Richard A. Bitzinger, “AirSea Battle: Old Wine in New Bottles?” RSIS Commentaries, August 23, 2012. Bitzinger states that while ASB is short on specifics, “it is based on the idea of carrying out massive counterstrikes against an enemy’s home territory. Cruise missiles, launched from submarines or ships, along with smart bombs dropped from stealth aircraft, would blind and incapacitate the adversary by taking out its military surveillance and communications systems. Other attacks would target the enemy’s missile bases, airfields, and naval facilities.”

2. T. X. Hammes, “Offshore Control: A Proposed Strategy for an Unlikely Conflict,” Center for Strategic Research, Institute for National Strategic Studies, National Defense University, June 2012. Hammes notes that ASB is “the antithesis of strategy. While ASB is short on specifics, it is based on the idea of carrying out massive counterstrikes against an enemy’s home territory.” Hammes presents Offshore Control as a less escalatory alternative: “By reducing reliance on space and cyber domains, Offshore Control is designed to slow a crisis down and reduce escalatory pressure in a crisis and potential ensuing conflict…. If escalation is required, deliberate and transparent escalation is better than a sudden surprise that could be misinterpreted…. Offshore Control seeks termination of the conflict
on U.S. terms through China’s economic exhaustion without damage to mainland China’s infrastructure or the rapid escalation of the conflict.”

3. As Hammes writes, strategically, Offshore Control seeks to use “currently available but limited means and restricted ways to enforce a distant blockade on China. It establishes a set of concentric rings that denies China the use of the sea inside the first island chain, defends the sea and airspace of the first island chain, and dominates the air and maritime space outside the island chain. No operations would penetrate Chinese airspace. Prohibiting penetration is intended to reduce the possibility of nuclear escalation and to make war termination easier.” Hammes, “Offshore Control,” 4.


5. As discussed above, the United States would confront a fiscal dilemma in attempting to simultaneously reduce the overall deficit, rein in entitlement costs, and sustain levels of defense spending required to realize ambitious doctrines, capabilities, and force structures. Managing the long-term deficit without resorting to sequestration would be particularly difficult, as abandoning several hundred billion dollars in deficit reduction could inflate the ratio of debt to gross domestic product and possibly raise borrowing costs.

6. In addition to the technical obstacles involved in developing a highly integrated air-sea operational system, an effective ASB concept would likely require painful revisions in the doctrinal assumptions and preferred missions of both the Air Force and Navy. For instance, the U.S. Navy would have to contend with the possibility that its carriers might play a secondary role at the outset of a conflict, or at least until long-range bombers or standoff attacks had disabled the networks underpinning China’s antiship ballistic missiles. And the U.S. Air Force would likely need to accept a greatly increased role for unmanned, long-range stealth aircraft, including attack drones, and a relatively diminished role for its traditional short-range tactical fighters.


8. Ibid.

9. Collins and Murray, "No Oil?"

10. Ibid.

11. This scenario would see select counter-A2/AD capabilities grafted onto a more technologically advanced version of the extant U.S. force structure, mitigating some of the United States’ current vulnerabilities while reproducing others. The force structure under this scenario would likely include (1) a reliance on standoff, rather than long-range, deep-strike capabilities; (2) carrier fleets serving familiar doctrinal roles, such as bringing short-range tactical aircraft into the theater or serving as “geopolitical chess pieces” to convey U.S. presence; (3) a central role for short-range tactical aircraft that would be highly dependent on fixed forward bases vulnerable to missile attacks; (4) considerable, albeit lower, levels of U.S. and Japanese integration in areas such as base defense and C4ISR; (5) significant increases in antimine and ASW capabilities and an increased reliance on submarines as ASW and cruise missile platforms; (6) the maintenance of superior U.S. offensive cyber abilities that remain highly dependent upon networks and infrastructure whose security would not be assured in a conflict; and (7) the maintenance of a broad-based, persistent surveillance capability through satellites in geosynchronous orbit, beyond the range of most ASAT systems.

Given its continued, heavy reliance on forward basing, this approach would also require a considerable strengthening of both active and passive defenses, to preserve U.S. sanctuary areas essential for the basing and operation of U.S. air power systems. In terms of active defense, this approach would require significant investments to increase the number of Patriot Battalions, Aegis ships, SM-3 missiles, and ABM systems in Japan and surrounding areas. Past and ongoing programs might also receive increased funding and focus, such as the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system to shoot down ballistic missiles in their terminal phases, and the Medium Extended Air Defense System (MEADS) intended to update Patriot air defense systems.

In terms of passive defense, a number of measures might be taken. Passive defense at sea would include radar and emissions control, use of decoys and deception emitters, development and deployment of obscurants, and adoption of operational patterns that China may find hard to predict. Such efforts could reduce the likely effectiveness of

12. For example, if the DF-21D ASBM has a 1,750-kilometer range, it can still reach 850 kilometers offshore from nearly 900 kilometers inland. This is beyond the effective range of U.S. TACAIR. Thus, deep strikes might be required to effectively dismantle the ASBM system. The authors are indebted to William Murray for this comment.


16. See Henry A. Kissinger, “Avoiding a U.S.–China Cold War,” Washington Post, January 14, 2011, www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2011/01/13/AR2011011304832.html. Kissinger argues that, for such a concept to work, some type of “consultative mechanism” must be created that “permits the elaboration of common long-term objectives and coordinates the positions of the two countries [China and the United States] at international conferences. The aim should be to create a tradition of respect and cooperation so that the successors of leaders meeting now continue to see it in their interest to build an emerging world order as a joint enterprise.”

17. This development would resemble the explanations some analysts have offered for increased Chinese assertiveness since 2009.
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